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PREFACE~ 

IT was originally intended that the Distr~ct Gazetteers_ of 
the Native States in JJaluchistan should be in four volumes, 
vi's., {I) Sarawan and Kachhi, (II) jhala~an, (ih} _Ma~r~n 
and Kharan, and {IV) Las Bela. But 9wing to w.a~to~_tir),e 
it was subsequently deciqed to curtail_the SCOPf ,of the vvork, 
and to embody in one Volume the Gazetteers of the Districts 
of Sarawan, Kachhi and Jhalawan in the Kalat State. . · 

At the time of the inception of. the Gazetteer 'operations 
our knowledge of the coun.try was somewhat limited owing 
to it5' remoteness from headquarter$. Sets of questions 
were, therefore, sent to selected officials i~ the various 
1ziabatr in Sara wan and Kachhi. This method of c'oll'ecting 
information required, was not found to produce satisfad:ory 
results. l\lunshi Abdui Majid and Mirza t'her _Muhammad 
of the Gazetteer staff were, ther~fore,_ deJ?u.t~d, to f~ll~,ct 
information locally and to verify and supplement the reports 
received from the niabats. The for~er sp~n"t ·ab~·ut eleven 
months in Sarawan and four inonths i'n Kacfthi, 'aM the 
lat'te'r about . fou'rteen months ~n Jhaiawin, an'd 'colle'c't'ea 
much useful information ()n the various 's'ubje'cts 'd~alt with 
in the 

1
Gazetteers. Lala B:im'mat Rai of the 'Gaiette'~r sta~ 

also worked in Kachhl 'for 'ab'out 'two mo'n't&s. 
• ' ' . I ' l ~ •' ~ • ~ ;_ ): ' I 

As m many respects the conditions obtaining m the 
Quetta-Pishln District coincided with 'those obtainiiig in 1the 
Districts dealt with In this Volume, a good deal of material 
was reproduced with the necessary local adaptations, from 
Mr. Hughes-Buller's Gazetteer of the · Quetta-Pishin 
District. 

The articles on Geology were kindly supplied by Mr. E. 
Vredenburg ofthe Geological Survey of India, and notes on 
Botany were furnished by Major D. Praine, late Director of 
the Botanical Survey of India. · 

These Gazetteer~, like those of all other Districts in · 
Baluchistan, were commenced by Mr. R. Hughes-Buller, 
I.C.S., who, after visiting parts of Sarawan; Jhalawan 'and 



4 

Kachhi, wrote the whole of Chapter III, and the greater 
part of Chapter II of the Saraw:in Gazetteer; the section on 
Agriculture in Chapter II and parts of Chapters III and IV 
of Kachhi ; and the Physical Aspects, History and Appendix 
II of the Jhalaw:in Gazetteer. The remaining sections in 
Chapter II of the Sara wan Gazetteer were written by Major 
A. McConaghey. The Jhalawan Gazetteer was put together 
by Rai Sahib Jamiat Rai, Special Gazetteer Assistant, from 
material collected by Mirza Sher Muhammad, and was 
revised by Lieutenant H. R. Lawrence, Assistant Political 
Agent, Katat. The material for the greater part of the 
Sarawan and Kachhi Gazetteers was collected, as already 
mentioned, by Munshi Abdul Majid, and Chapters I and IV 
of the fofmer and the major portion of the latter Gazetteer 
were also compiled by Rai Sahib J amiat Rai and afterwards 
revised by me. The drafts of these two Gazetteers were 
examined by Major R. A. E. Benn, C.I.E., Political Agent, 
KalaL 

Much useful information has been derived from reports 
written from time to time by Major H. L. Showers, C.I.E., 
late Political Agent, Kalat. 

The Gazetteers now published are the first which have 
been compiled of these Districts, and the work cannot 
hope to be in all respects complete and accurate. As our 
knowledge of the country expands, more definite and 
detailed information will be available and defects and defi
ciencies in the present work cannot fail to come to light for 
rectification in later editions. 

C. F. MINCHIN, MaJOr. 

July, 1907• 
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CHAPTER I. ·' 

DESCRIPTIVE~ 

The Sarawan country is the northern of the two great highland PHYSICAL 

divisions of the Kalat State as distinguishsd from the southern OJ; AIIPEcTs. 
. I 1. b hI . d 200 7 Situation, di-Jhalawan diviswn. t 1es etween nort abtu es o. I) 1 and mensions, and 

300 8', and east longitudes 66° 14' and 67° 31'. The greatest origin of name. 
length from north to south is about 90 miles and the greatest 
breadth from east to ·west about 80 n.iles, and its total area. is 
4,339 square miles. The district takes its name from its situa-
tion to the n<~rth of the Jhalawan country, the names Sarawan and 
Jhalawan being derived from two Baluchi words, viz., sar 
meaning above or to the north, and JahZ meaning below or to the 
south. 

The boundaries of the district have never been delimited. Boundarfes. 
H<~o.ghly, the Sarawan country meets the Quetta-Pishiu and Sibi 
districts on the north, the Jhalawan country on the south, the 
Bolan pass and Kachhi on the east, and the Chiigai and Kharan 
districts on the west, For administrative purposes, rough 
boundary lines nre recognised as follows :-

The northern bountlary commences from the junction of the Northern 
Kardgap valley with that of the Shorarud in the Qnetta.Pishi:n boundary, · 
District at a point to the south of the Shah Nawaz viHage and 
crosses the valley to the neighbourhood of the Kalan Barak pass, 
and then northwards along the crest of the MashClakh Range aud 
aeross the head of the Dulai valley to the Chiltan Range. Crossing 
tLe latter eastwards, it proceeds to the south of the Mian Ghundi" 
hill by the hillock known as the Bhalla Landao at the foot of 
which a pillar was erected in the course of the Quctta tahsil 
Settlement (1892-1896), thence along the. northern bank of the 
Chbalri torrent ( Chhalri-na-Jhal ), crossing the Railway line ... 
under bridge No. 294 (mile 5~~ ) about midway between the 

Bariab and Spczand Railway stations, until it joins the Murdar 
hill. Turning north-eastwards, the boundary crosses the Dokan 
Narai to which point the Sahta.kzai country extends and thence it 



SARA WAN. 

PHvlj!bAL' . runs south-eastwards_ C.. a point above P.ir Ism&ll where it mee£1 
Asl'lic:r.~. 

the Sibi District. · 

Eastern 
'boandar.J. 

Soatbera 
boandar.J, 

On the nort~~st and east, the Dolan pass district meets the 
Sara wan country, ~nd in the latter are incl11ded the whole of the 
hille on either aid~ of t.he pass which are possessed by the Sahtakzais 

. and Ktirds. The actual line of boundary is, however, unsettled. 
It encloses the arta possessed by the Ktirds and Phngs and pa•se3 

· to the west of Dibi Nani which is in the Bolan die.trict, and t!Jen 
runs southwards along the eastern slopes of the Zamuri, the 
Bhanr, and the Nagaa billa to a point close to Tirkasi hill. The 
~bree bill ranges just mentioned diTide Sarawan from Dadhar nJ 
Sanni and Kaehl1i. The country possessed by the Koh Kullois 
and Jatois of the Lop valley is thus included in Sanrwan ; whilo
'he Dadhar fliahat and the country of the J11tois of Sanni is 

· included in Kacbhi. 

At T{rk8si, the boundary line meets the Jbalawan country, and 
runs westwards, the tracts held by the .Jattaks, the Oazgis, and 
the N.lcbliris lying in Jhalawan. From T.lrkasi, the possession of 
wb.ich is (1905) disputed by the Jattaks of Jbalawun and th~ 
J.ahria of Saraw8n, the line runs along the southern slopes of the 
Gnrgfna pass and, inclnding the southern spurs of the SarliQ 
hill, rune over the Ru8hi hill north-west of Ga;r.g and then 
across the Tahlgan valley into the Harboi bills. From Tahlgan. 
the line ia defined by the watershed of the Mehnaz and the Bel 
rivers, and thence passing through the Harb()i hills the line 
divides the Shahwani (Sarawan) and the N.lchari (Jhala.wan) 
tribal areas above the Sohr nlley, leaving to the so11th KakkG 
owned by the Earaozai Mcogals of Jhalawan. Thence, the 
Shabwaoi tribal area includes in Sara wan the Ali Dasht vaTiey and 
comes to Ka.lat over the Zawa bill south of that place. From 
here the watershed between the valleys of Kalat and R~Mnjo 
marka the boundary between Sarawan and Jhalawan, Doe west 
of Kalat, the boundary runs straight into the Garr hills passing 
along the watersheds between ChluHi and Dasht-i-Goran anil 
between the Hapursi and the Pahrod rivers; farther west in the 
Garr hills, parts of the l11tter known as the Shur, Garr, Anguri, 

and Nalli all lying to the south-west of the Nimargh valley are 



CON]j'IGUR4TIOQ: 

included in Sara wan. The 11outh~western boundary of the dis., PBYsiCiAL 
• • .... ; • . ASP EO 'I.'S;. 

tnct has lately been dtsputed by tbl) KMn1n Chtef who ,claim$ . · · •: 
(1904) the Garr hills as far as the Cliiringi river. It may here . 
be mentioned that it is doubtful whether the ~alley of N~margh 
which is divided from Gurgina by the·. Kamu.D.d watershed 
should {OI"m part of Sarawan or Jhalaw~n bUt,for J>Urpo~es of 
the Gazetteer it has been treated in thE) formep,. . ; 

On the west, the boundary· between Chagai and the Sar"awaa Western 

country was delimited in March, 1903, and the water:3hed of the boundary. 
Garr hills was established as the li~e of division between the two 
districts. The boundaries of the Qnetta-Pishin, Cbagai: and 
Sarawan districts unite in the hills west of Kardgap and . are 
assumed to be formed by the watershed of the Singbur Chaman. 

The general character of the district is mountainous, consisting Oonfigara- · 
<>f a series of parallel mountain ranges, running north and tion. 
south and enclosing valleys, sometimes of considerable extent, 
which lie at an elevation of from 5,000 to 6,500 feet above sea 
level. In t-he western portion of Sarawan the principal . valleys 
are Gurgina with Kardgap, Mungachar, Chhappar, and Kalat.' 
In the north is the large l"alley of Maston~ with its two branches 
the Khad and the Shirinab running southwards, and tbe valley of 
Kahnak with Dnlai running northwards into the valley of 
Aghbarg in the Qnetta tahsil. East of a line drawn between. 
Kalat and Mastnng the valleys are smaller and include the 
!.lorgand, separated from Mnngaebar by the llclbi hill ; Kuak 
and Kabo east of Kbad ; the small valley of JoMn with lsplinji 
aud Marav to its north, and, lastly, the two larger northeru, 
v.alleys of the Dasht known as Bhalla Dasht and Gwanden, respe~ 
tively. The Bhalla Dasht includes the Zarakhu valley stretching 
as far as the Sor Range in the extreme north. Narmuk and its 
connected valleys of Drang and Lop in the sou th~eastern corner of 
the district are isolated and surrounded by lofty hills. 

These valleys, some of which are intersected by numerous. 
karezes, consist mostly of alluvial soil in the centre with a pebbly 
slope of varying length rising on either side to the surrounding 
mountains and present distinct features. T·hose on the west are 
long and of level .surface ; but not so broad as the ce~tral vall~ya 



PHYSICAL 
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SARA WAN. 

which possess considerable tracts of good culturable soil; the 

valleys in the east are usually hemmed in by bills and consist of 
small cultivated tracts of terraced fields along sources of perennial 
water ; such are. the valleys of Iskalku, Shckhri, Kishan, Johan, 
Robdar, Jam Darari, Khajuri, and, finally, Les in the extreme 
north. Nfmargh in the extreme sooth-west is another instance 
o[ this class of valley. Another feature of the eastern valleys is 
their' deep depression in the earth and their having no exit 
drainage ; in the latter category may be classed the valleys of 
Kuak and Marav, There &l'e also large tracts, sometimes culti
vated, situated on the tops of mountains, such as the plateau of the 

Sanin, the Tahlgan, and Pusalak in the Harboi hills, the Dashturi 
south-eas~ of Isplinji and the Ali Dasht plateau east of Kardgap. 

With the exception of a small area in the south-west round 
Nimnrgh of which the drainage runs into Kharao, the country 
ascends from north to south up to the southern boundary of 

the district, the line of which, roughly drawn east and west through 
Kalalt, warks the water~hed between Sarawan and the Jhalawan 

country. 

Hill ranges. The hill system of the district forms the middle portion of 

the great Oentro.l Drahui Range. The hills are composed of 

a succession of parallel mountain ranges, which, rising from tba 
plains of Kachhi, gradually increase in height in successive steps 
to the central ridges, from where they again decrease in height 
westwarde. Their general direction is from north-north-east 

to south-south-west, and this uniformity of strike is wonderfully 
preserved throughout, As a. rule, the bills are fairly accessible 
and present few difficulties to footmen, Foot-paths lead over 
them east and west, and easy tracks rnn north and south, travers
ing the valleys. 

Nag:1a hlll1. Commencing from the east, the first range is the Nagaa which 

extends from Gazg in the south ns far as the Bulan Pass on the 
north, with a. total length in tho district of about 55 miles. This 
range borders on Kachhi and continuations of it to the south run 
11nder different' names through the Jbalawan country as far as 
_the M6.1a. The northern extension of the range includes Bhaur 
(71220 feet) and Zalmori ( 4,962 feet), while . an offshoot, the 
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DOJ.bampk skirts round the north of the Lop valley and unites with PHYSICAL . 
' • _ · ASPECTS. ' --

the Bangulzai hills ; the W aro (3,360 feet) is another offs-hoot on 
the east of the Jam Barari valley. The Nagau forms a formidable 
barrier between the plains of Kachhi and the Sa.rawan highlands. 
It is a precipitous range more especially on the eastern side, and is 
rocky, rugged, and barren throughout with the exception of a 
small portion called Dombak east of the Kaltach valley, which 
contains a pistachio forest. The highest point is the Nagau peak_ 
proper standing in the centre, 7,920 feet above the sea; to its 
south the height decreases gradually from 7,800 feet east of the 
Daraj valley to '1 ,000 feet near Tfrkasi. Northwards, the range 
descends to 7,220 feet at Bhanr and to 3,360 feet at W aro opposite 
Bfbi Nani in the Bolan. The eastern slopes are intersected by 
numerous hill torrents which debouch into the plai~s under 
different names. On the eastern side, opposite Sanni in Kachhl, 
ferrous sulphate is found. Five tracks lead from N armuk to 
Kachhi over this range, viz., the Bhaur leading to Dadhar, the 
Judusk, the Zagh-na-Kasar, the Hurro or Rodh-na-Kasai·, and 
the Nalani, all leading to Sanni. All of these are unfit for 
pack animals except for donkeys. There are no permanent 
inhabitants. Small patches of dry crop area exist which, after 
rains, are cultivated by the Kullois of Lop, and by the Zahris 
and Jattaks. 

West of the Nagau hills is a long .range belonging to the The Banguf· 
Bangulzais, Kurds, and Sahtakzais. It is about 80 miles long ~if1:nd Kurll 

and lies between Narmuk in the south and the southern slopes 
of the Zarghun in the north. The upper portion of this range 
encloses the Bolan pass on either side and, after skirting round 

' the head of the Bolan pass, extends in -an easterly direction as 
far as :Mach in the Bolan. These hills form a single system, 
but bear separate names in different localities, the best known 
among them being the Talang, a. huge flat massive hill in the 
extreme south, lying between Robdar and Narmnk, the Moro or 
:Morav north-east of Joban, the Dilband (8,770 feet) with its 
northern peak the Kandahar, lsp6d (8,219 feet), Airo (5,853feet), 
Pandar Gat (7 ,521 feet) and Sakht (7,345 feet), all lying in the 
Bangulzai tribal area east of Isplinji and, still further to the east, 
the Rushi (7 ,626 feet ) west of Khajuri, No-rth of this, the hills 
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.· east of. Mar.av a~d · Gwand~n Yalleys belong to the Kurds and 
include the. Talan~ '(8,li.O feet), Sharru (7,206 feet), Trakko 
(6,S99 feet), Kulli (7,841 feet), l\Iarznban (7,536 feet) and the 
follo'wiug in the Sahtakzai country :-Zen (8,381 feet), ShUg 
(10,300 ftet), Nodgwll.r {10,390 feet'), Pir l\Iard (8,150 feet)~ 
Kandahar (6,265 feet), Oundaghar (7 ,780 feet ), Chichob, aud 
the Bapursia or Sbahr-na-Lath east of Lea. Lastly may be 
mentioned the Sor Range which lies between the l\Inrdll.r spur of the 
ZarEhun and the range of hills under description, and is well known 
for its coal mines, a description of which is given in Chapter II. 

The whole range is, perhaps, the most difficult in the district; 
it is precipitoua and intersected by gorges, the moat important 
being those of the Moro and the Parri. The formllr is known 
from the Moro Lill through which it runs and consists of a series 
of deep gorges, absolutely impassable, commencing from east of 
Johan till the exit of the Sarawao river into the Jam Barari 
valley. The Parri gorge is a huge ravine dividing the Rushi 
on the north from Dilband in the south, Both of these hills 
present lofty, unscaleable cliffs and are equally inaccessiblt>, The 
range can be crossed into the B:>Ian at several points. The passes 
include the Pandar Gat east of Isplinji, the Macbhi Khand east 
of lobrav, and Gishtari Khand east of Gwanden. The first named 
is impracticable owing to a land.slip which, about 1861, blocked the 
bed of the Parri river along which the track formerly ran. .An 
alternative foot-track leads to Jam Bara.ri over the Dilband but 
presents great difficulties. From Marav, three footpaths lead over 
this rouge into the Bolan, viz., the Rusbi-na-Kasar and Kunj-na~ 
Kasar leading to Khajuri, and the Wnro.na-Kasar which going 
via Tunitok meets the Bolan road. From tb£\ Gwand.!n valley 
two footpaths over the Gishtari pass lead into the Bolau; they 
are fairly easy and are called Gishtari-na-Kasar and B11gg-rahi. 
The Sahtakzai bills are crossed at foul' points, viz., between 
Zarakhu and Dozanoverthe Dozan Khand and three tracks between 
the Lea valley and Mach, locally known as the Kuchh, Bangu, 
and Uzhbaiah, all leading over the Shug hill. 

. For the most part the hills are barren and bleak, but some of 
\hose forming part of the Bangnlzai and Sahtakzai country are 
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well wooded with pistacia khanjaki pistacia mutivt.i; juniper, and; PuisiCJAiJ 
.. • . ' ' ASl'BCTB; 

1Vild almond; and cumin,' hyssop, and asafetida are- _also found, 
1'he game consists of the mtlrkhor (Capra falconen} found· on rocky 
heights and the gadk (Ovis Blandfordii} which are fairly 
numerous. A large population consisting of· Mazarani Marris, 
Pahlwanzai Mengals, Jhikko Muhammad Shahis,' atrd Sahtakzai 
nomads with their flocks is found ·during the si,lmmer, east of 
Isplinji and in the Sahtakzai.hills. 

· South of the Bangulzai hills is the fine Harboi range about The Harboi 
9,000 feet high, wh.icb Jies p~rtly in the Jhalawab. country. :A. hills. 

description of this portion o( the range will be found in the' 
Jhalawdn Gazetteer. ,The portion of the range in Saraw~n is 
that part of it which is held by the S~ahwanis and the Lahris, and' 
lies roughly between the Surkben valley in the .south to Johan 
in the north. Among the highest points may be mentioned 
Hamandti Kushta 9,040 feet high, a splendid rocky. prominence 
lying to the west of the Laur valley, Zendani (9,424 feet ) on th.e 
ea~t of the Laur, Kakku (9,830 feet), Sirka· kobi (9,530 feet), 
Hinar ( 8,095 feet), Dehza ( 8,680 feet), ChMb (8,150 feet), 
Dlmboi (9,075 feet), and Gfsh (9,000 feet) opposite JoMn. A 
bungalow was built in 1904 on the Grshk hill for the summn 
residence of the Political Agent, Kalat. 

The ravines and water courses are nunierinis and very deep •. 
The drainage is carried northward by the Sarawan river which 
rises in these hills, and partly also by the Sukieji on the easf 
and the Shirfnab on the west. The cultivated tracts include 
several small valleys on the side of Nichara, and others in the 
Sarawan portion of the hills include Pusalak and Tahlgan on the 
range itself and the picturesque valleys of lskalku1 Shekhri, and 
Kishan below the western slopes. There are two fine gorges iG 
the Chhab and the Mumi rivers, respectively. The tracli: which 
runs through these gorges between Shekhri and Gazg is extremely 
difficult and is impassable for laden animals. Another track 
between Ka!at and Nicbara lies via· the Ali Dasht valley ·and 
Sanjarkushta and Sarisher passes. A third crosses the hills by ' 
a short cut £rom Ali Dasht .into Surkhen, but is practicable on11 
for footmen and donkeys. An account of the geological forma.;. 
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tion and of the fauna and the vegetation of the llarboi range 
written by Mr. Hughes-Buller, will be fonnd in the Jhalawan 
Gattttlter. Abundant pasture is available during the summer, at 
which season the hills are grazed over by numeroua flockowners of 
the Shahwani, Pandrani, Labri, Jattak, and Baranzai :Mengal 
tribes. The only places which have settled inhabitants are 
Iskalku, Shckhri, and Kishan. 

The most conspicuous hill in the 11arboi Ran3e in its physical 
features is the Sarno, an offshoot of the mRin unge, overlooking 
the Narmuk valley and forming a huge wall many miles long, 
running from Johan to Gazg. On the top is a lofty plateau with 
a general elevation of 7,000 feet. It is almost surrounded by 

steeply scarped slopes, which, Tiewing it from the valley, give it the 
appearance of a huge bastion. The summit is undulating and 
intersected by many torrents drnining off south-west and is a 
favourite pasture ground for the Lahris in the snmmer. On the 
top there is a stone enclosllre used as a mosque and erected by 
Nasir Khan I, and there is also a lRrge pool known as kar in the 
centre of the cn!Livated portion of the plateau where water collects 
after heavy rains and is utilised by flockowners and cultivators. 
The juniper and mashmonk (Prunul eburnea) grow on the 
Sarno and the southern slopes opposite Oazg, and parts of the hill 
west of Nigaur contain a fair sprinkling of pistachio. For the 
most part, however, the mountain is rugged and barren. The 
best path to its summit leads from Takht and is practicable for 
pack anim&ls. Footpaths le&d to the top from Ilasanjoi, Doseh, 
llanari, and Gurgina. 

A continuation of the Harboi hills runs northward in a thin 
ridge as far as the Darwaza pass parallel with and west of the 
Bangulzai hil111. It bears several names. The southernmost hill 
is the Koh Sh1h (10,210 feet) so called from its colour. It is well 
known locally from the cumin seed produced on it. Northwards, 
the bills are Garro (7,585 feet), which has two small plots of 
cultivated land west of Isplinji; !sped, on each side of which are 
the two passes known as Tang, leading to Jsplinji ; Khap and 

• Kadngar between which is the Jatu pass (7,265 feet) and, lastly, 
the Dhik hill west of Gwandcn, which has a few juniper trees, but 
the remainder of the range is devoid of any verdure. 
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West of the Harboi and dividing the latter from the valleys of l'a:rsrc.tL · 
1 h'Jl ASPECTS. KaUt and Mungachar is a small range, the most important 1 s Koh-i-MarAn 

of which are the Koh-i-Maran or "hill of snakes," and the :fJts_McHbi 
Melbi, which derives its name from the melalJ (CoryZus colurna) 
plant which grows on its top. Between the two, stands a small 
hill called Pad-i-11Hran, 8,820 feet high. Next to Chiltan, the 
Koh-i-Maran (10,730 feet) is the highest mountain in the whole 
of the Central Brahui Range. · It stretches northwards into the 
Kuak and Kabo valleys and its base is higher than that of any 
other mountain in the district. The eastern slopes are extremely 
precipitous and full of ravines and caves which abound with wild 
sheep and Sind ibex:, and N asfr Khan I is said to have under-
taken many a shooting excursion to this mountain. Juniper and 
olive occur in profusion on the high cliffs and cumin grows after 
good rains. The Melbi (9,180 feet) continues in a ridge to the 
south of Kallit. The principal bills are Jogheno (7,045 feet), Girda 
(7,198 feet), Panjlaki and Zawa (7,903 feet), the last named r&-
sembling the hump of a camel, Tracks from Mungachar and Kalat 
cross the range at,several points, viz., over the Sheb Haji and Maki 
Sham passes between Mungachar and J ohaa ; via. Bolkh6 between 
Kalatand the Morgand valley; through theiskalku gorge between 
Kalat and Iskalku ; and lastly over the Panjlaki pass from 
Kaiat to Nichara. The Maki Sham pass derives its name from 
a ferrous sulphate mine found close by at .the northern end of 
the Melbi hill. The Melbi hill is fairly well wooded with juniper 
and olive, and on its western face are several caves which are 
occupied during the winter by Pahlwanzai :Mengal flockowners. 
The rest of the range is bare of vegetation. 

The outl.ine of the hills in the neighbourhood of :Mungachar Bi&h Koh 

and Kalat IS very broken and uneven, a continuous line being and Zibra. 

seldom distinguishable. ;rhe two chief hills are the Siah Koh hills. 

west of Kalat and the Zibra between Kalat and Mungacbar. Both 
are isolated. The Zibra (8,400 feet) is a huge hill more or less round 
in shape and remarkable only for ita barrenness. Through the 
Laghani pass (6,870 feet) over this hill lies the old Kalat road now 
abandoned, The Siah Koh is 7,850 feet high and forms a back-
ground for a series of low broken hills running southwardil . and 
dividing Kal&t from the northern head of the nlley of Rodenjo .. 
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On one of the spurs of this range, called Sbah-i-Mardan, 7,150 reet 
'high, stand the citadel and town of Kalat, The main hill consists 
1>f dark-grey limestone, excessively hard. Owing to the difficult 
and inaccessible nature of the Siah Koh, the mountain forms the 

'&bode Clf a number of wild sheep, Sind ibex, hyena, and wolves. 

A sprinkling of juniper ia found on some of the cliffs, as well as of 

pipal (Daphne oleoideB) and mashmoftk (PruAua ehrAea) and on 
the western slopes a few pistachio trees grow. 

Zahri-gba,. The Za.Lri-ghat ridge rommences from the Chiltan • hill which 
partlyliea iD the Quetta tahsil, and, skirting the Mastong valley 

to the east, terminates ia .Mongacbar; it divides Mas tung and 

Kha.d on the west from the vallty of Bhalla Dasht and its off
shoots on the east. The principal peaks are Kumbcla (R,401 

feet). Amach ( 8,800 f"et ), Zindan ( 8,100 feet), Za.hri-ghat 

( 8,810 feet), Ab-i-Gul ( 9,220 feet), Jumi ( 8,745 feet ), and 
:Marghi (8,990 feet). The range consists of bard rock and is a 

difficult one. Dr. ll. Cook writing in 18GO describes the bills 

round Ma.stung as "extremely hard and fine in texture, veined 

with thin seams of carbonate of lime.'' The passes include 

Niabpa and Lakk connecting the Chiltan with the main range, 

north of :Mastung, Surkh Bajo between Bballa. Dasbt and 

llastung, and Ab-i-Gul over which runa a path from :Mastung to 
lJarav and Isplioji. All are fit for ladtn camels Over the Lak 
lies the metalled road from Quetta to Mastung. At Ab-i.Gul a. 
coal seam occure and there ia also a small bit of land cultivated 
by the Kurds. For the most part the range is barren ; the 
Snochok, Zahri-ghat, and Ab..i-Gul hills are well wooded oo the 

higher cli.ffs with juniper and pistachio ; wild almond and olive 
are also occasionally met with. Round Marghi and Ab-i-Gul 

chikor abound. 
I 

Chhnttok. The Chbuttok ia a narrow range about SO miles long separating 
Kha.d from SMr1nab and terminating in Mungachar opposite t() 

the southern end of the Za.hri-ghat range. The principal heights 
are Khalegh&i (8,474 feet) in the extreme eoutb, and Chhuttok 

• A description oftheChlltaa Bange is given ill the (!uelt~J.Pishm 
.G~Metteer, JIB~ 8 and .9, 
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(7 ,967 feet) in the north. A track from Kaneti in Shirfnab crosses PnYsro.u:. 
I these hills through the Chhuttok pass to Mastung. Chhuttok is AsPEOTs. 
! fairly well covered with pistachio forest belonging to· the Shah-

wanis. The rest of the range shares the barrenness common to 
most of the hills in the disfa'ict. There are eeverat ravines and 
caves on the western face, the most important cave being the one 
near Kaneti from which the latter place derives its name. 

The next ridge is a continuation of the Mashelakh range in the Plhunalath 
Quetta-Pishln district and runs southwards for about 90 miles range. . 

throughout the length of the Sarawan country, uniting ultimately 
with the Garr hills, south of Nimargh. It runs in the usual north-
north-east to south~south-west direction and divides Shorarud from 
Mastung; Kardgap and Gurgina from Mungachar; and Nfmargh 
from Chhappar. At its northern end in Sarawan, tlie range is 
known a's the Barak from the two passes called kal&n or long and 
khurd or small Barak, which cross it. Southwards, it is known by 
several names in different localities, but the best known name is 
Pihunalath. The range is quite narrow and is somewhat precipitous 
on its eastern sides. The elevation gradually increases from north 
to south. The mean height is 5,899 feet near the Kalan Barak 
south-west of Kahnak and the1 highest point is Istrak 
9,099 feet), in the extreme south. south-west of Chhappar. 
Other principal points are Lohra (8,181 feet) east of Nima.rgh, 
Umrarahi (7,634 feet) and Morinko (8,197 feet) west o! 
:Uungacha.r, and Mar (7,935 feet) east of Kardgap. The range 
is crossed by several passes;; the principal ones from north to 
south are Shabo Kushta leading from Dnl3i into Shorarud, Kalan 
Barak and Khurd Barak ; Hillbi and Ali Dir connec~ing Mastung 
and Kardgap, Rodangi west of Kaneti (Shlrinab), Pirani Sham 
west of Khuni (Sblrioab), Umra.rahi west of Karchbap (Munga• 
char), and Pi!Ji or Nimargh-na-khand west of Chhappar. Except 
the Umrarahi, all are fit for laden camels. Two other footpaths 
known as Garai and Joak lead to Kardgap from Sh1rlnab oyer the 
range. The Sheikh Wasil gorge between the two Baraks is a 
large defile enclosed by peaked rocky hills for the exit of the 
Shirinab river into the ShoraJU.d. The Quetta-Nushki Railway 
runs through this gorge. East of Kardgap on the top of the hill . 
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is a large uncultivated tract called Ali Dasht which is drained off 
northward by the Tlira.i river. Another important stream which 
rises from these hals is the Sarband with ita source at the Pirani 
Sham pass through which lies the old road between Katat and 
Kandahar. On the western 1ide of the range opposite Kardgap 
grows a good deal of pistachio belonging to the Sarparras, and 
the high hills or Morioko, Lohra, and lstrab are well wooded with 
juniper. The Istrab produces also a IitUe cumin. 

· The westernmost hills, called the Garr, separate the Sarawan 
country from the Nushki district and are practically a continua
tion of the Khwaja Amrao, uniting with the Sarlat hills north of 
the GalaogU.r valley. These hills run south-south-west skirting 
the Sarawao country for about 60 miles. The crest maintains a 
fairly uniform height. The principal hills include 1\IUde oak 
( 5,990 feet ) west of Ka.ftari in Kardgap, Rodaogi ( 6,250 feet ) 
south-west of Gurg{oa, Chinnav ( 61625 feet), Garr proper 
(6,770 feet) and Lamboi-na-tavfk west of Nlmargh. The Gor-i
Brat valley lies along the stream of the same name and a few 
Bate in it are occasionally cultivated. In the neighbourhood of 
Nfmargh there are several ravines which contain a gocd deal of 

cultivation. 

For the most part the hills are bare of vegetation, but. round 
Nhnargh, piatachio i1 of considerable importance to the Sasolis, · 
Sumal&ria, and other tribesmen, who occupy these hills during the 
summer with their fiocka. .In addition to pistachio, asafretida and 
liquorice were formerly produced in these bills in considerable 
quantities, but the production of the two latter commodities has 
fallen of! greatly in recent years. The principal routes crossing 
the range in the district are the Qnetta-Nnshki road, over the 
Gala.ogtir Kota.l; the tracks via Mddena.k, Bundi and Rodangi 
which join the abon road at Kishingi from Gurgioa; the Pachnan 
track from Nfmargh to Kishingi via Somalo Hinar ; and the 
Nimargh-Nushki track via the Zeni Khand pass and Munjro. 
The route from :Mastung to Kh&.ran lies through the bed of tbe 
.Chiringi and also traverses the Garr hills. All are fit for laden 
camels except the Pachoan which is practicable only to footmen 
and donkeys. 
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The drainage of the district is carried northward by the Shlrinab PHYSICAL 

: . h" h d . 1 th h 1 b t ASPECTS and Sarawan nvers, w 1c ram near y e w o e catc men area. River system, 
of the country. Only small tracts in the south-east, south-west, 
and north-east are drained by other streams of which the most 
important are the Sukleji, the Chiringi, and the Chauki-na-jhal. 
A description written by Mr. Hughes-Buller of the characteristi~s 
of the rivers of the Jhalawan country will be found in that 
Gazetteer at the commencement of the section on "River system,'' 
and is equally applicable to the rivers of Sarawan. • 

The Sarawan river is formed in its upper part by the junction of ~arawan 
the Bel and the Morgand, the former rising in the Harboi hills nver. 
near Rt!jai and Kargaz and the latter in the eastern slopes of the 
lf:Clbi hills. Its total length to Bibi Nani where it joins the Bolan 
is about 75 miles. The river runs through a most difficult and 
mountainous country. It is called the Sarawan after the conflu-
ence of the Bel and the Morgand; abo~t 5 miles east of Joban on 
entering the Moro hills, it changea its name to the Moro and after 
its exit into the Jam Barari valley becomes the Dardan under 
which name it joins the Bolan at B{bi Nani. For about the first 
25 miles of its course the direction" of the river is from south and 
south-west to north-east and thence due east as far as the Moro 
bills where it again turns north and north-east through a series of 
difficult gorges formed by high, steep, rocky banks, For a 
considerable portion of its course the stream is perennial but 
appears and disappears at intervals. It first appears in the Bel 
about 2 miles south of KisMn where it irrigates the flats known 
as Ahmad Band and after disappearing for a short distance 
re-appears near Kishan. Here a large spring augments the water 
supply which is utilized for irrigation in the Morgand , valley. 
Further down, the small flats known as Saraw&n, midway between 
Shah Ma.rdan Ziarat and Johao are irrigated. On reaching Johan 
the volume of water increases and most of the irrigation at that 
place is done from the river. On emerging from the Moro hills, 
the river again irrigates a considerable area in Jam and Barari, 
but the water disappears before reaching the Bolan. The bed is 
throughout stony, and at places fnll of boulders. Near Joban and 
Jam Barari a pretty thick growth of oleander ( NeTium odorum) 
covers the bed. The road from Kalat to B.ibi N&ni crosses and 
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recrosses the river bed from 1\Iorgand to J oban and again in the 
Jam Barari valley. A sudden flood in these parts is -very danger
ous. The principal confluenta are the Sinjdi and Katki from the 
Koh-i-Maran ; the Khaisar and Shisbar from Koh-i-Siah; the 
Pashak from the Bangulzai hills; the Sop air from the Barboi range; 
the PD.dgili and Nagau-na-jhal from the Nagao hills, in conjunction 
with several torrents from the Sarun: the Robdar.na-jbal from 
Robdar ; and, lastly, the Parri which meeta the main river to the 
north of Barari. By far the largest of these are the Pashak and 
the Parri which drain the Bangulzai bills in the north and 
south, respectively. Of all these the Robdar-na-jhal alone has 
a perennial flow of water which irrigates lands in Robdar. 

The Shir1nab river rises about 22 miles sooth-east of Ka.lat in 
the Barboi billa and joins the Shorarud in the Quetta-Pisbfn 
district onder which name it eventually falls into the Pishin Lora. 
Its total length in th~ dist~ict from its source is about 100 miles. 
As far as the north o( Kalat, where iL is called Kalat-na-jbal, its 
course is past l\lalkbi and Ziarat whence the stream divides itself 
into two branches, which flowing each side of the Chhappar hill 
again join each oLher north of Pnrdn: the western branch in the 
meantime ia met by the Rod from Chbati. The course of the 
river then runs north through Mungachar, Zard, and Shlrinab. 
After ita exit from the Sh{rfnab into the Mastung valley the 
at.ream turns to the left 'hrough low bills and flows westward 
across a portion of Kaboak, finally piercing the Sheikh Wasil 
gorge into the Shorarud plain. In its upper part as far as Kulu 
Kala& in Chhappa.r, the bed is a dry stony watercourse about 
100 ya.rda wide bot the rest is marked by the absence of shingle and 
stone, lying as it dors, some _distance from the hills, and through 
the centre of alluvial valleys. The perennial stream first appears 
near Zard and, with short intenals, where it disappears under
grollnd, continues throughout. Permanent inigation is taken 
from it only in the village called Shirl nab at the northern end of that 
valley. The bed is full of saline efflorescence and is covered with 
tamarisk from Karbukha in 1\longachar downward, the tamarisk 
growth being especially thick from Rodangi in Zard northward. 
The bed greatly varies in depth and breadth, While in places in 
alluvial aoil, floods have excavated a deep bed with banks 15 to 
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20 feet high, at others the stream flows over the hard surface, the PBYBIOAL 

h 1 b 0 • do 0 0 h bl s h . th T . ASPECTS. c anne ewg 1n 1stmgu1s a e. uc 1s e case near ogau 111 
Chhappar and at Kur in 1\Iungachar where, whatever amount of 
flood water may come down, is taken up by the small distribution 
channels constructed by cultivators. A flood, therefore, unless 
unusually violent, seldom travels any great distance without 
being taken off for cultivation purposes in such localities. Beyond 
these localities the river bed is again formed and soon assumes 
considerable dimensions. The principal tributaries of tho Shlrimib 
are the Iskalku~na.-j\lal from the Harboi through the Iskalku 
valley ; the Gamiri-na-jhal from Garrari ; the Lagbani and the 
Pinzai from Mungachar; the three rivulets which afford consider
able permanent irrigation in the Mastung valley, v1z., the Rod
Sariab about 32 miles long coming from Khad, the Pashkaram, 
and the .Mobi ~bout 13 and 20 miles long, res{'ectively, comini 
from the Zahri-ghat range, and lastly, the Turai, 11 hill torrent 
about 20 miles long, draining the hills east of :Kardgap and which 
joins the maiu river near Sheikh Wasil. 

The Gurgina. stream rises in the Ka~und waterPht>ll and, Gurg!na 
draining the hills bordering the Gurgina-Kardgap valley, empties Stream. 

itself into the Shorarud in the Quetta-Pisbfn district. lt rnns 
for about 40 miles in the Saraw6n country. The banks are well 
defined; the water is brackish and the bed comparatively free 
from stone and covered with tl!-marisk from the Daulat ;KMn 
village downward. A perennittl stream appears from Taj Muham~ 
mad village northward and a number of artificial open cl!annels 
have been led !rom the bed to h;rigate the Jandt~. called Tbal 
Gwanden. The flood water i.e utilil'led only in so11tberJ1 Gur~m~ 
by small temporary dams. 

The Chiringi, known in its upper :reaches . ae the Umr11r~bi, Chiri~gi 
is formed from numerous torrents descending from th~. Garr river. 
and Pihanalath hills and its watershed marks the parting li~Jtt 
of drainage between the three districts of Sarawan, Jhalawan, 
and Nushki. The stream runs in a south-west direction .. to 

-~ 

Kharan and forms one of the affiuents of the Baddo river, 
The bed is stony and covered with tamarisk. The principal 
tributaries are the Somli.lo Hlnar, the Zeni and th1t Gor.i..Brat 
from the uorth, the Hapursi from the south, and the B6.baki 
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and Dlisbai from the eaat. Perennial water ia found in the 
Hapursi in the neighbourhood of Nimargh where some flood 
cultivation is done ; a little cultivation of a similar nature is 
also met with ia the Gor-i-Bdt, the bed of which contains a 
large tamarisk jungle known ae Sbeh l!urid-na-jangal. The 
Mastang·Kh&r&n road runs along the bed of Chiringi river. 
A track to Nushlti crosses the river bed west of Nimargh. 

The Chauki river rises at Dok&n Narai and collec'ts the 
drainage of the southern slopes of the ZarghUn. The Lea 
atream joins it from the south at Dobandi and, lower down, the 
Narwari from the west. at Pir Ism&il. Permanent irrigation 
ia taken off in the L~s valley, at Cbanki, and Astangi, The 
river entera the Sibi District at Pir Ismail under the name of 
the Sang&n river aa a tributary of the Nari. East of Chauki, 
the passage is through difficult gorges, the principal of which 
are the Ar-Rakbsh&n, Sam Rakhshao, Snrvikan, and Tiri tangi. 
In these parta the bed is covered with tall reeds. 

An account of the Bukleji river will be found in the Jhalawa3 

Gar.etlur. 

The following account of the geology of the district has been 
written by Mr. E. Vredenburg of the Geological Survey of 
India, who visited the Sara wan country in 1905 :-

.. Tbe eastern border of the rectilinear Gurgina valley divides 
Sarawh in two very unequal aectiona belonging to different 
geological region1. The western section, of which only a. 
comparatively narrow strip is included in the district, consists 
of a monotonona succession of greenish sandstones and shales 
known as the Khoj~~ok shales which are of oligocene age, and 
correapood with the oligocene • flysch ' of Europe. These beds 
are particularly well exposed in the billa that rise west of the
valley of Gurg{na. 

"The eastern and larger portion of the province exhibits aD 
extensive succession of strata ranging in age from carboniferous 
to pliocene, the predominating formation being the jurassic. 

"Unlike what one Ullually observes in countriel!l where denudation 
baa followed a more normal course, it is the anticlines that 
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constitute the ridgt>e, the synclines forming the intervening l'&YsJcAL 
• h d fi • t • f )1 • ASPKCTS. valleys. Thts results, partly from t e e Cien ram a owmg GeoloGY• 

to which denudation has remained in a rudimentary stage, partly 
owing to the prevalence of calcareous rocks through the 
fissnres of which the rain .water at once sinks to the low level 
of the narrow and deeply encased river gorges, before it· has 
time to gather in floods of sufficiE~nf: volume on the hill-slopes to 
pro.fuce any appreciable erosion. 

•• The formations met with in eastern Sara wan may be tabulated 
as follows :-

Geological Composition of Strata. PrinciDal Exposures. 
Age. 

Upper Miocene " Siwalik" beds, consisting of Foot-hills along the '.border of the 
and Lower conglomerates, sandstones, Ka.chbi plain> at · the easterng 
Pliocentlo and gypsiferous olays. b .. undary of the district. 

Oligocene. • N ari " beds, gypsiferons clays, 
sandstones, and limestones, 
identical in age with the 
Khojak shales of the western 
part of the district. contain· 
ing the fossil foraminifera 
Lwidocyclina and NummulitBI 
intermedia which charaoterise 
the oligocene in Europe. 

( 

I 
I 
·' 

"Upper '' and " middle Khir 
thar." Maasive limestones 
with Nummulites aturica, 
N. la.evigata, N. ( Aaai· 
Una)spim. 

Middle Eocene. < 

"Lower Khirthar." Thin
bedded shales, limestones 
and sandstones of flysch 
facies, with N. laevigata 
and N. ( Assilina) exponen11, 
underlaid by ma:.sh·e black 
limestones containing N. 
irregularis. I 

I 
' l 

"Laki '' beds, shales, gypsi
ferous r.lays, sandstones, 
and occasionally coal seams 
and limestoues, with N. 
a.turica and N ( Assilina) 
granulosa ; underlain by a 
massive black limestone 
containing the same species 
of nummulites. 

Some of the fout- bills bordering 
the Kachhi plain, foot-hills 
west or the Sb!rinab and Mou· 
gacbar valley ; Drang and other 
syuclinal vnlleys west of 10he 
Nagao Range. 

:MeJ.bj hill, ranges east of KaMt, 
Sartin plateau. 

The "flysch" facies is observed 
principally in the south·eastern 
part of the district. 1 he lofty 
NligAn range con8is's of the 
massive limestone. 

Northern un.Ierscarp of the 
f%run plateau, plains of Joh;in 
and N Mrmuk, nnderscarp of 
Melbi hill. 
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PRYPIOAL Geological Composition of Strata.- Principal Exposures·. 
A~noTs. Age. 
'Geology, 

Upper Senonian 
l Upper Creta-
ceo WI), · 

Lower 
Cretaceoua. 

lliddle 
J Uratll!iC. 

(Callo
vian 

I 

Sandstones, shales, aad lime· 
ston ... s, containing Hemi· 
pneulltea, Radiolitea, and 
other upper cretaceous 
fossils ; they are often ac-· 
~ompanied by beds of vol
·Canicmaterial corresponding 
in aile with the Deccan Trap 
of the Indian peninsula. 

[ "Parh beds." Porcellanic, 

l regularly bedded, white 
limestones. 

i "Belemnite beds," bhck 
·,\ ~plintery shales containing 

1.. belemnites. 

"Polyphemus beda. '' Alterna
tions of rather thin-be.Jded. 
lime11tones and Rhales named 
after the gigantic ammonite 
11pecies JJ!acrocephalitea poly· 
1'/temul 11'hioh occurs in them. 
They conesvond In age with. 
tile strata exposed in the 
~mbar pass, Sibi distric~, 
aad with the Chari group -of 
the .Kachh peninsula. 

'fbese rocke constitute the Morav. 
anticline east. of Johan, and 
occupy large areas in the IIYD 
cliual valleys between the great 
anticlinal ridges of J urassi<· 
rocks. 

'lhe outcrop of these rocks form, 
a belt of concentric steeJ 
ridges surrounding most of th• 
J ura>~~ic anticlines. 

The core of the Morav anticliru 
east of J ohan. 

lRa.tho· 
DiaD 
and 

·Bajo
oian, 

Massive, grey limestone of 
enormous thickness (sevel'al 
thousand feet), 

• 

The .Chiltan Range, the rang• 
east of the .Mastung valle· 
the Kol.-i-Maran, most of tl 
hills bordering the nolan eli 
trict. 

Lies (J..ower 
Jnra811iC), 

Regularly stratified dark grey 
limestones, several thousand 
feet. thick, inter bedded with 
black splintery shales, and 
~ontainiug crinoids and many 
other fossils. 

Eastern nnderscarp or Chiltan 
ranges enclosing the Mung' 
char and flhirlnab valley t 
the east and west ; the Sii 
range west of Kalat. 

Carboniferous. Limestones wi~h Produt"tua, Some bills at the southern er1 
Or·thocet"OII and other fossils. of the !llungacha.r valle; 

north-west of Kalat. 

"The coal-bearing sociea ( • L•ki beds') occurring in tb 
district contain coal-seams, the value of which bas not yet be, 
\eeted. 

•• Detailed geological accounts of this 4istrid have not be 
fublished.'' 
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The ~nly literature on· the botany of the a;strict is a letter by PB'I'SlCA&" 

Mr. J. E. Stocks, M.D., F.L.S., describing his trip to Baluchistan AspEcTs. 

in 1850, published in Hooker's Journal of Botany, Volume II, Botany-. 

1850. The botany resembles that of the Quetta-Pishfu Di~trict• 
The following account is extracted from a note supplied by Major 
D. Prain, late Director, Botanical Survey of India :- _ 

"The flora of the mountain mass already alluded to as stretch
ing from Kalat to Pish{n, or roughlY. fron. 29° N. to 31° N. is of 
a quite different tJPe from that just described.~ The long· flat 
valleys, 5,000 feet or more ab"ve sea. level, have, for the -greater 
part of the yedr, a. monotonous covering of Art.emisia and ·Halo:ty

lon Grijftthii as their most conspicuous feature, di~ersified wh~re 
there are streams with tamarisks, amlspecies of Sal sola, · Arenaria. 

H'alocharis, etc. Ou the surrounding hiHs, up to an elevation-of 
about 7,000 feet above sea level-, are to be found species- ef 

.A.cantholimon, .Jcantl10phyllum, Salt•ia, Perowskia, .Amyg<la.lus,. 
Ephedra, Spiraea, Gentiana, O~osma1 Paracaryum, .Arnebta, 
Eremostachys campanula. Pistachio trees associated with ash, wild 
olive, and Daphne are also common. Myrtle is occasionally found 
in the valfeys~t · 

.. At hi11.her elevations, Ju,niperus macropoda and Prunus efnw

tt-ea are abundant. Other plants quite common at the~e altitudes 
Me Lonicera qninq•.~,ezo~.->ularis, L. hyptJleuoa, .Abelia lrijlora, Carfl

gana ambiyua, Berberis tJulgaris, B. Lycium, Syi-·aea Brahuioa, 

Rosa Beggeriana, Cotoneaster nwnmularia, Rihe11 orientale, Bud,![. 

l·eta paniculata, Salvia Ca6ulica; Berchemia linea/a, Viola 
KtJ,nawaren&is, Leptorha6dos Benthamiana, Penni.setum 9rientale, 

:P. jloccid!l~ Stipa sapillata, 

"With the coming of the spring a host of bulbous ancl other 
.herliaceo•js plants, which have fain perdus throughout the winter .. 
send forth leaves and._ flowers and for a fe~ weeks mak~ the valleys 
and hill sides gay witli blossoms of di~ers hu~s: Such plantS are 
Iris stocksii, I. sisy,·inchium, I •• ensata, 1. jalcif,Ua, l~ioliri~n 
mo~tanum, Hyacinthus glauous, Musca1i racemosum, Tuls'pa 

• This refers to the couotry south aad east of Kalat.-Ed. 
t ln tl'e Sarawan'country myrtle occnrB only at Johao;-Ed, 
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chrysantlwJ, T. mortlanll, Fritillaria, Eremurwu Per~iew, E. auranti
scul, Papa-ur cornigerum, Matricaria lunocarpa, Malcolmia 
Bungti, Chnrantllu1 tlocklianut, Jsati1 minima, Campanula 
Grijjithii, Delphinium Perricum, aeveral species of Alyuum and 

- many species of .dllragalut. In awampy grass Janda, spring up 
0R9f&il Aamn<J, Ranunculus aquatili1, Lotwu corniculatus, Lepidiur11 
crauifulium, Plantago major, Calamagro•lil laf&Ceolata, Plirag• 
mit~ communi•, Eragro11i1 eyno1Uroide1. Weeds of cultivation are 
.ddOf&il ae•tivali1, llypecoum procum6ens, Fumaria part·ijlora, 
Malcol111ia AfricaM, Sisym6rium 1ophia, Lepidiu• dra6a, Silme 
cunoidea, Holosteum umbellatum, Malr:a rotu•difolia, Erodium 
ricutarium, Veronica aiJrollil, and many others. 

"1'his many .coloured carpet. of flowers endures for all too 
brief a. season, for under the intolerable heat of the summer sull 
it apeedily shrivels up and diaappeara." 

• The billa, for the greater part of the year, have an extremely 
barren appearance. 

Orcbarda containing mulberry, apricot!~, peaches, pears, apples, 
almonds, and grapes abound in the valleys near villages. Elaea· 
gnwu hortmsi1, called locally •injiJ, also occurs in the vall~ys ; 
pomegranate is found im gardens, but is abundant only in Joban. 
Poplars and willows grow wherever there is water, and tamarisk 
ia 1-'lentifnl in the river beds. ·In the underground water chan
nels, maiden-hair fern is found. Besides pistacia 'khanjale, other 
wild trees bearing fruit and found occasionally in ihe billa are the 
wild fig and 6irori (AlAagi mauroru•). Wild rose (Ro1a damas
eena) is met with in the bills. The plants o[ economic value, dealt 
with under Forests include cumin, hyssop, asafoetida, and 
Glgcyrrhiza gla6ra, all found in the bills. The commonee.t plants 
in the spring in Mastnng, Kalat. and Mungachar are SophortJ 
Gri.ffi.thii and Orthonn.opsis intermedia, the latter extending up to 
9,000 feet above the sea.. Camel thorn (.Alhagi camelorum) is 
abundant in the central valleys and in Gurgfna· Salsolaceous 
plants are luxuriant in Zard and Ourg!na; the be~t known species 
is Suaeda monr,i,a from 11·bich carbonate of soda is manufactured. 
Mali, another poisonoua plant, which yiolds carbonate of soda, is 
peculiar~ Khad and Marav where it occurs in great profusion. 
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The wild animals of the district are much the same as those PBYSIO.b.L 
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found in other parts of the upper highlands of Baluch•sh•n an Wild animals. 
include the wolf (kharma); the jackal (tola); the fox ,!shok); the 
hare (muru.); and hyena (ka(ttir). The leopard (kl&aiegha) is 
found occasionally in the Koh-i-Jllaran, Sarun and Harboi hills. 
Wolves are common and do much damage to flocks. Foxes are 
caught for their skins. The mountain sherp and atraight-horned 
mt:rkhor (mat) are fairly plentiful in the hills, especially in the 
Harboi, Koh-i-Maran, ?.Ielbi, Bangulzai hills, and Istrab. Of 
game birda, the chik~r and aisi are numerous in the bills, the best 
placts for sport being the ~arakhu springs, Les, 1\Iarghi near Kuak, 
and Chhuttok aprings west of Khad. Wild duck come in winte~ and 
are found chirfly in Chhappar. Sandgrouse and bustard are 
plrntifol in autumn as also blue pigeon in the kdreze1 in Zard and 
Mungachar. 

Among reptiles are snakPs, lizards, and scorpions. None of the 
species appear to have been identified. The native names for the 
best known snakes .are siuhmar, 1urghmar, •hEfk, garr, gwramar 
and gwand. The last named is the most dreaded of all. 

The climate of the whole district is, generally speaking, dry and CLIMATE, 

N f th d 'ff f s ' TEJIPI!.RA.· temperate. one o e 1 erent parts o arawan present any TURE, AND 

marked variations but Kalat owing to its higher elevation is cool- BAI.NFALL. 

er than the rest of the district. 

The year is divided into four seasons·: spring (hatam),. from Season~~e 
March to May; summer (tirma), June to August ;autumn (sohEl), 
SeptembPr and October; and winter selh, November to February. 
The spring is a most delightful time of year in the district. 
From April to September the climate is dry, bright, bracing, and 
heallhy. Narmuk is alightly warmer than the rest of the district 
bot, except near Barari and Khajuri which are opposite the Bolan, 
the beat in summer is nowhere intense. In autumn, the nights 
become cold and are sometimes frosty, though by day, the sun is 
still warm. 'Ihe winter especially round Kalat, which receives 
heavy falls of snow, is severe. In October, 'he Brahuis migrate 
to the plains of Kachhi en masse. 

The rain and snowfall occur generally in winter from January 
to March, but like other parts of Baluchistan, the districi l,iea 
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outside the spht're of the monsoon currt'nts and the rain f111l i~ 

irregular· and scanty. The Rverage f .. ll is about 7~ inches, of 
which BODle 6 inches are received in winter and li iu sumwer, 
V ariationB in temperature are caused by the presence or ab~ence 
of winds. No reliable statistics arc av"il .. ble. 

The mountainous character of the country afft'cts the direction 
and force of the winds, which in many place~ putake largely of 
the charat·ter of draughts, t1·avening the funnel-like valley~. 

The principAl winds known to the natives are the gorich which 
blows from the north-we11t; the nambi from the south-east ; tho 

gar1o or "est wiud (known in 1\Iungachar as khtlrlni); and t.be 
gargi or east wind. The nambi or the wet wind, as its name 
implies, and the gazgi have a different effect on the wenther from 
the gorich and the garro; while the two former are pioneers of rain 
aod collect clouds, t.he llltter act differently. The gr~rro is known 
to the shepherd• as a wind of ill luck. Cold and piercing in 
winter, it. canse1 tnortality both among men Rod animal!! ; while 
in summer it disperses clouds and is, t.ht'refore, atyled kamer ka&i, 
i.e., a wind which warne the cultivator to take olf the iron shoe 
of his plough as rains, on its approach, become distant. Similarly 
the gorich disperses clouds and no rain may be espected while it 
blows. In June and July, however, if the gorich blows up to 
10 A. M. it'ia favour~ble for rain, whence the saying: So6ah raa 
goric'l. 6asham "a gushi, the morning gorich is the lover of the 
rainy Bta80D, 

Slight ahocks 11re occasionally felt but not sufficient to do any 
berm. The only shocks of any intensity were ffllt in Kahit in 
18i0, in M11stuog about 18fH 11nd at Joluin about 1892, t!Jongh 
noM of them eauseJ any damage. That o£ 188! prodnct>d the 
-eprin~ known as Pudgili Kani nenr t.he Sufed Bulamli mound in 
the Mastung vallt>y, while the earthquake of 18~2 mnde n li3sure 
at the foot of the hiliR on the southern bank of the Sara wan river 
opposite ,Jolnin. Tho fissu're is a small one and is still visible 

(190:>). 

The eil.rlit"st history of SMawan is· buried in obscurity nod 
very little definite informntion regarding tbe country is avail-
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ible before the conquest of Baluchistan by the Ghaznavids HISTORY, 

about 977 A. D. 

I It seems possi!Jle that a part of the army of. Alexander the Greek period, 
(heat traversed the country about 325 B. U., for when the con· 
queror was in the Indus valley near what is now Upper Sind, 
be despatched Krateros with the ht>avy transport to march via 
~he Helmand aud meet him in Ptlrsia. If Krateros marched;· as. 
is supposed, via the l\1 ula pass and Qnetta he must have pa~sed 

~hrough Sarawan. Tradition speaks of a Hindu dynasty, Sewa 
by naml', having ruled in this part of the country and Kalat 
.it-self is still known to this day as Kahit-i-Sewa. 

History shuws that Muhammadan dynasties _ruled Baluchidtao 13€wa dynasty. 

from about. the 7th century; the Sewas, therefore; probably 
belonged to an earlier period and may have been connected with 
the Rai dynasty of Sind, whose genealogical table includes two 
rulers of the name of Siharas and whose territorit>s are said to 
have extended as far as Kandahar, Seistan; And the Sulaiman and 
Kaikanan hills. The exact position of Kaikanao has not been 
determiued, but it was somewhere in the neighbourhood of 
Kalat. 

Tate, however, considers• that "_the S~was roiLy have obtained' 
possession of Kalat upon the d'ecline of the authority of the 
monarchs of Delhi, the successors of Sultan Feroz Shah (who died 

on the 18th Ramadan 79(), or 22nd Ang.ust, ~388; A, D.), when 
the Sam'lla tribe ro~e to power in Sind~ . Tlle Sewas are called' 
Hindus, but it does not imply that they prot'essed Hinduism, but 
merely that they were descend~d from an ancient tribe who origin.o 
ally were Hindus (the Gichkis of Kej and Panjgur are to this day 
called Hindus owing to their descent from an Indian stock, and 
from ancestors who were of that religion). They were deprived · 
of power, judging from the legends existing in the country, some 
time before the advent of the Rinds under Mir Cbakar into Sind 

. ' or about the middle of the 15th century," 

About the year 658 A. D. during the Caliph11te of Ali we read Arab period, 
of the Arabs under their general Tagbar-bin-Dair with M11kdn 

• Katat : A Memoir of the Oountry and Familv of the Ahmadeai Khanr 
of Katci.t, p 18. 
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RIB'fOBY, as a bRae, attacking and reducing Kaik&nan,• and of subseqnent 
operations in &bat country with varying success. Abont 664 A, D. 
the Arabs captured Kbnzdar and . occupied the surrounding 

country of Tliran or Jhalaw&o. In A. D. 711, the first :Muham

madan invasion of India took place onder Muhammad Ka~im, 
the Arab general of the Caliph W ali d. The country up to o.nd 
including 1\lultao was conquered by the Arabs and the Hindu 
dynasty of Sind and probably also the S~wa dynasty of Kala~ 

came to an end. The Arabs appear to have remained in occupa
tion of the counlrJ till the rise of the Ghaznavid dynasty, the parts 
bPst known to them being Tl1ran ( Jhalawan) with its capital at 
Kbuzdar and N 11dha or Budha (Kachbi). 

Gbazoavid About the year 977 A. D., Nasirnddin Sabnktagfn, King of 
dyDB8tr. Ghaa:ni, conquered Baluchistan as far 11outh as Khnzdar, as 

detailed in &be history of Jhalawan. He was succeeded by his son 
Mahml1d of Ghazni, and the Sarawao country appeara to ba,.e 
formed par& of the Ghunavid empire till its downfall. Sarawao 

Gborida, le. then passed into the banda of the Ohorids and about 1202 A. D; 
Shahabuddin is mentioned as conferring the government of Sara
wan and Makran on his favourite slavP, Taj-ud-dio Eldoz. About 
12(9 A. D., Sarawan,like the rest of B~&locbistan, mast have form• 
ed part of the kingdom of Sultan Mohammad Khan of Khwarizm 
( Khiva) and have been conquered about ]223 by the Mongols 

under Chngatai, aon of Chingia Khan, who penetrated as far 

Iouth 811 Makran and Jhalawan. 
About 1225, Sara wan like Jhalawan probably came temporarily 

under the rule of Sultan AltamMh of Delhi, reverting again to 

the Mongols. 
The Arghdos, At the end of the 14th century, Sarawan appears to have formed 

8 portion of the kingdom of Kandahar which was taken by Amir 
Timur and conferred by him upon his grandson, Pir Muhammad. 

Kandahar remained iu the lonnds of Timur's successors till 
about the year 1470 A. D. when it WKB taken by Sultan Husain 
Mirr.a of Hedt and by tbe latter sub;:equeutly conferred upon 

A u1ir 8hujA-ttd-dfn Zunnun, Arghun, together with the t~rri

tories of Sbal, Mastttng, Pushang, and Siwi with their differen& 
dependencies. After his den.th, these territories passed to his son, 

• Elllot'e Hiltq of lfldia, Vol. I., P. 421, el 1eq. 
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. Shlth Beg, ArghUn, who in 1511 A. D. moved from Kandahar to Hisroay, 
: Shal or Quetta and in the next few years made frequent expedi-
tions against the surrounding country including an expedition in 
i 151? A. D. into Zahri in Jhalawan. Meanwhile, the Baloch had 
been gradually extending ~heir power eastward from Makran arid 

·during the 15th century took possession of KaJat. At the same 
time also the Brahuis had been gaining strength till .finally in the 
course of the next two centuries they consolidated the whole of 
western Baluchistan into one State under the Ahmadzai Khans 
of Kalat, the present ruling family. The Mirwaris, from 
whom the Ahmadzais are descended, claim Arab descent and 
according to their earlier legends lived at St1rab in Jhala.wan 
south-west of Kalat ; thence they extended their power in wars 
with the Jadgals or Jats, whom ultimately they finally overthrew. 
We read in 'Tate' that the Mirwaris took possession of" Katat 
of the Baluchis," and that authority over the country was exer· 
cised by Mir Umar Mirwari. Afterwards the Baloch UJ;tder their 
national heroes, M.lr CMkar Rind and Gwahram Lashari, whose 
exploits form the theme of many Baloch ballads, ousted the 
1\Hrwaris temporarily from Kalat and Mir Umar was killed. His 
son, Mir Bijjar, fled to Mas tung, bot eventually returned and retook 
Kalat, St1rab, and Wad and ejected the Baloch from his territories. 
These events would appear to have taken place towards the end 
of the 15th century, during the time that Mir Zunn6.n Beg, 
ArgMn, was Governor of Baluchistan. Mir Bijjar's exploits are 
commemorated in a well known poem, a translation of which has 
been given in Appendix II of the Jltalawan Gazttteer. 

From the ArghUns, the country passed to the Mughals and The Mughals. 
between 1530 and 1545 the Province of Kandahar was in the 
possession of Mirza Kamran, It was during this period, in the 
summer of 1543, that Humayun came to Shal-Mastungvia Sibi, on 
his retreat from India. While encamped in a garden, apparently 
close to Mastung, the news of the approach of Askari, who was 
holding Kandahar on behalf of Kamran, was brought to Humay6.n 
by Chupi Bebader, an Uzbek, who had formerly served under 
Humayt1nin Hindustan. Humayun placed the Empress Ham.lda. 
Begum hurriedly on horseback, and rode off with his attendants, 
but left his son, Akbar, who was only a year old, under the· care of 
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lHr Ghatnevi (afterwards known as Atkeh Khan) and other 
attendants• thinking that the infant prince would be unable to 

support a rapid journey in inclement weather through a. desert and 
watel'lese waste. Humliyun himselr with his party escaped via 
Nashki to Garms~l and Hcrat. Mirza Askari took tht' greatest 
care of the young prince and carried him to Kandahar in Decem
ber, 1543, where he delivered him to the charga of his wife, 

Sultanum Begum, who tended him with a mother's affection. 
An accoun\ of Humaylin'e joarney through Nushki i3 given in. 
the Gazetteer of the Chagai District. t 
· On Hum&ylin's return, two ytars later, Kandahar again passed 

under his rule, and on being acknowledged Emperor he bestowed 

the districts of Sbal and Mastong on La.wang Khan, the Baloch, 
bu\ who LRwang Khan was, history does not relate. Between 
1556 aod 1595, Kandahar and its "dependencies remained under 

'the Safavid kings of Persia and in the latter year were again 
acquired by the M_ughals. 

In the rtign of Akbar, Mastnng formed part of the eastern 

division of the ~11ndahUr Sarhir, one of the Sarl.:Urs into which 
Akbar's dominions were divided and the Ai,r-i-Akbari mentions 

l!Rstung as having a mud fort and paying an annual revenue of 
'' 10 tumans and 8,003 dinars in-money and 470 kharwdrl in 
grain,'' and as furnishing a contingent of 100 horse and 500 
foot. The same history also relates that iu 1585 A. D. Akbar 
hod to send an expedition against the Baloch with the result 

that the rebellions Chiefs, GhBzi Khan, Wajhiyah, and lbn1hfm 
KMn, were bronght to the c11pital to pay their homage. The 

lliee of the decay' of the Mngba.l power wu followed by the rise of the 
Bn!.huis. Brahuis to a position of greater or less independence till 

• Gul Badan Begum, daughter or the Emperor Babar, in her memoirs of 
Emperor Humil.y(m ( Humayuo nama) describes this incident as occurring 
at a village named Rani (or Rail) near Shtll-Mastau. She giveaa some. 
what different account of Akbar's desertion. •• The Emperor mounted the 
very moment the alarm wu given and went off. He went two arrowa 
flight and then sent Khwaja Mna.num and Bairam Khan to fetch Hamida
Bann Begum. They went and mounted her, but there WM not a chink of 
.time in which to take the Emperor Jalal-ud.dln Muhammad Akbar." 

t CJ..i;ai Dist,-ict Gaectteer, P. S3. 
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finally they ousled the M:ughal Governor of Kalafand called on HisTdltY, 
Mfr Ibrahim Khan, Mirwari, who appears to have been living in 
'the Jhalawan country, to nominate one of his sons as thei~ Chief. 
Ibrahim Khan sent them his grandson, Mir Hasan, and be and his 

:successor.s are said to have held Kalat, Surab, Wad, and 1\iungachar 
:for twelve generations till the rise of Mir Ahmad, from whom the 
:eponym ·Ahmadzai' is derived. Mfr Ahmad, who ascended 'the Amadza 

: masnad in 1666-7, defeated Agha Jafar, the Mughal Governor' family, 

1 
who had marched on Kalat, a~d to~k Mas tung. from. him.·. ire. 

I also took Khuzdar, Baghwana, Kal'kh, and Chaktt. : . . ~ . 
Mlr Ahmad died in 1695-6, and was succeeded by his son, MiY 

Mehrab, who reigned for less than two years.. Two brothers of 
the Kalhora family of Sind, Nur Muhammad and Da4d Khan, 
appear to have sought refuge in Baluchistan at this time.. On 
receipt of peremptory orders from the Mug hal Governor of Multan; 
not to give them passage through his country, .Mir Mehtab took 
steps to stop the advance of the fugitives and in the encoJinter 
which took place near Chaku in Jhalawau, Mir Mehrab was killed. 
This happened iri 1697-8 .. Mir Sami:uidar, Mir Mehrab's eldest 
nephew, who was placed on the masnarl fn fulfihnent of the dying 
request of the deceased Khan, brought the Kalhora brothers as 
prisoners to Kalat, whence they were ultimately allowed to de par~ 
to their native. country on 'receipt of orders from tlie :Mughal 
emperor to that effect. 

Local records speak of a Persian commander, Tahm~sp Beg~ 
bavin:t led an invasion against Ka.Iat in the reig~ or bHr Samundar: 
The latter appears to have been away on a visit ta the 1\Iughaf 
Governor of Multan at the time, but managed to reach his capital 
by the time Tahmasp had got to M:astuug, and in th& battle which 
ensued, the Persians were severely defeated, Tahmasp being slain
by the KMn's own hand. Mir Samundar during his reign raid~d· 
and plundered the districts of Zhob, Bori, and Thal-Chotiali, and 
levied an annual sum of Rs •. 40,000 from the Kalhoras of Sind.'· 

Mir Ahmad II, Mir Mehrab's son, who was a minor when 
his father died, succeeded his cousin, M1r Samundar, in 1713-4. 
IIis younger brother, M1r Abdulla, however, on whom he had. 
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conferred the district of Qnetta, revolted against him, and in a 
battle which took place apparently near Mastung, Mir Ahmad 
was worsted and had to fall back on Kalat. The brothers were 
reconciled, but Mir Ahmad's death in 1715-6 is said to have 
been compassed by his brother. 

Mir Ahmad was succeeded by :Mir Abdulla, a man noted for 
his daring valour. After raiding Kachhi and Dera Gbazi Khan, 
he led a successful expedition into Makran, and finally captured 
PisMo and Shorawak from the Ghilzai rulers of Kandahar. 
Shah Husain Ghilzai from Kandahar and Nur Muhammad 
Kalhora. from Sind appear to have made common cause against 
M{r Abdulla and the allied forces invested Qnetta, which was, 
however, stoutly defended by the Brahui garrison. Mir Abdulla, 
using Mastnng as his base, harassed the besiegers and finally, 
with the advent of winter, the allies were obliged to raise the 
siege and return to their respective countries. 

M{r Abdulla was eventually slain in a figh\ with the Kalhoras 
at Jan~rihar near Sanni in Kachhi and was succeeded by his 
son, Mir Muhabbat, iu 1730-1. 

At the instance of Akhund Muhammad Saleh, who played an 
important part in Ka.Ut politics at this juncture, Mir Mnha.bbati 
assigned the revenues . of Mastung for tlie support of his two 
brothers, Mk Dtb and 1\Hr Nasir Khan, and their mother. Two 
years afterwards, the intrigues of M.lr Lashkari, Raisani, brought 
abont a revolution in the capital, which resulted in 1\Hr Iltaz 
being placed on the masnad. M1r 1\Iuhabbat was put into 
prison, but was released by the Shahwanis of Iskalkn, Rnd fled 
to Wad in Jhalaw&n. Eventually; he surrendered to Mfr Iltas. 
He appears to have ingratiated himself with the leading Brahni 
CLiefs who, on the other hand, were disgusted with the vicious 
conduct of 1\Hr Ilt&z, At this juncture a. summons arrived from 
Nadir SUh from Kandah&r for the Khan of Kalat to attend a.t 
that place and make his submission, 1\Hr lltaz proceeded to 
Kandabll.r taking with him 1\Hr l\luhabbat and the Sarawan and 
Jha.law&n Chiefs. Mir Nasir Khan, being too yonng to accompany 
them, was left behind. On arrival at Kandablir, the :Brahui 
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Chiers petitioned Nadir Shah to appoint 1\Hr Muhabbat as their Hrs:rORY, 

Khan in place of :Mfr Iltaz, whose vicious excesses rendered him 
unfitted for the position. This request was complied with. 
Mir Iltaz was put into confinement and Mir Muhabbat with a 
force of 500 horse under Lutf Ali, a Persian, returned to Kalat 
in A. D. 1736. From there he sent his younger brother Mir 
Nasir Khan with the latter's mother and also Murad Ali, son of 
Mir Iltaz, to Kandahar as hostages, and the district of Quetta 
was assigned to them for their support by Nadir Shah. While 
the two brothers were in Nadir Shah's camp, .Mir Iltaz was 
killed by Mfr Nasir Khan in the course of a quarrel, but Nadir 
Shah's enquiries Laving shown that the fault Jay with Mir Iltaz, 
Mir Nasir Khan was e:zonerated from blame. In"1740 A. D., 
after the invasion of India by Nadir Shah, the latter compelled 
the Kalhora ruler of Sind, Mian Ntir Muhammad, to cede Kachhi 
to Mir Muhabbat in compensation for the death of Mir Abdulla 
and his followers at the hands of the Kalhoras. Mi~ Muhabbat 
is also said to have annexed the State of Las Bela to Kalat. 

Mir Mnhabbat's tyrannical conduct 'gradnaily alienated the 
attachment of his Chiefs and finally he drew upon himself the 
anger of Ahmad Shah Abdali, the snccesdor of Nadir Shah.-

A force was despatched against Mastung in 17 49 and in the 
battle which took place Mfr Muhabbat was completely defeated. 
He eventually surrendered himself with his· family to Ahmad Shah 
and was put in prison at Kandahar, where he was eventually 
beheaded, Mir N asfr Khan being nominated in his stead, From 
this time till the accession of Shah Nawaz Khan in 1839, the Khan
ship remained in the younger branch of the family. Nasir Khan I 
ruled for 44 years from 17 50-1 to 1793-4 and is the historical hero 
of the Brahuis by whom he is known as" The Great." He was 
by far the most distinguished of the Khans of Kalat. His rule 
was vigorous, although his political position was that of the head 
of a confederacy of Chiefs and not that of a despotic ruler. During 
his reign he rendered much assistance to Ahmad Shah in his 
numerous expeditions to Persia and India and the districts of 
Quetta, Mastuog, Harrand, and Dajal were bestowed on Nasir 
Khan by Ahmad Shah. On his own part Nas1r Khan led nine 
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expedition• into Makran, which he subjugated, and obtained' 
from the Giobkis the cession of half the revenue of the country. 
Ao account of the events, which led to the redilction of 
Makran and of Na.str Khau'a expeditions to that country, ,.ill 
be foand in the Gazetteer of Makruft. Nasfr Khan as3erted his 
anthoritt over Panjgur, Kcj, Kasarkand, DiZBk, and Kharan. 
Be also strengthened bis connection with Las B~la and wrested 
the Port of Karachi from the house of Siud. Only once, in 
1758, did he waver in his allegiance to Ahmad Shah when, 
es.uperated by the constant demands made on him by that 
monarch for tribute and military assistance, he refused to obey 
a eummons to the presence of the Shah. The latter marched 
•gainat him and an engagement was fought at )lastong in which 
the Afghains were at first. worsted but afterwards ad\·anceJ. on 
KaUt. which they besieged without saccess. Eventually, ~Hr 
Naa{r Khain made his aubmission and waa honourably received 
and a treaty was concluded according to which Na3ir Khan 
acknowltldged Ahmad Shaih'a suzerainty and agreed to furnish 
a contingrnt of troops, whenever the Afghan monarch made 
war beyond the boundaries of his kingdom. In return, Nasi~: 
Khan waa to receive a sum of money and munitions of war. It 
was also stipulated that Nasir Khain would not in any way help 
fugitive Saddozai princes and would not take part in the internal 
quarrels of Afghanistan. To cement thi3 allianct>1 Ahmad Shah 
married his son, Timt!r Shah, to Nasir Kban's niece. Nasir 
Khb waa exempted from the tribute previously paid to Ahmad 
Shlih and the districts of Quetta• and Mastung were e~ded to him. 
Towards the latter put of his reign, Mir Nasir Khan rendered 
matt-rial assistance to 'fimur Shah, son and successor of Ahmad 
Shah, in aevcral expeditions into Sind. Ofthese only one, in 
1781, was attended with auccess. 

lHr Nasfr Khaio died at Ganjawa in the spring o( I-79,1 and 
was succeeded by his eldest son, l\lir Mahmud Khan I, who was 
then only Beven years of age. His succesRion was disputed by his 
cousin, Bahram Kblin, grandson of 1\Hr Mubabbat, who took pos
session of Kachhi. The Wadr, Akhund l\Inlla Fateb :Muhammad 
Khan, who appears tl) have eonducted the administration during 
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.the minority of Mahmud K,han,. invoked the assistance of Shah HistoBY. ::: 
Zaman, the ruler of Kandahar~ which was given ·eventually about 
A. D. 1800. Bahram Kluin was defeated and fled to Sind wher~ 
he died, 1\Hr l\lahmud Khan placed his forces on a. number of. . 
occasions at tlae disposal of the rulers of Kandaluir in expeditions 
to Sind and elsewhere. · Ill 1810~ Pottinger visited Kala.t in 
disguise and has written an account of his experiences.* . ~ 

· Mahmud Khan was a weak and incapable ruler. His reign was 
distinguished by little else except revolta until he was · left with 
nothing more than Jhalawan, Sarawan, Kach Gandava; Kalat, and 
Harrand onder his rule. He died in 1816:-7 and was succeeded by 
his son, 1\lir Mehrab Khan. 1; 

The latter's accession was speedily disputed' by Ahmadyar 
Khan, son of Bahram Khan, who intrig~ed· with the tribes 
and caused a revolt in Sarawan which was not· put · down 
without some trouble. Ahmadya1'. Khan was eventually· taken 
prisoner and put to death at the instigation of Daud Muhammad 
the Khan's minister. To this man are· attributable the 
difficulties in which Mehrab Khan snbsequently beeam& involved"~ 
He was a man of low extraction for whom Mehrab. Khan 
sacrificed the hereditary minister, Fateh Muhammad. Daud 
Muhammad proceeded to compass' the death of all the ·chief 'men 
'in the State whose influence he feared. The result was complete 
disaffection and dislocation of authority throughout the country. 
DaUd :Muhammad's influence continued till about 1833, when 
ho was murdered by Mulla Muhammad Hasan, son, of Fateh 
Muhammad, who succeeded him as minister, The change, 
however, did no good and the Chiefs still continued in a state of 
more or less open rebellion. · 

In 1838, when it was determined: to m~rch troops into 
Afghanistan to support the cause of Sh8h Shuja, it becam'e 
necessary to secure the good-will of the Khan of. Kalat, and 
· Lieutenant Leech visited Mebrab Khan at his capital. No good 
·resulted from . this visit owing to the intrigues of Mulla 
Muhammad Hasan, who in order to avenge himself on Mehra? 

• Henry Pottinger, ~ravel~ in Balvohlstwn. and Sind e. Londo!~ : 181~- ~ 

British con• 
uection. 
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HisToaY. KUn for the death of bis fatb~r, contrived to create a dislike 
between the Khlin and Lieutenant Leech. He further caused 
it to be believed that the Khtin had seized aud destroyed grain 
collected on the line of march for the use of the British troops. 
When Shah Shuja with Sir W. Macnaghten and the BritiPh 
Army arrived in Sind, Mehrab Kblin desired to send envoys to 
express his good-will, and l\Inlla Muhammad Hasan contrived to 
have himself SP.looted for this duty. Mohammad Hasan met Sir 
W. Macnaghten at Bh&g in Kachhi, and while giving him~elf 

out as most devotedly attached to the .British, represented his 
sovereign as harbouring injurious designs. He was received as • 
a fast friend by Sir W. Macnaghten and dismissed with honour to 
Xalat, where he represented to his master that the English were 
determined to ruin him and that his only chance of safety lay in 
open hostility. Having the seal of the Khan in his possession, he 
affixed it, without the Khan's knowledge, to letters written to 
various Chiefa of predatory tribes, directing them to harass the 
convoy& of the army and to give the British officials all the 
annoyance in their power. Many of these letters fell into 
the· banda of 1\Ir. Ross Bell, the Political Agent in Si~d, 
and were received as conclusive evidence against. Mehrab 
Khan. From Quetta Sir Alexander Burnes was depnted to 
Kalat to allay the supposed hostility of the Khan and to conclude 
a treaty with h!m with the view of keeping communicatio11 
through Kachhi safe and free. Sir A. Burnes was accom
panied to Kal&t by Saiad Mohammad Shar.(f and there a treaty 
. was negotiated and signed by the Khan and it was arranged that the 
Khan ahould proceed to Qo.etta to pay hia respect to Shah Sbuja. 
Sir A. B11rnes preceded him. The intrigues of Muhammad Hasan 
and Muhammad Sharff were again at work and the Khan was 
made to believe that he would be imprisoned at Quetta under a plot 
organised by Muhammad Hasan, while Sir A. Burnes was way
laid on his way to Quetta and robbed of a sum of money together 
with the draft of the treaty agreed to and signed by Mehrab Khan. 
This was represented aa the act of the Khan. The latter was now 
looked upon as an avowed enemy and it was resolved that no 
further negotiations should be held with him, but that he shuuld 
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be punished at the first opportunity. All this while, Muhammad HISTORY. 

Hasan carried on secret correspondence with the British officers, 
while assnring his mast~r that his cause had been hopelessly 
ruined and that the only course left him was to raise his forces 
and oppose the British. Accordingly, when Sir Thomas Willsl1ire's 
brigade was returning to India from Kabul in 1839, a force was 
ordered to turn off from Quetta and attack Kahit. · The place was 
taken by assault on the 13th of November, 1839 ; Mehrab Khan 
and several of his principal Chiefs being slain. From papers found 
in the fort, the treachery of .Mulla Muhammad Hasan was fully 
rtvealed and he was made a prisoner. Shah Nawaz Khan, a youth 
o£14, descended in the direct male line from :M ir M uhabbnt Khan, 
was with the British troops. This youth and his brother, Fateh 
Khan, had been imprisoned by 1\Iehrab Khan but had effected their 
escape from Kalat. Shah Nawaz Khan was appointed, by the 
British Government, as Khan of Kalat, but the districts of Sara wan 
and Kach Gandava were annexed to_Kabul and placed under the 
administration of British officers. Lientenant Loveday was 
appointed Political Officer at Kalat. Before the attack on Kala t, 
~be late KLan bad sent away his son, Mir Mnbammad Hasan 
[afterwards Nasir Khan II), to Nushki i11 charge of D&.rogha Gul 
M:ubammad and the fugitives eventually found shelter with Azad · 
[\:han of Kharan. 

The hfstallation of Shah Nawaz was· soon followed by a 
·ebellion of the Sarawan Sardars. The insurgents having 
mmmoned Nasir Khan from Kbaran, proclaimed him as their 
8hief and made tbP.mselves masters of Mastung, ·From this 
J)ace they marched on Quetta, but their iutermll dissensions 
lid not admit of their plans being carried out successfully and 
;he young Khan was reconducted to l\fastung by Azad Khan 
md another force having been raised, a bold bid was made for 
;he throne by an investment of the capital. . 

Shah Nawaz does not appear to have been very popula1· and, 
~Iasson, who had already made two journeys to Kalat in the 
~ears 183land 1832, when Mehrah Khan was on the masnad and 
who arrived in KaUt from Sonmiani just bPfore the insurgents 
~eached there, has left nn interesting account of the siege,"" which 

• Na1·mtit•e of a Joumey to KM(tt, by Char!os Massou, 1843. 
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shows that the efforts of the besieged were paralysed by t11e divided 
counsels that prevailed and the lukewarm 1lttachment of the 
garrison to their Khan, They allowed themselves to be shut up 
within the town by~t force very little superior to them in numbers, 
while the forty aepoya of the Shah'a service, which Lieutenant 
Loveday had with him, could not relieve the situation. After 
rt}'ulsing several attacks, Shah Nawb surrendered to his adver
sary, and was permitted to depart unmolested. Thia happe~ed 
in 18!0. Both Lientenant Loveday and Masson were taken 
prisonel'l'l and subjected to gre11t indignities. The insurgents 
ta'king both the Europeans with tl1em marched back upon 
Mastung and from here negotiations were opened with Captain 
Dean at Quetta, :Masson was despatched with letters for that 
officer but his mission proved unsuccessful as be was placed 
in confinement on his arrival, Captain Bean snspecting him of 
being a Russian spy. Disappointed at the result of their 
attempts to open negotiations, the insurgents, after an attack 
on Aghbarg in which they defeated Lieutenant Hammersly's 
Kasi Irregular Horae, but were beaten off by the villagers 
themselvea, retired on Dadhar. Meanwhile General Nott's 
brigade had arrived at Quetta from Kandahar and orders 
were issued to him to roarch to Kalat and re-occupy it. This 
was done on November S, ] 840, the Brahui leaders, making 
for Kachhi carrying Loveday still a prisoner with t~em. The 
account of their dispersion by a detachment of troops near 
Dadhar and their eventual murder of Lieutenant Loveday will 
be found under the History section of the KaclzU Districl 
Gazetteer. Kalat was occupied and Colonel Stacy of the 43rd 
Native Infantry was appointed to the political charge of the 
Khan's capital. This officer opened up negotiation& with 
Nasir Kh&n who was at Zfdi in Jhalawan, 

Nasir Khan was induced to make his submission and, as the 
only means of quieting the country and doing tardy justice to 
the memory of the unfortunate Mehrab Khan, the British 
Government reversed its policy and Nasfr Khan was installed 
on the maBnad at Kalat by Major (afterwards Sir James) 
Outram in October, 1841. Sarawao and Kach Gandava which 
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bad been annexed to Kabul in 1840 were restored to Nasir HisTORY. 

Khan. A treaty wa~ also conclud~d with him on the 6th of 
~ctober, 1841. This treaty, however, became a dead letter after 
the withdrawal of the British army from Kabul. In 1854 in 
conseqaence of the European embroglio with Russia and in order to 
strengthen British influence on the frontier, a fresh treaty was 
made. By this the former treaty was annulled and the Khan agreed 
to act in.subordinate co-operation with the British Government; 
not to enter into negotiations with other States without its consent 
and to allow British t.roops to occupy such positions in his terri~ 
tory a.s ruight be thought advisable by the British authorities. 
The British Government on its part agreed to pay the Khan an 
annual subsidy of Rs. 50,000 on condition of his reducing his 
transit dues to a uniform rate, of his preventing outrages within ·or 
near British territory, and of his protecting merchants and per-
mitting no exactions on trade. 

Quarrels had meanwhile broken out between the KhD.a and 
his Chiefs, and led to Nasir Kh9.n raising a small body of 
mercenary troops, a step which was strongly resented by· the 
Chiefs and regarded by them as a serious encroachment on their 
power. 

Nasir Khan died or was poisoned in 1857 and was succeeded 
by his half-brother, Khudadad Khan, then a lad of sixteen. 
He was selected by the Chiefs, but soo·n embroiled himself 
with them. At the outset of his reign, Mir Khudadad KbD.n 
fell under the influence of two counsellors, both of whom 
were bitterly hostile to the British Government. These were 
the Darogha Gul Muhammad Khan and a Hindu employe 
named Ganga Ram, who had contrived to usurp to himself 
the authority of Wazir, though it does not appear that he was 
ever appointed to that office. 

Shortly after the accession of the young Khan, the Sardars 
wiLh the Jam of Las Bela at their head, came to Kalat in 
order to obtain redress for their grievances, and they soon 
found that the power possessed by the Darogha and Ganga 
Ram was exercised in a manner adverse to their cause. Either 
party was jealous of the other and attached much importance 
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to preventing its rival from obtaining a preponderating influence 
with the Khan. In these circumstances an open ral'ture was 
only too probable, and finally under the orders of Darogha 
Gnl Muhammad the Khan's forces attacked the Sardara on 
the 17th of September, 1~57, while encaw.ped near the city 
of Kalat, and taking them by surprise, drove them ont of 
the valley of Kalat with their grievances unheard and their 
discontent aggravated. In this way commenced the struggle 
between the Khan and his Sardars, which lasted, with brief 
iutervals of peace, for nearly 20 years. 

In 18[18, through the influence of Sir H. Green, then 
rolitiral Agent at tue court of the Khan, Uarogha Gut Muham
mad and Ganga llam were excluded frow power and Shah
ghassi W ali Muhammad, an honest aud able man, was appointeli 

Wazfr. 

In 1859 the British Government gBve the KLan Rs. 50,000 
annually for four years in addition to the subsidy paid onder 
the treaty, to enable him to strengthen his hands and meet 
tho cost of reducing the .Ma.rri tribe who had harassed the 
British frontier. Little good, howllver, resulted from this addi
tional grant. The history or the next few years is the history 
of rebellion aud anarchy ; th11 discontent of the Chiefs, foment
ed by the intrigues of the Jum of Lns Bela and Azad KbaD 
of KMruu, from time to time broke into active oppo:>itiou. 
In all these intrigues Sardar Mulla Muhammad, the Raisani 
Chief, appears to have played an important part. In 1862 
the Khan insulted Tuj .Mohammad, Zahri, the Jha.lawan Sardar, 
as has been related in the Jltalawiin Uazetteer, and in the 
following year the Sardars broke into open rebellic>n, defeated 
the Khan who took refuge in Sind and instaJled his cou~in 
Sh~rdil Khan as Khan of Kalat in his stead. 

ShCrdil Khan enjoyed his dignity for only about a year. 
He was murdered by his own guards in May, 186!, and Mir 
Khudadad Khan was reinstated, mainly through the influence 
of the Sarawan Chief, ~Iulla Muhammad, Raisani, who how
l!'1er became his most persistent opponent in after years owing, 
it is said, to the Khan having made him promise3 conditional on 
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his reinstatement which afterwards he failed to keep. Khuda- HisTORY. 
dad Khan was recogni<'ed by the British Government as Khan 
of Kalal;, and the payment of the subsidy of Rs. 50,000, under 
the treaty of 1854, which had been suspended during the dis

turbances in the country, was renewed. 

The Cvuntry remained fairly quiet for nea1ly a year after the 

Khan's reaccession, but in March 1865, Sardar Mulla Muham
mad made common cause with Taj Muhammad, the Zahri Chief, 
and attempte.l an insurrection in Kachhi with the assassination of 
the Khan as its object. The rebeh! were, however, surprise<!, by 
the Khan's forces, Taj Muhammad was made a prisoner and 
l\lulla Muhammad fled to Kandahar. In. July of the samfil · 
year tbe Jam was again in rebellion, in concert with Ndrudd1n 
the Men gal Sardar. Their forces were defeated and they were 
both made prisouer8, but were shortly afterwards pardoned and 
released. For the next two years there was peace in Balu
chistan, but in October, 1867, Mulla Muhammad Raisani 
returned from Kandahar and again stirred up an insurrection 
in which he was joined by the Sarawan Sardars, Adam Khan 
Bangulzai, Alladina Kurd, aud Muhammad Khan Lahri. The 
revolt was, however, promptly checked by the Sbah"basi Wali 
Muhammad, who attacked and completely routed the rebellious 
Chiefs, Mulla Muhammad Khan took to flight and sought an 
asylum among the 1\larris. Early in 1868 Sir H. Green, then 
Political Superintendent on the Upper Sind Frontier, arranged 
a meeting at Jacob4blld between the fugitive Sardar and Shah
ghassi WaH :Muhammad and a temporary eettlement bt:tween 
the Khan and the Chiefs was effected, but aftenards came to 
n<.tLing. 

Fresh troubles broke out towards the clcse of 1868, between 
the Khan and the Jam of las Bela and others, an account 
of which will be found in the Jhalawan Gazetteer: as also 
of Captain Harrison's negotiations with the Chiefs in 1869, 
when the latter marched up to Kapoto in Jbalawan with the 
fixed determination of demanding the disbandment of His High
ness's regiment, and the dismi~sal of Shahgbasi Wali Muham
mad, who had mode himself highly unpopular with them. Sar-
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c:l&r 1\Iolla 1\lohammad ap~ara to have taken a prominent part 
in these eventa, and in the subsequent troubles in Las B~la 
at the end of 18G~. after which be again fled to Kandahar 
and laid hi(grievances before the Am1r, Sber Ali, who addressed 
the Government of India on the subject. 

The• discontent among the Chiefs continued to increase and 
enntually in 1871a revolt of the Sarawan tribe~men took plare. 
The latter were aeverely defeated by Sh&hghaai W ali l\l ubammad 
at Kbad near 1\lutung, but the rebellion day by day assumed 
increased ~igour. MulU .Muhammad Raisani returned from 
Afghanistan and placed himself a\ the head of the insurrectitn 
being joined by Sardara Alladiua Kurd and Adam Khan, Bangulzai. 
Tbry over-ran KRchhi and captured Bhag and Gandava. Hostilities 
also broke out in Las BCla and el11ewhere, and nearl1 the whole 
country Mlinto the hands of. the revolted 8ardars. The main 
causes of their discontent were the resumption by the Khan of their 
hereditary lands and the introduction of changrs which deprived 
them of their due share in the administration. The KUn finding 
himself unable to make headway against the rebellion, asked for· 
British aid and both puuea agreed to submit their differences to the 
arbitration of the Commissiuner in Smd. In March, 1872, a settle
ment wu effected by Sir ,V. Merewether at Jacob&bad, the Khan 
being represented byShahgh&si Wali Muhammad. The Khan was 
to restore to the Sardara their confiscated lands, to grant them the 
allowances customary in the time of Mir Nasir Khan the younger, 
and to allow them to live on their estat~s so long as they paid him 
proper allegiance. They, on the other hand, were to restore all 
the property plundered during their rebellion, the Khh consent
ing to forego all claims in regard to his own property. 

These arrangements, however, were dir.tastefol to the Khan 
who, under the influence of unworthy favourites, came on the 
14th of June, 1872, to au open breach with the Sbabgh&.ssi Wali 
Muhammad, resenting the part taken by him in promoting the 
settlement at Jacoba bad. He refused to carry out the agreement 
arrived at, or to conform to the advice of the Political Agent, 
Major Harriaou. The latter was directed to return to British 
territory from Kahit and was on the point of doing so, when 
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at the parting visit paid to him by Major Harrison on the 15th H1sronY. 
of September, 1872, the Kban yielded, dismissed his evil adviser~:~•. 
reinstated his W azir and entered into a written agreement to 
abide by his treaty engagP.ments. Finding, however, that his 
efforts to procure the recall of his favourites, who were detained 
at Jacohabad were unavailing, the Khan placed himself in 
opposition to the Political Agent, and ceased to take any interest 
in the administration of his State. In March, 1873, t'b.erefore, the 
Political Agent accompanied by Wali :Muhammad, withdrew from 
Kalat territory; the payment of the annu11l subsidy to theKban 
was withheld and he 'was informed that his obligations under the 
treaty of 1854 to protect trade and secure the peace of the frontier 
remained unaltered and that in the event of any disturbances 
taking place on the frontier, the British Government would be 
compelled to take its own measures for preserving order. 

In 1875, however, the state of anarchy prevailing on the 
frontier had become so intolerable that th11 Government of India 
decided to depute an officer, Captain Sanderuan, to Kalat to effect, 
if possible, some settlement between the Khan and his Sardars. 
Captain Sandeman's first mission was not entirely successful 
but the hopes of a satisfactory settlement between the parties 
appeared so promising that in the spring of 1876 be was again 
deputed to Baluchistan, and, at -a dar6ar held at Mas tung on the 
14th of July, 1876, he effected a formal reconciliation between the 
Khan and his Chiefs. In the agrePmeot drawn up, the Sarawan 
and Jhalawan Sardars declared their submission to the Khan, 
the latter, on his part, restoring them to their ancient rights and 
privileges, and promising to treat them with kindness and consider
ation so long as they remained loyal and faithful. Sardar Asad 
Khan was confirmed by the Khan as Chief of Sarawan. 

In December, 1876, Mir Khudadad Khan met His Excellency 
the Viceroy (Lotd Lytton) at Jacobabad, and on the 8th of that 
month a new 'reaty was concluded. This re-affirmed the treaty of 
1854, and provided for the location of troops in, and the construction 
of railway and telegraph lines throngb, Ka!at territory ; Poli~ical 

officers with suitable escorts were to be posted in the Khan's 
dominions; the Khan's subsidy was raised to one lakh of rupees, and 
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in addition B sum of Rs. 20,500 was to be paid annnally for the 
establishment of certain posts and for the development of traffic 
on the trade routes running through the Khan's country, The 

Khan loyally acted np to his engagements and for his services during 
the Afghan war was awarlled the order of the G. C. S. I. and a 

bonus' of three lakhs of rupees. Sardar Asad Khan, Chief of 

S~truaiu, was also granted the C. I. E., and received for three 
lives a rent free j:igir of 1,425 acres in Sind. 

In the second Afghan 'Var, the Sarawan Cbil'fs rendered great 
service in guarding commnnications and providing supplies, in 

recognition of which the British Government granted personal 

allowances to some of them. The snbject is futher dealt with at 

length in Chapter. Ill. under the Section Levies. 

In Much, 1!:!93, the Mastaufi or chief accountant, with his 
father, his son, and a follower were mnrdertd by the orders of the 

Khan, who said that the Mastanli had made an attempt on his 

life, KhudaHd Khl~n's abdication in favour of his eldest son, 

Mahmud Kh~n, the prt'sent ruler, wu acct'pted by the Govern
ment of India and he was shortly afterwards removed with 

his second and third sons to Loralai and is now (1906) living 

in Pisbln, 

Mahmlid Khau was installed as Kh&.n in a dar66.r held at Quetta 
by Sir James llrowne on the lOth of November, 1893, but his 

reign has been distinguished by few events of importance. He 
was created a G. C. I. E. in HW!. In 1897, the wave of 
unrest, which passed down the frontier, made itself ftllt in 

Baluchistan, where a movement among the Sarawan Chiefs, which 

might have had serious developments, was nipped in the bud by 

the arrest and imprisonment of two of the ringleaders, namely, 1\Hr 
Mehrulla Khan Raisani and Sardar Yar Muhammad Kurd. 

The staff of officers posted in the Khan's territory has lately 
been increased. Consequent on the reduction of the J l!dicial and 
Administrative work in the Bolan Pass District, the Native Assist
ant formerly in the Boh\n Pass wn9 tr~nsferred in June, 1902, 
to the headquarters of the Kalat Agency as Native Assistant 
Sarawan. In the following year an Assistant Political Agent was 
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al!>o appointed and he assumed charge of his duties in the HIBTonv. 

month of October. The duties of the officars are descriotd in 
the section on. Administration and Staff in Chapter III. 

List of officers who have held the appointment of Political List of Poll-
Agent, Kalat :- tical Agents. 

Lieutenant W. Loveday-1839-1840: ·murdered near 
Dadhar. He was assistant to Captain J. D. D. Bean, 
Political Agent in Shill (Quetta). 

Captain Henry (}reen appointed in 1856, but was soon after 
placed on deputation in connection with the. Persian Cam
paign. Resumed duty again in November 1857, and· 
remained as Political Agent, Kahit, till iB60. 

·Lieutenant 'Macaulay-1856 to November 1857. 

Captain DickensOI1-1861-1862. 

Major Malcolm Green-:M:ay 1862 to February 1867; went 
on sick leave to England. During his absence in 1868, 
Colonel Phayre, late Quartermaster-General in the 
Abyssinian Campaign, was placed in charge of the border. 

Captain Harrison-1869 to 1873. In :March 1873, Major 
Harrison, as related above, was withdrawn from Kalat 
owing to the attitude assumed by the Khan. The 
Agency was not re-established tilll877. 

Surgeon-Major 0. T. Duke-21st February 1877 to 
14th May 1877, 

Captain H. Wylie-15th May 1877 to 18th December 1877. 

Surgeon-Major 0. T. Duke-19th December 1877 to 
1st :March 1884, 

Captain T. 1Iope-22nd. December 1884 to 9th 1\Iay 1885. 

Captain II. M. Temple-9th May 1885 to 30th Aprill887. 
(Also took over charge of the Bolan from the Political 
Agent, Quetta, on 15th April 1886.) 

Lieutenant L. S. Newmarch-6th May 1887 to 29th 
November 1887, 
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His'loBY. Captain II. M. Temple-29th November 1887 to 2oth 

.ABcBA:Oo 
LOGY. 

March 1895. 

Lieutenant P. T. Spence-21st March 18U5 to 2nd April 
, 189:>. (In addition to bis own duties as Second Assistant 
to Agent Governor-General.) 

Lieutenant E. Le'Mesmier-2nd April 1895 to 22nd 
_ .November 1896. 

Lieutenant R. A. E. Benn-22nd November 1896 t() 24th 
December 1896. (In addition to his own duties as Military 
Adviser to Ilia llighness the Khan.) 

Lieutenant E. Le:Mesurier-2-!th December 189G to ht 
1\Iarch 1897. 

Lieutenant S. G. Knox-7th April 1897 to 2.Jth November 
]900. 

Kh&n Bahadur Kazi Jalaluddfn Khan-26th November 
1900 to 28th December lUOO. 

Captain II. L. Showers-29th December 1900 to 26th 
September 1902. 

Khan Bah&Jur Kazi Jalaludd!n Khan-27th September 1902 
to 26th October 1902. 

Major H. L. Showers, C. I. E.-27th October 1902 to 3rd 
October 1904. 

Captain A. B. Drummond-4th October 190-! to 16th 
November 1904 (in addition to his own dutie~). 

:Major A. McConagbey-17th November 1904 to 3rd 
April1905. 

Major H. L. Showers, C. I. E.-4th April 1905 to 31st 
March 1906. 

The only remains of archreologic&l interest consist of 
damh1 or mounds, ruins of old buildings, gahrhands or dams, 
graveyards, kareZ£11 and water channels. 

The moat noteworthy mound is the Sampur, which lies about 
4 milee west of Mas tung, and is believed to be the 1·emains of a city 
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founded by Sam, grandfather of the Persian hero Rnstum. Ot11er ARCHJEO· 

··mounds include SafeJ Bulandi and Damb-i-maliko in 1\lastnng, LoG~. 
those in Karbukha, Saiad Maurez, Mahmlid Gohran, Zahrazai, 
Patebanzai, Kulloi, Karchbap and Sohr in 1\lungachar; Togau, . · 
Kullo Kalat and Dan Khushlclba in Chhappar; Khad-Kohing, -
Damb-i-Khwaja Zober and Malagari in Kalat• two in Isplinji and 
six in the Gurg1na Kardagap valley. These mounds are strewn 
[)ver with piecelil of ald pottery and beads and large £-arthen jars 
are occasionally found. 

The ruins of old buildings include: Takht-i-Sulaiman or throne 
of Solomon situated on a hill about 3 miles east .of J ohan, another 
on a hill north of the Hasa.njoi village in Narmuk, and a third 
near Pudgili south of Narmuk. These buildings were constructed 
of mud and stoaes and seem to have been of considerable 
dimensions. 

A detailed account of the gabrlJantls or 1' dams ot the Zoroastrians 
or fire worshippers" written by Mr. R. Hughes-Buller, C.S., 
is published in the Report on the Archreological Survey of India· 
for 1903-4, page 194, et seq. The ruins of such 71ands or irrigation 
dams are found in the Narmuk valley, and on the road between 
Robdar and Jam B!rari, and a few in the Chhappar valley.· 

The most important graveyards are those in the Joba~· valley 
i11 which are found long graves of the type of those known as 
Turka-na-Hadiraghak near Saruna and described in the Jhalawan 
Gazetteer. Similar graves are fonnd in the Lop io the Marav 
valley. The Ahmadzai cemetery which lies east o.f the Kaiat town 
C<lntai.ns among others the tombs of :Mir Samundar KMn, Mir 
Nasir Khan I. Mjr Mahmud Khan I, and :Mlr Mehrab Khan II. 

Many of the k&rezes in the district are ancient and . nothing is 
knowD about their builders but they are invariably ascribed to 
the Arabs. The Arabi Karcz in M~ndehaji in Mungacbar which 
vas excavated Rome years ago, receives its supply of wat.er from 
.an ancient karez now in ruins. Traces of ancient water channels 
have been found in Khajuri and Zarakhu, In the former place, 
a duin was apparently constructed of lime and concrete to carry 
water of the Pir Ghaib spring to the Khajuri lands, a distance of 
.about 2~ miles. The Zarakhu drain was constructed of clay pipes 
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embedded in concrete and it carried the water of the Zarakhu 
spring to an old village in the Pingav valley, a. distance of about 
4 mill!s, 

PQPULATioN, Nothing is known of the ethnographical history of the district. 
Erbnt.graphl· 
cal histor1, At the present day all old mounds, etc., found iu the country 

J)ensity. 

Towns and 
villagea, 

aJ'e commonly attributed by the peoplt! to the Rinds, a tribe of 
the Baloch, who are comparatively recent immigrants. As bas 
been said in the Jhalawdn. Ga~elteer, the Jats appear to have 
constituted the earliest population of which there is any authenticr 
record. Who their predecessors were is a subject which is buried 
in obscurity. That some of the earliest inhabitants were Zoroas
trians by religion may be inferred from the prevalent tradition 
a11 to the construction o[ the gabr!Jan·l• which are found in the 
country by the Gabrs, but their nationality is not known. 

The nucleus of the Dehwatrs, who are the oldest of the present 
inhabitants, is said to have come from Balkh or the ancient 
Bactria. Dehwara are stated to have replaced a tribe called the 
Chllmkazais, who were in occupation before them; some of the 
Chamkazais are found at the present time amalgamatl!d with the 
Dehwars. We first henr of the Tirahuis in the 15th century, 
when according to traditional accounts, they dispossessed the 
people known as Jats or Jadgals, a Scythian race now found in 
Kachhi and Sind. The Baloch, who originally came from Makran 
And Persian Baluchisla11 to the south of Kirman are described 
as having been in power previous to the rise of the Tinihuis, and 
a1 having given way before the latter and passed on eastwards to 
Kachhi. Traces of them are now found in several of their clans 
which bernme amalgnmatod with the Brahui tribes. The oldest 

of the Brahui tribes are the Muhammad SMhis and Kurds. 

The first census of the uistrict was carried out in 1 DOl, wheu 
eatimatce of population were obtained through the Chiefs and 
headmen of the Brahui tribes, some of whom showed a tendency 
to exaggerate the numbers of their tribes. The results gave a. 
total of 176 villages, 14,548 houses or families, and 65,549 
persons, or 18 persona per square mile. 

The number of permanent villages now ( 1905) is 301, includ

ing the townsofMa.stung and Kalat. Tho country is very 
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tlparsely ropnlated and there is only one village in every 15·'8 square :PoPULA.TioN; 
miles. The number of Tillages has, however, largely increased in 
recent 3ears and almost all of those found in dry crop areas have 
sprung up since the British advent. Previously the majority of 
the Bnihui population used to live in tents, and villages existed 
only in important irrigated localities. Besides Kalat and Mastung, 
the most important villages are the following :-In the Mastuug 
nidhat, GhulamPrinz (70 houses), Shaikba(100 houses), Kal.rez~ 
i-Sultan ( ti5 houses), Pring a bad (200 houses), Tiri ( 150 houses); 
Kandawa (150 houses), Kahnak (130 houses), Shahr-i-Sardb 
Ghaus Bakhsh ( 100 houses ), BabUri ( 150 houses), Dulai 
(52 houses); Kanl!ti iu Shirinab valley ( 60 houses); .Shahr-
i-Gbulam Jan (55 houses) in Zard; Brinchinnau (50 ho~ses) 
and 1\Iandehliji ( 150 houses) comprising several 'hamlets in Mun: 
gachar;Togau and Ziaratin Chhappar; and Chashma (200houses), 
Koh ing ( 80 houses ), and l\lalgbozar ( 40 houses) in Kalat. In 
the western valleys the important villages are N imargh (80 houses); 
Murad Khan l\Iurrai ( 42 houses) and Kaftari ( 35 houses) in 
Gurgina; and Kardgap ( 130 houses). _ In the east of the dis-
trict the villages include Iskalku ( 11)0 houses), ShCkhri (50 
houses), Johan (70 houses), Isplinji (200 houses), in group 
of two villages and several hamlets, Marav (120 houses) compris-
ed in three hamlets, Khajuri (50 houses) and Omar Dhor in Bhalla 
Dasbt comprising a group of several hamlets (90 houses). Lastly 
may be mentioned Robdar ( 100 houses), Rekgwash (50 houses),.· 
and Sakht Muhammad Khan {50 houses) in Narmuk. 

With the exception of the Dehwars of Katat and Mastung, some :Migration. _ -
of the Langavs of Mungachar, the Jobanis of Joban, the people 
of Jam Barari, Robdar and Khajtiri and the Sarparras of Gurgfna 
and Kardgap, all Brahuis migrate annuall.f during winter, taking 
with them their flocks and their families and children. The tide 
of migration is entirely towards the east to the plains of Kachhi, 
where some of the tribesmen possess land, but the majority go to 
pasture their flocks. W bile in Kacbhi these nomads engage in crop-
cutting, camel-hiring, and other labour, and many find their way to 
different parts of Sind, visiting especially Jacobabad and Larkllna. 
The migration commences at the end of October and almost all 
~he people have n.oved down by the end of November after 
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PoPUL.lTtOlf, sowing the spring crop, returning again to. the highlands in March, 
when putore is abundant and the crops are coming up. The 
route followed is through the Bolan, but well-to-do families make 
use of the railway for both the journeys. All dry crop tract.s• 
especially ~be eastern valleys and parts of Mungachar and 
Chhappar, are lefl absolutely uninhabited during the winter months. 
A few people from the western part of the district, especially the 
L&ngavs vi11it N uahki during the i!pring for pastn re, and large 
caravans go from l\lastung and Mungachar to Panjgllr for date 
io the winter. 

lmmigra• 
tion. 

The periodical immigrants are tbe 6.ockowners of Jhalawan who 
ooter the district early in the spring in search of pasture and return 
by the middle of summer after selling the wool and other produce 
of their flocks. The principal localities visited by them include the 
Harboi and Garr hills, the valleys of Mangacbar, Chhappar, and 
Ka!at. The immigrants are generally Summalaris, :Muhammad 
Basnis, Ch&ngas, Channals, Baranzai and Pahlwanzai Mengals, 
Jatlaks, Nicblris and Pandranis. No restrictions of any sort are 
imposed on them with regard to pasture. The Taraki Afghans 
visit parts of Gurg.lna and Kardgap in some years, entering the 
district from Shorarlid witb their flocks late in the autumn, and 
penetrate sometimes as far as 1\Iungachar resuming their return 
journey to Afghanistan on the approach of spring. 

Age statis- No detailed reeord of age was attempted iu the census but mere-
tics, vitalsta-1 1 '6 t' . to d l d • • d h tistics, infant y a c as& ca 100 10 a u ta an m1nors, I.e., over or un er t e 
mortal_t~y and marriageable age of 12 years. The results ga"e: adults 24,301 
lnfirmit1ee. • 

males and 18,826 females; mmors 12,065 ma.les and 10,357 
females. Nor is there any record available of vital statistics, infant 
mortality, or infirmities. Longerity appears to be infrequent owing 
to constant exposure and bad nutrition. Medical treatment is 
generally difficult to obtain and diseases, such aa small-pox, c11use 
every now and then great iufant mortality. 

Comparative Of the total population censuscd in 1901, there were 86,366 
numbcrs,dof~h~1 malea and 29,183 females or a disparity of 7,183 females; an 
eexes,an CIVI 
condition. examination of the figurts sbows that on the whole the variation 

between the number of males and females is very small, the 
Brahuis and the Dehwars who form the bulk of the population 
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having 914 and 811 females, respectively, to eTery thousand males. PoPuLATioN. 
Among the Langavs and the Bangulzais who are the two largest 
tribes in order of numerical strength, the proportion of females to 
every thousand males was 809 and 807, respectively. 

With slight local modifications which are unimportant, the Marriage 
usages and customs of the tribesmen in Sarawan as to marriage, customs, etc. 

divorce, status of women, and inheritance are those prevalent 
among their Brahui compatriots in Jhalawan which have already 
been described iu the Gazetteer of that district. 

Urdu forms the medium of correspondence by officers of Govern- Language. 

ment as well as in the State offices under the control of the 
Political Adviser. It has made some progress in recent years and 
isnnderstood by many among the indigenous population especially 
those who come in contact with Government officials. The language 
of the Khan's court is Persian, and the people conduct their 
correspondence and write all documents in)hat)anguage. 

The principal dialects spoken are Brabui, Baluchi, and Dehwari, 
the last named being used by the Dehwars and limited to Mastung 
and Kalat. It is a corrupted form of Persian with many words, 
especially verbs, formed from Brahui words but originally derived 
from Sindi. The eastern form of Baluchi as distinguished from 
Western Baluchi or Makrani is spoken by the Langavs, the Khura
sanis and Kullois living in Mungacha.r; the Jatois and Kullois of 
Lop Valley; the Mandwanis and Mughnndois of Robdar; the Puzh 
of Barari ; the Phugs of Khajuri, the Mazarani Marris living in the 
neighbourhood of Isplinji ; the Garranis of Mas tung and Bala N ari 
in Kachhi and the Raisani Sardar KbCls. Western Baluchi or 
Makrani is spoken in the Khan's household. The Loris ordinarily 
speak Baluchi among themselves but have a. secret language of 
their own spoken in the presence of strangers and known as Lori 
cltfni or mokaki which consists generally of inverted forms of 
Baluchi, and sometimes also Urdu, Sindi, and Punjabi. Elsewhere 
Brahui prevails am\ is the prevailing language of the district· 
Sara wan Brahui is considered a purer form of the language than 
the dialect spoken in Jhalawan, the latter being largely mixed 

with Sindi words. 
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roFt7LATION. The philological classification of the Brahui langnage has 
been mnch disputed and the enquiries conducted by Dr. Grier· 
son resulted in his placing it among the Dravidian Jangnagcs. 
:Mr. Denys de S. Uray, I.C.S., in his book on the Bn1hui Ian· 
gnage confirms this conclusion and fays• :-

11 The Brahui language is agglntinRtive and in this aspect 
it belongs, speaking in the broadest sense, to the same stage of 
development aa the Dravidian language group, This, indeed, 
proves little or nothing ; bot the argument of kinship rests on a 
surer foundation than a casual analogy of strnctnre. The gram
matical rellltions of tbe noun in llrahui are shown,as in Dravidian, 
by means of suffixes, and most, if not all, of the suffixe!l, whether 
expressive of case--relations or of plural number, are traceable 
to the same source as Dravidian, Even more dired is the 
evidence of the pronoun, that faithful repository of the secret 
ol a language's origin, Of the personal pronouns, the pronoun 
of the second person in both numbers is in essentials the same as 
in Dravidian, and a Dravidian relationship is discernible in the 
pronoun of the first person, despite the ravages wrought by 
phonetic decay. The reflexive in Brahni and Dravidian has 
preserved one uniform type with singular consistency, while 
the Brabni demonstratives are only explicable in the light of 
their Dravidian counterparts. The family likeness is but thinly 
disguised in the interrogatives, and several of the indefinite 
pronouns are stamped with the same birthmark. The Dravidian 
relationship of the first three numerals, often, though perhaps 
erroneously, regarded as only less significant witness to the origin 
of a language than the personal pronouns, is hardly open to 
question, and it is interesting to find that Brahui and Dravidian, 
in the absence of an ordinal proper formed from the first cardinal 
employ the same device and even, it would appear, the same root 
to express it. The case of the verb iii naturally more complex, bui 
the evidence cannot be gainsaid. The most palpable analogies 
are to be found in the pronominal terminatioM of the plural, in 
th" formation of the causal and above all in the organic negative 

. • '!the Btt~hvi Llngvage, Part I, Introduction aml Grammar. (I.n the 
Frees.) 
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conjugation.· These do not, however,- exhaust allthe· rel~'!ant ~oP~J:A~~o~.~ 
points i.r;t the evidence ; indeed though the Brahui verb _is not 
devoid of charact~ristic peculiarities ~f its own,, it tpay_ ~a.fely_ b~ 
aid-and the remark applies with equal force to the language as 
~whole-that a full ~nde!standing or' it_ ·w~uld be -i~possible 
without the help of the Dravidian langtiag~s. 

-~ j • • • 

' •- . , I . . 

" There can be but one verdict on this evidence: · This verdict is 
not that 'of Caldwell, who summed up pis final position in ~be _ 
words : • The Brahui language, considered as a whole, seems to be, ' 
derived from the same source as the :P~ujiib~ and Sindhi; but i~ 
evidently contains a Dravidian element,' but; the converse, :firsh 

. - - ' .. 
suggested by Lasson i~ the early days of the study of the language 
and re-asserted by Trnmpp. a quarter of a century ago., Th~ 
Brahui language is sprung from the same ~ource as the Dravidian 
language group ; it has f~eely absor~ed the alien. voc~bula!y ~f th~
Persian, Baluchi, Sindhi, and other neighbouring languages. but i~ 
spite of their ~nroads. its grammatic~~ol system ha~ prese~ed ~ 
sturdy existence." . - · 

.: .. I 

· The following table shows the strength ·of the principal' tribes Races and 

as censused in 1901 ·in the district of Sara wan itself:.,.,..: . : . . r tribes. 

2,38:1 . j Raisani 
Shahwani · ... '.: ..•. 6,278 • 

9,017 
2,820 :; ~" 
\ 885 
~.Q3q': 

Bang-ulzai : 
Muhammad Shabi •• ~ . 
Sarparra 
Ktird. 
Lahri 
Langav · 
Dehwar 

... ; 

' , ... 
, .. 
... ... 
... 

" 5.3~5 I ••• .. 
'~ ... ' 17,004 
... 7,.4/i I , .. 

The population may be divided' into -three groups, viz., the 
Brahui tribes of the Sa.raw!n division who for~ed 77·8-pe~ cent.! 
of the t-otal population in 1901; the Khan's ulu• or the' groupsl 
directly under the KhAn ()f Ka18.~ and C\lltivating His Highness's 
lands ; and thir4ly the mi!fcel.laneous poplllatio~ including S~i~ds· 
and Hindus. The Dehw~rs, wb"o ~onstitutl! the gre\lter part of. 
the Khain's ulu~, formed 10·2 per ceqt. · pf the total; pop~lation -il!- .c. 
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Foro.AtioN. 1901. The strength of the Hindus and Saiads is insignificant, 
being at the ·census of 1901 only 1·28 and 0·67 per cent., respec~ 
tively, of the total population, 

As will be seen, the Br&huis are by far the most namerons and 
are the dominan' portion of the population. An account of the 
constitution of a Brabui tribe will be found in the Jhalawan 

Ga:etlter and applies also to the tribes in Saraw&n • 

. Main divl. Constituted as the tribes are for purposes of offence and defence, 
a•ons or JICIWlO • b d f th • 'bal b' . Th •h,.n, menhon may e ma e o e 10tertn com mat10nB. us, 

the Rais&nis, Kurds, and LAngan combine into one group; the 
Shabw&nis, Muhammad Sh&his and Sarparras into another; and 
the La.hris and the Bangulzais into !A third. These combinations 
known as pallarJ darik are usna.lly based on old traditions, and 
similar combinations exist in each tribe ~mong the clans and sec
tions. The Dehw&ra unlike the Bnihuis have no political consti
tution, the different groups being generally descendants of sepa· 
rate ancestors having no common interest except the occupation 
of a common locality, tract, or kcfrez. Their relations are directly 
with the KMn whose lands they cultivate, aud their chief bead
man is known as arMb under whom are the mall'k1, who, in their 
turn, have railtl and mtAlarl subordinate to them • 

.Fission. Disintegration or fission, followed by absorption into another 
group, generally takes plnce on the following lines. A gronp, 
or in some cases an individual, dissatisfied with its surroundings, 
breaks away from the parent stock and either settles with some 
section of another tribe or sets up an independent position under 
a separate Chief. So long as the new comers remain with the 
adopted group, they mnst undertake their share of its good and 
ill. Of important cases of fission may be mentioned those of the 
)lustamzais and Siahizais from the Raisani tribe, the Taingzais 
C1om the Badduzai clan of Bangulzais, and the Sahtakzais from 

the K.trd tribe. 

An arcount of each of the principal Br&hui tribes is given 
below in order of their social position as generally recognised:-

.ltaisAnl trite.' . The Raia,nis .are the most influential among the Br&hui tribes, 
their Chief being the head of the Saraw&n division of the Brahui 
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confederacy, In 1901 they numbered 2,402 • in the whole of the PoPULATioN. 

Ka.Iat State: 1,289 males and 1,113 females, the number of 
adult males being 881. The principal sections into which the 
tribe is divided are the Sarajzai, Rustamzai, Rahusai11zai, lsiani, 
Mehrani, and Pandrani. With the exception of the Sarddr KMls, 
who live at Mithri in Kachhi and the Jogezai Rustamzais who 
live at 1'lfandebaji in l\Iungachar, the main tribe lives in Kahnak 
and Dulai. The Lahrkis, a section owing allegiance to the Rai 
saoi Chief, live at Lahr in theJbalawa:" country. They do no~ hold 
any share in the tribal land. The nucleus of the tribe originally 
came from the Spin Tarin Afghans of Ahmadun, in the Sibi Dis-
tl'ict. Their progenitor named Rais had four sons-Saraj, Rusta~, 
Rahusain, and Siahi. From the first three· sons the sections 
mentioned above are called ; the descendants of the fourth son, 
the Siahizais, joined the Mengal tribe in the Jhalawan country 
and have settled at Wad. The remaining sections joined the 
tribe as new co~ers ( baro]G ) in later times. The Ro.isanis 
appear to have been in the .country before'. th.e Brabui~ ro~e to 
power in the 15th century, and according to tradition assisted the 
latter in conjunction with the Dehwars to conquer Kalat from the 
Baloch. The tribe appears first to have acquired land in Munga-
cbar and Chhappar and.were afterwards granted revenue-free 
grants in Kahnak and Dulai by the Ahmadzai KhB.ns of Kahi.t. 
By their close connection with the latter, the Raisanis have always 
held a dominant position in the Drlthuf confederacy, and the 
Sarajzais, the section of the Chief, have been conspicuous for 
the part they have played in Kalat history. In former days the 
Shahwani tribe were the head of the Sarawan division of the 
Brahuis but were ousted by the Raisanis, who have ever since heid 
the premier position and the privilege of carrying the flag 
( bairak) of the Sara wan tribes on all occasions. Great rivalry has 
always existed between the Chiefs of these two tribes on this 
account. 1.'he principal revenue-free grants in Kachhi held by 
the Raisanis are in Bala N ari and in tho niubats o£ Dadhar and 
nhag. 

'" This included 1,391 Sheikh Husalni& described further on and ex• 
eluded the llaisanis found in British Baluchisttin, i. o., in Quetta-Pishin 
l)if•l, Thai Chotiali 147, Marri·Bugti country 21, and Cb:l.gai 37, 
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PoPt7LATiolf. 1-.'he part played in the history of Kalat by Su.rdar Haji Mull! 
:Muhmmad, the grandfather of the present Chief, Sardar Sir Ghana 
Dakhsh Kb&n, K. C. I. E., has been related in the section on 
History.· ln 1876 be abdicated in favour of his son, the late 
Sardar Sir Assad Kb&o, K. 0. I. E., who also played a leading 
tole in KalU politic& till his death in 1894 when he was succeeded 
.by his son, the present Chief, :Mulla :Muhammad died in 1896. 
Other leading members of the family are lJir Mehrulla Khan, 
C.l. E., at present (1907) the Khan's N4::im in Makran, Mir 
Add Khan, ftai6 of llh&g, Mir Abdur Rahman, and K. B. 11Hr 
Ratnil Dakhsh~ The Raisani Chief is in receipt of· a political 
pension of Rs. 400 per mensem and of a snm of Rs. 100 per 
mtnsem on account of lardari allowance from the Bolan Levy 
Service, Other allowances from the Bolan LeTy Setvice 
granted to the R&isania are described in the Bolcin Pall District 

·Gazetteer. 

Bustamzals. The Rustamzais, a section of the Raisanis, have long been a\ 
.feud with the main tribe and h~ve now to all intents and 
purposes set up themselves under a separate Chief.. The Raisan 
family by a long course of systematic intrigue and oppression 
had contrived to drive Sardar Allahyar Khan, father of Sardar 
Uakbtiar Kh&u, the present Rustamzai Chief, over th~ border into 

·Afghanistan together .with most of his tribesmen. In December, 
.18!:16, these men returned to Baluchistan and through the interven
tion of tho British authorities were restored to their rights in spite 
of strong opposition on the part of the Raisanis, The vexed question 
of Allahyur KhUn being recognised liB a Chief was settled, aud in 
1898 he was declared Sardur of the Rostamzais and was allotted 
the fourth seat in darMr. In 1901 the Rustamzais numbered 348 
in Kahlt (193 males and 155 females); 108 were found in Quetta
Pishin, 14 in Tbal Chotiali, and 37 in Chagai. They hold land 
side by side with the Raisanis and . their principal sections are Gul 
1\lubammadzai, Jogezai, Isu:ffkhauz~i, Akhtarzai, Gowahrizai, 
and Sheakzai. Except the la&t named, all are descended from a 
common ancestor, The Sbeakzais are of Baloch descent and 
joined the tribe as new-comers (~arok). The Rustamzai Sardar is 
in receipt of an allowance of Rs. 300 per mensem from the Kalat 
District Levy Service, and his brother, Mir Basil Bhan has been 
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!granted service 'in~ the· Quetta~Pishln' ~District:.an.d.':i• t190'6)'~oPtii.AT!~N'•i 
IJemadar ·in «:barge of the Kuram post in Shorarud~ 1 · ;: t s r: 1't 

• I . , , , . _ ~ • : • • "". ' J i J. • ·, • .: ·,,; ·. t.i 
In )901, the Sheikh :ilusainis wh? · .nu!llbere~ l:-391_ ~0. jK~~a\ ~~~~:is. 

{751} males and 636 females) were inaccu!ately: ~las~e~c~~\" 
~ection of the : Rai~ni; tribe. . T~ey. a~e reaU'I a : b~aMh . ~~ 
~he Haru,ni · section of the, Muhamma~ ;H asni ~rib~: in, ·.t~l 
:cThalawan country, .but have settled, .in, the ·.S~ra,wan :4is~ric:fi 
.and afford an illustration of ~he· process .~ : fis~i~n amo~g ~~~ 
.tribes. Lh:ing as they do with the. Raisauis,· they joi~ ,wit~ the 
)atter in good and ill but have no share in tribal land~ ,The Sheik)~ 
·n usainis have ~mbanked the R~is~ni~' kndsi~. D~l'ai ~~d 'cultivate 

. •. l. , .t •• r 
.them as tenants. Their headman, Jemadar Ata Muhammad, lives 

• • • 
4 

• ( • •• \ • • • J.. .: 1 L; t 

~u.the Quettatahsil. : 1 ,,, ,, r ;, .. ·.·.,J·: .. ·: 
1 In 1901." the· Shahwanis · nu~betetl 6,3i8 1in: Kalat ~3,:508 Shahwanl 

' ' • l . ' . • tr'b 
'males and 2,810 females, the number of · ll.dnlt males beirlg 1 e. 
2,378 ); The trlhe · occu~ies the m~U:ntainou$. stri~ ~f countr~ 
~unning from a point south-east of 'Kalat- to J oMn tn 
'the north and also ho)ds. land in Khad so~th of M~stung. · 'l'he 
:main divisions consist of seven sections, th~ Ra~adanzai,· AH:t.ai~ 
)Iasni, SU.riz~i, Kishani, Siahizai a~d Ghul, each of ~hoin 'is kgain 
sub-divided into a number of sub-sections. The Kisbanis liv~ 
\at Shckhri ; the head-quarters ot th~ Alizais are at lsUlku, wherb 
'the bulk of them are t~ be found,, t~e rest lh ing in. the n~ighbour-
1hood of Mastung, Pringabad,' lmd ' Khad. · Outside' the di~trict!, 
·the Shahwanis are' found. in the Quetta-Pishlt1 :Di~trict (1,675 
f ; •• • : ' • • ' 

persons), SiLi (82), and Kachht. (1'1 ) •. The ,nucleus of the ttibe thll 
Ramadanzai and Alizai secti~ps, is s~id to he of Balo~h' o~ Afgban 
origin, while another story is to the ~ffect thai they cam~ f~~m 
.Sharwari in the neighbourhood of the Caspian. ;All the remai~lng 
sections are of alien origin. The Surizais are sa1d to have come 
from the Zagar Mengals of Nushki; the Siahizai from: the Mirw~ri~ 
of Kolwa; and the Ghuls from the Mengals of Jh~Iawan., As has 
already been mentioned, the Shahwanis occupied the f~r(m~ost 
position among the Sarawan Brahuis till they were ou~ted by the 
Raisanis. Haji Sardar Muhammad Khan, Shahwani, who lived in 
the time of Nasir Khan I, greatly dist.inguished himself by hii.l 
services and was given by NaEil; Khan the title of yar-i-wafadur, 
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PoPuLATioN. "faithJul friend," a mode of address still used in communications 
from the Khaiu to the Shahwani Chief. The record of his services 
is preserved in a 1anatl dated the 16th Rajah, 1186 H. (1675 A. D.), 
issued by Naa{r Khll.n I, which mentions the various battles fought 
by the Shahwanis on behalf of the Khan and the number of their 
tribesmen killed; and in return for which the tribe was granted 
the revenue-free and proprietary rights in 15 lcareze1 in Sariab 
near Quetta, 6 kareztl in Maatung and :Mungachar, a piece 
of unirrigated land in l\Inngachar, the lands in Khad and those at 
l:ri, Baji and J.Iabl!sar in Kachbi. Large tracts of revenue•free 
grants are held by the tribe in Ilala Nari, in Bolan• lands and in 
the Dadbar taia6at in Kachhi ; those enjoyed by the Basilkhanzais 
in the last-named two localities were originally graated by Nadir 
Sh&h for services rendered to him and confirmed from time to 
time by the Khans of Kalat. The tribesmen are mainly engaged 
in agriculture; in 1901 they were recorded as landholders, tenants, 
ramel and cattle breeders and traders ; many of those living io 
:Maatnng cultivate the Khan's lands and also act as tenants of one 
another. Some or the sections are flockowners and these include 
the Sbahozai and Kallozai branches of the Allzai clan, the Surizais 
~nd the Ghul. The present Chief, Sardar RasMd Kh&n (1906) who 
belongs to the Hajizai section of Ramadanzais, was elected Chief 
in 1892 on the termination of the dirt>ct line of the Chief's family 
on the death or Sardair Muhammad Khan in 1891 and was given 
the title or '' Sardar Babadur" in 1906. He is in receipt of an 
allowance of Rs. 300 per mensem from the British Government. 
He lives at lUri near Mastung. Other leading men in the tribe 
are: Khan Bahadnr M.ir Azlm KMnt of Iskalku, headman of the 
.A.Hzai section ; W adcra Adam Kh&n Kisbani of Kishan ; Badal 
Khan Basni and Sha5. Mohammad Sbahozai, both living in 
:Mastnng; Sa&dnlla Khan Hasni and W ali Mohammad 1\Hrozai 
both o( Sariab near Quetta and Mir Ahmad Khan Haisilkhanzai 
of Ghulam Prinz near 1\Iastung. The latter is a descendant of Mir 
Qa{m Khan otherwi1.1e known as Sultan Quim Khan who held a 
high position in the Ka.ndalu1r court and received the title of 

• That Is to ny the lands in Kacbhi watered by the Bolan river and 
situated east of Sanni. 

t Azfm Khan and Adarn Kh&n died in 1907. 
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Sultan. :Mi ... Ahmad Khan has inherited from his ancestors an l'oPULATioli.l
~ex,tensive jag~r in D.\dhar. 

ln 19011 546 Umaranis .(320 males and 226 females) wpre Umaranis. 

enumerated in Ka.lat as a section of the Shahwani tribe. They 
are scattered in different parts of the country and are a branch 
of the clan of the same name found in the Jhalawan country with 
the :Mengal tribe. They considt of the following sections: Sbet 
1\luhammadzai living at Jskalku; Kaisarzai, Zahrozai, Balochzai, 
and Gazainzai all living in KhaJ. A few families also live at 
Dhlogarh and Dulai near Kahnak and work as tenants. The 
headman, :\fir Dad-i-Khuda, belongs to the Sher :Muhammadzai 
section and resides at lskalku, where he has acquired land by 
purchase. The Shahwanis have given the Umaranisland in Khad 
and the latter also enjoy a share in land with their clansmen in 
Kapoto. The control of the Sarawan Umaranis has always been 
disputed between the Shahwani chief and the Umarani headman; 
the latter claiming an independent position. The Umaranis own 
many flocks. 

In 1901 the Bangulzais numbered 9,487 in Kalat (5,285males Bangulza.ls 

and 4,202 femalfB), the number of adult males being 4,010. In tribe. 
addition to these, 866 were enumerated in Quetta-Pisbln and 791 in 
Thai Chotlaii. 1.'he tribe proper is composed of 7!- tal,kara or sec• 
tiona closely allied to each other and distinguished from the rest by 
their being in possession of a common tribal land. They include'. 
the Saidzai, Gnhramzai, Bijjarzai, Dinarzai, Shoranzai, Badduzai, 
Garrani and SMhozai (half takkar). Besides these_, eight other 
clans, though holding no share in the tribal land, own allegiance 
to the Bangulzai chief and are considered branches of the tribe to 
all intents and purposes. They are the :Mandwani, :Mughundoi, 
Baranzai, Mazarani, Shadiani, Puzh, Png and Langav, ' 

The head-quarters of the tribe are at Isplinji, where the 
Saidzais, the Dinarzais , and a few Badduzais, Shahozais, and 
Shoranzais are settled. A few Guhramzais live at Khaisar neat 
Johan, and some are to be found in the Sibi tahsll and in 
Mastung, but most of the Guhramzais with the Gar~ 

rania have permanently settled at Gadi in Kachhi. Nearlt all 
the Shoranzais and the Gwaud section of the Badduzais arlf 
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l'ol'lrLATJoN. found in Pring&bU, Tiri,.and Mastnng where they have purchased. 
land. The Koh BaddnzaiJ cultivate the lands of the Kurds in 
Kabo as tenants ; tht'y are also flockownt'rs. The Slulhozais, 
Bijjarzais; aocl Baranzais h11ve settled i,, the neighbourhood of 
Qnetta where they have purchased land. The ~laodwanis and 
lloghuodois live ill RobJar, the Shadiaols and the Pnzh at Jam 
and Barari, respectively, the Pug at Khaj6.ri, all being in possession 
or goed irrigated lands; the Langavs live in Bhalla Dasht where 
they cultivate Ianda as tenants. The Mao~araoia are entirely 
nomads and roam about with their flocks in the Bangulzai hills east 
of Isplioji. · 

'. The tribe has been largely recruited from outside. The nucleus 
eonsiata of the Gohramzaia, Bijjarzais, Diuarzais, Shoranzais and 
SMhozais, all desoeodanta of a common ancestor named Bangui 
whow aa a Rind Baloch. The chiefs clan, the Saidzais, also 
c;laim their descent from Bangui, but are invariably said to be 
Qf Afgh.ln extraction and derived from the Saidni section of the 
Sarangzai Kakaril or Shahrig. The .Badduzais' na?le has ~;ug
gel!ted to them to claim descent frot? the Baddns (Bedouins ) 
o( Arabia The. Baranzais are an offshoot of the Baranzai 
1\lengals of Jhalawan, the Mazaranis are Marris and the 
~ngavs are freed alaves or the Saidzais, while the rest are 
remnants or the Rind Baloch who settled in the district 
after the expulsion of their main body in the firteentb century. 
They still retain Balnchi as their tongue. The Langavs on 
i.ecount of thl'ir posi\ion as freed !!laves, though theoretically consi_ 
dered of an equal statas with. the other tribesmen after affiliation, 
are still bound to furnish certain menial services suck as 
suppl7ing firewood and water to the Saidzais on occasions of 
c1eatbi and ~arriages and a~e also required to cook food and dig 
graves. 

, Bangui, the ancestor of the Bangulzais, is said to hi\Ve origin
allJ lived &t Hamiri near Nicbara. Hie descendants took Isplinji 
from the Kilrds an!\ settle4 there. In Kachhi the Bangnlzaia 
bold revenue-fre11 grants at Chandbar (Deb Baran) in Bala Nari 
•nd tlso it\ thtr two vill,.gea Dadh Garrani and lJadh Baddtizai in 

~· n~ighbonrhood ot S4oran. 
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Agriculture combined with flock and camel owning is the chief PoPULATioN.; 
occupation of the tribe. The Badduzais and Mazarauis are 
flockowncrs. 

The tribe holds service in the Head-Quarter Levies attached to 
the Hon'ble the Agent to the Governor-General and in the escorts 

.of other Political Officers in charge of Districts. The Chief, Wad era. 
Nur Muhammad Khan, is in receipt ( 1906) of an allowance of 

. Rs. 300 per mensem as a political pension from the British Govern
:ment. His brother, l\Hr Shadi Khan, who is married to the Lahri 
; Chief's sister, is a Thanadar at Muugachar. Other leading mem
: bcrsof the family are M[r Fateh Khan and Mir Pasand Khan, 
. resuldar and jemadar, respectively, in the Head-Qu~~orter Levies 
( 1906 ), and :r.Iir Yusuf Khan Saidzai. The principal headmen of 
clans and others are Ahmad Khan and Malik Khan Baddozais ; 
Izzat Khan Bijjarzai ; Qadir Bakhsh Baranzai, al,ld Misri Khan, 
Shcru and Shcran Garranis. 

The Chief's family are noted for their generosity and are held 
in great respect. Owing to one of their ancestors named Sakhi 
Patchao having gained a reputation as a saint they are known as. 
pirkhuna of all the Sarawan Brahuis and 11B s•1ch apart from their 
tdb_alstatus are accredited with a position fJf religious sanctity. 

In 1901. 181 Dhahizai Nicbaris ( 97 males and 84 females) 
· were enumerated as a section of the Badduzai clan. 

These Nicbaris live with the Koh Badduzais i-n ;:abo and 
Kuak, where they cultivate lands of Kut:ds and Muhammad 
Shahis as !Rnants and have also acquired land by purchase from 
the latter. Theoretically they are suhject to their own Chief at 
Nichara, but practically they look to the Bangulzai Chief in all 
matters. 

The total number of Muhammad Sh:lhis emur.erated in Kalat Muhammad 

in 1901 was 2,821 (1,570 males and 1,251 females, th~ number flh:lhi tribe. 

of adult mal~s being 1,033 ), in addition 174 were censused in 
Quetta·Pisbln, The tribe consists of the following six: m11in 
divisions: Samczai also called Samakzai, Bambkazai, Surozai, 
Khcdrani, Dodai, and Gwahrani. The Samzcai are further sub. 
divided into the important Abmadkhauzai, IIajizai, and Rahab;ai 
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ToPuLAIIOx. sub-sections. Some ol the tribe are found in different parts of Mas. 
tung, Pringabad, Tfri, Kahnak, Dulai, and Khad as tenants of the 
Khan or other tribesmen. The Chief and a few other individuals 
bold revenue free grants in the Mas tung niubat from the Khan. The 
rest of the tribe are found in the Shlrinab valley, where live branches 
of Surozais, Dodais, KhCdranis and Hajizais, and in Zard and 
:Mandehaji in Mongacbar where the Rahatzai, Samakzais, and 
Sewazai Khcdranis have settled respectively. Some Gad Kush 
Kbedranis live at Abad in Kardgap and a few Surozais a~ 

Malghozar and Garrari near Kalat where they hold lands. 
During the apring, most of the Muhammad SMhis, especially the 
Surozais, Gwahranis and EambUz11ia from :Mastung, move to 
Kllak and remain there with their flocks as long as pasture is 
available, and if there bas been a good rainfall, a large population 
of all sections also gathers there for cultivating their lands. 

The Muhammad Shahis, according to local accounts, are some 
of the oldest inhabitants of the district. The nnclena of the tribe 
consists of the Samczais, Suroz.ait•, and BambUzais, all descended· 
from a common ancestor named Muhammad Shah. Of the remain
ing sections, t~e Khcdranis came from the Jhalawan Kht:Jr:inis 
and the Dodaia and Gwahranis are eaid to be of Baloch origin. 
The tribe first acquired lands in M ungachar and subsequently 
added other localities to their possessions. The lands in Kalat 
niu6at are said to have been acquired in compensation for 40 
1\luhammad Sbahis killed in old ~days by the ruler at Kalat. 

The tribal area of the Muhammad SUbis includes the valleys 
of KU&k, Shirfnab and pnrts of Mungachar including Zard. In 
Kachhi they bold Zardad in BaJa Nari. The Frinci1)al occupation 
of the tribe is agriculture combined with flock and camel owning. 
The Surozais are the largest flockowners and numerically the 
strongest clan in the tribe. The leading men in the tribe 
intlude t.he Chief, Sardar Samandar KMn, a young man, who 
succeeded his father, tho late Sardar 1\Iuhammad Azim Khan 
in 1904 i Muhammad Amfn Khan, uncle of the Chief and now 
Subedar in the l\Jakran Levy Corps ; !Hr G Mlam Jan, Rahatzai 
of Zard ; Mfr Ahmad Khan, Ahmad Khanzai of Pringabad 
father-in-law of the Rustamzni Chief ; 1\Iir Hazar Khan Dod11i 
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I 
thanadar of the Wali Kh~n Post, 11nd Lashkar Khan Bajiza.i and ~oPuL.ATloN.. 
Allah Dinna, Bambkazai, both of Mastung. 

The Chief belongs to the Ahmad KMnzai sub-section of the 
Samezais. He receives a monthly allowance of Rs. 300. The 
Muhammad Sh&his also hold service in the Khan's Levies at the 
W ali Khan post. 

A large section called Jhikko, numbering about 100 families, Jhlkko 
own allegiance to the Muhammad Sh&hi Chief, though they :M~:mad 
have no share in the land of the tribe. They are entirely 
flockowners and live a nomadic life throughout the year in the 
Bolan hills, occasionally visiting Zarakhu, Mungachar, and 
Shorarud. Their three principal branches . are Shimmalzai, 
Shahdadzai and Bahadurzai, and their present headman (1906), 
is Dad Kadm. 

In 1901, the K&rds including the Sahtakzais. (1,278) numbered K6rd tribe, 
3,130 (1,697 males and 1,433 females, the number of adult males 
being 1,112). In addition to these, 626 were censused in Quetta 
Pilihin and 198 in Las Bela. The Sahtakzais will be dealt with 
later; the remainder of the tribe is composed of 9 takkars, viz., 
Madezai, Zardarzai, Shudanzai, Shadizai with Muhammadzais (2 
takkars), Phullanzai, 1\!asudani ( 2 takkars), and Gorgezai. The 
Chief belongs to the Khoedadza.i branch of the Madezai clan. 

The habitat of the tribe is the tract of country including the 
valley of Bhalla Dasht, Gwanden Dasht, and Marav. The Chief 
resides at Gwanden, but other members of the sardarkMl family 
live in Marav, the permanent tribal headquarters. The Shudan
zais have bodily settled in the neighbourhood of Quetta. Small 
groups belonging to different clans are settled in Mastung, 
Pringablid, Dingarh, Khad, and outside the district in the K~si 
and Sariab circles of the Quetta tahsH where they hold lands. 
The Kurds of B~ghwana in the Jhalawan country and those in 
Las Bela have nothing in common with the main tribe , living in 
the Sarawan country. The Kurds are, without doubt, descended 
from the Kurds of Kurdistan in northern Persia, but they appe11r 
to have early migrated southward and we hear of a portion of 
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PoPULATION. them inhabiting Kirm&n in 934: A. D.• According to triiJal 
accounts they came into Baluchistan with the Baloch of whom 
they claim to be a branch. They say they left the Rinds in 
Kachhi when the latter proceeded to the Punjab. From Kachhi 
one o£ their branches joined the Mazari tribe o£ the Dera Gh:lzi 

Khain District. The nucleus consisted of th" Madcznig, 
Zardairzais, Shudanzais, Sbadizais, l!uhammadzais and Phullauzais 
under the leadership of a Madezai named Tauko. The fend between 
the Kurds and Sahtakzais is said to be of very old standing and 

to have arisen from a quarrel between l\Iazari, a former Sardar of 
the Kurds and Jadg1U, then headman of the Sahtakzais. The 
Kurds were at first worsted, but finally completely defeated 
the Sahtakzais. The Kuchk Baloch who then occupied Marav 
and had refused assistance to tho Kurds against the Sahtakuis, 
finding tl1e former once more powerful, evacuated .Marav and 

passed down into the Bolan for fear of vengeance. 

In the meantimt>, the Bangulzais had seized Isplinji which Wl\!'1 

the joint possession of the Kurds and the Allmadzai branch of the 
Sahtakzais, and a feud commenced betwet'n the Kurds and the 

Dangulzais which continntd till the tiwe of Nasir KMn I, by 
whom the fend was settled. The permanent division orland and 
the organisation (If the tribe into its present form took place in 
the reign of Nasir Kbain I, when Malik Dinar, Khoedadzai l\Iadczai, 
was Sardar of the tribe. Jt was at this time that the two alien 
gronps, the Gorgczai and :Masudanis, joined the tribe, the former 
from the Gurgejzai Doml..kis and the latter from the Sarparras, 
Jatois, Mengnls, Mughundois, and Dehwan. 

The importance which the tribe acquired among tLe Dnihuis 
is due to iti! position at the head of the Bolan pass. Tl1eir AfghAn 

neighbours, the Yas1nzais of II anna and Duman of Zarghun have, 
in the past, joined hands with the Kurds in times of emergency nnd 
still take their side in tribal feuds. The occup>~tion of the tribe 

is agriculture supplemented by the produce of their :flocks and 
camels. The tribal land in Kachhi is situated at Takri in B1\Ja 
Nnri. The Chief ofthetribe IHji, Sarchlr Yat• Muhammad Khan, 
abdicated in favour of his eldest son, K. S. 1\lian Khan, in 1906. 

• KttZttf, by o. 1', Talo, page 11. 
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Mian Khan's two brothers are M1r Wall Muhammad, -Deputy PoPULATIOY. 
I nRpector in the Quetta·Pish!n Police, and :M1r Sher Zaman • 

. The Chief receives an allowance of Rs. 300 per mensem from the 
British Government, The fJadrakka and other services granted to 
the Kurds from t.he Bolan are described in the Bulan Pass District 
Gazetteer, The tribe also holds levy service under the Political 
Agent, Kahlt. Other leading members of the sarddrkMl family are 
K, B. M.ir Dauran Khan, thd.n1d~ir of Mastung, K. B. M1r Yusuf 
Khan and K. S. Rahim Khan. Among other notables may be 
mentioned Taj Muhammad, Madezai; Sha.kar Khan, Zardarza.i ; 
Mirsi Khan, Shudanzai ; Muhammad Khan, Sanwanr Khan and 
Zaman Khan, Ma:sudauis ; and Mehr Dil and. Allah Bakhsh, 
Gorgczais. 

The Sahtakzais, the largest clan enumerated with the Kurds in Sahtakzais. 
1901, numbered 1,278 in Kalat ( 682 males and 596 females, the 
number of adult males being 457), In addition, BO were censnsed 
ia Quetta-Pishln and 12 in Thal-Chotiali, Their position in 
regard to the Kurds has always been very indefinite and their 
feud with that tribe has been of long standing. Five ~ections 

constitute the clan, viz,, Ddszai, Rahmatzai, Bahdinzai, Ahmadzai, 
and Khakizai. The first two formed the nucleus and are a branch 
of the :M{rzai section of Sanzar Khel Kakars. They came from 
Kazha in Hindubagb, Zhob, thirteen generations ago under Sultan, 
son of Pasio, son of Nuku Din, the ancestor of the Drisza.is ~nd 
fought with the Kasis at Gadazai in «;!11etta-Pishln District. 
Sultan's son Sahtak, whose grave is on the Ma.rav Khand, was the 
eponymoui ancestor of the Sahtakzais. His grandson Jadgal 
fought with the Kurds at Siahpu.sht and the feud has continued up 
to the present day. The remaining sections have been recruited 
from outside: thus the Babdinzai are derived from the Zagar 
Mcngala and Jatois, the Ahmadzais came from the 1\Iengals 
of Jhalawan ; and the Khakizais are an affiliated section 
(bt~rok) from the Lingav tribe. The Ddszais, to which section 
the headman belongs, have affiliated several sub-sections from the 
Halazais of Khara11 and Panjgur, from the Pirkaris and the 
Chhalgari Afghans and from the Dehwars. In early days the 
Sahtakzais were occasionally at feud with their neighbours, the 
Baruzai and Sodi Pannis and the Kuchk Rinds. They occupy 
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.POPULATION. the valleys of Zarnkhu, L&!, Astangi, and Chnuki, in each of 
which they do a small amount of cultivation, but the tribesmen are 
mostly flockowners and live a nomadic life throughout the year. 
During the winter they generally move down the Bolan hills, and 

· are to be found with their flocks in the neighbourhood of .Matha. 
wanri while some penetrate eastward towards Sanglin and others 
descend to the plains. The Sahtakzais are one of the tribes 
responsible for the protection of ihe Bolan and an account of the 
services allotted to them on this account is given in the Gazetteer 
of tile Bolar~ Pall District. In Kachbi they bold land with the 
Kurds at Takri in Bala Nari. The headman, Sardar Ba.bawal 
Khan, belongs to the Kutab KUnzai branch of Dr!szais. He lives 
at Znrakhu during the summer and at Sariatb in the Bolan during 
winter. The only other influential man in the clan is Sabzal 
Khan, an old man living at Lea (1906). 

Lahrl tribe. The Labris enumerated in Kalat in lSOl numbered 5,420, 
(3,031 males and 2,389 females, the number of adult; males being 
2,109). In addition to these, 791 were censnsed in Quetta-Pishln, 
39 in Thal-Cbotiali, and 11 in Chagai. The tribe occupies the 
south.aastern part of the District consisting mostly of hills 
bordering on the plains of Kachbi. It is divided into sis sections, 
viz., Brahimzai, Haidarzai, Zobcrani, Khalcch&oi, Shadiani, and 
Shangraui. The first iwo formed the original nucleus of the tribe 
and belong to the Dombki stock of the Balocb. All others are 
of alien origin: the ZobCrauis are Puzb Rinds; the Khalccbanis 
claim to be Baloch ; the Shadi&nis came from the Zagar Mcngals 
and the Shangranis are Afghans. In Narmnk, the tribal head
quarters, live most of the Brahimzais, Haidarzais, ZobCr&nis, and 
Shadianis. 

Branches of the BrahCmzais and Haidarzais and nearly all the 
Khalechanis and Shangranis are settled in Mastung and in the 
neighbourhood of Quetta, where they have acquired land by 
purchase or are camel-owners. Elsewhere the tribesmen hold land 
in Tablgan in the Harboi hills and at Gazg and Hamiri. 

The tribal land in Kaohhi is at Hanbi (Tuk) in Bala Nan, 
where certain Drabimzais also bold half revenue-free (nisf amMr) 
rights with the Khan in several villages ; the Labri Chief has 
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purchased. land. at Sachu, also at Sanni. The principal occupation PoPULATION. 
of the tribe is agriculture combined with flockowning. Some 
Lahris have permanently settled in the Jhalawan country in the 
neighbourhood of Zahri, Gidar, Zidi, Wad and Sarlina, and. in the 
Hab valley, but these have no connection now with the Lahris of 
Sara wan. 

The early history of the tribe is identical with that of their 
neighbours, the Bangulzais. 1\lany generations ago, Brahim 
and. Haidar, the progenitors of the two clans bearing their names, 
lived in Hamiri near Nichara in the Jhalawan country, whence 
their descendants. came to Narmuk which was then occupied by 
Mandwanis and the Puzh, Kulloi, Godri, Ghulam Bolak, and 
Siahpad Rinds. After some time the Lahri~, as their strength 
grew, ousted these Rinds. The first sardri.r of the tribe was 
Mohammad Khan, who lived fifteen generations ago, and it was 
in his time that the permanent division of land took place among 
the tribe. Tribal accounts tell us that Kakar Khan, the Lahri 
Sardar, a contemporary of Mfr Abdulla Khan -;,f Kaiat (1715-
1730) and ninth in descent from Muhammad Khan, fought against 
the Kalhoras near Bibi Naoi in the Bolan on their way to attack 
Kalat ; in this fight Kak:ar Khan was killed and it was in con
sequence of his death that the subsequent raids were made by the 
Brahuis against the Kalhoras ending in the final overthrow of the 
latter's power in Kachhi. In later times, the Lahris were con
stantly at feud with the Marris, the Afghans of Harnai, and.the 
Jatois of Saoni and rebelled against Mir Khudadad Khan, Khan 
of Kalat, who more than once sent troops to Narmuk. Jabangir 
Khan, the grandfather of the present Chief, was killed in the 
battle of Khad. His son, the late Sardar Dost Muhammad Khan, 
died in 190! and was succeeded by his son Sardar Bahram Khan. 
Dost Muhammad Khan was one of the beet Brahui Chiefs, loved 
by his tribesmen aud much respected for his integrity. 

The old tribal headquarters is the village of Takht, commonly 
known as Takht-i-Muhammad Khan, but the late Sardar Dost 
Muhammad Khan, on account of his differences with the rest of his 
family, came to Hasanjoi and built a village there. The Chief is 
in receipt of a monthly allowance of Rs. 300 from the British 
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roPuLATioN. Government. 'l'he leading members of the Chief's family (1 !l06J 
are :Mir Khair BakhshKMn, uncle andguardianofthe Chief; Mir 
Kamal Khan, son of the late K. B. Mir Samundar Khan; ·Haji 
Abdul Karim; Mir Itbar Khan, nii& of Labri ni6bat; 1\Hr Madad 
Khan and Mir Murtza Khan. Other influential men in the tribe 
are Sha.hbnz Khan, the headman of the Shangranis ; and his son
in-law, K. S, Abdur Rahman, resuldar in No. 58 Silladar Camel 
Corps. The Lahris as a tribe have an indifferent reputation. 
They are proverbial for their folly and are styled as khosha-duzrl, 

stealers of croJ>s, by other tribes. 

Barparra 
tribe. 

In IDOl, the Sarparras in Kah1t numbered 885 (467 males and 
418 females, the number of adult males being 2!l!l), and there were 
55 Sarparras in Quetta-Pishin and 49 in Chagai. The trib.e i~ 

composed. of seven sections, viz., the Shambada.i, Sumarzai, Ada:m
zai, Notakzai, .Ta.·zai, Murrai and RolCnzai. The last named live 
mostly in Kahnak and are sometimes confused with the Rod~ni,., 
The Sarparras -occupy the long strip of country .along the 
western border of the di,trict including Gurgina an.i Kudgap. A 
few families of Sumarzais also live at Pringabad in :Mastung and 
some 1\lnrra.is at Mnrav. Outside the district, branches of the 
tribe are found in Shorawak and llck in the Arulr's territory and 
in Seistan. All these are generally flockowning sections from 
among the Shambadais, Adamzai3, Jarznis, ·and 1\lurrais. With 
the excPption of those in Scistan, they occasionally return to 
Gnrglna and Kardgap and, as many of them still continue to 
enjoy their lands, they are required to share all tribal responsi
bilities, The tribe is pnrtly of Daloch and partly of Afghan origin. 
The Shambadais, the oldest section, are descendants of one named 
Shambada, son of Deva.d, a Rind, who lived thirteen generations 
ago. The Sumarznis and the Jurzais came from the Yusufzai 
Afghans, many generations ago, Yin Zhob. The Murrais came seven 
generations ago from tbe Lot<~ni Zahris of Jhalawan under the 
leadership of SMdi Khan; the Rodcnzais are descended from one 
named Umar, who camP. from the Dumar Kakars, eleven genera
tions ago. The nucleus of the Adamznis and Notnk~ais is of 
Baloch stock, but they have also been joined by Afghans from 

PisMo and Shorawak. 
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· The Shambadais, Adamzais, and the Notakzais first lived in Pol'ULA.TioK, 
Nimargh, which was partly in their possession, and then occupied 
Gurgina and Kardgap, most of their lands in Nimargh being 
subsequently sold to Sasolis and others. The Gurgina Karez in 
Gurgina, the oldest source of water supply in that valley, was 
equally divided among the above three sections, and others 
received shares subsequently as they joined .. The Shambadais 
were joined by the Rodenzais and Murrais ; and the Adamzais 
and Notakzais by the Sillnarzais and Jarzais. The tribe was now 
divided into two divisions, viz., the Shambadais, Rodenzais, and 
l\lurrais occupying Gurgina; and the Adamzais, Notakzais, 
Sumarzais and Jarzais occupying Kardgap. The tribe occupies an 
important position owing to their close proximity to the Afghan 
border and were, in former times, constimtly at feud with the 
Barechis of Shon\wak. They are notorious for quarrelling among 
themselves and it is said that they will fight with each other even 
over a dog or a cat. The Murrais, who are dominant" in Gurgina, 
are the most turbulent of all the clans. The Rodenzais, though 
enjoying lands with the Sarparras in Gurgina, are practically 
independent of the control of the Sarparra· Chief and the 
same is the case with the Kahnakis and the Shamezais of 
Kahnak, who commonly style themselves as Sarparras, but 
hold no share in the tribal land and to ·all intents and purposes 
form a part of the Khan's ulus. 

Unlike other Brahuis, the tribe does- not resort to the 
periodical migration to the plains, 'The principal occupation. 
is agriculture; some of the Shambadais and Jarzais possess large 
flocks of sheep and goats. The tribal grant in Kachhi is situated 
at Gogro in Bala Nari. The present (1907) Chief is Sardar Imam 
Bakhsh who lives at Kardgap. Other leading men are: Mir 
Taj Muhammad Adamzai; Adam Khan, formerly Jemadar in 
the Cbagai Levies; Brahim Khan and Sanwal Khan Sumarzais; 
Lashkar Khan and Murad Khan Murrais ; Allahyar Khan 
Notakzai ; Badal Khan, Jarzai; Dil Murad Shambadai and 
llamid Khan Rodeuzai. 

The Rodcnis who, in 1901, numbered 1,978 in Katat, 1,090 males Rod6nl tribe.. 

and 888 females (the number of adult males being 821) are a. 
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1'oPoLATioN, Jhalawain tribe with their head quarters at Surab, but the bulk of · 
them reside in the Kard~!;ap valley where they hold lands, which 
they are said to have obtained as compensation for Batt! Khan, one 
of their ancestors, who with seven others was killed in a fight near 
Kili Murad Khan, The Sarparras claim to assert authority 
over the Rodcnis on the ground that the latter hold land in their 
tribal territory but have never been able to enforce their rights. 
The Rodenis are descended from Roden, one of the seven sons 
of Braho, the reputed ancestor of the Brahuis. Five sections of 
the tribe reside in the district, viz., Dinarzai, Zahrozai, Somalzai, 
Shahakzai, and PirUni. The first four are the d~scendaut3 of 
Roden. The Pirka.nis number about one thousand families and 
are said to be descended from rirrik, a slave of the Naushcrwanis; 
they bold land in Kardgap and Taj (Kachhi), but are chiefly 
found in Goari in the Sarlath Range. The principal headman of 
the Sarawau Rodcnis is (l!lOG) Mir BaMwal Khan who lives at 
Kili Murad KMn in Kardgnp. The headman of the Pirkanis 
ia Muhammad Khan Hasanzai. 

L&ngav tribe. The Langavl are the most numerous of all the Sarawan tribes. 
In 1!!01 thl'y numbered 17,004 in Kalat (9,430 males and 7,574. 
fe.nales, tLe number of adult males being 5,331), bPsides which 
there were 614 in Quetta-P.ishin, 246 in Thal-Chotiali, and 586 
in Ch8gai. Tbe tribe is composed of two divisions, viz., Ali and 
Sha.dizai also called Shadi. The former comprises the following 
nine principalsections: Alamkbanzai; Zahrazai; Gahli.zai; Allah
yarzai; Ja.mandzai; Snl&rzai; Somailzai; Bratizni; and Shahozai. 
The Shadizais include Shahalizai; Khatizai; Malangzai; Zakarzni; 
Tallikozllij lsazai and Nur Muhnmmadzai. Each of the fort>going 
sections is divided into a number of sub-sections, and several of 
these are by themseh·es so large or otherwise of such local 
importance that thl'y are better known by their own names. The 
Langavs c~tiva.te the Mungachar valley, in which they 
principally live, on behalf of the Khan, the Raisanis, and the 
Muhammad Shahis, Elsewhere they aro found in Mastung, 
Gurgfna, lsplinji, Marav, and Dasht-i-be-Danlat where they cul
tivate lands either as tenants or have acquired land by purchase. 
In the Jhalawan country, branches of the tribe live in Dasht
i-Goran, Mawatawa, Nal, and Wad. The nucleus of the tribe 
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' 
is descended from .Haji, a Rind follower of Mir Ch&.kar who PoPuLATioN; 
lived in Gresha near N al. Haji had two sons, Omar and Man do.' 
and one daughter. The latter is said to have been married 
to Mir Kaisar of Kalat and the result of this union was Mii' 
Ahmad II. Manda lived at Gaiwandaragh near Kalat and was 
killed by the Khan. His son Allabyar was· given land in 
Mangachar in compensation for the life of his father; His 
direct descendants are the Alam Khanzai Zahrozai; Gah&zai; 
Allahyarzai; and Ja.mandzai among the Ali Langavs; and the 
NU.r Muhammadzais among the Shadizais. Round these the 
present large tribe was formed. The tribe is composed of a 
multitude of alien groups. There are .outsiders in each . section. 
sub-section and even families. Thus, the Alis contain among 
them Nota.ni Chhuttas of the Hab, Numrias of Las Bela, Rakh~ 
shanis of Kh3.ran, Afghans from Kandahar, Sannaris arid 
Muhammad Hasnis from Jhalawan, Kakan from Hanna· arid 
Pishln, Kasis from Quetta:, Mirwaris from Kalwa, and Zagar 
1\Iengals from Nushki. The Sha.diz~is include among them: 
Dombkis from Kachhi, Harunis, Kalandraois, Mengals, Bangulzais · 
Afghans, Zagar Meogals, and Rakhshanis. The Langav. Chief 
takes revenue (malia) from his tribesmen. Tlte principal headman· 
( talcari) of the Sba.dizai division also makes certain recoveries from 
his clan. These are described in Chapter III. By old custom th~ 
tribe is bound to cultivate the Kba.n's lands and provide certain 
other services of a peculiar kind, an account. of which will be found 
in Chapter III. Hence among the :Brahui tribes, the Langavs 
have always been looked upon more or less as a subject race. 
Their Chief is not on an equal footing with the rest of the Sara wan 
Chiefs. Their main occupation is agriculture and some of them' 
are professional kUrez diggers. They supply labour as tenants 
in different parts of the district. A good many cultivate the 
Khan's lands in Chhappar. As camel breeders, they have 
acquired a great reputation and engage in transport work in· 
different parts of the Agency. Caravans of L&ngavs proceed 
every year to l\Iakran for dates. Most of the tribesmen who 
are dependent on dry crop areas, possess large flocks of sheep and 
goats. The tribe has prospered greatly of late years and a 
great portion of the rights in land in Mungachar, belonging to the 
Muhammad SMbis, has been purchased by them.' 
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PoPOLATIO!r· Th~ Chief of the whole tribe is Sardar Rasul Bakhsh who suc-

.Kulloi1. 

ceeded his brother Safar Khan in 1877. lie belongs to the .1\lir
khanzai section of the Alis. As the L:\ngav tribe are found scat
tered over largt~ tracts of country, the Chief has a very difficult duty 
to perform, The next man of influence in the Chier's family is 
:Mir Pir :Muhammad, nephew of RasUl Bakbsb. Other leading 
men in the tribe are Azad Khan and llaji Karim Bakhsh, principal 
headmen of the Ali and Shadizai divisions respectively. The 
Sheikhza.is of Rodangi in Zard, the Mala.ngzais of 1\landehaji and 
the Sheik.hza.is of Chhappar are accredited with religious sane• 
tity. 

Two important sections living with the Langavs are the 
Khurasanis and Kulloia. The former consis~ of about 150 
houses scattered in different parts of Mungachar and Gurgina. 
They cultivate lands on behalf of the Khan and the Muhammad 
Sbahis and also possess a large number of camels. Those living 
in Gurgina. have acquired shares in kJ.reze•. The Khurasanis are 
descendants of prisoners of war brought from l\Ieshed by Nasir 
Khilo. I, who released them on his return. Formerly the Khura
silo.is looked to the late Mustauji Fakir Muhammad and his father 
Nul.b Abdul Aziz, as their head, but they are now disunited, 
The principal headmen are Dad Muhammad, son of Ata Jan, once 
the Khan's Naib of Quetta, 1\lnlla Ghulam Rasul and Rahman 
all living ill :Mungachar, and IIaibat and Nabi Dad living in 
Gurgina. 

The Kullois living in the district are a branch of the Kulloi 
Rinds Ctf Kachhi and settled in Mungachar many generations ago. 
Their total population is about 90 houses; and the principal 
sections are the Musazai, Karimza.i, Sameza.i, Hasanzai, Hairozai 
and Jalalzai. The Kullois hold land in l\Jnngachar and their 
positio!l with regard to the Langav Chief has in the past been a 
bone of contention, they being often claimed as a section of the 
Langav tribe. Rcfe1·ence will be found io Chapter III to the 
annual malia of Rs. 100 paid to the Langav Chief by these Kul
lois, who are, however, exempt from all the other services to 
which the former are liable. For tribal purposes the Kul!ois are 
considered a section of the Rind tribe and acknowledge the Rind 
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Chief of Shoran -as their Sardar. The local headman is Allah l'oPUL.A.TioW. 
Bakhsh of the Musazai section who lives in Zard and is a.n in-

fluential man. 

In 1901 the Dehwars in Kahit numbered 6,727': 3,709 males and Dehwars~ 
3,018 females; the number of adult males being 2,628. Besides 
these, 273 were enumerated in Qnetta-Pishln and 18 in Cbagai. 

The Dehwars are an industrious and inoffensive people, ~hose 
name is derived from the fact that they live in deh!l or collections 
of mud houses. 1'hey do not migrate annually to the plains like 
the Brahuis among whom they live, They furnish no quota of 
troops to the Khan of Kalat, but tacitly accept a position of sub
ordination to the Brahuis. The nucleus of the tribe is undoubt. 
edly of Tajik origin and like the Tajiks they all speak Persian. 

Tradition says tha1. it was chiefly through the assistance of the 
Dehwars of Kalat that the Ahmadzais acquired Ka!ait. They 
killed the governor, named Mandav, whose tomb is situated 
opposite the Mastungi gate at Kalat and invited Mfr Ibrahim 
Mirwari to occnppy the masnad. The latter sent his grandson 
:Mir Hasan. 

The tribe consists of two divisions, one living in lratat and the 
other in Mastung) and each division is under a separate ar6a6. 

Nearly all are cultivators of the Khan and for purposes of 
administration are treated as purely State subjects as distinguished 
from Brahuis. The Kalat Dehwars consist of five sections, viz.r 
Dodaki, Rais Tok, Tolonti, Alizai, and M ughalzai ; all are bound to 
serve the Khan wlthout pay, provide his guests with necessaries 
such liS fuel and grass and furnish messengers. The subject has 
been dealt with in Chapter III. 

The Dehwars of the Mastung valley are known from the loca
lities occupied by them thns: Mastungis1 Pringabadis nod T1rchis. 
The Mastungis include the Khwajakhcl, Sheikh, Sarang, Hotizai, 
Saulai, Abizai, ZarkhCl and Dadizai. Other minor units which 
are reckoned with the Dehwars of !Iastung are the Qazizais,Jola, 
Chamaka~ai, and Goharazai. The Khwajakhels are said to have 
come from Shiraz in Persia. The principal headmen are ( 1904) 
Arbab Imam Bakhsh, the Arbab of all the Deh w ara in tho 
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l'oPttt.ATION. :Mastung valley, Malik!· Abdur Rahmb and Shadi Khan. 

The Sheikh are a large section descended from two brothers named 
Sheikh Taghe (Taqi) and Sheikh A1i, who were Alizai Afghans 
from Zamindawar in Afghanistan. The shrine of the fonher is 
situated near :Maetung and is held in great reverence by the 
people. The principal headman of the Sheikh is (1904) Azlz 
KUn. Another in8uential man in the clan is Rais Muhammad 
Khair, a. large landowner, living at Sultan K&rez. The Sarangs 
are an offshoot of the lshakzai Durranis of Afghanistan. The 
11resen~ headmen are Rais l\Icwll and Dnr Muhammad. The 
llotizais consist of two sections, Hotizai and Hindak ; both 
claim a. Rind Baloch origin from two ancestors nampd Hotan and 
Rindak. The headmen are Kadir Bakhsh, Abdul Hamid and 
naMm Bakhsh. The Saulais claim descent from a Shahwani 
named Amfr Khan. The J:resent headmen are ~Gnlsher and Gnl 
Jan. The Abizais, who also include the branch named Badinzai, 
claim an Arab descent from two ancestors named Abid Khan and 
Bad!n. The present headmen are Haji Abdnr Rahman and Rais 
Badal. The Zarkhcls claim a common descent with the
Zarrakzai Zahris of Jhalawan and are Tarin Afghans. They 
are very old inhabitants of the Mastung valley and played 

an important pa.rt in the early history of the Brahnis ; :Mir Bijjar 
M{rwari, who drove out the Jadgals, was born of a Zarkhel mother 
and the Zarkhcla are described as having helped the Mirwaris ag
ainst the Jadgals. The present headmen are Ull\Iuhammad, Adam 
Kh!n, Faiz Muhammad and Mustafa. The Dadizai:t claim to be 
of Rind Baloch origin. The headmen are Ali Mardan and Shakar 
Kh8n. 

The Pringab&di Dehwars comprise four sections, viz., Yusufzai, 
'Buddazai, Tarraui also called Tuhranzai, and Mubammadzai, all 
being of Afghan crigin ; the Yusufzais and Buddazais are said to 
have come from the Peshawar District; the Turrazais from 
Persia and the Muhammadzais from Kabul. The malik of the 
Ynsufaai section takes precedence among all the Pringabadis and 
the present mallk (1904) is P1r Muhammad; other men of note 
are Malik Ra.Rul Bakhsh Ynsufzai, Pir Bakhsh Buddazai, Muham
mad Akbar and Shih IIusain TurrnZi\i, and 1\Iurad Khan 
.M uhammadzai. 
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The Tirchi Dehwars who live in Tiri are a separate unit like PoPULATIO:lf. 

. those of Pringablid and most of them are of Tajik origin though 
i in recent times outsiders from Afghans, Baloch, and Brahuis have 

joined them and an instance is found of a small branch known as 
Kashmfrzai who are said to have come from Kashmir. They 11re 
particularly good cultivators, and their lands extend as far as 
Kabnak. The principal sections of the Tirohis are Anazai, 
Pir Walizai, MW!a Khanzai, Amaduoi, Mehr Alizai, HusamKhan-
zai, Mandauzai, Zakriazai and Sanjarzai. The head mali.k belongs 
to the Anazai section ; the present malik is Badal Khan, an 
influential man and a large landowner. Other leading men are 
tnalik Saifulla, and Sada.t Khan, Husain Khanzais ; and Rais 
Kaim Khan, MW!a Khanzai. 

Anthropometrical measurements made in 1903, showed.that the 
Dehwars had broad heads, medium noses, and varying stature. 
The average measurements of those examined were as fo~low:-

Average Cephalic index 

.. Nasal 
" ,, Stature 

,. Orbito-nasal index 

81•7 

74•3 

••• 164•2 c. m. 

118. 

The Saiads numbered 442 in 1901 : 223 males and 219 females. Salads. 
Most of them live in Mastung and Kaiat, but some are also found 
in Tiri, Pringabald and 1\Iungachar. The Mastung Saiads are known 
as Yakpasizai from the surname of their ancestor Khwaja Ibrahim, 
·Yakpasi, so called because any prayer made to God through him 
was fulfilled within a pas or a period of three hours. 

They are collaterals of the Chishti Saiads of Kirani and 
Dadhar. All bold lands and supplement their income fro~ the 
offerings they receive from the people in the shape of alms (tkuk) 

and inoculation fees (tulcka) for which they visit remote parts of 

the district. The Saiads of Mastung once held large revenue-free 
grants of land, most of which have been sold by them to other 
tribes. The present leading men among them are Saiad Vakil 
Shah, Saiad Gbalzi Shah, Fazil Shah, Dad Muhammad, Nazar 
Shah, Nibal f;hah and Haji Shah of Mastung; Saiad Muhammad 

Zaman Shah of Tiri and Saiad Salim Shah of Mungachar. Tho 
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l'oPULATioN.last named possesses considerable influence among the Langavs 

and is well known for his hospitality. S11iad Muhammad Sharif, 

father of Saiad Muhammad Zaman Sh:ih of Tiri, figured conspi

cuously in the intrigues against .Mehrab Khan II, and a reference 

has been made to him in the section on History. 

The Saiads of Kalat are Chishtia and GHanis (also called Jil.L 

nis). Among the ChishtiJ the leading position is held by a lady, 

known as :nibi Sahib, who is greatly respected and carries on a 

large inoculation practice with the help of one of her attendants 

called kl,alfa. The present Bibi Sahib is nibi Mary am, The 

Chi11htis of Kalat are distinct from those of ~Iastnng. The GHa

nis are very often absent in Jhalaw&n and Sind collecting alms 

from their followers. The leading man among them is Saiad 

J ah8n Shah. 

About ten or fifteen families of SMdizai Ssiads live in the 

Saida-ta Shahr in Kahnak and in Tiri. They are au offshoot of 

the ShUizai 8aiads of Pishio and hold revenue-free lands ill. 

Kabnak. The principal man among them is Saiad Paind Jan, 

Loria and A description of both these classes will be found in the Jha
~rvile dcpen-lawcf" Gazetteer. In 1901 they numbered in Sarawh 1,978. Of 
dants. the Loris, the largest groups are found in Mnngacbar, :;\la~tung 

and Katat. Their headman, who styles himself sardar, lives in 

Mastur.g and the present (1906) incumbent is Dost Muhammad. 

Some of the se"ile dependants have acquired land and maintain 

themselves by agriculture. 

IDudus. The Hindus found in the district are i~migrnnts from 8hik:ir

pur in Sind, from Dcra. Ghazi Khan in the Punjab and from Kachhi. 

A few Sikhs are also found among them. In 1901 they numbered 

8-11 : 493 males and 348 females. .Most of them li"re in Ka!Ut, 

Mastung and 1\lnngnchar, a few being found at Joh:in, Pringa

bad, T(ri aud Kabnnk. There is at Kalat a Hindu shrine of Kali. 
They are all engaged in trade and during the summer, Hindus 

from Dailhnr, Sanni and Bhng in Kachhi, come to sell their wares 

in all cnltivnted localities and several Hindu fakirs oUJarwnr also 

"Visit the district. In recent years many of the Hindus of Kahit 

have aettled at Qnetta where they are known a.s Kalati lliodns.. 
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The Hindus have always been well protected and among the PIJPULATioN, 
.Brahuis, Daloch and .Afghans, there was an unwritten law that in 

the course of raids and counter-raids, Hindlls were not, to be 
molested. They have of necessity been 9bligep tl). !<PnfQriii some-
what to their entirely l\1ussalman surrou)lding~:~ I'D~ dq 1\l>t scru-
ple to drink water from a ~~ssalman's w!\t~~ skiq or ~s~~ ~i~ 
griddle to bake bread on, 

According to their ancient custom, the Hindus usually affect 
red trousers and a red cap or turban, and their shirt is buttoned 
on the I~ft iustead of the right shoulder; but in other respects 
their dress, both for men and women, is similar in pattern to that 
worn by the tribesmen. · 

An annual fair of the community takes place at Gedbast kumb, 
:also callo=d Indrapnri, near Kisban on the 6isdkhi festival. 

There are pafWha!Jr&l~ at :Mastung ancl Kalat to govern the !!OCial 
affairs of the ~ommunity ancl to control trade. t\.t the head of 
these pnnohayats is a mukhi who ex!lrcises grea~ jn&uence am.opg 
his co-religionists and is officially recognised liS thei~ !lpo~esman. 

The present m1.1.Mi. of Kalat is Gedu Mall, grandson of Dfwan 
I\acha Mall, who was Financial Minister to Mehrab Khan II and 
fell fighting at the storming of Kalat in 1839. Other leading 
men are Diwan Mohan, Kardar Torn Mall and Chela Ram of 
Kahl.t and D{wan ChUhar of Mastung. 

The accounts of religion and occupation given in the Jhalawan, Religion and 
Gazetteer ~fer also to Sarawan, The rules as to social life and Occupation. 
social precedence, custom of liC:l, hospitality, food, dress, dwellings; 
disposal of dead, amusements and festivals are also the same as in 
Jbalawan. The Ahmadzais, as members of the ruling family in 
Kalat, take precedence above all others ; among the tribes, the 
Raisanis as the head of the Sarawan divisi?n of the I\rahni confe-
deracy have social precedence; while among the Chiefs of the 
different tribea the question of precedence in darbars and Jirgas, 

is often a debateable one, generally the Shahwaui Chief takes the. 
second place followeJ. in succession by the Rustamzai, l3angulzai, 
Muhammad Sbahi, Klird, Lahri and Langav Chief~, The Sarparr!' 
Chief, together with the C4ief of *he Zagar M~ngals of ;Npshki 
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PoPULATioN. and the Rind Chief of Shoran in Kachhi claims precedence nbove 
the Bangnlzai eardar. The Laogavs, Loris, Dehwars and Kh8.oll

zads (freed slaves) are treated as socially inferior. 

The indigenous Muhammadan population, who represent about 
99 per cent. of the total, are Sunni Muhammadans, but npsesrti
tions prevail among them as among the tribesmen of Jha1a"an. A 
Raisani of whatever position or rank would p11ss the. night in the 
house of a neighbour, should he happen to return from a journey 
to his village or encampment. There are numerous shrines in 
the country, the most important ones being those of Sheikh 
Rajab also called Sllela Rajab at Nimargh, DlLi 8ahib at Ziarat ; 

· Sheikh Taghe in Mastung; Shah Mar dan north of Kish&n; Sakhi 
Pateb&n at Khaisar; and Shah Abdulla in Narmuk. 

8helkhBajab. Sheikh Rajab, who was a Barijah of Sind, came to Nimargh and 
married a daughter of Saiad Kalan, The latter's descendants 
are now known as &iad Kal&nia and live in ShorarUd and in the 
Sarlath hills on the Afghli.n border. Sheikh Rajah's shrine is 
visited by the people of western Sara wan, and those of Jhalawan 
and Shorarud. After the .-heat harvest each year, a date is fixed 
for a fair to be held at the shrine of which the news is sent 
abroad to all the followers of the saint who assemble with their 

· offerings of sheep and goats. These animals are killed and 
distributed among the assembly. The people of Nimargh who 
pay one-fortieth of the produce of their lands as thuk contribute 
the flour and cook the cakes and distribute them, 

Close by the shrir.e of Sheikli. Rajah is that of P.lr Jalai one of 
the followers of Sheikh Rajah, whose daughter was married to 
Paind, the progenitor of the Paindzai Sardar Kbcl Zagar 
:Mengals, to whom the Pir gave a portion of land now known as 
Paindwal as her dower. After Slieh Rajah's death, Paind 
appropriated more land, whereupon Pir Jalai cursPd him; Paind 
shortly after died from an ulcer in the throat and, tradition 
reports, all those of his followers also who had accompanied him 

to Nimargb. 

Bibi SAhib. The shrine of Bibi Sahib, a pious Judy, whose real name was 
Bibi Nekzan and who along with her maid sank into the earth 
when persecuted by some infiuels, lies at Ziarat in the neigh-
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bourhood of Kalat. The shrine is visited by persons bitten by PoPuLATioN. 

rabid dogs, and all persons who pay fixed contribution to the 
shrine thereby secure immunity ftom cholera. 

The most important shrine in the Shahwani tribal area is that Shah Mardan, 

called Shah Mardan-na-Ziarat situated between Kishan and Johan 
on the Kalat-Bolan road. Tradition says that Ali, known to the 
people as Shah Mardan, carne to the spot where the shrine exists 
in pursuit of infidels. Here a fight took place and it i3 said that 
the camel which Ali was riding climbed over the rock in two jumps. 
and a spot is pointed out which shows the :foot pt ints of the camel 
The shrine consists of a stone enclosure erected at the foot of the 
rock. It is greatly venerated by Brahuis who visit it with all 

sorts of prayers and a large number of animals are sacrificed at 
the shrine during the year. 

Sakhi Patehan was one of t!le ancestors of the Saiadzais, the Sakhi 

family of the Bangulzai Chief. His generosity won him the title Pateh:in. 

of sakhi meaning generous. His shrine is situated at Khaisar 
near Johan. Local accounts state that Sakhi Patehan and his 
followers once fought with Mir Zarrak, the ancestor of the 
Zarrakzai Chief of Zahri, and when defeated. by the latter, Patehan 
laid on him the curse that his successors in the chiefship should 
never have more than one son each. The shrine is respected by 
all the tribes generally and by the Bangulzai tribe in particular 
who take oaths in his name. The wife of Sakhi PateMn, Bibi 
Lalen, is buried at Isplinji. 

The shrine of Shah Abdulla is situated in the Drang valley in Shah Abclul. 

N armuk. On the birth of a male child, the Lahris sacrifice a 
goat or sheep on this shrine and on a similar occasion in the 
family of the Lahri Chief a bullock is sacrificed. Every cultivator 
in N armulr pays thul~ to the shrine in the shape of one clwtra of 
grain. Shah Abdulla's father was Shah Jafar, brother of Bibi 
Nani and Pir Gbaib, whose shrines are situated in the Bolan and 
at Khajuri respectively. Th~ shrine of Shah Jafar is at Robdar, 
where he is said to have killed a snake which was a terror to the 
people. He married a daughter of the headman of Robdar.andthe 
result of the union was Shah Abdulla. 

Among minor shrines may be mentioned the following : 

At Joban the shrines of Bibi Nazo, Shah Daho, Bughdi Shahld 
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PoPUJ.ATIONJ and Chillinga. That of Bibi N azo, a Saiad lady of }fastung, is 

resorted to by persona bitten by rabid dogs, H is a memorial 
shrine erectrd over earth brough~ from the place where the dead 
body of the lady was waahed. The shrine of Shah Daho, a 
Kaberi of Kachhi, has the power of anrting natural calamities 
from the crop• of ita votaries. At Khajuri is the shrine of P.lr 
Ghtl.ib, safd to be a brother of Bibi Nani, whose shrine is in the 
llolan. Pir Gba1b proJuced the spring at KbajUri. South of 
Pudgili in Narmuk is the ehrine of Pir Jongal who was a Kaheri 
of Kachbi and one of the family of the Haft Walia of Bh11thari 
near Shnrtin. At Kalat are the shrints erected in the name of the 
famous Muhammadan saint P1r Dastg(r of Baghdad, and the 
shrine of P1r Cbatan Shah, a local Saiad of old days who is said 
to have produced the large spring called Cbashma at Kalat. In 

Chharpar are the shrines of P1r Chandram. and Sheikh Shahan 
near Chhati. In M~ngachar are the shrines of Saiad Nauroz, 
Mahmud Gobran and Sbeh Haji. In Mastnng are the shrines of 
Khw&ja Ibrahim Yakpasi, the ancestor of the Cbishti Saiads of 
Mastung, Sult&n Samarknnd Bnkb&rl, of Sheikh Lango at 
Kandava near T£ri and of Sheikh Wasil (a memorial shrine) at 
the place of that name; and Sheikh Toghi, an Alizai Dorrani, in 
Mastung whose descendants are known as the Sheikh Debwars. 
In Kardgap is the shrine of Fak{r Hotak, a Somalari Ml!ngal who 
was an attendant of the shrine of Sheikh Husain in Noshki about 
four generations ago. He ia believed to possess great influence 
o\·er snakes, and khurda or dust taken from his shrine and applied 

Names, title, to the wound cures snake-bite. 

etc. The account ofnamea and titles, rules of honour, system of 

reprisals, and blood comfensation given in the Jhalawan Gazetteer 

applies also to Sarawan. 



CHAPTER II. 

ECONOMIC. 

THE presence of vast mountainous tracts which can never 
be made capable of cultivation and the absolute 

necessity of perennial irrigation to ensure a harvest are two 
of the principai features which present themsetves when 
considering the general conditions under which agriculture 
can be carried on in Sarawan. Permanent irrigation, again, 
is almost entirely confined to the valleys in the west and 
west-central parts of the country. Of these, the western 
valleys are less favourably circumstanced than the west 
.central, among which Mastung, Mungachar and Kalat are 
prominent. The centre of the country, viz., the plains of 
Bhalla Dasht, Gwanden and the neighbouring country, are 
remarkable for the great depth at which water is founj and 
the consequent impossibility of bringing it to the surface for 
.cultivation at paying rates, while, in the cultivable tract3 
situated in the eastern hills, cultivation is alrnost completely 
dependent on rainfall, and the distance of these places from 
markets would probably preclude much progress, even if 
perennial water were available. Where, again, permanent 
water is available, at such places as Kish:in, Joh:in, Jam and 
B:irari, the quantity of land is too limited to admit (>f the 
whole being successfully utilised .• 

The proportion of dry crop land, therefore, is enormous 
when compared with the tracts subjeCt to permanent irriga
titm. On the east are the valleys of Narmuk, including the 
Lop, and Morgand ; in the centre, Kuak, Kabo, lsplinji, 
Marav and the two northern valleys of Bhalla Dasht and 
Gwanden with their offshoots ; in the western part of the 
·centre, large parts of Chhappar, l\lungachar and Mastung, 
the latter including Khad and Dutai, lie unirrigated; while. 
on the west are the dry crop tracts of the Gurgina-Kardg:ip 
valley. .Everywhere, too, the stony slopes at the foot of the 
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mountains are useful only for grazing, nor, even when rains 
are abundant, are the valleys cultivated in their entirety. 

It follows that though the district, through its possession 
of the central strip of irrigated country, is the best pro
tected part of the Kalat State, cultivation is only secure in a 
comparatively insignificant area. The bulk of the population 
is dependent on dry crop areas from which a full crop cannot 
be expected oftener than once in about five years. Indeed~ 
it is said, that, during the . decade ending in 1904, a full 
crop has nowhere been obtained from dry crop lands. 
"'Klmsklu2va gor na shikare" i.e., dry crop cultivation is like 
hunting the wild ass, is the common saying of the country
side. 

The soil of the district is fertile both in irrigated and 
unirrigated tracts. Mastung is especially famous for its 
fertility, and all crops produced here, but notably wheat, are 
of excellent quality. Among unirrigated tracts, the soil of 
Narmuk is most fertile; in the rest of the district it may be
regarded as of fairly uniform quality throughout. 

No scientific analysis of the soil in the district has e\·er 
been made, but the people divide it into various categories. 
The best is a reddish clay called matt or matmal, also 
known by some as hanai11a, or sweet soil. It is largely 
mixed with silt and also contains some sand, and is to be 
found in the centre of all dry crop valleys. Next comes 
sidhsamtn, a dark loam generally found in the irrigated areas 
at Kalat, lskalku, Johan, Isrlinji, and some parts of .Mastung. 
Next to matt it is best adapted for the cultivation of wheat. 
It withstands cold and frost well and retains moisture for a 
long time. 

Soil which has a large admixture of sand is known as rilu~ 
It is found in different parts of 1\fastung, but especially round 
Tlri and Pringabad, where the moving sand has rendered 
several tracts incapable of cultivation. Soil containing a 
moderate quantity of sand is ''ell suited for lucerne and 
melon growing. . . 

Other well-known soils, but of inferior quality, are karkat. 
tllalllakluJri or sa'Z'i, ;•all or klu!r, !<orki and dag-i. Karl<at, 
also known as kharraina, or bitter, resembles the sarll or 
!<lwrch ~oil of Kachhi, and is to. be found along water chan
nels, and in places where water has ponded .for a time. The. 
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surface becomes stiff and hard and loses most of its good 
qualities. The tllatllakhari is a hardish clay of dark red 
colour mixed with sand and rubble. Stony soil is known as 
yall, and all hiH skirts are known as kMr. Yalt is a good 
soil for grape growing, an industry which could probably be 
developed at Les, Chauki, and Astangi in the Sahtakzai 
country where this soil is extensively found. Korki and dagi 
are unsuitable for cuitivation of any kind. The former has 
a thin layer of clay on the surface but a hard sub-soil, whence 
the name, which means " blind." Dagi is white clay which 
is only useful for plastering houses. 

Land bearing s~lt efflorescence is known as kallar, kallar
hast, sllo1'tiwasm or shorahasl. Kallar tracts are extensive in 
Kahnak, Shirinab, Gurgina, and in the Mandehaji, Brinchin
nau and Zard circles of the Mungachar valley. Kallar is 
either deep or shallow. Successful cultivation in the former 
is almost impossible, but in the latter a grain crop generally 
does well after it has once germinated. 

Inferior soil, which is otherwise unfit for cultivation, is 
improved in Mastung by artificial deposits of good earth. 
This is d<:.'ne by excavating the good soil in the proxi
mity of narrow water channels, into which the water from 
a large kdres is then lead, the earth thereby being car
ried to the pesired locality. As much as. a foot of earth is 
sometimes deposited in this way. Soil, thus improved, is 
called hruslzt. 

AGRICUU. 
TURE. 

The uncertainty of the raiJlfall, the a-verage of which is Rainfall. 

about 7t inches, 6 being received in winter . and Ii in 
summer, is a most important factor in agricultural life. "A 
good rainfall," wrote Mr. J. A. Crawford about the adjoin-
ing District of Quetta-Pishin, "naturally affects not only · 
the amount of rain crop cultivation, but also the irrigated . 
land, and the springs, streams and kareses which supply the 
water for irrigation. For a really good harvest, rain or snow 
before th~ end of December is required. This enables a 
large amount of rain crop land to be brought under cultiva-
tion, and replenishes the streams, ~prings and karezes.'' 

Almost ll'ore important, however, than a good rainfall,' 
is a heavy snowfall. Heavy rain drains off rapidly in 
floods and, though useful for flood and Jry crop cultivation, 
has not the same effect in supplying the deficiencies in the 
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natural sources of irrigation as a heavy covering ot snow. 
Reference has already been made to the importance of the 
luires as a source f irrigation, and in years in which the 

· snowfall has been small, the supply of water in them almost 
always shows a large decrease. The effects of deficiency in 
rain and snow fall in a series of years is to be seen in the 
fact that while there were 141 running kdreses in Mastung 
in 1904, there were 76 dry ones and that many of the latter 
had ceased to run within recent times. The heavy snow
fall'of 1905, on the other band, resulted in !ieveral hireses 
(which had become dry} beginning to run again, while in 
others the flow of water increased. 

For dry crop cultivation, the most important rainfall is 
that which falls in summer (baslulzam) and fills the embank
ments. The land is then ploughed and smoothed to retain 
the moist'Jre till the time comes for sowing. Sowings on 
the winter rainfall (sellz .kisk) in dry crop lands seldom 

produce much straw, though a fair out-turn of grain may 
be expected. 

The arrival at maturity of all dry crops is dependent on 
good rain in early spring, and irrigated crops are also much 
benefited by it. • 

In parts of Kalcit and Mungachar, in Khad Dulai and
most important of all-in Bhalla Dasht and the neighbouring 
valleys, a system, known as garar, is followed in dry crop 
lands, the soil being prepared in September and October 
and the seed sown without moisture, after which it is left 
till the winter rains cause it to germinate. 

The whole of the population, except the Hindu traders, 
is engaged either in agriculture, or in flock and camel 
owning. Most of the proprietors are themselves the tillers 
of the soil, but in some cases members of one tribe cultivate 
land belonging to another as tenants. The best cultivators 
are those in possession of irrigated land, chief among whom 
are the Dehwars of Mastung and Kalat, the Langavs of 
Mungachar, the Johanis of Johan, the Khurasanis of 
Mungachar and Gurglna, and the Dinarzai Bangulzais of 
Isplinji. Few of the Brahuis proper are good cultivators. 

The year is ordinarily divided into four seasons, viz. 
btlsksktim or the season between June and August when rain 
may be expected; soht!l or the autumn, comprising September 
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and October; sellz or winter, November to February~ and 
/zatam or spring. from March to May, the beginning of Which 

1
is known as karraz'. Winter and summer are known as 

i sz'misttin and tahi'stdn respectively to the Langavs and to the 
: Deh wars of Kalat. By most of the ci.tltiva tors and flock
: owners, g chi'llas or periods of 40 days, are recognised. 
·They begin in November with the cht'lld-z'-khushk which is I followed by the chi'lla-z'-tar, the ~est being known as si'ah, 
sahs, sard, ahar, sthoanr, sahel and naft. · · 

Two principal harvests are recognised : the khushhar or 
spring harvest, which includes the crops sown between 
October and March. and reaped by, the month of July;. and 
the sahshar or saoshar, the autumn harvest, which includes 
the crops sown from May to July and reaped by the month 
of November. In Mastung, ·Mungachar and Kalci.t, the 
Dehwars and Langavs sometimes call the khushhar by the 
name ofjopak and the sahshar by that of hamen or amen. 

The following ar~ the chief crops produced at each 
harvest:-

RHUSBBAR, 
Wheat (Triticum sativunt). 
Barley (Hordeum vulgare). 
Skir" (Len~ esculenta). 
11-/atar (Pisum arvense). 

SABZBAR. 

SABZBAR, 

Tobacco (Nicofiana rustica), 
Prfsh {Ponicum mili,ceum). 
Gdllcka (Panic11m frumenta-

ceum). 
Mun!f (Pkaseolus mzmgo). 
Potatoes (Solanum· tubero-

Lucerne (llfedicago sativa). sum), 
Cucurbitaceous crops gene- Judri (Andropogon sorghum). 

rally known as ptitt!zat. Vegetables. • 

The crop which is most extensively cultivated is wheat 
and it forms the staple food grain of the inhabitants. 
Of cucurbitaceous crops,, the most important is the melon. 
Vegetables are not largely grown, but the cultivation 
of the potato appears to be on the increase, Other 
'-:egetables include the egg plant (wan gun),- spinach ( palik ).
cauliflower (Kohi); the tun'; the vegetable marrow (kadu),
the bitter gourd ( kareta ); tinda,- metld (Trigone/ln. fcenum~ 
grcecum) ,· the radish ( turh or mzUz); the onion ( pimas) ,· 
the turnip . ( shalgham) ; ·and carrots ( ga.iJi'r ·or gasz'r ). 
Lucerne ( Medicago sati'va) is clas!>ified as a sahshar crop, but 
really belongs to neither category, as it is genera!'Jy sown 
either in the spring or autumn arid is c~tt. from May to 
October. · · 
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The dry crop areas generally proJuce only wheat, barley, 
and melons in a few cases, and it is principally on the 
llhushlJar crop, therefore, that the cultivator of such tracts 
relies. · SalJsl;ar crops are raised only in irrigated lands. 
Certain localitres are specially well known for the growth 
of their salJslJar crops, e.g., J ohan, Shirinab and Zard in 
Mungachar for tobacco, and 1\fastung, Kalat and parts 
of Mungachar for lucerne. The importance of autumn 
crops will increase with the opening of the Quetta-Nushki 
Railway, and the cultivation of fruit appears likely to 
develop. 

Staple food 
grains. 
Wheat. 

Mastung wheat is the best in Baluchistan, its excellence 
being due to the quantity of glutinous matter which it con
tains. or wheat grown in dry areas, that produced in 

, Bh:tlla Dasht ~nd its vicinity is greatly in reque.-,t. 
The wheat grown is of several varieties which are known 

as rti-rod, pamlJYi also called i'spikul, shorti1caki or daz"ak, 
pesar, sl,o!Ji, gatmst!li and shu/ar dandan. Ru-rod is said to 

·be the indigenocs variety and is preferred for domestic 
consumption owing to its nutritious properties. It is a red 
wheat and grows with little moisture and is therefore 
extensively sown in dry crop la:tds. Pamhri is a white 
beardless wheat for which Mastung is especially famous. 
It i;; largely cultivated in irrigated lands. It fetches high 
prices in the market. Daiak, also known as shorawaki 
owing to the fact that it is imported from Shorawak in 
AfgM.nistan, is a late variety, useful for sowing in dry crop 
tracts, after r-U-rod sowings are over. The grain is red 
and small and the production, both of grain and straw, is 
inferior. Pesar, sho!Ji, garmst!li, and shu/ar danddn are all 
white varieties sown in small quantities in irrigated lands. 
Pesar is distinguish6d from pamhn" by its bigg~r grain and 
a red short beard. It is used for p11rching (dtinku) and a 
furrow or two of this variety, if sown with another kind of 
wheat, is believed in Mungachar to bring ble~sings ·on the 
crop and to protect it against d~sease. Zhohi and garmselz 
are varieties imported from Zhob and GarmstH in Afghanistan. 
The former, which has a thick ear with a long dark beard, i5 
cultivated in Gurgina, while garmsili is to be found in 
different. parts of Mustung. Shu/tar-dandan or "camel's 
teeth" is the largest local variety. Except daiak, which 
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matures in three or four months, all other varieties 
,ripen in about nine months. · 
; Sowing in rich soil, which possesses a sufficient supply of 
·Water, i~ broad.:ast, the process being locally known 
as chhat, while that in poor soil, with an insufficient supply 
'of moisture, is by means of the drill and is called sund ,· 
:other systems are known as khil or .kara, and garar. By 
I the k!u1. system, the seed is sown twice; first broadcast, 
after which the soil s harrowed and then ploughed, the 
second sowing being in the furrows thus made. It is much 
in vogue at Kalat, the advantages being the replacement of 
failures among the. seeds sown ,broadcast and the greater 
expansion of the plants than in the case of those sown with 
the drill. For the garar system which has· beeri referred to 
already, the seed is sown with the drill in dry land before 
rain has fallen and left to its fate. 

Land t~ be tilled with wheat is ploughed once only in 
April. This ploughing is called shom. It is not essential, 
and in some cases autumn ploughing only takes place. 
When Canopus (sohel) appears in September, the land is 
watered for the first time. When the surface of the soil has 
dried and has assumed a whitish appearance, the land is 
ploughed once or twice, and harrowed each time ; the seed 
being afterwards either sown broadcast in irrigated land or 
drilled in. If, as above mentioned, the soil is rich and has 
a sufficient watersupply, the seed is sown broadcast. The 
sowing season in irrigated lands ordinarily closes about 
December 10, but daiak sowing can take place up to the 
time of the Holi festival in spring. 

After sowing, the land is harrowed and divided into 
beds (kurda). . 

The first watering, called shomparosh, shomshikastor paun, 
takes place about 40 days after sowing ; and the second 
watering is ·given about a fortnight later, generally in the 
last week of December. 

After the second watering, the crop requires no further 
irrigation for about two months, during which time brows
ing by sheep and goats is allowed to strengthen the growth 
of the plants. The third watering takes place about the 
middle of April, and is very beneficial. · 

Henceforward, water is given regularly at intervals of a 
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fortl'light or three weeks until the grain has formed. The 
water which is not required for irrigating wheat in January 
and February IS utihzed by some r-eople, especially by the 
Khan's cu~tivators in .Mastung and Kalat, for irri~ati'lg dry 
crop areas in which da•'ak wheat is sown. The crop is 
harvested in June and July. The stalks are cut close to the 
ground, as the straw is highly valued everywhere, while a 
good deal is exported to Quetta from the valleys in the 
northern part. 

Threshing, which io; done in the usual way by driving two 
or more bullocks round a long pole to tread out the grain, 
is known as go·Jat, gO'Val, or, go-at. \Yinnowing (taho-tining) 
or (dtansag) is next commenced with the winnowing fork 
(char .thdkha). 

The wheat disea~e, which is most dreaded, is known to the 
people as su,klzi or ratti, and appears to be a kind of rust 
which attacks the crop when in ear. A south wind (nambz), 
blow ng in cloudy weather '"·hen the field is under irrigation, 
is believed to be one of the causes of the disease. The ear 
becomes pale in co'our :~.nd the grain dry ; it smells so bad 
that even cattle will not eat it. The disease sometimes 
spreads to large areas. The only thing whidt stops it is a 
north or north-west wind (gorich). The aid_ of Saiads and 
tnztl/tis is also invoked who walk round the fields with the 
Koran in· their hands or sprinkle enchanted earth on the 
crop. Other diseases are known as putk, hor. and r1shlwk. 
Putk causes the plant to become black and withered and 
thP. grain to turn into dust. Eo,.. and rishkuk are due to 
attacks from insects at the roots, and occur in years of 
scanty rainfall. 

In dry crop areas wheat sowings take place in September, 
if the embanked fields have been filled by floods in the pre
ceding !'Ummer. The sowing season, htlWt:ver, extend~ from 
September to about the middle of December, but the dazi1k 

variety may be sown up to March. 
Barley, known to the Bnihuis as sa and to the Dehwars 

as j'au ·or j'av, is snwn both in irrigated and dry crop land, 
the usual sowing season extending from e"rly in December 
to the end of January. Occasionally, however, sowing is 
done in Fel-ruary e~nd March. The ground to be tilled is 
ploughed in the autumn and then harrowed. after which the 
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seed is sown with the drill, both in irrigated and unirrigated 
land. In other respects the system of cultivation resembles 
that of wheat. Barley sown early is watered when the 
leaves have formed and browsing by cattle is allowed up 
to about the ·middle of March when the second watering 
is given. The third. watering takes place about the end of 
April and the crop is ready for cutting by the end <Jf May. 
Rain is required in April for a barley crop cultivated in dry 
land. 

The grain is chiefly used for horses, but the poorer 
classes grind it into fl<Jur and make cakes of it. Barley is• 
also given as green fodder to bullocks anJ horses. The 
seed generally sown is indigenous to the district. Another 
variety, known as fau~lzesktak or hrekna Jau, i.e., naked 
barley, is sowu to a small extent in irrigated land. The ear. 
of this variety is smaller, the beard le:.s coarse, and the 
grain softer. 

AGRICUL-. 
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Maize is grown ·more for fodder than as a grain crop, Maize. 

and cultivation is only carried on in irrigated land, chiefly 
in Mastung and Kalat. It 1s of three varieties, the first or 
indigenous kind being known as walti;·ati, the second as 
zlwhi, having been introduced from Zhob, and the th•rd as 
lzindustdni. The waldyati is most extensively cultivated ; 
it has a small grain of a light yellow colour and only grows 
about breast high. Zkooe· grain is of a brighter yellow tinge 
and makes good growth. Hindustatli maize is inferior,. but, 
as it is a heavy cropper, it is cultivated for green fodder. 
Hindustani matures in six months, skohi in five, and wala-
yati in four. Watering is required at intervals of about 25 
days. Sowings, which are broadcast, commence about 
May and continue in June when water can be spared from 
the wheat crop. The harvest takes place in September, the 
stalks being cut and the ears (kkoska) removed suhsequently, 
after which they are spread out to dry. The green stalks 
are considered superior to bkusa as fodder for bullocks. 

Andropogon sorghum is known to the Brahuis as surrat and. zu,.,.at or 
to the Dehw~rs as j'uari. There are two varieties, white jud,.t". 

and red, the latter being called sor-b(;]. The red variety, 
which has a coarse red ear and a long stalk, is sown in dry 
crop areas in the Kurd country and grows well even with 
little moisture. In irrigated land the crop is cultivated 
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generally for green fodder; it is sometimes also sown with 
maize, in which case thejudri is pulled when half ripe. The 
crop when sown on late spring rain, depends for its maturity 
on the summer rain, and if this fails, it is only useful as 
fodder. The seed is drilled in irrigated land and sown 
broadcast in dry crop areas unless the ~oisture has sunk so 
deep as to necessitate sowing with the drill. Sowings 
commence in May and the crop ripens in September. An 
insect known as tidd sometimes damag"es the plants when 
young. Another disease which turns the grain into black 

·dust is known as putk. 

The cultivation of millets is small, and confined to irrigated 
holdings in which it is de.;ired to raise more than one crop 
from the same land in one year. M•llets are not popular as 
they take much nourishment out of the soil. Pri.>h is known 
to the Dehwars as gal and to the Ungavs u arsan. It is 
most extensively cultivated in Mungachar. If no other land 
is availaHe, it is sown in land from which barley or wheat 
has been harvested. Sowings, which are generally broad
cast, except when there is little moisture, in which case the 
drill has to be used, take place during June to July and the 
crop is harvested in September. Galicka, a variety of m•llet, 
is grown in irrigated land in Mastung, r.fi.mgachar and 
Kalat. A good deal of Prlsh is bartered for salt in the 
proportion of 2 to 1. 

Rice is the principal autumn crop cultivated on irrigated 
land at some of the places on the east of the dist•ict where 
the climate is hot and the watersupply plentiful. These 
include Jam, Barari, Kh.a.juri, Sariath and Khaisar. Two 
varieties of seed are known, sukluMsi and harnai. 
Sukhddsi rice is small, while harndi, a variety introduced 
from th~ place of that name, has a b•gger grain and is yel
lowish in colour. Owing to the limited am0unt of land 
available for rice cultivation, the same land is tilled every 
year and the fields are not permitted to lie fallow, thus 
·causing much exhaustion of the soil. \\"he.at and barley 
are also raised from the same land as a spnng r·op. Sowing 
takes place at tl.e beginning of May. The fi t- i<> watered 
and ploughtd once or twice, while the water is still stand
ing in the field, after which the leaves and stalks of the 
ldsd11kur plant (Peganum harmala), which have been previ-
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ously dried, are· spread over it as manure. The seed, which 
• has been previously wetted, is next sprinkled in the standing 
:water, after whi.:h the soil is ,veil stirred with a pronged 
, implement called katdwa. Sprouting commences 'as· the 
·field dries, after which watering takes place weekly. An-
. other system of sowing, but less common, is in seed beds, 
the seedlings (pdneri or luJlkmi) being afterwards transplant

. ed. The produce in this case is said to be larger. Trans
plantation is called ramho or niskdsla and the work is done 
by men, women and children. Harvesting takes place in 

· October. The ears are cut off near the top of the stalk and 
are spread on the .ground to dry. The stalks called lissi 
are cut later for fodder. 

Mung is also called mask. The cultivation is limited to 
irrigated land in 1\lastung, but mung is sown occasionally in 
Kalat .tnd Mungachar. Most of the local requirements are 
met by mung imported from Zahri and other places in Jhala
wan. 11-fung is sown broadcast in June on land from which 
the !;;pring crop has been reaped. The seed sprouts in about 
a week and the crop receives it.s first watering when it is 
kackk-i-ckotili, i.e., the size of a lark. Subsequent waterings . 
follow at intervals of about 10 days, the grain maturing in 
about three months. Threshing is done by shaking the 
plants with the fork called chdrshdkha, or by bullocks if the 
heap i.s a large one. The chaff, called kaltz~ is . excellent 
fodder for sheep and camels, but produces itch if eaten by 
horses. The grain is used as a pulse arid is specially reli~hed 
when cooke.1 with the dried meat known as kkadid or khadit, 
when it is known as khadit pati. 
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(Phaseolus 
mungo)o 

Shirr and matar are spring crops sown both in irrigated Skirr (Lens 

and unirri15ated lands, but more generally in the former. esculenta) 
and Malar The cultivation is small, the only area where these crops are · (Pisum 

cultivated to any extent being .part of the Khan's crown aroense). 

lands in Chhaprar and Ziarat. The sowing season com-
mences in November and lasti to the middle of December. 
The seed is sown broadcast, the land being subsequently 
ploughed and harrowed smooth. Sprouting commences about 
ten days after sowing, but watering is deferred until the 
end of February; if done earlier it damages the plants.· The 
crop ripens in April. Threshing is done in the same way 
as in the case of mung; the chaff is also of the same quality. 
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Tobacco is an important crop in Sarawan. and ·its po
pularity appears to be increasing. Two kinds are cultivat
ed : mQs/ungi, also known as waldyati or sari, and Iewan a,· but 
the latter; which is also known as kandalzari, is now more 
extensively sown. Uwana or kandahari tobacco is said to 
have been introduced in the country before the time of Mir 
Khudaddd Khan by traders from Kar.dahcir. It is exten
sh•ely cultivated in Mastung, Mungachar, Kalat and johan, 
and to a more limited exhmt at Jskalku, lsplinji and in 
Gurglna. The bP-St quality is that produced at Johcin. 

The cultivation of tobacco r~quires much care and atten
tion at every sta:{e of the crop. First of all tl-.e seediings 
hne to be prepared. From the end of April to the 
close of May the seed is sown in small patches of land gene· 
rally near a running stream so thot they may be coDveni
eutly wa1ered when required. The seed beds are ploughed 
dry once or twice or are dug over with the ku/ang. The 
seed is then sown broadcast and on the same day the plot 
is watered. Sometimes the seed i.s thrown into the water 
standing in the bed. The plot is watered again 
5 d:tys after, and the third watering takes place 10 

days later. Watering continuu fortnightly t1ll the plants 
have three leaves, when they are ready for transplanta
tion. In Munglichar, the dry leaves and fruit of the Kisankzir 
plant and at Johan those of the mrrtie are sprinkled in the 
seed beds when the seedlings are about three inches high to 
cause a strong and healthy growth. 

Before tran!'plantation, the fields are ·well manured, a 
donkey load of manure being used at every 5 paces, if 
possible. Two or three ph ughings are given, after which 
the clods are broken and crushed and the soil smoothed. 
After the last ploughing, the field is divided into plots length
wise and sub-divided into beds called charipusMa or chama11 
with the dkall. Transplantation follows and has to be done 
quickly before the roots of the seedlings have dried. The 
plants an, placed at intervals of 12 inches. Four or five 
days after the transrlantation, the field is examined to see if 

· the young plants are flourfshing, and those whi'ch have failed 
(ndgka) are taken out and replaced by fresh ones, after which 
the bed is again watered. The earth round each plant is 
loosened when it is of the size of a pigeon (kapotr), to allow it 
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to develop with ease and weeding is dClne with the Iaski, to 
be followed by another watering. The soil is aKa in loosened 
and afterwards banked up round the plants, whenever they 
are ob~erved to be making slow progress and until they are 
about a foot high. A second .weeding follows about three 
weeks after the first. In Mastung, a few days before the 
second weedmg, half a handful of earth brought from places 
where human excreta and other refuse have beo>n collected, or 
fr·-'m the sites of old houses, is depcsited round the roots of 
each phnt, thereby greatly improving its growth. Good 
cultivators, especially those of j.Jhan, take much trouble 
about thinning the· leaves, superfluous ones being plucked 
every fortnight, a process which causes the remaining leaves 
to spread and improves their quality also .. 

The Bowers, called chzlchi'k, appear in July and August 
and are cut off as they damage the growth of the leaves. · A 
clove inserted in the cut thus made is beliend to give a 
special flavour to the leaf. With the advent of September 
the plant develops and the leaves grow thick, but the cold 
of early autumn sometimes causes damage and reduces the 
weight. The plants mature about the end of September, 
and the harvest continues till November. A slight touch of 
frost on the leaf decreases the bitterness of the leaf arid. 
adds to its sweetness. Those who prefer strong. toblj.cco, 
therefore, begin harvesting operations earliest. Tobacco 
for chewing or for snuff is not usually plucked till the 
end of October. 

The custom is to cut lithe plants as close to the ground 
as possible. They are then laid out on a clean smooth 
piece of ground (btirtam),' and exposed to the sun for four 
or five days, until one stalk beaten against the other 
will separate the leaves. The leaves are then stripped off 
the stalk (put), or an beaten off !!lowly with the chdrshtikha .. 

. The leaves, after being stripped, are again dried. At 
Johan, unhlce other places, three crops are obtained in one 
year, owing to the slightly warmer climate and the careful 
system of cultivation. The first crop is ready at the end 
of September and beginning of October. This is harvested 
and the root stalks are watered for the second crop which is 
plucked at the end of November. The thio:d is obtained 
shortly afterwards, but is very inferior. 
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On the whole, Sarawan tobacco is very healthy. Oc
casionally, the roots are attacked by a black insect and 
sometimes creeping weeds, especially those called macho
cltak and pi'chli, interfere with the growtil in poor land. 
Constant smokil'lg is universal throughout the country, some 
of the women also indulging in it. As a rule the hukak 
is used, but nomads use pipes (shukar) made of clay. 
Chewing is also common, He leaf of the tobacco being 
mixed with lime or with ashes of the naromb plant (Ephedra 
pachyclada). The use of snuff is not so common as either 
smoking or chewing. 

Tobacco is uported in large quantities by railway to Sind 
via Kolpur, and to Panjgur by road. A good deal is 
aho taken to Kachhi during the winter. The export from 
Kolpur amounted ·to more than 12,000 maunds in 1904. 

Some of the Sheikh Dehwars have taken Mastung tobacco
to O~ra Ismail Khan, Multan and Dera Ghazi KMn in 
the Punjab in recent years, where it fetched good prices 
varying fr,•m Rs. 7 to 9 per maund. That prepared specially 
for snuff ~old !lt still higher rates varying from Rs. 10 to IS

per maund. Tobacco in Mastung, in ordinary years, sells 
at Rs. 3 to 5/8 per maund, while at Karachi it is sold at 
Rs. 5 to 7/8 per maund. Johan tobacco sells at Karachi for 
Rs. 1 to 1/4 more tban Mastung tobacco. Mungachar 
tobacco fetches Rs. 6 to 8 per maund in Panjgur, Rs. 4 to-
5 per maund at Nushki and Rs. 6 at Nal and Wad. 

Snuff is largely manutactured at Kolachi in the Dera 
Ism:Ul Kh:in District and by the advice of some of 
the snuff traders, a method of specially preparing tobacco 
leaves intended for snuff has been adopted by the Sheikh 
Dehwars of Mastung. The stalks when cut are laid in 
the sun for !!bout 8 days on a piece of swampy ground 
which is artificially fJrepared. The leaves, which become 
very pale, are now stripped and spread in a dry place, 
but are covered by a rug or carpet for three days more. 
They are next spread in the sun for another three days 
to dry off finally. 

At the instance of Major Showers, the Political Agent, 
Kalat, the ndib uf Mastung made some experiments in 1904 

with for ... ign tobacco. The kinds !'elected were Florida; 
Tuckahoe; Gold leaf; Granville ; Sterling; Burley White ; 
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Pennsylvania; Yellow Prior; Connecticut ; Virginian ; 
Maryhnd; Havannah ; Kentucky ; and Cuba. Gold leaf, 
Granville, Sterling, Connecticut, Virginian and Maryland all 
grew successfully, but the rest failed. The experiments made 
were on a limited scale, and more seed has since bE.'en 
obtained for cultivation in the Khan·s crown lands in Mas
tung. The two varieties first named grew exceptionally well 
and reached four or five feet in size with abundant, healthy 
foliage. 

Bhang- is an autumn crop and is cultivated on irrigated 
hnd at Kalat, Iskalku and Mastung. The cultivation is 
small except at Pringabad in Mastung, which is the only 
place at which it is grown otherwise than for domestic use. 
Sowing takes place in February and March, when the land, 
which has been already twice ploughed, is watered and the 
seed sown bro'idcast after the moisture has been sufficiently 
absorbed. The seed germinates after. 15 days and the field is 
watered when the plant is about an· inch high. Subsequent 
waterings tiike place fortnightly and the plant matures in 
about four months. Any male plants in the field are take 1 out 
when the crop is about waist high. The male plant can be 
easily distinguished from the femile by its scantier foliage 
and the early fall of its leaves. By leaving the male plants 
in the field, the flowers and the twigs of the female fail to 
become chuged with the narcotic principle. In June and 
July the female plants begin to lose their leaves, and 
this is the sign for reaping. The stalks are cut and 
taken to a clean place where they are allowed to dry for 
four or five days. They are then collected and beaten 
with a stick, chars being subsequently obtained from the 
leaves and fruit. The method of m·anufacture of chars 
and the rates at which the various drugs made from· bhang 
are sold have been described in the section on "Miscellaneous 
Revenues. 

Poppy, known to the people as koknar, is grown on irri
g-ated land, in Kalat, Mastung and M;mgachar and reference 
will be found to it in the s~ction on Miscellaneous 
Revenues. Opium for sale is manufactured only by the 
Sheikh Dehwars of Mastung. The crop is usually sown 
with onions in March a1.d the. peds (gogro) are 

1 

incised be· 
tween July and September for the extraction of the drug. 
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The only crop grown specially for fodder is lucerne, 
(1spust) (Medica!Jo sativa). It appears to. be in.ligenous to 
the country· an<! was undoubtedly cultivated in the 
district long befo~e the British ajvent in Baluchistan. 
The larl{est (;ultivation is to b.:! found in Mastung, Munga
char, Chhappar, Ziarat and Kalit. Sowings take place from 
March to the midde of Se;>temb'er ; those in the earlier 
part of the year are most common. Previous to sowing, 
the land is manured, watered and well prepared. It is then 
divided into long plots with the dllall and the seed is 
sprinkled br'ladcast, irrigation taking place immediately 
afterwards. This is repeated after three or four days and 
the crop sprouts within seven days of sowing. Subsequent 
waterings take place at intervals of 10 or 15 days. If the 
seed is sown in Septe·nbi!r, as is generally done in Mungachar, 
the cold stops the growth after two leaves have appeared. 
In March, the gro vth recommences and by the end of April 
or beginning of May the crop is ready. Lucerne sown in 
March is ready a few days later than that which was sown 
in September. Subsequent cuttings take place at intervals 
of about a month, the field being wat.2red after each cutting. 
The last cutting takes place in September. The first and 
fourth, or August cuttin!{ are most nutritiou<~ and for this 
rer.son are only digested easily by horses and donkeys. The 
usual number of cutting-s is five, but in strong well irrigated 
land as m:my as nine cuttings are known to have been 
obtained. Lucerne intende~ for seed is not cut till June. 
The seed when once sown, lasts from three to five years, 
and when the period for cropping has finished, the roots are 
dul{ out and given as fodder to cattle. Land which has been 
cropned with lucerne is very productive; if possible, it is not 
again cropped with lucerne for two or three years. 

It lucerne is not regularly watered, it is attacked by a 
white insect (puh) which produces a kind of gum on the leaves 
and ~otops their growth. A crop so affected is immediately 
cut and dried, and th.'! next i,s generally found to be free from 
the disease. Moist, cloudy, windless weather brings small 
locusts called tidd, which do much damage. Cutting and 
'drying is the only remedy for this also. 

Green lucerne is given to horses and cattle sometimes 
alone, and sometimes chopped and mixed with hklisn,. and 
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tender leaves are also used as vegetables. Care should, AGRicuL.: 
however, be taken as to th~ quantity of green lucerne · • run. 
given to ~Ioven footed animals, cows and camels in parti· 
cular, as they relish it so much that they overeat themselves 
and burst, unless promptly treated. For use_ during the 
winter, lucerne is dried and made into wisps (mora). These 
are sold by the cultivators to one another i11 a few cases, the 
rates varying from 25 to 40 wisps per rupee. 

The cullivation of cucurbitaceous crops (prilesrit), which. Fruit and 

term includes various kinds of sweet melons (kltarhusa or vegetable 
production~ 

galau), water mel Jns (kzUi'kk), cucumbers (hridring), snake 
cucumbers (chamharkkzal), and pumpkins and gourds (kadu), 
is indigenous to the country, but its extent was limited in 
pre-Bntish days, when such crops were grown chiefly "for 
domestic consumption. For some time past, however, the 
cultivation has received a great stimulus, as the produce, 
especially that from Mastung, finds a ready market in 
Quetta, whence sweet melons, especially of the sard:z variety, 
are exported to various parts of India including Calcutta, 
Simi.;, and Bombay. Melons are cullivated both in irrigated 
and unirrigated land, chiefly on the fon11er. 

The two best known varieties of sweet melons· are the Sweet 

garma and sania. These names are derived from the melons. 

seasons, i.e., the hot or cold weather, when they mature ; 
the former ripens in summer and the latter in autumn. 
Both kinds are equally popular among the people, but some 
of the garma varieties possess most flavour. · The best kinds 
of garma are trir-i-mui or trirmi .- patadrir ,· alif khrini ." sute-
mani, and skora1vaki. 

Of sardas, or cold weather melons, four varieties are 
known.: sarda surklt or the red sarda ,· sarda sated ·or the 
white sarda: sarda garri', a••d the kerati sarda. ThE! skin of 
a sarda is hard and rough to the touch and bears raised 
lines. The pulp is firm, possesses good flavour,-and im
proves with keeping. It is the most easily preserved of all 
melons; Herdt£ sardas are of thre'e kinds : sard, safed and 
sahs. 

A third vari':lty of the melon is the dastamhoh, i.e., the, 
melon to be carried in the hand. It is not eaten but is culti
vated for its pleasant odour. Three varieties are recogntsed 
and known as kharwdri or pataddr daslamboh, a large round 
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kind, matkeri, a smaller variety of similar shape, and doryai 
which is l.uge and oval. The two former are of reddish 
green and last for about 3 weeks; the doryai is bright red 
with yellow stripes and lasts for a week. 

Five distinct varieties of water melons are known :-Ma
langz~ nabowala, li.hatdnki, kaddi and pishing'i, of which klui
ttlnki i~ regarded as the best. Water melons grown on the 
Rod-i·Pa~hkaram, in Mastung, are renowned for their 
sweetness and flavour. Dq -crop melons are always very 
sweet, but those grown in Bhalla Dasht are superior and 
extenl>ively cultivated by the Kurds. 

The cucumber (bddrin~), which is said to have been known 
in the district from early times, is of three varieties :
kandahari, hindus/ani, and. 'Wtllayati. It m<&tures earlier 
than melons and is generally uten raw w1th salt, but is 
sometimes also used as a vegetable. Kandahari is the 
largest in size and is most extensively cultivated. Hindustani 
is a good cropper and is also largely cultivated. The 
indigenous variety ( waldyati) is to be found in Kahnak. 

The pumpkin ( kadu ), though a vegetable, is recognised as 
apalisat crop. Seve,al varieties of pumpkins are raised and 
many of them grow to an enormous size, weighing as much 
as 30 seers. The commonest are kalali, a large round 
indigenous variety, anJ hi,dustani, which is long and oval, 
and has recently been imported from India. Another kind, 
called kadu choi, is 'or the shape of the figure 8 anJ is made 
into snuff cases. .Most pumpkins are. eaten fresh, but the 
kalati variety, which remains in good condition for 8 or 
9 months, is preserved for usa as a winter veg~table and 
also for making a pudding with molasses. 

Ordinarily, the principal palisat crops, sweet and water 
melons, are sown in fields specially assigned to them. 
Gourds and cucumbers are sown in those parts of the same 
fields which would otherwise lie idle, such as the banks 
of water channels and embankments. 

The methods of cultivation are those known as chhat, 
kara, khaddok and push/a, the first three being indigenous 
to the country and now only adopted extensively in dry crop 
~reas, though the chhal system is stU! in vogue to some 
extent in Kahit and its neighbourhood. FC1r chhat cultiva· 
tioo, the land is plou~hed once or·twice and then irrig'lted. 
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When the land has nearly dried, the seed is sown broadcast 
and the fi~ld i!l re-ploughed and harrowed, the land being 

0 again watered a week later. For ka7a cultivation the 
1 ground is prepared and watered in the same way as for 
chkat, after which furrows are made with the plough and 
three to five seed~ are dropped in the furrow at intervals of 
two feet apart. The kkaddok system is now confined entirely 
to dry crop land and is the best of the three indigenous 
systems. The land is ploughed and harrowed smooth, and a 
few seeds ate put into holes (kkad) at intervals of about 3 
feet and are then covered with earth. 

The best way ofgrowing melons, however, is in trenches, 
puskta, a system introduced from Afghanistan. Land for 
palizat crops must be prepared in January and February, 
and the season fe1r sowing is the ckilla-i-sabz, i.e., March 
and the first 10 days of April. Crops cultivated later are 
liable to attacks from insects, except in the case of the 
herati variety of sarda and \•:ater melons kzUikk, the season 
for sowing which extends up to the end of May. The field 
is ploughed twice after it has been well irrigated, and is theq 
divided into trenches with the dkall, the ridges being beaten 
firm to prevent the escape of water when the trenches have been 
filled. As soon as the trenches are ready, water is admitted, 
but about three inches of the top of the trench is left dry. 
The seed is sown ro or 15 days later when the moisture has 
sufficiently dried. Seed meant for cultivation in irrigated 
land is first put into bags mixed with 0 a little asafetida or 
carbonate of soda, and steeped in water for a night, after 
which the bags are placed in a trench between bundles of 
busunduk (Sophora alopecuroides). ·The trench is filled with 
earth and seed is left in it for about a fortnight. The seed 
thus preplred is then sown on the top of the ·Puskta, four 
seeds being placed at intervals cf 3 feet and covered with 
a small quantity of dry earth. The plants show above the 
ground on the eighteenth day, and fresh seed is sown· to 
replace any plants that may havoe failed. Irrigation is done 
at inter\"als of 15 or 20 days, but in Mastung, whence large 
quantities of melons are exported to Quetta, irrigation takes· 
place weekly in order to increase the weight of the fruit. 
When the plants are seen above the ground a small amount 
1,f earth is put around eac~ group of plants, khakdast, · and 

0 
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after another 5 or 6 d~ys' thinning, called yakka, has to be 
carri~J out, Only single plants, the most healthy, are hence
forth allowed to remain. Ten days later, when the young 
plant is about the size of a pigeon (kachh-i-kapot or kapot qad), 
the heads of the plants are nipped off to cause them to 
spread, a process known as sarlak. About the same time 
small excavations, ghamcha, are made in the sides of the 
trenches close below the roots and are filled with fresh 
busunduk. • This not only strengthens the growth of the 
plants but helps to retain the moisture round the roots. As 
it matures, the plant usu.tlly produces three shoots (tak), and 
wnen the~·areabouttwo feetlong,thecentral one is cut off, this 
process being known as lagl1a. The plant and the remaining 
sh1..1ots are trained over the level ground a bo_ve the pushta 
and the roots covered with earth to retain the moh,ture. 
When the plants are ia bloom in June, all small and poor 
Rowers and superfluous tra•ls are taken off and thrown 
away. Only the best flowers, at the point of the trails, are 
retamed. The small melons, which appear about this time, 
~re l•abla to injury from a fly, and are therefore c1..1vered 
with earth, but are exhumed when a little bigger, as at 
this &tage the fly does no harm. Generally two melons 
are aalowed on each plant as more do not grow to full 
size. Wnen melon crops are in fl.:>wer, women are not 
allowed in the field and red clothes are considered very in
juriuus, causing the Rowers to fall. 

The plucking season of the different pa!Cstit crops lasts from 
June to September, the cucumber being ready fir~t of ,.u in 
June. It is followed by gann.a melons and snake cucumbers 
which last from July to the end of August. \Vata melons 
and gourds are phu.:ked between July 20 and the en,d of 
Augu t, but. if carelully preserved, they are available for 
winter u·e and up to the following spring. Similarly, 
sarJas can remain in gooJ condition for more than three 
months. 

:\leJ...,n plants req•Jire great attention and are very suscep
tible to disease. Late frosts and cold winds in th~ spring 
cause the younP," and tender plants to wither, while heavy 
rain or the prevalence of a south w·ind (nambz) damages the 
fruit when half ripe and • a uses the pulp to putnf.. The, 
gro:v~·.• of the plants is sometimes much hindered. by a 
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weed known as machochak. But the two 
enemies of the melon are insects, kirm or puh, 

worst AGRICUL·' 

which TURE, 

'eat up the roots, and internal worms (kirm-i-andrzeni) which 
are generated by a yellow fly (Carpomyiaparctalina) visiting 
the young fruit when of the size of a walnut. Other 
diseases, due to poorness of soil, are known as sardoi and 
balkh, a plant so affected making poor growth and gradually 

j withering. 
' Potatoes, known to the people . as patata, have been in

troduced since the arrival of the British: They are r{ow 
extensively cultivated at Mastung and Kalcit, and occasion
ally at Ziarat, Chl:iappar, Iskalku, and Marav, and the 
cultivation appears to be rapidly increasing. Four varieties 
are grown·:-domtlhi, or two-month, sehmahi also known as 
hadrai or three-month, shashmahi, or six-month, and lahauri, 
a recent introduction from Lahore. The first three, varieties 
are sown between February 20 and the end of MarcH. the 
shasltmahi potatoes, which were the first to be introduced into 
the country, are a white small val'iety, but the produce is 
large, from 2 to 4 seers per plant. The two-month and 

' three-month varieties are reddish in colour and large in size, 
each plant producing one to two seers. If there have been 
winter rains and the land in which potatoes are to be culti
vated is moist, it is manured and ploughed two or three 
times ; but if there is not sufficient moisture, it is manured, 
watered and then ploughed. The soil which is preferred for
potato growing is soft and sandy. from which either a crop 
of wheat or lucerne has previously been taken. The potato 
eyes, or small potatoes, are planted, about 9 inches apart, 
on either side of ridges which are raised about six inches 
above trenches made on either side. Formerly it was usual 
to plant the potatoes on the top of the ridges and cover 
them with earth, but the present system is said to give 
larger produce. When the plants have sprouted after 10 or 
12 days, the field is watered and irrigation is continued 
thenceforward at intervals of 10 days, except in the case of 
domahi variety which requires watering once every six days. 
The plants are banked up when they are som'e six inches 
high. 

A few of the people eat potatoes, which are either roasted 
in the embers, boiled or stewed with meat, but most of the 
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produce in Mastung is sold, in situ, to dealers from the Quetta 
hazar. Th& usual price is about Rs. 6 per bag, which 
contains about 2i maunds. Camels are fond of the potato 
stalks. · 

Carrots (Dancus carota) (ver. gaj]i'r or gasir) are cultivated 
extensively in Mas tung and to a limited extent in Mungachar 
and Kalat. They are of two varieties, purple and white, the 
former being more common than the latter. They are best 
suited'in a soft and sandy soil which has been left fallow for 
one year (soz1. Sowing takes place in Mastung at the end of 
April or during May and later in Kalat. After the land has 
been prepared and divided into plots, the seed is sown 
broadcast and covered with earth with the help of the branch 
of a tree. Irrigation follows immediately and is repeated 
each week. Subsequent waterings take place at intervals of 
10 or 15 days. The roots mature in August and may be dug 
up to the end of November. Weeding and the extraction of 
the male plants (nar-gasir) is carried out at Mastung in June. 

The seed is of two kind~ and known as pi'sicha or pishicha 
and Rhudrau. In Mastung it is obtained in two different 
ways. For pisicha, the roots are protected from frost and 
are allowed to remain in the ground curing winter. They 
are dug at the time of the holi festival when the lower 
portions are cut off and the upper parts planted in the em
bankments of the plots. They seed in July. Khudrau seed, 
which is inferior, is obtained from roots which remained in 
the ground during the winter, but have not been trans
planted as described above. They sprout in the spring and 
seed in July. Mastung seed is much sought after by people 
from Quetta. • 

CarrotB are generally eaten raw, while some, especially the 
local Hindus, pickle them (achar). \Veil-to-do Dehwars cook 
them with molasses, and the poorer classes eat them after 
roasting them in the embers. Camels, bullocks and sheep 
are fond of the leaves. A black dye is said to be obtained 
from carrots in Kandahar. 

In the Mungachar district, carrots are preserved in the 
following manner. A trench is dug, a layer of carrots is 
then placed in it, then a layer of earth, a second layer of 
carrots and so on. in this way the carrots are kept fresh for 
a considerable period. '--
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Onions (plmds or pias) are cultivated largely in Mastung AGRICUL 

and Kalat and to some extent in Gurgina. The cultivation 'b~~:~s (Al
,is apparently on the increase. Two varieties are grown, lium cepa). 

'white (safM) and red (surkh), the former being the indigenous 
variety, and the latter imported from Kandahar. For culti-
vating onions, land, which has remained fallow for a year (soi), 
is ploughed and harrowed at the end of February. Sowing, 
which is broadcast, takes place in March and the soil is 
then turned over with a branch. The beds are now filled with 
water and irrigation is repeated after three days, before 
which, however, manure has been sprinkled in. the beds. 
Manure sprinkled· iii this manner is called 1/aftarak. Until 
germination, which takes place 27 days after sowing, watering 
is required every fourth or fifth day, and, after germination, 
every tenth or twelfth day. Watering continues till the 
appearanc~ of Canopus at the beginning of September and 
the crop is ready for digging in October. Onion seed, like 
that of carrots, is also of two varieties, pisich4 and khudrau, 
and is obtained in the same way. Onions from Mastung are 
bought by dealers from Quetta, and at harvest time fhe price 
varies from Rs. 2 to 3 per bag of about 2J maunds. 

Coriander ( g£shnis, gishn{ch or dhanran J is grown in small 
quantities for home consumption on irrigated lands at 
Kalat and in its neighbourhood, in Mungachar, Gurgina and 
Mastung, The seed is sown broadcast about March and 
reaped in June. In Mungachar it is usual with some people 
to raise two crop .. of gishn{a in one year, the second, which 
is sown in June, being harvested at the beginning of 
August. 

Local Hindus purchase coriander from the cultivators by 
barter for wheat in the proportion of one to two. A little 
Mas tung coriander goes to Kharan. 

Madder ( rodang) was largely cultivated in former times in 
all irrigated areas, especially in Mastung and Kalat, but 
only a few patches of land are now under it in Gurgina and 
Kardgap, where the total annual produce was estimated in 
1904 not to exceed 100 maunds. Tiri in Mastung was once 
specially famous for its madder. The seed, which has been 
soaked for two or three days, i~ sown broadcast in a well-
prepared and manured field, and is immediately irrigated, 
subsequent waterings taking place weekly. The crop stands 
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in the ground for about 18 months, after which the roots 
mature, but if they are allowed to remain in the ground for 
another twelve months, the dye produced is of a finer quality. 
On being dug the roots are dried in the sun and protected 
from cold during the night by a felt. Prior to the advent of 
the British, there was a large export of madder to Shikarpur, 
and much madder was also brought from Kandahar for ex
port to Sind via Kalcit and Karachi. The madder now 
produced in Sarawan is exported by the local Hindus to 
Nuski, whence it finds its way to Kharan and to Rek and 
Rod in the Amfr's territory. The local rates per maund vary 
from Rs. 9 to u ; in former days they were as high as 
Rs. 15 to 18. 

Manure, as already mentioned, is only occasionally used for 
the principal crops, and in tracts generally close to villages. 

No regular system of rotation is followed in irrigable land, 
but successive crops of lucerne are not sown on the sam~ 
ground. Lucerne and potatoes are followed by wheat, 
barley or maize. Tobacco, onions and, above all, lucerne im
prove the soil greatly. Juari and prish, on the other hand, 
tell very heavily on the soil, and wheat is not sown on land 
from which these crops have been reaped until at least one 
year's fallow has been allowed, and it has, if possible, been 
manured. Patesat crops take more nourishment out of the 
soil than any others, and a minimum period of three years 
should elapse before it is again cropped with patesat ; al
though after a year's fallow and manuring, wheat'or barley 
can be cultivated. 

Most Brahuis are entirely ignorant of the use of kitchen 
vegetables. 

The wild plants called garbust (Lepidium draba), sareskko 
(Eremurus 'l)(!/utinus) and pi'clzli (Portulaca oleracea) were and 
still are used as vegetables, and the consumption of the 
shoots of lucerne has already been mentioned. The only 
indigenous vegetables formerly grown in irrigated lands in 
Mastung and KaJat were pumpkins, cucumbers and carrots. 

Spinach (pali'k), radish ( turb ), egg plant (wanganr), methi 
(Tri'gonella fomumgracum), turnip!? (shalglzam), turi, bitter 
gourds (karela) and cauliflowers (gobz) have since been intro
duced and are now grown chiefly for domestic consumption, 
though small quantities are also available for sale in the 
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bazars at Mastung and Katat. Beet root, known to the 
natives as lahlahu, is also grown at Katat and Mastung and 
is much relished. A class of donkeymen (kkarkdr) at Katat 
~xport it to Zahri and other places. The malik of Tiri 
made an experiment in 1903 in the introduction of a ve
getable called gandana from Kandahar. It is sown in spring, 
and with plenty of irrigation is ready for use in 20 days after 
:which it can be plucked at ten days' intervals till November ; 
the plants are said to cohtinue cropping for 7 years. 

Kalat and Mastung possess some of the finest gardens in 
Baluchistan, but in no part of the district is the same 
amount of care and attention paid to fruit production as ·has 
been the case in recent years in Quetta-Pishin. With the 
opening of the Quetta-Nushki railway fruit culture will 
probably develop as an-industry. The most important fruit 
trees are mulberries (tut), apricots (sardalu), almonds (bddam), 
and grapes (angur), the first two preponderating everywhere. 
In Mastung and Kalat, peaches (shajtalu), apples (so/), plums 
(alucha), damsons (alubukhdra), the Trebizond date (Elce
agnus angustifolz"a), pomegranates (anar) and quinces (hih£) 
are also to be found. Date trees grow at Jam, B:irari and 
Khajuri. The last named place contains the largest number 
of trees, about 300, the best variety being known as doda
fari. The dates ripen in August and the season lasts till 
the close of September. Bnl.huis from various parts of the 
district resort to these places for the fruit. It is not of good 
quality, but is relished by the p_eople of the .country. 

Mulberries are generally of the white variety and the 
best "of them is the hedana or seedless kind. Bedana m~l
berries and also apricots are dried by the people and ex
ported to Kachhi where they are bartered in equal pro
portions with wheat. They are also exported to Shikarpur, 
Sukkur and other places in Sind. Almonds, especially the 
kaghasi variety from Mastung, fetch good prices and are 
exported to different parts of India. 

There can be no doubt that a great change has come 
over the agricultural conditions of the country in the 
last 30 years. When Sir Robert Sandeman came to 
Baluchistan, the dry crop areas were everywhere lying 
uncultivated and cultivation on irrigated lands was only 
in patches. Many of the people were leading a pastoral 
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life and only suffici~nt grain was produced for local 
requirements owing to the absence of inducements to 
larger production. The constant struggles between the 
Khlin.. and the tribesmen or between the tribesmen them
selves permitted little attention to be devoted to agricul
ture. 

All this has now been changed; land is highly: valued, 
large trads of land have been brought under cultivation ; 
the nomads are taking to agricufture ; and even isolated 
tracts in the hills are not allowed to remain untilled. A 
ready market is, moreover, available in Quetta and other 
places for all the produce which the cultivators can grow. 

\Vhen Sir Robert Sandeman first visited Mastung, the 
area under cultivation was estimated at 6,ooo acres, whereas 
in 1899 it was found that the area cultivable in Kahnak 
alone, excluding the villages liable to pay revenue to the 
Khan, was more than xg,ooo acres, and assuming that one
third of this area is cultivated every year, the cultivated 
area is more than that estimated in 1876 for the whole of 
Mastung. Such figures speak for themselves. Three 
decades ago, too, the Bhalla Dasht or great plain at the 
head of the Bolan was known to travellers as the Dasht-i
b~-daulat, or plain without wealth, but this is now quite a 
misnomer, good crops being . gathered from this dry crop 
area nearly every year. No less progress has been made 
in irrigated areas, many new kareses, especially in Munga
char, Gurg[na and Kardgap, having been excavated in 
recent years, and the same tendency to open new sources of 
irrigation being observable in far less promising areas such 
as Narmuk, Sbekhri and Isplinji. At Isplinji and Marav, the 
Persian wheel has also been introduced. Again, new and 
more profitable crops, such as potatoes and onions, have 
replaced madder, and the cultivation of such paying crops 
as lucerne and tobacco is constantly extending. 

Agricultural The principal implements include the plough, which is 
implements. known as langar, .the plank harrow or scraper (ken), with 

which embankments are made, and the clod crusher or 
log used in place of a roller for breaking clods and smooth
ing the ground, known as mala. Among minor implements 
may be mentioned the ramba or weeding spud; the kodal or 
mattock ; the dkall or wooden spade worked by two men with 
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a rope for making small embankments ; the sickle (laskz) 
for reaping; the four or two-pronged fork (charshakha or dos
hdkha) ; the dhalli or wooden spade for wim;towing; and 
the rake (plzaor:) for collecting the grain and straw scattered 
on the threshing floor. There has been no appreciable im
provement in these implements, but rakes, axes, hand. 
saws and knives of English manufacture are now some
times used and the use of iron for agricultural work is more 
general than in former days. A list of principal agricul
tural and flockowner's terms used in the district will be. 
found in Appendix I. 

No system of making agricultural advances exists in the 
St~te. The Political Agent occasionally advances small 
loans to deserving individuals from the Kalat State funds 
for agricultural purposes and without interest. Advances 
have also been occasionally granted by the 'British Govern
ment for political reasons to headmen and others. Tw.o 
of the most important are an advance of Rs. 12,ooo, bearing 
interest at 5 per cent. repayable in 12 years, made to Mir 
Muhammad , Hasan, son of the late Khan Bahadur Allah 
Dad Khan, Taingazai, and one of Rs. 7,ooo bearing in
terest at 4 per cent. and repayable in annual instalments 
of Rs. 6oo made to the Rustamzai chief and his brother. 

No systematic enquiries into the conditions of the culti
vators have ever been made, but, so far as the information 
available goes, there appear to be no signs of a general 
agricult1.1ral indebtedness. The only· data consist of the 
figures collected during the survey ope_rations in the Kahnak 
valley during 1899 and 1905 which may be taken as a 
fair index of the conditions prevailing in other parts of 
the district. Here, out of a total number of 375\ shabdnas · 
recorded in 8 villages, 6 shabdnas, Ii pas or about It l:'er 
cent. were found to be mortgaged for a sum of Rs. 3,5g8, 
while sales of only 4 shabdnas, 4! pas or about 1 per cent. 
had taken place. 

In years of drought or abnormal failure of crops, those 
people who depend largely on dry ci:ops incur debt, but 
such debts do not remain unpaid for any length oftime. In 
irrigated land the cultivators occasionally find it necessary 
to raise small loans for cleaning .and repairing kareses, but 
unless these projects are unsuccessful, which is seldom 
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the case, they are not seriously handicapped by such loans. 
Loans obtained from Hindus are generally repayable at 
harvest and the usual rate of interest is 4 annas per rupee 
per annum or 25 per cent. In all tribal areas, except Mun
gachar, the maximum interest allowed is 8 annas in the 
rupee or so per cent. on the total amount of the loan after 
two years. At Katat and Mastung, where the circulation of 
the money is more extensive, exorbitant rates of interest are 
sometimes charged varying from 25 to 75 per cent. per 
annum. Loans for short periods are generally advanced by 
verbal agreement either on personal or other security. 
Few mortgages are held by Hindus, and in such cases the 
mortgage is nearly always without possession, the Hindu 
receiving a share in the produce as interest liO long as the 
principal remains unpaid. 

For the most part, mortgages of land are arranged 
bttween the cultivators themselves, and in all such cases 
the mortgagee enters on possession. The terms are always 
committed to writing. Three forms are known :-gtihv or 
rakn, haiwafa and ifara. Under the first and the common
est system the land remains with the mortgagee, who takes 
the produce as interest, until redemption. Under the 
haiwafa system, the mortgage is regarded from religious 
motives as a temporary sale, and the use of the word 
"mortgage " is scrupulously avoided in the agreement. 
The conditions ordinarily provide that a certain piece of 
land is sold for "a certain period for such and such amount 
and that the sener (who is virtually the mortgagor) aban
dons all his rights to the land for this period." Should 
the land not be redeemed after the lapse of the term a 

· fresh agreement is entered into. The mortgagee takes 
the whole produce of the mortgaged land. .!Jtira is not 
as common as other forms. When a loan is advanced under 
this system, the land forming the security is handed over to 
the mortgagee for a certain number of years, during which 
the produce is taken by the latter in repayment hoth of 
principal and interest. 

Horses, camels, bullocks, donkeys, sheep and goats are 
the principal domestic animals. Fowls are also reared, and 
fetch 4 annas to 8 annas each, according to size. Eggs 
cost from 3 annas to 6 annas a dozen. Nearly every 
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household possesses a shaggy sheep dog for purposes of 
protection, some of wh~h are very savage. Greyhounds for 

: coursing are kept by the rich. 
, ' Information about the different breeds of horses in Balu
chistan, their rearing and training and the system of breeding 
adopted by the Army Remount Department will be found in 
a monograph published in zgos under the authority of the 
Revenue Commissioner in Baluchistan.* Breeding from 
Government stallions is now popular, although the people 
still prefer local bred animals. for their own riding. The 
principal breeders are the Khan of Kalat, the Shahwanis and 
Garrani Bangulzais ·or Mastung, the Langavs of Mungacbar, 
a few Saiadzai Bangulzais of lsplinji, the Sarparras of 

I 
Gurgina, the Rustamzais of Kahnak and some of the Saiads 
of Mastung. 

The Mastung and Mungachar' horses are bil!, powerful 
animals, and a good many animals are owned half and half 
with people living in Kachhi, the latter feeding them in winter 
and the highland owners in summer. The bulbul breed of 
the Shahwanis and the atlas breed belonging to the Khan 
are the best known local breeds in the district. 

The price of horses varies considerably, good ones fetching 
Rs. 300 to Rs. soo or more. Mares are generally more 
expensive than horses. 

The following statement gives statistics of branded mares, 
etc,, in Sarawan on the 31st of March, 1904. The stallions 
are only located in the district in the spring and summer. 
In winter they are removed to Sibi, Kachhi and Sind; 

Name of 
stand. 

Mastung. 

Kalat ... 

Total ... 

\ 

No of I stallions. 

8 

4 

---
12 

So. of 
branded 

marei. I 
Colts by I Government 
stallions. 

179 65 

... ... 
----- ----

179 6s 

Fillies by I 
Government Geldings 

stallions. 

54 93 

I .. . 
------ ----

55 93 

• Baluchista11 Monog,-aph Series: Ho,-ses, Horse B,-eeding and Horse 
Management in Baluchistan by R. Hughes Buller, I.C.S., with 
appendix by Major H. M. Patterson, Army Remount Deparbment, 
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The camel is the most common transport animal every· 
where, It is not only useful to the people during their 
migrations but adds considerably by its earnings to their 
means of livelihood. Sarawan camels not only provide trans
port for the local trade between Quetta, Kalat and places in 
Jhalawan and Panjgur, but also work on the Nushki-Seistan 
trade route, on the Harnai-Fort Sandeman road; and in 
carrying coal from the Sor Range mines to Quetta. When 
in Kachhi they are engaged in carrying merchandise for 
short distances on a system called llateti, and they some
times go as far as Sind in search of work. The Langavs 
are the most enterprising of those engaged in the carrying 
trade. 

Male camels vary in price from Rs. 6o to Rs. 120 ; female 
camels fetch from Rs. 40 to Rs. So. 

No statistics are availaole, but the total number of camels 
in the country was estimated at about w,ooo in 1904 
including not more than 1 ,soo females. The principal owners 
are the Ungavs ; the Shahwanis of Khad, notably the 
Surizais, Kishanis, Shahozais, Umaranis, and Ghul, and the 
Kisbani Shahwanis of Kishan, more particularly the sec
tion known as Kabbarzais ; the Bangulzais, especially the 
Gwand Badduzais living in l\1astung, the Koh Badduzais of 
Isplinji, and the Bijjarzais ; the Kurds, chiefly the Madezais 
and Masudanis of Dasht, the Zardarzais of 1\larav, the 
Shudanzais of Quetta and the Sahtakzais of Zarakhu ; 
Khalichani and Shangarani Lahris of 1\lastung; the Bamb
kazai Muhammad Shahis of Shirinab and the Surozai 
Muhammad Shahis of Kuak; and lastly the Murrai Sarpar
ras of Gurgina and the Rodenzai Sarparras of Kahnak. 
Large herds of camels belonging to the Ubbuzai section of 
the M urrai Sarparras are to be found_ in Chagai and in Rod 
in Afghan territory. Among other owners may be mention
ed the Kullois and Khurasanis of Mungachar, the Sheikh 
Husainis and Summalaris of Kahnak; the Nicharis of 
Kuak and the Kambranis of Mungachar. E.~tcept in the 
neighbourhood of Narmuk, where water is scarce and 
pasture comparatively scanty, camels may be found from 
April to October in all parts of the district. The best 
known·Iocalities are Mungachar, including Chhappar, Mas
tung, including Khad, Kuak, and Bhalla Dasht; owing to 
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. the abundant growth of the rzf!kit plant" (Sumda monia) in AGRicuL- · 
, recent years, which is a favourite camel fodder, large num-_ TURE. 
I bers of camels from all parts of the district flock to the 
Gurgina valley between March and September. The dis~ 
trict is almost entirely deserted in the winter. 

The breed indigenous to the district is known as paskmi 
or kkunisani. Si1;1d camels are known as len: and other · 
breeds are jkalawani, Rkarani and makrani. The :tast named 
are used almost entirely for riding purposes. In some of the 
dry crop tracts, especially in Bhalla Dasht, Khad and Gur
gina, camels are employed in tilling the soi.J. In ploughing 
with camels two men are required, one to lead the animals 
and the other to follow the plough. 

The bullocks bred in B::l.la Nari and Bhag Nari are well Cattle. 

known as suitable for agricultural, siege-train and army trans-
port purposes, and they are much. sought after in all parts of 
the district. Cows are also obtained from the same locality 
and sbme are good milkers. Fe~ cattle are kept for breed-
ing, the cultivators preferring to replace their losses with 
animals bred in tracts where fodder is less expensive. The 
milk supply of the inhabitmts is obtained almost entirely 
from sheep and goats. 

The price of a pair of bullocks varies from Rs. 70 to 
Rs. r8o and of a co~ from Rs. 30 to Rs. 8o. 

The donkey is to be seen in almost every Brahui encamp- Donkeys. 
ment ; donkeys are also kept by the local Hindus for trans-
port and riding, while many are owned by the Khan. Sollie of 
the Dehwars of Kalat,called kkarkdror donkeymen, keep good 
donkeys for transport between Kal:it and Zahri or Quetta, the 
usual rate charged being Re. 1 per maund. Before the North-
W estern Railway was opened, the kkarkars used to travel 
so far afield as Shikarpur. The usual load carried by 
donkeys is not less than, three maunds and sometimes 4 
maunds and more. The Mungachar breed is the best and 
the largest in the district and much sought after by the 
Afghan labourers employed at Quetta. Since 1904, en
couragement has been given by Government to donkey 
breeding on the same lines as to horse· breeding and two 
donkey stallions were stationed at Mastung and Kalat respec. 
tively during 1905. · 

The price of a donkey varies from Rs. 30 to roo. 
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The subject of flockowning, etc., has been fully dealt 
with in the Jhalawan Gasetteer. Though not so important 
as in the Jhalawan country, flockowning is, nevertheless, 
very extensively followed as an agricultural pursuit and the 

' products of the flocks constitute a large part of the food of 
the people. The principal flockowning sections are :-Koh 
Badduzai, Gohramzai and Mazarani among the Bangulzais ; 
Kallozais, Shahozai and Surizai among the Shahwanis ; 
Brahimzai, Haidarzai, and Zoberani among the Lahris ; 
Surozai among the Muhammad Shahis ; l\ladezai among 
Kurds; Jarzais and Murrais among Sarparras; and many 
sections of the Langav tribe, especially Zahrazai, Purduzai, 
Summakzai, Durrakzai, Malangzai, Sheikhzai and Koharizai. 
Sheep fetch from Rs. 4 toRs. 7, lambs Rs. 2 toRs. 3, goats 
Rs. 3 to Rs. 5, kids about Re. 1-8-o. Owing to the large 
demand for sheep, gC\ats, lambs and kids in Quetta, prices 
have risen considerably in recent years. • 

Pasture Lucerne, both fresh and dry, is the best fodder availaQ for 
!fffi~:ft~e:~~ horses and bullocks, and reference to its use has already 
feeding been made. This fodder is, however, expensive. The 
cattle. li:'reen stalks of maize and judr are also used as fodder for 

_cattle and horses, while the straw of mu11g and peas is a 
favourite food with camels. \Vheat blulsa is, however, ~he 
principal fodder of all the larger animals: 

Sheep and goats roam over the hills and valleys and find 
abundant pasture in most years. The principal pasture 
grounds ( kahcl1ar) in the district are Do!li.ban in the Harboi; 
Bolkhe and Morgand to the north of Kalat ; Purdu, Dabar 
and Dallo in Chhappar; Sohr and Kur in .Mungachar ; 
the watershed separating M ungachar from Khad and 
Kuak ; the southern parts of the Gurgina valley ; the 
Shlshar valley near Isplinji ; Khar in Marav ; and Zarakhu 
to the north of Spezand. Except the Domban, which has 
long been reserved by the Shahwanis; no restrictions are 
imposed by one tribe against the pasturage being utilised 
by members of another. In Mungachar, Chhappar and 
round Kalat, the Khan in some years reserves a tract for his 
own flocks of camels. The Langav Chief also reserves a 
small tract in Mungachar. The Dehwars of Katat cut green 
jhir or butav and make wisps of it for use with bhzlsa. The 
Shahwanis cut grass from the Domban, the total outturn 
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during the year being estimated between 6oo and 700 camel
loads. Gwasht, have, dahh, haddin, kashum, kaj and katal 
are the principal grasses of the district, but they seldom 
grow in sufficient quantities to admit of their being profit
ably cut for cattle feeding. 

No scientific enquiries into prevailing cattle diseases have 
ever been made. The following notes of these diseases, 
their characteristics, and local remedies have been compiled 
for the purposes of the gazetteer, chiefly with the object of 
assisting any expert who may undertake the study of the 
subject in the future. . 

The most dangerous diseases are considered to be rikho 
in sheep ; busmarg and garr in goats ; · chalri in cattle ; 
kullok and garr in camels ; and sargir and khukak in 
horses. Except kullock and sarg{r, all are infectious, and 
segregation is immediately resorted to. 

Diarrhrea (rlkho) prevails among sheep and goats in the 
spring when the pasture is new and the a.nimals over-eat. 
The usual remedy is to mix dry apricots with water and 
administer the preparation. Fresh milk with gM is also 
sometimes administered. The symptoms of busmarg, also 
known as pifuk (possibly pleuro-pneumoni"a contagi"osa), are 
discharge of fluid from the nose, loss of appetite, and erup
tions on the lungs. A kind of inoculation is practised by 
taking a portion of the lung of a diseased animal and 
inserting it in a slit made in the right . ear of each of the 
remainder of the flock. In garr or itch, a curious remedy is 
resorted to. A snake is killed and roasted with mustard oil. 
A slit is made at the end of the tail of each goat and the 
incised part is dipped in the boiling oil. When camels 
suffer from itch, an application of coal tar and kerosine oil 
or •Jf a paste made of the ashes of the ki"rar tree is useful. 
Chdlri appears to be a kind of foot and mouth disease and 
is common, too, among sheep. The usual remedies include 
the application of pounded capsicums on the affected parts, 
or the inhalation of smoke from a donkey's hoof or from 
burning tamarisk wood. 

Kullok is peculiar to camels, the symptoms being a cough 
and discharge of fluid from the eyes and nose. The reme
dies include branding round the ears and between the fore
legs, a~d a dose of country liquor mixed with powdered 
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ginger. Sarglr is an acute cough; Mukak is marked by 
shiv~ring fits, cough and the appearance of a gathering in 
the throat. 

Other diseases from which sheep suffer include pasechav 
or pdsechau, the symptom of which is a flow of liquid 
from the nose ; pklhi or plhi, an internal ulcer ; and 
drikkoll or staggers. Sheep and goats suffer from a disease 
of the liver ( jaghar karam ); cattle from dysentery (sehr or 
sedal) ; and camels from inflamm.ation of the chest (sf napa), 
a less aggravated form, of itch called rush, and colic ( kha~). 
In nearly all ·cases a charm by a Saiad or other person of 
religious sanctity is regarded as a specific. In c:~ses of pox 
(putav) among sheep,. goats or camels, inoculation is done 
by the same classes. 
'The necessity of irrigation to ensure a crop, owing to the 

precariousness of the rainfall, has already been explained, 
and it is from \hese circumstances that the kdn!s derives 
its importance as a source of irrigation. Other sources of 
supply tt.re springs and streams, the perennial flow of which 
is diverted into artificial channels for purposes of irrigation. 
The statement given in Appendix II shows that in 19;,3 

there were 381 flareses in the district, of which, however, 
only 250 were running ; 87 springs and 12 streams. The 
largest number of kareses is found in the Mastung niabat 
which had no less than 141 running in 1903. Next follow 
Mungachar, Katat and Gurgina with Kardgap. 

Of the springs, the largest are the Chashma at Kalat, the 
Dud ran irrigating the Chhappar valley, the Bhalla Chashma 
at Iskalku, two springs at Kishan and Sbekhri, and the 
three springs known as Chashma Kahnak Khali, Chashma 
Shamezai and Chashma Babri in the Kahnak valley. Of 
the streams, the largest are also to be found in the Mastung 
valley, viz., the Rod-i-Sariab, Rod-i-Pashkarm, Rod-i-Shirf
nab, and the Mobi ; the Sarawan river supplies irrigation in 
J oMn, Jam and Barari. 

The area irrigated by an average spring or kardis may be 
judged from the figures collected during the survey operations 
of Kahnak conducted in 1905. The irrigable area surveyed 
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amounted to 9,629 acres, including 69 acres under gardens. 
Of this I ,648 acres, including 6 acres under garden, was 
irrigated by four springs, giving an average .of 4I2 acres to· 
each spring. The remaining 7,98I acres were irrigated by 
26 kareses or an average of about 306 acres to each kares. 
The largest ktinJs in Kahnak is Guldahan, which irrigates 
635 acres, and the largest spring is Kahnak Khali, irrigat .. 
ing 925 acres. But, while the figures given above may be 
taken to indicate. the mean area cultivated by a kares or 
spring, much more copious sources of supply are known to 
exist than even the largest found in Kahnak. Among 
ktinfses the Bahram Shahi and Tindlan in Mastung and 
among springs the Chashma at Kal:it and th~ Dudran in 
Chhappar, may be mentioned. ' 

Kareses, or usderground water channels, are an important 
source of irrigation. A scientific e~lanation of the k,lres 
written by Mr. R. D. Oldham, A.R.S.M., F.G.S., of the 
Geological Survey of India, will be found on pages I43-46 
of the Quetta-Pishin Gazetteer. 

The only kares diggers living in the country are people 
from Mungachar, chiefly Langavs belonging to the Dingan
zai and Baikh:inzai sections, Zagar Mengals, and Khuni
sanis. A few Dehwars of Mastung and Mali Mengals of 
Dasht-i-Goran have also learnt the art. Ghilzai Afghans, 
who visit the district in winter, were formerly · much 
sought after, when work was to be undertaken, but the 
Langavs have now supplanted them in nearly all cases. 

The work of kdres digging or repairing is done by parties 
of four, each party being technically known as a charkk. 
The name is derived from the " windlass " which forms the 
most important part of their equipment. The work is 
occasionally done by contract, but the usual method is piece
work, the rates for which vary according to the nature of 
the soil. It is also customary for the employers to supply 
food, which generally consists of from 7 to 10 kasas of 
wheat, 'I seer of salt, i seer of tobacco, and R. I on 
account of meat per man per mensem. The owner. also 
supplies the windlass and all necessary tools, oil for lamps, 
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and loin cloths (lanki). The cash rates for sinking wells in 
ordinary soft soil vary from Ans. 1-6 to Ans. 3 per Kandakari• 
yard and an enhanced rate of Ans. 4 per yard is given when 
the soil is hard and stony. The rate for excavating 
tunnels varies from Ans. 5 to Rs. 3 per yard according to 
the nature of the soil. Open channels are paid for at rates 
varying from Ans. 8 to 1 rupee. 

The usual payment for cleaning (lai'kaski) wells and 
tunnels is Ans. 4 per day in addition to food. 

The excavation of a kanJs is an expensive business and 
it is therefore- generally constructed by joint capital 
and owned by several co-sharers. Reference has been 
made in the section on Land Revenue to the forms of 
proprietorship called kalang skarik or li'chz'kki, j'dvi and 
daghari which have resulted from such co-operation. 

Passage for a kares 'hrough land belonging to a stranger 
is allowed on payment of compensation either in the form 
of a share in the kdres or of cash. That it is unusual to 
refuse the passage of a permanent source of water supply is 
indicated by the saying of the countryside : " Dir-t-arwat 
arena nidm dn kasar e .. ; i.e., the water must have its 
course, even between husband and wife, and " Gwas sagh e 
'khap kek "; a gwas must divide even the cleaned grain heap 
on its way. 

In selecting a site for a kdres the excavators are guided 
solely by experience and have no scientific knowledge. A 
site is generally taken along the banks of a hill torrent 
or where such a torrent debouches from the mountains into 
the valley. Note is also taken of the appearance of moisture 
after rain and of the presence of moisture-loving shrubs and 
grasses. The next step is to dig one or two trial wells 
(gomdna), and if they prove successful, other wells are dug 
and connected by tunnels (namlnlr) until the water reaches 
the surface. 

In order to increase the supply of water, it is sometimes 
found necessary to construct several branches at the top of 

• The Kandahdri yard is about 42 inches. 
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the kares. The wells which are sunk at t~e upper end in the 
water bearing strata are known as avidun, those near th~ 
mouth as topalu", and the open channel at the end ·as rolna. 
Open channel work is generally done in the spring and 
summer. Tunnel work is done in autumn and winter i it 
cannot be executed during the summer on account of the gas 

which accumulates. 
The cultivators lay much stress on a moderate distance. 

being maintained between a new kares and an existing one. 
It is never less than 40 yards, but is generally more. There 
is no recognized custom about the distance to be observed 
and it depends a good deal on the nature of the locality. In 
Zard, kares wells may be noticed in close proximity to one 
another, while in other well cultivated places, such as Mastling', 
the distance is generally 200 to 250 yards or more. 

The cost of the construction of a' kares varies with its 
length and the nature of the soil. Usually it is from Rs. 2,ooo 
toRs. 2o,ooo and in special cases it may be higher. The 
kares in Marav is said to have cost the Kurds nearly a lakh. 

All the western and west central part of the District is 
admirably adapted for the extension of the kares system. 
Khad is said to be too level for kareses to be excavated with 
success but wells might probably take their place. 

The rats of the kares makes the necessary arrangements 
for its repair and supervises the work; If the work is heavy 
and especially if tunnels and wells have to be cleared· (lai or 
lai kash~), the services of professional kares diggers are 
engaged, and the cost is found by the co-partners in pro
portion to their shares in water. For work which require 
no special skill, especially the clearing of the open channel, 
chher-the labour-is provided by the co-partners. · 

The water from streams is generally raised by means 
of certain dams (gandko) thrown across the bed. The dams 
are of a temporary character and have to be reconstructed 
aftt:r heavy floods. The supply of water in almost all places 
where irrigation is taken from streams is abundant and 
exceeds what the land requires. 

The only large dam which has ever been constructed 
8 
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in the District, ':"as one made by the L:ingavs about 18go 
across the Shfdnab river in the Mungachar valley near 
the lands called Dahbar in Brinchinnau. It was carried 
away by a flood about two years after its construction 
and has not since been replaced. 

Permanent sources of water, except when the water 
available is more than the land requires, are divided into a 
number of shares. the principal' ~hare being the shavana 
or the flow of a day and night. The minor divisions of 
a shavdna are ordinarily the nim or half shavana, also called 
Ml, tah, ldla, 'DJllkhl or 'DJllglul representing the flow of a 
day or night (12 hours); nim ht!l the flow of six hours; pas 
equal to three hours; and nim pas equal to 11 hours. In 
Kalat the pas and n{m pas are equal to 6 and 3 hours 
respectively, while in Mungachar and Gurgina it is the 
practice in some kar'eses to denominate the ordinary pas of 3 
hours as a hisuna p4s or palt:ka pas and the nlm pas of 1 i 
hours as a khdm pas or kacha pas. 

For practical purposes the smallest measure in use is the 
pas, and where individuals bold smaller shares than this, 
their turn is postponed until a fullpas, or, if the supply is a 
small one, until half or even a full shavdna has accumulat
ed. The actual distribution is conducted by the rals or other 
person charged with the work.· The system of div1sion is 
rude and not so elaborate as in some places, such as 
Nfchara, in the Jhalawan country. It is done during 
the day by dialling and during the night by reference 
to the stars. The four pas of the day are known as 
the awaliko pas; the nimroch or S'liJ4r-nd pas; the pt!shim-na 
pas, and the dlgar; those of the night are khuftan, nan-nd

nlm, sahur, and de-till. The first pas of the day generally 
commences about the time of the mulla's call to the morn
ing prayer, or, as the people say, when an old man's 
beard can be distinguished from a young man's. It is over 
when a man's shadow reaches a distance equivalent to that 
of ten bare feet from him. If the pas commences at sunrise, 
as is the case at Isplinji, it will be over when the shadow has 
receded to a distance of seven bare feet from the man. The 
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second pas is completed at noon when the body throws no 
shadow, and the third and the fourth pas are over when the 
shadow has reached points at a distance of s and 18 bare feet 
from the man." At Isplinji the third pas is over when the 
distance is 7 bare feet, and the fourth lasts till sunset. 

In the division by night, the stars, which are used as a 
guide, are changed about once a month. In July at Iskalku 
those used are the roskan istar,- the paur; and thl! t{r-band. 
The first pas is over on the disappearance of the first ; the 
second and third pas are completed when the paur and 
fir-band appear in the East, while the fourth lasts till the 
mulla's call to prayer. 

Arrangements for the distribution of the. water among the 
cultivators are made by mutual consent early in the spring 
of each year. The turn o£.each of the sha~eholders is fixed 
by casting lots (tir), and the arrangement is considered ab
solutely binding, and hence the saying : "Dek tira, nz"nd 
dlra," put in your lot and. sit at a distance. The turns con
tinue throughout the year. A man who possesses, say, one
sixteenth of a sluzvana in a Rtin!s having a course of IS 

skavanas does not necessarily receive I~ hours of water 
daily, but he has to wait, as already explained, till a pas 
or more has accumulated. 

AGRICUL-
TURE. 

The only stream in which an artificial water divide is Water 

used is the Chashma at Kalat. At a distance of about 20 divides. 

yards from the sp~ing a wooden divide, called tagkar is 
placed asross the stream, dividing it into 4! stream.s, called 
Bun-i-Koh, Rais-tok, Joi-Ghulaman, Joi-Tut, and Gom. 
The two last named belong to the Khan, and are taken off 
at the first divide. The remaining streams run together 
until they are separated by a second divide about ISO yards , 
lower down. Exchanges of water to suit the convenience 
of the Khan and the Dehw~rs of Kalat are not infrequently 
made between the different streams. 

In order to distribute the water of hill torrents proportion- ·o· · · f 
IVISIOD 0 

ately among units of a tribe or among individuals, a small flood water. 

embankment is thrown across the bed of each important o·ne, 
as soon as it leaves the mountain slopes. The water having 
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been thus diverted into a common course, is then taken off 
in smaller channels called pa11. The place of distribution 
is known as bUkari and further sub-division is, if necessary, 
carried out by constructing minor channels, also called 
lf'WOII. 

Mills, locally known as asidh, are worked on the per
manent supplies of water, and reference to their number , 
and the localities where they are found has been made in 
the section on Land Revenue. They are ingeniously, 
though simply and roughly, constructed on the same princi
ple as thllse found in India. A position is selected where a 
sufficient fall can be obtained by making an artificial embank
ment ( tarai) and the flow of water reaches the mill through 
a water shoot ( md11u ). A wooden shaft furnished with 
horizontal flang.es { charkh) is placed in position beneath a 
platform on which are two mill stones (pur), the lower 
being fixed and the upper one or runner, attached to the 
shaft. Over the mill stones is fixed a wooden receptacle (dol) 

for the grain, of the shape of an inverted cone which is 
connected .by a trough with a hole in the upper mill stone 
through which the grain passes. The revolutions of the 
mill stone cause the small trough below this receptacle to 
vibrate and shake the grain into the mill. The vibrations 
can be regulated by an ingenious string arrangement. 

The mill stones are surrounded by a low mud wall ( drd) 

A:hdna) for catching the flour which is removed at intervals 
with a long handled wooden spade, called pdhori. Over all, 
is constructed a mud roof as a protection from the weather. 
Mill stones are generally obtained from the Band mountain 
near Gidar and occasionally also from the Singindaz portion 
of the Shah-i-Mardan mountain near Kalat. The cost of a 
pair varies from Rs. 22 to 28. ,Loris and the owners them
selves import the stones. 

Mills are generally constructed by the owners of the land 
and water, and the expenditure varies from about Rs. 200 

1 to 300. The miller (asidhd11) receives wages generally in 
the form of a share in the corn ground and a tip, called 
shagirddna. Thus, at the Dudran water mills, ·the wages 
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consist of one-tenth of the total corn ground plus two seers 
of flour on every so kdsds of grain. Hindus• pay cash rates . 
for milling at the rate of 4 annas for every three local 
maunds ground plus one seer of flour on account of 
skagirdana. The· outturn of a mill varies with the water 
power and management. It is estimated at 5 to 12 maunds. 
in different places. 

Reference to the forms of tenancy and tenures will be 
found in the section on Land Revenue in Chapter III. 
Rent everywhere is paid in kind, and a division of the ~otal 
produce of the crop ·is made between the landlord and the 
tenant. In some cases where the Khan's lands are 
cultivated by his dependants, the latter who supply labour. 
only, receive subsistence allowances of grain and a cash 
allowance every half-year. 

AGRICUL
:ruaB.,'. 

RENTS, 
WAGES AND 
PRICES, 

Method of:. The common system oq irrigated lands is known as the distributioli 
sekak, in accordance with which the landlord supplies the of produce 

seed and manure, and th~ tenant has to find the plough ::~d~~ated 
bullocks and to arrange for the transport of manure to the 
fields. The landlord, who is usually responsible for the 
payment of the revenue, receives two-thirds of the total pro-
duce, the remaining one-third forming the share of the· 
tenant. In a few cases the revenue share is paid from the 
common heap and is borne by both the landlord and the 
tenant, this system being known a~ the· kar tomaka-td nz'O.m 
an, or kar do san:. In the Chashma lands at Kaiat, the 
tenant receives one-fourth of the total produce, whilst in 
Mastung this division of one-fourth and three-fourths is 
applied only to the autumn (sabsbar) crops, the spring crops 
being subject to the· usual conditions, viz., the division· of 
produce between the tenant and the landlord in the pro-
portion of one-third and two-thirds respectively. The 
rates of rent which include revenue on the Crown lands are 
described under Land Reve!lue and Appendix No. VIII 
shows the rates prevailing in different parts of the country. 

When the tenant supplies seed, labour and bullocks, the 
usual rent paid t'? the landlord is one~fourth of the total 
produce, . while in some cases it is also as much as one-half. 

-. 
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But if only labour is found by the tenant, and the landlor 
supplies seed arid bullocks, the usual share received by ·the 
latter is fiv~·sixths and sometimes also seven-eighths, the 
remaining one-sixth or one-eighth being paid to the tenant. 
At Johan the landlord and the tenant suJ:'ply the seed in 
equal shares and the bullocks are found by the latter. One
sixth of the produce is first set aside as payment for the 
labour supplied by the tenant, and the balance is divided 
equally between him and the landlord. At Isplinji, where the 
owners of water are not necessarily the owners of the land, 
it i~ usual for ·the owner of water to supply the seed, labour 
and bullocks and pay one-sixth of the total produce to the 
land owner. 

For crops which require special care and attention, the 
rates of rent vary. In ptilesdt the produce is usually divid· 
ed into five equal shares ; one share is set apart for the 
tenant (hasgar) who has ploughed and prepared the land 
for cultivation, and the remaining four shares are divided 
equally between the landlord and the pdldswdn. The latter 
provides the seed and is responsible for the crop. When 
the tenant supplies the seed, and acts as pateswdn, the land
lord receives two-fifths of the whole. At Kalcit these rates 
apply also to tobacco, carrots, onions and potatoes. 

According to the system prevailing in dry crop 
lands the tenant (lath-basgar) provides the seed, labour 
and bullocks and pays one-fourth on account of rent. 
In Gurgina and Kardgap he pays one-third under the same 
conditions, but the more common pr1;1.ctice in these localities 
is that, in addition to supplying labo~r and bullocks, the 
tenant must also provide half the seed ; in this case he is 
entitled to one-half of the total produce. ln N armuk, where 
the tenants are chiefly tenants-at-will, one-sixth of the total 
produce is set apart for the tenant's labour in connection 
with the crop, and the remainder is divided equally between 
the landlord and the tenant, on the condition that the latter 
provides bullocks and half the seed. In other parts of the 
district, the tenant-at-will's share is usually one-sixth, and he 
is only required to give labour, all other requisites being 
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provided by the landlord. In Mungachar, Kalat and its RuTB; 
WAGES AND 

neighbourh<;>od and also at Iskalku, Sbekhri and Kishan, Pau:as. 
where the landlord supplies the seed, the tenant is respon-
sible for labour and bullocks only, and the outturn is equally 
divided between them ; but in the same circumstances at 
Nimargh, Gurgina, and Kardgap the rent paid by the tenant 
to the landlord is two-thirds. 

The land tenures prevailing in the Kurd tribal area are 
complicated and not very clear, but as far as information is 
available, the following appears to be the system in vogue. 

System of 
produce 
rents in the 
Kurd tribal 

A reference has been made in the section on " Tenants" to area. 

the forms of tenancy, which are known locally as ckdrz"k, 
sekak, and nlma shashz"k. Under the chdrz"k system the pro-
prietor receives one-fourth of the produce as rent, while 
under the sekak system he receives one-third. With regard 
to the nima shashik system it would appear that if the tenant 
(latk-hasgar) himself cultivates the land, he must supply 
bullocks, labour and half the seed ; the other half of the seed 
being found by the proprietor (hohtar). When the produce 
is divided, one-sixth of the total outturn is first set apart 
for the tenant on account of what is known as the lath-nd-kall, 
the remainder of the heap is then divided in equal shares by 
the hohlar and the latk-hasgar. But should the lath-hasgar 
introduce a sub-tenant (fasal batera) to cultivate the land, 
he is only entitled to receive one-sixth on account of his latk-
114-hak and the remainder of the produce is divided equally 
between the·hohtdr and thefasal hatera, the latter supplying 
half the seed. If the fasal bfltera is employed by the hohtdr, 
one-twelfth of the produce only is paid to the lath-hasgar on 
account of lath-nd-kak. This would appear to be the origin 
of the term nlm shashik, which literally means half one-sixth, 
i.e., one-twelfth. 

Under the ckdrik and sehak systems it is usual for the ' 
fasal hatera to join the lath-hasgar in supplying half the seed 
and to receive one-half of the total produce. Under the 
nlma shashz"k system, if, as a matter of convenience, the whole 
of the seed is supplied by the latk-hasgar in addition to the 
bullocks and labour, which he is bound to furnish, the rent 
received by the hohtdr is one-fourth of the total produce. 

The following ·statement summarises the shares due 
to the various parties under the different conditions 
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mentioned above, it being assumed for purposes of conve- · 
nience that the total produce is divided into twelve equal 
shares :.;._ 

Name of 
eyotem. 

shares. •hareo. &harea. I Prop~etors' I. Te!nto'\Sub-te~ants'' ------- -----~------~--------------
I, Chlirik •. 

:a. Do. 

3• Sehak .. 

4• Do. 

S· Nlma 
shashik .... 

(·• Do. 

7• Do. 

3 

3 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

9 

3 6 

8 

2 6 

2 lath- ml.-hak. 
5 

Do. s 

I In this case the tenant 
1

1 

supplies seed, bullocks 
and labour. 

I 
The tenant and sub

tenant supply the seed, 
bullocks and labour in 
equal shares. 

The tenant supplies 
seed, bullocks and la
bour. 

The tenant and sub
tenant supply the seed 
in equal shares, and the 
sub-tenant the bullocks 
and labour. 

I I 

I The landlord and ten
ant supply the seed in 
equal shares and the 
tenant cultivates the 
land with his own bul-. 
locks. The tenant has a 
permanent occupancy 
right and cannot be eject
ed without reasonable 
cause. 

In this case the sub
tenant is engaged by the 
tenant, who retains his 
occupancy right. The 
landlord and sub-tenant 
supply the seed in equal 
shares. 

Tbe sub-tenant is en· 
gaged by the landlord 
and both supply the 
seed in equal shares. 

I 
The tenant retains his 
occupancy rights. 

In irrigated lands it is a part of the duties of the tenants 
to transport the landlord's share of produce to his house, 
to give one or two J>ullock loads of firewood during the 
year, to carry his corn to the mill, and to help him with 
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materials that may be required for the 
repair of buildings. 

construction or : RENTs, 
·WAGES AND. 

There is no regular cooly class or any regular tariff of 
wages ; but it would appear that there i~ a tendency 
towards a general increase in the rates during the last few 
years, this tendency being especially noticeable in the 
centres of trade and population. The classes engaged in 
local handicrafts receive no fixed wages, and their remunera
tion is usually determined by mutual agreement. Wh~n 

felts are given out for manufacture, the wages vary from· 
Ans. 8 to Rs. 2 per yard according to_ the quality of the · 
design. Goldsmiths receive ans. 4 and an·s. 8 on. every 
tola of silver and gold respectively used in making up the 
ornaments; and it has been estimated. that shoemakers, 
blacksmiths and brick-layers at Kalat can earn from ans. 8 
to ans. xo per diem. 

Labourers engaged for reaping crops (lazgar} include men 
and women, and their wages (lat) consist of one-twentieth 
of the crop harvested, and their children are 'also permitted 
to glean the fields (kkoska-cktnz). Women who are engaged 
by cultivators to help in collecting, cleaning and winnowing 
the threshed crop receive half a kasa of wheat per day. 
Labourers employed in constructing embankments are paid 
at rates varying from ans. 4 to ans. 6 per day, the bullocks, 
tools· and other requisites being supplied by the employer. 

Herds of female camels are usually entrusted to the 
Jat graziers of Kachhi, who receive R. r per annum for 
every animal pla~ed in their charge. Camelmen (sarwan} 
receive from ito l of the hire, the cost of the feed of the 
camels being_ borne by the owner. It is not usual for the 
camel driver to purchase a share in the camel, which for this 
purpose is divided into four sha~es, a leg being th~ unit. 
In this case the driver receives the hire of his share in 
addition to his wages. There is a regular trade between 
Makran and Kalat in wheat and dates, the former being 
exported to Makran and dates brought back in exchange. 
Camel-owners engaged in this carrying trade· receive one
half of· the dates, and this system of payment is locally 
known as gwacki. 

The regular village servants other than those already 
mentioned in the section on Land Revenue are car-

PRICES, 
WAGJ:8. 

Agricultural 
labourers. 

Camel-herds-

Village 
servants. 
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RuTS, penters, blacksmiths, and crop watchers (toho). In the 
WAGEa AND • g~eater part of the district the. work of blacksmith ·and 

PRICES. carpenter is performed by the Loris. Each worker has his 
o~n circle, and the appointment is generally hereditary. 
The remuneration is usually paid in kind and varies in 
different parts. In the Mastung valley it consists of 2 kastis 
of wheat and 2 kasas of barley from each shabana or division 
of water. The crop watchers are appointed for special 
crops and their payments vary in different localities. Thus, 
for instance, at Isplinji they are appointed only for the Juar 
crop and they receive one-twelfth of the total produce as 
wages. In Mungachar they are engaged for both the 
wheat and barley crops g~nerally for three terms aggre
gating about 5t months and receive •1 kasas on each 
shabana in addition to a small quantity of grain (t ktlsa) from 
every heap of grain separately threshed by the cultivator. 

PRICES, 

Mullas, who are for the most part Afghans, are not 
numerous. Those who are attached to the chiefs, generally 
receive fixed stipends, but those in charge of villages are 
maintained by fees, alms and by the tithes (sakat) subscribed 
by the villagers, generally one-tenth (dahak) of the produce of 
the lands and a proportion of the flocks. 

The middlemen or agents employed in the purchase of 
wool and ghi receive a commission of 5 per cent,, this pay
ment being known as rahdari. 

Wheat is the staple grain of the country. The prices 
vary according to the conditions of the seasons; the average 
rate in Kalat in 1853, the first year for which figures are 
available, was 2 maunds 8 seers ; in I874 it was I maund 
4 seers, while in I879 it was 5! seers. Since ~hen the rate 
has varied from I I to 27 seers, it being IJi seers in Igo2. 

In places near Quetta which are affected by its market, 
there has been a general rise in the rates of both grain and 
fodder, but the prices are steadier and the fluctuations are 
less marked. Thus in Mastung, where wheat was sold in 
1871 at 1 maund and 26 seers for the rupee, the average 
rate during the past few years has varied from I 2 to 

14 seers. 
The prices in the district are also affected by the harvests 

in Kachhi, where large numbers of Brahuis migrate during 

the winter. 
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.\ seer containing 88 tolas, and known as Kalati ser, is in 
general use throughout the district, and the weights in 
common use are the nem ser ( 44 tolas ), pao (22 tolas ), nem 
pao ( I I tolas) and ana (s! tolas). 

At Kalat and Mastung, British Indian standard weights 
and balance scales are kept by some traders for use in fur
nishing supplies to Government officials. Local weights, 
however, are in general use when dealing with the natives 
of the country. 

WEIGHTS 
AND 

M-EASURBS. 

The" weights used by goldsmiths are those common to Troy 
weights. 

other parts of India. The, table is as follows :-

8 ratti = I masha 
I 2 masha = I tola 

Grain is sold everywhere by wooden measures, the 
most common one being kasa or sark. Those in use by 
traders in the towns of Kalat and Mastung are gen
erally marked with the State seal. The. cultivators use 
their own kasas which contain about one chit tack more than. 
those used by traders. The different m-easures in ordinary 
use are shown below, the lowest unit being the chotra :-

2 Chotra 1 Yakman (also called yagman). 

or = 1 Kasa or sark. 
2 Yak man} 

4 Chotra 
so Kasa 1 Gwala. 
So Kasa 1 Kharwar. 

The gwala and kharwar are merely nominal, the kasa and 
. cllOtra being those actually in use. The yakman is only a 

domestic measure, a copper or other utensil being used for 
the purpose. 

In Jam, Barari and Robdar Kachhi measures are in use, 
the smallest unit being the pinrki :-

4 Pinrki 1 Topa. 
4 Topa = 1 Ka~a. 

6o Kasa = 1 Kharwar. 

The capacity of a kasa varies slightly in different locali
ties and also with the different kinds of grain for whichit 
is used. The grain always used for testing that of a new 

Measures of 
graio. 
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/uJ$a is mung. The following table shows the equivalent 
of /i.4sa of wheat in standard seers in different localities :-

Seers. Ch. Seers. Ch. 
Kal4t ... 5 9 Shlrinab. s Si 
Mungachar :- (Kaoeti village) 
(i) Zard (Mdsa-

zai village ) ... 5 6 Kurd area 5 7~ 
( ii) Sbahr 

Ghulam Jan ... 5 
(iii) Brio-

2 lsplinji s 
chinnau 5 Joban, Iskalku, 

( i v) Ziarat Shekhri, Kishan 
and Chhappar 5 131 and Narmuk s 8 

Rbad ... 5 10 Robdar,Jam 
Mastuog 5 5 and Barari ••• 6 8 

Nfmargb 5 61 
Gurglna and Kardgap 5 91 

Articles other than grain which are measured with the 
luua are salt {about 6 seers to the kasa), cumin seed and 

• pistachio fruit. 
The State officials in Mastung keep two kinds of kasa, 

known as the kalangi kdsa and the ijara wa battli wala Rds11 
for measuring the revenue grain. The former is smaller 
than the latter, and is used for receiving the fixed revenue 
grain (kalang) from the cultivators. It contains 5 seers 3~ 
chittacks standard in wheat and 3 seers 14 chittacks in 
barley. The fj'arri wa batdi wdla kdsa contains about two 
chittacks more than the kalangi Rdsa. It is used for receiving 
revenue grain fixed by contract or levied by division of the 
produce. 

Onions and potatoes are generally sold by the bag (gUm) 
which contains about 2 to 2l maunds. Firewood and bhtlsa 
are sold by the load, generally the camel load. Green fodder, 
such as lucerne, is sold by plots (kurda) or by the set of plots 
(lakhta). ·Wisps of dry lucerne (mora) are sold by number 
at so many for a rupee; and sheep's wool is also made into 
parcels (kds), each of which contains the wool from one 
sheep, and which are sold in the same way. 

Indefinite measures of grain known in the household are 
bd-nd-pkak, a mouthful; churu, the contents of four fingers; 
khafo, a handful ; chank, a double handful ; and sistfr, a do-:
mestic measure containing about 1; ckolra. Other terms 
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used by the cultivators in connection with the crops are muth, 
a fistful ; puli or baku, a bundle of sheaves ; hhdnflur or 
flhumh, the quantity that can be carried in two arms ; hadd, 
a man's load ;j'owal, a sackful; and tarangar, a netful. 

GM when purchased by the hanias is measured· with the 
chotra, which holds about 1! seers of liquid ghl. 

In Mastung and Kalat, the shopkeepers keep standard 
yards made of iron of 16 girhas or 36 inches, but they are 
only used for measuring expensive clotbs, such as silk. The 
commonest measure and the only one understood· by the 
people is the harish or arish, an indefinite measure varying 
with the stature of the customer. It is measured from the 
projecting bone of the customer's elbow round the end of the 
middle finger, when extended straight, and back to the lower 
knuckle joint. The flandahari yard, which is equal to about 
3 feet 6 inches, is used for measuring flares tunnels. 

During the survey operations in Kahnak and Tiri, the 
measures adopted were acres, roods, and poles, but the 
people do not understand them. Distances on the ground 
are measured by the pace {gam or fladam). Irrigated land 
is recognized by the proportion of w~ter attached to it, 
and for this purp"se every source of irrigation is divided into 
shares representing the flow of water for so many days and 
nights. 

The term jora is frequently used both in irrigated and 
unirrigated land, but has no definite value. It represents the 
land which can be brought under. cultivation during the 
year by a pair o(oxen. Cultivators also sometimes estimate 
the extent of a plot by the· quantity of seed which can be . 
sown in it. 

In the Pringabad circle of the Mastung nidhat the flow of 
. certain flart_ses which is divided into the ordinary shavanas 

and pas, receives a different nomenclature for revenue 
purposes. Thus, a shavana in some of the large sources of 
irrigation, such as Karez-i-Kandaki and Karez-i-Kahin, is 
divided into dang and naflhun, 6 dang making I shavana 
and 1 2 nallhzln making 1 dang. The flow of other sources 
is reckoned, in the same way, as equaJ to so many dangs of 
the large flares. In Tiri, a shavana of the Rod-i-Mobi is 
reckoned as equal to 32 dang, e~ch da11g consisting of 12 

naklmn. 
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Distances are known by such indefinite standards as horse 
or camel stages (mi'sil or ma£sil), more generally the latter. 
Camels travel during the whole night in summer and from 
sunrise to sunset during winter, and a march is usually 
about 15 miles. 

Chiefs and others who have dealings with Government 
officials know the English months, but the names used in 
documents are those of the Arabic months, viz.; -Mukarram; 
Safar,· Raln.'-ul-awal.; Rah£-us-sdn£,. Jamddz'-ul-awal,· jamddz
us-sam· ,· Raj'a!J ,· Skdbdn ,· Ramsdn ,· Skawdl; ZiRdd ,· and 
Z£lka1: The nine ckillas or periods. of 40 days into which 
the year is divided by the cultivators have been detailed in 
the section on Agriculture. 

The days of the week are those recognised by Muhamma
dans, Saturday called skam!Ja or awal kafta being the first 
day. The remaining are yak skam!Ja, Sunday; do skam!Ja, 
Monday; sek skam!Ja, Tuesday; char skamha, Wednesday; 
panj' skamha, Thursday ; and juma, Friday. The day (de) 
and the night (nan, also called skaf or skahj are divided into 
the following parts :-

. VERNACULAR NAMES. EXPLANATION. 

sac 
Sobh ••• 
oe-tik 
Chasht or chast 
Sowara 

Nem-roch 
Peshlm 

Kazi peshlm 
Burz-dlgar 

Dlgar 
De-kiahling 
Sham 
Khuftan 

Nem-shaf or Nan-na-m!m 
Sahtir (also called lJhalla 

sobh ,· or kukkur nd !Jdng) . 

The period ;about dawn. 
Morning. 
Sunrise. 
About two hours after sunrise. 
The morning meal time _about 3 

hours after sunrise. 
Noon. 
The hour of afternoon prayer, 

between 2 and 4 p.m. 
A little after 4 p.m. 
About s p m. in winter and be-

tween 5 and 6 p.m. in summer. 
5 p.m. to sunset. 
Sunset. 
Soon after sunset. 
9 to !o p.m. in summer and 8 to 

10 p.m. in winter. 
.Midnight. 
The period some 2 hours before 

dawn • 

Previous to the commencement of British relations with 
the Kalcit State, the coins most generally current were those 
of the Afghan rulers. •They were either silver or copper, 
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the silver ones being known as Zamlin Shahi and Karlm
khani, and the copper coinage as Mansuri. These coins 
have been replaced by British Indian coins to which the 
following terminology is applied. The pie is actually known 
to few people. 

LocAL NAME. -ENGLISH NAME. 

Pai Pie. 
Paisa or dabal... Pice. 
Takka or doda-

bali ... Half anna. 
Shcl.hi ..• Two-anna piece. 
Pawali or Paoli Four-anna piece. 
Nem rupai Eight-anna piece. 
Rupai .•• Rupee. 

The Kalat State never appears to have possessed a re
gular coinage, but the ex-Khan, Mir Khudadad, struck a 
copper pice, roughly circular .in shape, at the beginning of 
his rule in the name of his son Mir Mahmud Khan, the 
present Khan. It is now equivalent in value to a pie, 
and its use is limited to the towns of Kalat and Mastung. 
The obverse bears the words Zarb Makmdd Kkdn and the 
reverse Fulus Kalat with the date. 

The simplicity in which a Brahui formerly lived, is illus
trated by his saying : Two sticks and one blanket (do 
lakkan·, kikk tarappari). Some of them can still boast of 
little more in the shape of worldly possessions and the 
standard of comfort is nowhere high, but, throughout 
central Sara wan; the irpprovement of communications and 
the pr;oximity of a large rparket at Quetta has resulted in. a 
distinct and very noticeable improvement of the material 
condition of the people. 

Pottinger, who visited Kalat about 1810, described the 
Brahuis as more unsettled than the Baloch, changing their 
immediate place of abode many times every year in quest of 
pasturage for their flocks, and that their food and dress 
were of a very simple nature. Thirty years later, Masson 
noticed no change in their style of living. 

There can be no doubt of the differeQce between the state 
of things described by Pottinger and Masson and the present. 
Large areas of land have been brought under cultivation, 
new villages have grown up in all parts of the district and, 
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MATERIAL 
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MATERIAL . though the trade ofKatat has diminished, the local products 
CoNDITION. viz., ghi, wool, cereals and tobacco, are carried to distant 

marts where they fetch good prices. On every side there 
are signs .of a general improvement in the material condition 
and standard of living both of Brlihuis and Dehwlirs. The 
felt cap has given place to the turban, and for the coarse 
cloth, known as jori and manufactured in Kachhi, English 
manufactures are in use. A general rise in the prices of 
land and the small indebtedness of the people are other 
factors which indicate a gradually increasing prosperity. 
In the midst of general progress the condition of only one 
class, · the Blibi Afghlins of Kallit, who carried on a large 
trade in former times, has declined, and since the present 
Khlin came to the masnad most of them have emigrated to 
Quetta. On the other hand, some classes have made 
greater strides in the path of progress than others, especial
ly the industrious tribe of Langavs. 

As might have been expected, the rise in the stl'l.ndard of 
living which has taken place, has shown itself in the case 
of the cultivator rather than with the flockowner, and a 
general preference for cultivation rather than flock-owning 
is now making itself observable. 

There are few, if any, really rich men, though some of 
the Sardars in receipt of allowances are able to save money, 
and the poor still form the great majority of the population. 

The population may be divided into three classes : the 
higher class, consisting of the headmen of the tribes 
including those in receipt of allowances from Government 
and the more well-to-do landlords ; the middle dais com
prising those cultivators in possession of a fair quantity of 
irrigated lands, chiefly the Dehwars of Kalat and Mastung 
and the Johanis of Johan, the more affluent flockowners and 
camel owners such as the Koh Badduzais, some of the 
Shahwanis and the Langavs ; and finally the poor classes 
which include the rest of the cultivators and the majority 
of the flock-owners. 

Outside of these groups are the Hindus, who, as a class, 
have prospered in Mastung but have suffered at Kalat on 
account of the diversion of trade from that place to Quetta. 

Reference has already been made to the introduction of 
· the turban and better cloth for the dress of the people. 
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Embroidered lungis and conical caps (kulla) are also 
popular, and every Brahui ·desires to be possessed of 
a waist-coat embroidered in gold and of a coat, though the. 
latter is only within the reach of the wealthy. Pattus 
from Kashmir and Amritsar, and Afghan post{ns are also 
highly prized. The sandal is being supplanted by Kanda
hari shoes, and boots are now worn by those who can 
afford them. The long shift which is still worn by the 
women is now profusely embroidered, even among the 
poorest, and the rich provide their women with silk trousers 
and satin shifts. The women, too, are given new shifts 
more frequently than. before; in the olden days it was 
proverbial that one shift had to do duty for seven weddings, 
the people being too poor to get a new one for each 
occasion and the same shift being lent to friends. Orna· 
ments are more numerous than before, and the fashions 
in different kinds are changing to those introduced by 
Punjabi and Kandahari goldsmiths. No change of note 
has taken place in the character of the food, except the 
introduction of tea, the consumption of which has become 
almost universal among the higher and middle. classes. 
The former class is also developing a taste for good 
cigarettes. 

The best wooded tracts lie mostly in the hill ranges in the 
centre and north-eastern parts of the district. · The 
principal trees are pistachio (gwan) and juniper (hapurs or 
apurs). Among other forest growths of less importance may 
be mentioned the ·mountain ash (skfshar) (FraxinU.S xantko
xyloides) ; th,e tamarisk (Ta~arix articulata); the kasur 
(pistachia mutica); olive (khat) (Olea cuspi'rlata); mashmunk 
or mashmunk (Prunus eburnea) ; archin; sarck (Berberis 
vulgaris) ; pipal (Daphne oleoides); hkirari; the. wild . fig 
(kokz"-anjir); and milah ( Corylus colurna). 

The Melbi hill takes its name from ·the last named tree 
where it is said to grow without irrigation. If so, it 
appears to be a valuable asset in Baluchistan forestry. The 
pistachio is found in lower hills than those which contain 
juniper and mostly occurs in the eastern and western parts 
of the district. The best pistachio tracts include those at 
Shishar near Isplinji ; on the Koh-i-Siah mountain to the 
west of the Shishar ; at Dashtari, Kargazani, Rushi, 
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FoREsTS. . Parri and l'alang in .the Bangulzai hills ; at Gwanipira and 
Pirmard ia the Sahtakzai •country; on the Sa run to the west 
of Narmuk and at a place to the south o( Pudgili in the 
same locality and at Dombak in the Nagau hills. ·On the 
west, the ·Garr hills, the Plhu-na-lath, and the Chhuttok hill, 
all contain pistachio. The pistachio tracts ·on the Garr 
hills include Tump, Mughbali and Shur to the west of 
Nimargh, and Bhalla Rastari and Chuna Rastari to 
the west of Kardgap. The pistachio tracts in the 
Pihu-na-lath are Morinko, Patki or Patkin, and Daranjan, 
and Garri, Chhori, Shur, Khumai, Alldlr, Rungi, and Hllhi 
opposite Kardgap. 

The Juniper forests, which cequire a higher altitude than 
pistachio, are situated in the central hills. The largest 
juniper tracts are on the Harboi, and a&out 12 to 16 acres of 

· the forest round the Harboi rest-house are being protected 
against cutting of green trees. Others are situated round 
Chuka om :the SarU.n; on the Melbi and Koh-i-Maran ; !n the 
parts .of the Zahrighat range, known as Kamar, Gaddigar 
and· Ab-i-gul ;. at Istrab at the southern end of the Plhu-mi
lath, especially the parts called Shlshari, Duni, Maholan 
and Dasht ; at the southern end of Chiltan ; and finally on 
the hills at the head of the Bolan known as Kulli, Zen, 
Shug, Hapursia-lath (also called Shah r-na-lath} and N odgwar. 

Tribal No measures for reserving any forests in the district have 
·measures of yet been taken by the State, but restrictions have been 
protection. imposed by some of the tribesmen, to which reference will 

be made presently. As a result, the tracts in the neighbour..._ 
hood of thickly populated places on which some forest 
growth exists are being rapidly denuded. 

The tracts knowo .as Dhuk a':ld the Domban in the ·Harboi 
hills have been for many years strictly reserved by the 
tribesmen, the former by the Nicba.ris and the latter by the 
Sh.ahwaois, primarily for pasture but also for fodder. In a 
ji.rga held at Kalat .in 19031 it was also arranged that the 
cutting .of green juniper im an area of about · 44,000 .acres on 
tlie same hills should also be stopped, guards being 
appointed to see that the .decision was carried out. 

Gcea.t importance .is attached by the people to :the pre
servation of the pistachio tree for its fruit, a valuable 
product with the Brabllis. The felling of a green tree is 
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i 
considered a very great offence and not infrequently leads ~o FoRESTs. 
disputes, resulting in bloodshed. The different localities 
where pistachio · grows are held by tribal sections. and 
the produce is divided among individuals according to 
their recognised shares. Guards are appointed . when the ' 
fruit is ripening, and they receive a share in the total pro-
duce varying in different parts from one-seventh to one-
sixth, one-fourth, one-third, one-half and . three-fourths. 
Labourers engaged for the collection. of the fruit, receive 
~me-twentieth of the total produce, but guards employed for 
this purpose receive one-half or one-third. 

From the juniper tracts, large quantities of fire.wood are 
exported by the people to distant centres such as 1\iastung, 
Mungachar and Kal<l.t. Formerly fire~ood was exported 
to Quetta from the north and north-eastern parts of the. 
district but the Bangulzai, the Kurd and the Sahtakzai 
chiefs have recently (1905) prohibited this and no fuel now 
goes to British territory except from Chiltan. The Shahwani 
headmaq at Iskalku restricts the export of firewood to Kalat 
by persons other than the mfmbers of his own tribe by 
claiming half the amount realized as the price of the wood. 
When the Government buildings at Kala~ were built, the 
Shahwanis are said to have charged Ans. 4 on every. camel 
load of wood. The Muhammad Shahis and Pahlwanzai , 
Mengals have been known to object to the Langavs of 
Mungachar exporting firewood from the MtHbi hilL· An 
impost of 4 annas per camel load is levied by the Muhammad 
Shah is on every ,camel load of tamarisk ·exported from 
Shirlnab. All tribesmen in their own country are per
mitted to take as much wood as each man requires for 
building purposes, for agricultural impleipents, and for 
fuel. 

Among minor important products may be mentioned Minor forest 
cumin, asafetida ( hing ), khuskdar ( Glycyrrlzisa giabra J' and products. 

hyssop called sufa ( Nepita ciliaris ). Dwarf palm called 
pish ( Nanno;hops ri'tchieana }, a good deal of which. was 
formerly exported to Kachhi, grows in the ravines of the 
north-eastern hills such as the Kirkanr, Ar-Rakshan, and 
Survikan, but its place has been taken recently by pfsh 

1 
from Harnai which is carried by railway. In former times 
the Sahtakzais were in the habit of deputing men known as 
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lJadrallka to levy an impost of R. 1 per camel load from 
persons taking plsk. 

Cumin is called rlsa by the Brahuis. In the Harboi it 
grows only on the Rushi hill and in the Tahlgan and 
Pusalk valleys, but it is also found in the Bangulzai, Kurd 
and Sahtakzai areas and in the Zahrighat range. 

Cumin grows well after good winter rain and snow. The 
herb becomes green in early spring and about the end of 
March the stem appears and is followed by white flowers. 
The seed ripens in June when men, women and children 
repair to the bills and pull or cut the plants which are col
lected in a heap to dry, after which threshing is done with 
sticks. • Much damage is sometimes caused by cutting 
when the fruit -is half ripe. The Bangulzais, the Kurds and 
the Sahtakzais all take measures to reserve the crop, but the 
most effective are those taken by the Sahtakzai headman, 
who permits no flocks to enter the tract where the plant 
grows, and appoints guards who receive one-third or one
fourth of the total produce. As a medicine, cumin seeds are 
considered aromatic, carminative and stimulant. They are 
also stomachic and astringent and useful in dyspepsia and 
diarrhrea. The principal Jise of the seed, however, is in 
the shape of spice. 

The greater part of the produce is obtained from the 
Sahtakzai and Kurd areas, the local Hindus and hanz"as at 
the railway stations in the Bolan Pass deputing middle
m~n to collect it. At harvest time the fresh seed generally 
sells at about 1 Iuisa of about 4 seers per rupee, but when 
the plant is dry, the rate rises to 2 or 2j seers per rupee. 
The Sahtakzai headman levies Ans. 8 or K 1 per bag when 
the seed is exported by hanz"as. 

Asafetida is found on the parts -of the Garr hills called 
Tump, Mughbali, Shur, Garr and Lamboi-na-tavfk; in t~e 
Bangulzai hills ; in the Sahtakzai country ; and on the part 
of the Harboi, called Shur. The Garr hills were at one time 
very famous for the plant. 

·The juice is sometimes extracted from the stem by Afgh:lns 
from Ghazni and Kandahar.- There are no restrictions on 
their movements in the Garr hills, but in the Kurd and the 
Sahtakzai countries the permission of the local chiefs has 
to be obtained. A lump sum, generally Rs. 15 to 20, is 
paid to the Kurd chief for the right to collect asafetida from 
the hills to the east of Marav, while in th~_ Sahtakzai area 
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each collecting party has to pay 1 seer of hz'ng to the 
Sahtakzai headman and Rs. 3/- in cash for the· season. 
The cash is divided equally among the headmen of sections 
from whose country the hz'ng is collected. 

Khuzluldr is found only in the Garr hills which were 
formerly as famous for this plant as they were for asafetida. 
Unfortunately in consequence of the reckless treatment the 
plant has received at the hands of the Brahuis, it has been 
almost exterminated. There is now no production .of the 
drug, but the plant is still to be found. Formerly, when 
the roots were exported, they were dug in November and 
sold at Rs. 1-8 or 2~8 per maund. 

Hyssop grows in years of good rain and snow fall in the 
hills of the Sahtakzai country principally on Murdar, Hingi, 
Hapursia-lath, Bangu, Nodgwar, Shug and Zen. It sprouts 
at the beginning of April and is gathered about the end 
of May. No restrictions of any kind are placed on the 
collectors, who are generally shepherds. It is exported by 
Quetta banz'as, the usual price being Rs. 3 per bag contain
ing about 20 seers. The herb is used as a cooling beverage 
in cases of fever and is well-known to native physicians. 

Finally, mention may be made of the plants known as 
kz'sankzlr (Peganum harmala) and panerband ( Wz'thanz'a 
coagulans). The former grows in great abundance in all · 
parts of the district to the west of the Nagau and Bangulzai 
hills. Its fruit, called harmal, is largely used in India as a 
disinfectant and as a medicinal drug, but this has not been 
realised so far by the Brahuis, and little attention is paid to 
it except for manuring rice seedlings, for which' purpose the 
plant is cut green and dried. . 

Panerband grows in the warmer parts of the country. 
The fruit is used by the natives as a rennet, and large 
quantities are exported to Kachhi and thence to Sind, where 
the fruit is used as a medicinal drug possessing cooling 
properties. 

FORRSTSo -
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The mineral wealth of the district has never been fully 
explored ; the only mineral of commercial value that has 
been worked is the coal at Digari (locally called Dagari) at 
the extremity of the Sor Range. 

The Digari 
mines. 

The Sor Range is a curved ridge some 20 miles in length, 
along the whole of the north-eastern face of which an out
crop of a seam of true coal, averaging about 3! feet thick, 
has been traced. At the southern end of the ridge is a sharp 
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MINES AND • curve and. here the coal is found on the western face of the 
MINERAt.s. hill, This is Digari. • The coal seam dips into the hillside 

. at an angle of 35" to 45" from horizontal. The coal obtain
ed is clean, good looking and dead black ; it burns readily 
with little ash, but has little heating power. The Digari 
coal, however, is of better quality, and is harder and less 
crumbly than that found in other parts of the Sor Range, 
but the mines are further from the market, an important 
consideration where only camel carriage is employed. 

The coal at Digari was discovered in June 188g, and 
rights to mine were granted to Bahawal Khan, the Sahtak
zai headman, and to another Sahtakzai, Khushdil Khan, 
in 1891, but both concessions were subsequently cancelled 
in 18g4 in consequence of the non-fulfilment of the mining 
conditions by the grantees. A fresh agreement was enter
ed into with Bahawal Khan in 1894 a)lowing him to extend 
his workings to a total length of a quarter of a mile and a 
concession was also granted to Sorabjee & Co., ofQuetta, in 
the same year to mine for quarter of a mile. 

The question of the proprietary right in the coal had 
meanwhile come into prominence and fresh leases were 

_granted to Bahawal Khan and Sorabjee & Co. in 1898. 
The document executed with Bahawal Khan granted him 
and his heirs in perpetuity the proprietary rights over the 
coal outcrop for one mile, 3,870 feet, and within this area he 
was permitted to mine a quarter of a mile, in consideration 
of his being the headman of the tract and in acknowledg
ment of his being instrumental in discovering the coal. 
Neither of the rights can be alienated, nor can any money 
be raised on either of them, and in the event of the grantee 
failing to work the quarter of a mile to the satisfaction of 
Government, the Agent 'to the Governor-General bas the 
right to enter into possession and make such arrangements 
for working as be may consider best in the interests of the 
grantee. The payments which the grantee, as holding 
the proprietary right, may claim from persons working the 
coal are limited to 8 annas per ton on all coal extracted. 

o Note.-The boundary of Sarawan and Quetta-Pishln has never' 
been defined. Mr. Barnes in his letter No. 81g-C, dated the 26th 
of July, I goo, to the Government of India, stated that it was always 
assumed that the northern (north-eastern) slope of the Sor Range 

was in Quetta limits. 
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Two mines are now ( 1905) being worked, supervision being 
exercised by a mining overseer under the orders of the local 
Government. AU coal extracted pays I anna per ton as royalty. 
The yearly output from the Digari coal mines is about 
1 ,ooo tons. 

MINES AND 
MINERALS. 

Mr. Oldham, of the Geological Survey Department, has 
computed the amount of coal available at 2oo,ooo tons. 

In 190I, when the mines at Digari were inspected, the Method of 
working. 

method of working of Bahawal Khan's mine was found to be 
haphazard and without any definite scheme. Some thirty 
or more dip places (stentons) had been made into the outcrop, 
none of them being more than Ioo feet in depth. There was 
no tram line and no circulation of air. It was recommended 
that he should not be allowed to continue mining except on 
more scientific lines, which !lave now been adopted to some 
extent. The adits which are being driven (Igos) have been 
limited to a quarter of a mile of the outcrop, and arrange-
ments have been made for proper ventilation and the provision 
of sufficient timbers. 

At Sorabjee's mine, advantage has been taken of a nullak 
to save long adits, and coal levels have been driven at various 
depths along the <>earn and connected by cross stentons abqut 
-J.O feet apart, the coal being thus split into pillars about 40 
feet square. The roof and floor are good. Seven feet has 
been advised as a suitable maximum width for the roads, in 
which case little or no timbering is required. 

Traces of coal have been found at Ab-i-Gul in the Zahri
ghat Range to the south-east of Mastung, but the seam is 
narrow. The presence of a ferruginous carbonaceous shale 
has been noted near Rodangi and the Joak spring, to the 
west of Kaneti in the Shirlnab valley. In the former place 
the outcrop is about 3 feet thick and 27 feet long. 

Ferrous sulphate ( sag-k) is met with in the Maki Sham 
hill near the Sheikh Haji shrine east of Mungachar.>\< A 
sagk mine is also well known on the eastern slopes of the 
N agau Range, facing Sanni in Kachhi, and small quantities 
of the mineral are extracted from it. No special rights 
in the deposits have hitherto been recognised, and no 

• A paper by Mr. D. Hooper on the occurrence of melanterite or 
native ferrous sulphate, in Baluchistan will be found io the Journai nf 
Asiatic SrJCiely, Bengal, Vol. LXXII, Part II, No.4, 1903· 
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restrictions on persons taking the mineral are imposed by the 
tribesmen within whose area the hills are situated. The 
mineral is used for rt;1aking a black dye and graining swords. 

Mak (apparently alunogen or " hair salt") which is mixed 
with willow leaves 

0 
for the n;tanufacture of a yellow dye, is 

found in the Shug mountain about 5 miles to the north of 
Dozan. 

Finally, mention may be made of the presence in the 
Pashak stream near Johan of calcareous clay nodules en. 
closing t'narcasite (iron disulphide). According to native 
accounts they are obtainable in large numbers. 

Lime is burnt from stone taken from the vicinity of the 
Sakhi Patehan shrine near J oban, from the Rabab hill. to 
the west of Chhappar, and from the Baba Wali hill near 
Katat and is -used as a mordant in dyeing. 

There are no important industries in the district, and arts 
and manufactures are chiefly confined to embroideries, 
rough felts and carpets and leather work. 

A full account of embroideries and of carpets will be 
found in the Jhalawan Gazetteer. The best rugs are manu
factured by the Badduzai section of the Bangulzais. 

0 ,Felts made of sheep's wool and known as tappur or 
thappur are also manufactured in most parts of the district, 
the best being made at Ziarat near Kalat and by . the 
Badduzais. The prices depend on the quality and weight, 
but an ordinary rug 3 yards by •! costs from Rs. 4 to 8. 
The colours generally used are crimson, green, black and 
yellow, and the designs are· simple, consisting chiefly of 
squares and diamonds. 

At places within . touch of Quetta and other trading 
centres, the former primitive dyes are being rapidly dis
placed by European colours and aniline dyes. . The local 
dyes still used in more remote places are :-khlsun or deep 
red obtained from madder, pushkun or yellow dye made 
from a decoction of apricot and willow or pistachio leaves, 
mon or sidk, a black mineral dye, and kkarrun, a deep green 
prepared from Dadhar indigo. 

Leather work is confined chiefly to the manufacture of 
shoes and sandals. The work done at Kalat is of superior 

1 
quality and has a good local reputation. The different 
kinds of shoes are the sanhak embroidered with gold wire 
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. daski worked with designs in thread, and the sdda or plain TURKs. 
·leather shoe without any embroidery. The price of these 
varies from Rs. 5 to Rs. 12. 

Ordinary sandals, water skins (kkwa) and leather bags 
for holding gkf and flour, which are known as slk and klt 
respectively, are made locally. 

The manufacture of sajj'i or khdr, a species of carbonate KluJr. 
of soda, has developed in recent years. It is impossible· 
to form an accurate estimate of the total outturn;but from 
such figures as are available it appears that in 1903 about 
6,ooo maunds were exported to Quetta, and the railway 
returns show that in 1904 153! maunds were despatched 
from Kolepur by rail to Sind. The price varies from 12 annas 
to R. 1-2-0 per maund. The bushes from which it is made 
are known as mat£ and righit ( Suaeda monoiea), which are 
found in large quantities in the neighbourhood of Khad and 
in the Zard valley. The tracts on which these plants 
are found are reserved, and the produce is usually 
divided in the following proportions :-:l being paid 
to the landlord, i to the manUfacturers and i to the tenant. 
The manufacture is carried on principally by the Langavs, 
Summalaris and Muhamad Shahis. 

The bushes are cut in August to October, dried, and are 
then buried in the ground and burnt. The sap which 
exudes is then allowed to cool and takes the form of hard 
lumps of carbona~e of soda. It is estimated that a bullock 
load of green bushes produces about 5 seers of khdr. 

Attention. was first called to the prospects of sericulture· Sericulture.
in Baluchistan by the Financial Member, Sir Edward Law, 
whilst on a visit to Quetta in 1903~ Exp~riments were 
started at Masturig in 1904- with four ounces of silkworm 
eggs obtained from Kashmir. The results were satis-· 
factory. The produce per maund of the . cocoons was 
estimated by the Kashmir· Durbar to be the same as that 
obtained from a similar quantity in Kashmir_ The silk 
produced was of excellent quality and sold in England at 
13 shillings and 2 pence per pound. Major Showers, the 
Political Agent, during his leave to England satisfied 
himself that Kalat silk was of high commercial value and 
was, on his return, placed on special duty to visit the Tata 
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experimental farms at Ban galore to study the · methods foL 
lowed there. Major Showers' report on the subsequent oper
ations carried out in 1906 will be found in Appendix III. 

Little is known of the early commercial history of Kalat 
prior to the Ahmiulzais, but with the development of their 
power the country. became an important centre of trade 
for caravans from Central Asia on one side and South and 
Western India on the other. The principal routes used by 

. the caravans were the Kohan Wat, which passes through 
Wad. to ~Ia and the Path ani W at which leads to Karachi 
through the Levy Tracts and the Jhalawan country. 
Horses, tobacco and madder formed the chief exports, and 
in return cloth and other piece-goods were imported from 
India. The Babi Afghans and the Hindus, who f:>rmed 
a large portion of the population of Katat, were the 
principal traders, the purely local trade being mostly in 
the hands of the latter. The trade was liable to- changes 
and vicissitudes ; and Masson describing his second 
visit to Kalat in about 1840 says that the condition of the_ 
country and. trade at that time presented a melancholy con
trast, to the tranquil and flourishing condition in which he 
had seen it ten years ago. It would nevertheless seem to 
have been of some importance, as the receipts from octroi, 
which was levied at the rate of R. 1. per maund, amounted 
for the year 184o-41 to Rs. 89,325 at Kalat; Rs. 9,o66 at 
Mastung including Tiri, Rs. 21,434 at Shawl Kot (Quetta}, 
and Rs. 1,191 at Nushki. · · 

In more recent times since the opening of railways, ~he 
importance of Kalat as a commercial centre dealing direct 
with distant places in India has declined, and the bulk of the 
trade has been diverted to Quetta. The majority of the Babi 
Afghans have left Kalat and the number 'Of the Hindus has 
greatly diminished: The present trade may be divided into 
three classes each of which will be dealt separately, namely, 
(a) trade with British Baluchistan, Sind and other parts of 
India, (b) trade with other parts of the Kalat State and (c) 
internal trade. 
Th~ first is- principally with Quetta, and prior to the open

ing of the Quetta-Nushki Railway the greater bulk of it came 
by road and was registered at the Mian Ghundi Levy post 
on the border of the Quetta-Pishln District. 
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The following table gives the value of the trade with COMJIIBRCB 

• h . b . t" t d t AHD<TRADB. Quetta. m the year 1903·4, t e 1mports emg es una e a 
Rs. 1,26,570 and exports at Rs. 1,401931 :-

IMPORTS. ExPORTs: 

Articles. I Value, Articles. 

Rs. 
Total ... ... ... 1,26,s7o Total ... ... . ... 
Cattle ... 
Sheep and goats ••• 
Apparel ... 
Coal and coke 
Cotton-

( I) Twist and yarn, 
European ... 

(2) Piece-goods, Indian. 
Drugs not intoxicating ... 
Dyeing materials-

( I) Turmeric ... 
(2) Other kinds 

Fruits , ... ... 
Grain and pulse-

(•) Wheat •• ... 
(2) Gram and pulse ••. 
(3) Other spring crops. 
(4) Rice husked... ... 
(5) Other crops ... • •• 

Hides ... ... • .. 
Gunny bags .•• • .. 
Leather, manufactured ••. 
Liquors ... ... • .. 
Mats ••• ••• . .... ' .... 
Iron ... ••• . .. 
Oils-

( I) Petroleum ... 
(2) Other kinds ... 

Provisions
(!) GM ... 
(z) Other kinds ... 

Silk raw 
Spices 
Sugar-

(•) Refined 
(2) Unrefined ... 

Tea-
(•) Indian... • .. 
(2) Foreign ... 

Tobacco •.• • .• 
Snuff ... ... ... 
Wool manufactured 
All other articles-

Unmanufactured 
Manufactured ... 

224 Animals, living, for saJe-
248 · (a) Horses, ponies, and 
628 · mules ••• • •• 

5•350 (b) Sheep and goats ... 
Coal and coke ... • •. 

6o Drugs and medicines-
511040 (1) Asafetida ••• 

2,422 (2) Not intoxicating ••. 

336 
420 
360 

2o,8go 
g,ogJ 

Fruits, all kinds ... 

Grain and pulse-
( I) Wheat ... ... 
(2) Other spring crops. 
(3) Other rain crops ••• 

367 Hides and skins-
10,526 (a) Hides of cattle ••• 

5,67o (b) Skins of sheep 
550 Gunny bags ... 
336 Bra ss and copper 

10J78 
a8o Provisions-
aoo Gh{ ... ... • .. 
64 Other saline substances 

Seeds of other kinds ... 
1 ,oso Tobacco ... ... • .. 
3,308 Wool, raw ... ... ... 

r,gSc All other articles
I,042 Unmanufactured 

100 Manufactured ... 
235 

s.sss 
8,o84 

240 
40 
70 

100 
94 

Sg 
338 

I. Value. 

I Rs. 
11401931 

S,ooo 
6oo 

17,532 

2,940 
11,760 

.178 
r8,o6o 
s<i.a8o 
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In dealing with these figures, it must' be remembered that 
a C<?nsiderable amount of piece-goods and articles for 
domestic use are imported by the Bnihuis from Kachhi and 
Sind on their return from their annual migrations ; for these 
no figures are available. There is, in addition, a considerable 
amo~nt -of direct trade by rail through Kolepore, which 
is not registered. The exports to Sind and the. Punjab 
through this source consist chiefly of wheat, wool, tobacco, 
almonds and khar (carbonate of soda), and the imports of 
piece-goods, sug_ar, oil, hides and articles for domestic use. 

The transit trade between Quetta and Nushki passes 
through_ the north-west corner of the district, but need not 
be dealt with here. The local . exports are confined to 
wheat, wool, tobacco and small quantities of madder, and 
the imports to salt and cloth, which is purchased by the 
inhabitants of the western border of Sara wan. 

The greater part of the trade with other parts of the 
Kalat State is carried on by the people themselves. 

Trade with Kachhi consists mainly of commodities pur
chased by the Brcl.huis on their return in spring. The 
principal routes are the Bolcl.n, the Mula pass, and the chief 
centres of trade in Kachhi are Dadhar, Bhag, Sanni, 

_ Shoran, Gajcl.n, Kotra and Gandava. The imports include 
salt manufactured in Kachhi, country and English cloth, 
other piece-goods, molasses, sugar, country oil, shoes, 
iron, juari, gram, spices, and occasionally cattle from N ari 
and camels. The exports consist of tobacco from Johan 
and Mastung, kluir, wheat, carpets and rugs, pistachio, 
dried fruits and medicinal drugs of different kinds known 
as panerband, klzartusa, matetav, purckink and marmutk. 

Caravans for Makran laden with tobacco, wheat and 
cloth regularly leave Mastung, Mungachar and Kalcl.t in 
autumn and return in winter with dates. Other articles 
of import are medicinal drugs and more especially those 
known as gurdir or gulgidar, and articles made from the 
dwarf palm. Camels are also occasionally imported from 
Makran. The principal classes engaged in this trade are the 
Langavs of Mungachar and Muhammad Shahis of Mastung. 

The northern portion of Jhalawan is supplied with articles 
of foreign manufacture and produce chiefly through Kalcl.t, 
and it is estimated that the value of. the an~ual exports 



OCTROI AT MASTUNG. 

amounts to about Rs. 57,6oo, the details of which are given CoMMERCE
AND TRADE,. 

below:

Piece-goods 
Sugar 
Tea (green) 
Molasses 
Oil 
Rice 

Total 

Rs. • 4o,ooo 
, g,ooo 

" 
6oo 

" 
.x,ooo 

" 
J,ooo 

" 
4,000 

Rs. 57,6oo 

Sarawan tobacco is also exported to different parts of Jha
lawan and to Kharan. Wool, wheat, andgh£ are the chief . 
imports. . 

The internal trade is insignificant and is carried on by the Internal 
• 1 1 trade. Hindus. It consists chiefly of the barter of agncu tura 

produce with cloth, dates, gur, salt, spices and other 
groceries. A class of hawkers known as kkarMr ( donkey
men j also do 11 small trade in the villages. The Hindus 
usually work through middlemen who receive a commission 
on the purchases. 

Octroi (sung, also called maksul-i-ckungi) is levied by the Octroi 

State at Mastung and Kalat. Arrangements are also made (sung). 

at Chhati in the Chhappar valley to recover the duty from 
Rrijilas which have evaded payment at Kalat. The levy of 
the duty is generally leased to contractors. 

At Mastung the sung is levied on all imports in accord- Octroi rates 
ance with a sched-ule of rates framed by the State. When on imports 

in- Mas tung. 
levied ad valorem the mini111um rate is 3 pies per rupee on 
such articles as copper and brass vessels, and the maximum 
rate is I anna per rupee on silk cloth of all kinds. The 
prevailing rate is 6 pies per rupee on other goods such .as 
cotton and woollen cloth of all kinds, leather, spices, crock-
ery, tea, carpets and building materials. The rates on 
maundage vary from a minimum charge of 9 pies per maund 
on barley andjiuirito a maximum of Rs. Io on snuff. Some 
of the other rates are :-R. 1 on ghf, 12 annas on sugar, 
8 annas on wool, 6 annas on dates, 1 anna on grain and 
I anna 6 pies on flour. Animals imported for sale are taxed · 
at the rate of 8 annas for a horse, mule or camel, 4 annas 
for a donkey and I anna for a sheep or goat. 
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Exports from Mastung are not taxed, with the exception 
of wool and tobacco, on which 8 annas a maund and 
6 aqnas a maund are levi~~ it. exported to the Jhalawan 
country. 

At Kalat octroi is levied on both exports and imports, the 
rates are levied on maundage and the principal import 
duties are as follows :-iron, cloth and piece-goods 9 annas 
6 pies a maund, sugar 12 annas, spices and molasses 
II annas, rice 4 annas, and dry fruit 12 annas. 

"Exports -from Katat to British territory or to areas not 
subject to the Khan's authority pay 9 annas 6 pies a maund 
on wool, Rs. 2-4 on gh£, R. 1-3 on wheat, and 8 annas 
6 pies on tobacco and madder. 

The Quetta-Nushki Railway, on the standard gauge, 
starts from Spezand, 16 miles south of Quetta, and runs 
west to Nishpa (mile s) when it passes through a tunnel 
half a mile long, and follows the hills running south-west to 
the Mastung Road Station (mile 13), which is about 6 miles 
from the town of Mastung. ·Continuing across the Mastung 
valley it re~ches Sheikh Wasil, a narrow gorge about 5 miles 

- long (mile 27), at the eastern end of which is the Sheikh 
Wasil Station. The line thence runs south to the Galangur 
Kotal or Sohro Sham (mile 53) where it enters the Chagai 
District. From Kishingi, near which a steep descent 
begins to the Nushki plain, the line turns south and slopes 
down along the broken hillside for about 7 miles. The total 
length is 8.a miles and the estimated cost less than one lakh 
per mile. The line was completed in 1905 and opened for 
traffic on the 15th of November of the same year. The 
steepest gradient is between Nushki and Kishingi, where it 
is I in so. The principal works are the Nishpa tunnel 
through hard rock and a short tunnel 365 feet long in 
the Sheikh Wasil gorge. The only important bridges are 
two over the Mobi and two at Sheikh Wasil, the largest of 
the latter having four spans of 6o feet girders. -

The • Mushkaf-Bolan Railway touches the north-eastern 
extremity of the district, when after leaving Kolepur it 
passes into the Gwanden valley and enters the Bhalla Dasht 
through Darwaza, 

* A description of this line is gi'Ven in the Gasetteer of the Boldn 
,District, 



ROADS. 

A list of the more important routes is giveR in Appendix 
·IV. The means of communication have been, much im
proved in recent years in all parts of the district and several 

: new roads have been opened out. As the ranges of Sara
, wan generally run in well-defined parallel lines from north 
to south, the routes which follow this direction and lie 

' along the valleys of the plateau are, as a rule, considerably 
· easier than those which cross the transverse line of the 
' ranges from east to west, when in many places the only 
means of communication are thro~gh difficuft gorges. The 
descent into the plains of Kachhi on the east and into 
Nushki on the west also lie through rough and difficult 
country. 

MEANS OF 
COMMUNI
CATION. 

Roads. 

The principal road is the Quetta-Kalat road (88! miles)· Quetta
which was completed in 1897. It takes oft' from the Quetta- Kalat road. 

Bolan road at Sariab 8 miles from Quetta, and is metalled 
and bridged throughout, with the exception of some 8 miles 
between Mungachar and Kalat. The original cost amounted 
to Rs. 31 10,62d, the funds being provided by His Highness 
the Khan of Kalat. Further improvements were effected in 
1903-4 at a cost of Rs. 20,766. At the present time (1905) 
the first 19 miles from Quetta, including the portion over 
the Lak Pass, are . maintained from Provincial Revenues. 
Rest-houses are provided at Mastung, Guru, Mungachar 
and Kalat. 

A portion of the Bolan road, between· the Quetta-Pishin 
boundary (mile ul- from Quetta) and Kolepur, lies in lthe 
district. After leaving the Quetta boundary the .road runs 
along the Bhalla Dasht and passes through Darwaza and 
crossing the Gwanden valley ·enters the Bolan Pass at 
Kolepur. 

The Bolan 
Military 
road. 

An unmetalled road taking off from the Quetta-Kalat road Quetta
below the Lak Pass and passing through the villages of Nusdhki 

roa • 
Tiri, Dbingar, and Sheikh Wasil, where it joins the Quetta-
Nushki trade route, was made by the railway autbooities 
during the construction of tine. From Tiri onwards it runs 
parallel to the railway and is fit for light wheeled traffic. 

The other principal routes, all of which have been recently Other routes. 
improTed, are between ·(1) Mastung and Ko1epur over the 
Surkh Bazho (or Bajo) Pass; {2) Mastung and Maravvia the 

aru Pass and Ab-i-Gul; (3) Mung-achar a.nd Joban; {4) 
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Mungachar and Kardgap over the Sarband Pass ; (5) Kalat 
and Kolepur via Joh:in, Isplinji and Marav ; (6) Kalat and 
Khuzdar ; (7) Kalat and Nimargh over the Pihi Khand ; and 
(8) Kalcit and Nicbara via Gishk in the Harboi Range. 

A list of the rest-houses is given in Appendix V. 
Tum-turns from Quetta ply for hire on the Quetta-Kalat 

road, and country carts are sometimes used between Quetta 
and Mastung, but the camel is the principal means of trans
port throughout the district. B~llocks and donkeys are 
also largely employed for the carriage of local produce and 
merchandise. 

Combined post and telegraph offices managed by the 
Postal Department are maintained at Kalat and Mastung. 
There are also railway post and telegraph offices at Kolepur 
on the MushkM-Bolan line and at the stations on the Quetta
Nushki Railway. 

There is a daily mail service carried by postal levies be
tween the Mastung Road Station and Kalat. There is also a 
regular service six times in the month between Kalat and 
Khuzdar in the Jhalawan country. 

The country is liable to frequent scarcity, but, owing to the 
considerable amount of permanent irrigation, it is the best pro
tected part of the Kalat State and actual famine is practically 
unknown. The sources of irrigation are, however, much 
affected by rain and snowfall, and in years of scanty rain 
their irrigating capacity is largely reduced. A large area 
of land, moreover, is dependent on the autumn and winter 
rains while flockowners look to them for their supply of 
gTazing and fodder. The primary cause of scarcity, there
fore, is the failure of the autumn and winter rains, and if 
such failures continue for two or three years, the scarcity 
will intensify and even famine may result. A very impor
tant factor is the condition of the crops and grazing in 
Kachhi, where the majority of the Brahuis own land and to 
which they emigrate with their families, flocks and herds 
during the winter months. Other causes of agricultural 
loss, which if combined with other influences may cause 
scarcity, are the visitations of locusts and the appearance 
of surkhi or rust in the wheat crop. Flockowners not in
frequently suffer heavy losses by the mortality among their 
animals due to the severe cold in the winter,and spring, 
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and this was notably the case in 1904-5 'Yhen the winter 
was abnormally severe. 
i Of the two harvests the most important is that reaped in 
l>pring. It consists principally of wheat, and in the greater 
part of_ the di<>trict a good spring harvest after a winter 
which has enabled the cultivation of dry crop lands is suffi
cient to carry the population through the year. 
I The first famine of which local tradition speaks, occurred 
in 1856, the year in which Nasir Kban II died. It is still 
remembered on account of its exceptional severity, and is 
said to have extended to the whole of the district as well as 
to Nushki and Quetta. Both crops failed and the price of 
wheat rose to about 5 seers to the rupee. Scarcity was 
again felt in 1870 ; and the third period of scarcity occurred 
in 187g-8o when the prices rose abnormally owing to the 
Afghan war. The scarcity was heightened by the total 
f:lilurc of the crops in Kachhi, and this period is still known 
to the natives as the sarkia, that is, the time when grain 
was ~old at the rate of one sark or kasa pe~ rupee or about 
5 seers. 

In 1887-8 the wheat crops in Mastung and Kalat were 
destr6yed by rust and the price of wheat rose to about 
5 seers to the rupee. Since then there have been several 
unfavourable seasons in different parts of the district; the 
rust again destroyed the Mastung crops in 18g6, and in 1898 
great damage was caused by locusts. In 1900 there was 
a~<other visitation of locusts which devastated the greater 
part of the cultivati-on. 1901 and 1902 were also yea_rs of. 
scarcity on account of drought, and it is estimated that in . 
the latter year about one-fourth of the crops at Masturig 
and Mungachar were a complete failure. 

No special protective measures are undertaken by the 
State, and the greatest safeguard against famine. consist~ 
in_ the migratory habits of the people and the proxim•ty of 
Kachhi and the protected areas in Sind and Naslrabad. 
Again, the majo~ity of the people are both graziers and 
agriculturists, and though a year may be unfavourable to 
agriculture, it may still be one of fairly good pasturage. 
Thus it is only a combined failure of crops and grazing both 
in Kachhi and the highlands for consecutive seasons that 
can produce an acute crisis. 

IO 
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CHAPTER III. 

ADMINISTRATIVE. 

po~ the purposes of administration the district is divided 
mto two separate and well defined divisions, viz., (a) 

the areas subject to the direct jurisdictien of the Khan of 
Kaiat and (b) the areas held by tribal groups. 

The former consists of lands which are liable to pay 
reve~ue to the Khan and as a general rule all persons 
cultivating such lands are considered to be subjects of the 
Khan. The tribal areas are held by Bnihuis, the principal 
tribes being the Raisanis with their clan, the Rustomzais ; 
the Shahwanis ; Bangulzais; Muhammad Shahis ; Kurds; 
Lahris; Sarparras and Langavs. In some instances lands 
in class {a) above are held by Brahuis. 'They are subject to 
the Khan in revenue matters but are treated like other 
Brahuis in tribal matters. 

In the time of Nasir Khan I and his immediate predeces
sors the Brahui tribesmen were gradually organised into a 
confederacy with the Khan of Kalat at their head. Those 
living to the north of Kalat became the Sarawan division 
and those to the south, the Jhalawan division. The 
Raisani chief at the head of the whole of the Sara
wans and the Zarrakzai chief of Zahri at the head of the 
whole of the Jhalawans, who had seats in the Khan's daroar 
at the right and left of the Khan respectively, formed with 

. the Khan a consultative body and were admitted to a sub
stantial share in all deliberations affecting the affairs of the 
confederacy generally. The chiefs of tribes were bound to 
find men-at-arms for the purposes of the confederacy, when 
called upon to do so, but in consultation with their headmen 
of sections, had almost absolute power in the internal 
administration of their tribesmen, though there appears to 
have been a general power of appeal to the Khan. The 
chiefs were, and still are, elected by their tribesmen, but 
the election was subject to the confirmation of the Khan. 
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Primogeniture in the chiefs family was generally followed, 
but general unfitness was liable to exclude. 

Attempts by the Khan at personal aggrandiseme11:t at the 
expense of the tribesmen ended ·in the rebellions which 
assumed so Serious a shape during the reign of Mfr 
Khudadad Khan, and in the interference of the. British 
Government. Since then the relations of the Khan and the 
tribesmen have been governed by the terms of the Mastung 
Agreement, by the treaty of 1876, and by· the custom which 
has grown up thereon. 

Article 8 of the Agreement ran as follows:-
11 His Highness ·the Khan hereby agrees to treat his 

Sirdars of Sarawan and Jalawan with kindness and consi
deration in accordance with their respective positions which 
have been handed down to them from their forefathers. On 
the other hand, the Sirdars do promise to obey the Khan of 
Khelat's order according to old usage. His Highness the 
Khan and the Sarawan and Jalawan Sirdars do hereby agree 
that what· has passed between them be forgotten. For the 
future should the Khan's Nafbs or other officials cause any 
Brahooee injury or oppress him, the matter will be referred 
to the Khan for inquiry and decision, and the Sirdars on 
this account will not rebel against the Khelat Government ; 
but should the Khan not do justice, will first refer the 
disputed point to the British Government for decision. 
In the same way the Khan will not wage civil war against 
the Sirdars for any offence until His Highness has first 
referred the point· in dispute through the Political Agent 
to the British Government." 

Article 5 of the Treaty of 1876 reads :-

" It is ~ereby agreed that should any dispute, calculated 
to disturb the peace of the country, arise hereafter belween 
the Khan and the Sirdars of Khelat, the British Agent 
at the Court of His Highness shall in the first place 
use his good offices with both parties to effect by friendly 
advice an amicable arrangement between them, failing 
which the Khan will, with the consent of the British 
Government, submit such dispute· to its arbitration, and 
accept and faithfully execut~ its award." 

Shortly after the conclusion oft he Mastung Agreement a 
set of rules were issued by the Khan, ordering the restoraw 
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tiori of the civil administration of the country. The Gov
ernment of India did not formally approve these rules on 
the ground that they involved too minute an interference on 
the part of the British offi.:ers, but they are interesting as 
showing what the original form of the civil administration 
was. They dealt with-

(•} Collection of revenue, whether in cash or kind. 
(2) Settlement of claims for money. 
(3) The disposal of criminal cases. 
{4) The protection of the civil power by Military. 

Brahuis purchasing land, which was subject to the Khan's 
revenue, were declared liable to payment of the revenue and 
a procedure for appeals in case of dispute was indicated. 
Claims for money were to be adjudicated on by thesarddr or 
ndi!J as the case might be, a final right of appeal being 
vested in the Khan. The procedure to be adopted in 
criminal cases was also fully laid ;!own, a distinction in 
each case being made beetween Brahui tribesmen and 
persons subject directly to the Khan's jurisdiction. In the 
event of any tribe or portion "fa tribe disobeying a lawful 
order of the Khan, the sarddrs were to be called on in 
accordance with ancient law and precedent to cause the 
offending tribe or portion of a tribe to sut>mit. 

. Such is the basis on which the internal administration of 
the Kalat districts has grown up, but in the lapse of more 
than a quarter of a century the position has been modified, 
especially owing to the grant of allowances to the Sara
wan chiefs by the British Government, with a result 
that the British control has become firmer and that' 
the staff of officers pai.:l by the British Government has been 
increased. 1 he staff paid by the British Government 
includes (1go5) a Poiitical Agent, an Assi~tant Political 
Agent and a Native Assistant for the Sar.1wJn country. All 
these officers have their headquarters at .M..1!>tuog. 

The Political Agent exercises general supervision and 
control in all matters, particularly over the Bnihui tribes, 
though leaving the internal ma1:agerr.e:1t of each tribe to be 
conducted, so far as pos: i 1le, on tribal line•. In this he is 
as,isted by the Assistant P..>~i ical Agen~, who also exercises 
juri:;di;:tion on abe Nushki Railw.oy, which is combined 
with the Bolan Pass District for Furposes of administration. 
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The Native Assistant, Sarawan, is in charge of the tribes in 
Sarawan and Kachhi and though directly responsible to the 
Political Agent, is also an Assistant to the Political Adviser 

1
to the Khart and acts in subordination to him in tribal 
'matters. He receives petitions in tribal cases, refers petty 
'-cases to ]i"rga, under the Political Agent's sanction, takes 
'-preliminary proceedings in important matters and i5 in 
I charge of the tribal tiJanas in Sara wan and Kachhi. . . 
· The Poli1ical Adviser to the Khan assists His Highness in 
the administration of the State, gives advice in all politieal 
matters, deals under the guidance of the Political Agent with 
-cases of dispute"arising between the. tribesmen on the one 
band and the Khan.'s immediate subjects on the other in 
"Consultation with the Native Assistant, Sarawan, and is in 
-superior charge of the administration of the Mastung 
nzabat. 

The areas under the direct jurisdiction of the Khan 
consist of the nzaba's of Kalat and M astung and of the 
isolated village of Johan. The first and la~t are under the 
immediate control of the Khan, who him~elf conducts the 
administration of the Kalat niabat but is assisted· by a naib 
at Kalat who decides petty cao;es, and in the Khan's abj;ence 
is placed in entire charge both of the nzabat and of the 
Kalat town. He is ehiefly engaged in the collection of 
revenue. 

At J ohan the revenue is lea!'ed to a ~ontractor, knm ... ~ as 
ijaradar, who is given a temrorary lease of J ohan together 
'Yith Gazg- in the Jhalawan country"generally for two years. 
He collects the revenue, but the intemai affairs of the 
Khan's cultivators are generally dealt with by their own 
headmen. · 

The. local staff in the Mastung niabat which, as already 
mentioneq, is under the s1.ipervi~ii'n of.the Political Adviser, 
con~i-.ts mainly of a n.U;, a ja-nasldn and a sad-bashi. Their 
pri?cipaJ duty is in connection with ~he CC'l ection of revenue, 
but they ab·o exerci~e civil and criminal powers in cases 
where the Khan's own subjects are concerned. The naib 
anci theJll nashfn are both subordinate to the Political Adviser. 

-~ subordinate revenue staff only exists in the 1\lastung 
ntahat wh•ch has two patwaris stationed at Tici and Pridg
abad respectively. 
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The ifdraddr of Johan po!;sessss a local representative in 
the person of fa naskln, who helps the ijaraddr at the time 
of revenue collections, and receive!~ a small amount of grain 
as remuneration. 

The vollage headmen, who assist in connection with the 
~ollection of the ·revenue and other administrative matters, 
.are known as arhdb, malik and raz"s. The arbdbs, of whom 
there are only two, are of the h1ghest rank, and the appoint
Plent is always b_estowed on an influential cultivator. 
Ualiks are in charge of places of compar..ttively smaller im
portance, such as Tiri and Pringabad. Two raises of 
Tiri an4 the razs of Chhappar are in the pay of the State, 
and hold a position of influence much superior to that of 
the o ·dinary raz"ses, who are village servants, and of whom 
ther~ is one in every ktlres and in every .dry crop tract. 

The following statement shows the places where these 
f1,mctionaries are stationed:-

Name of Name of I Arbdb, Malik. I Rais, 
nidbat. Circle. 

Mastuog ... ... Mas tung ... .. . 1 l -· 
T{ri ... . .. -· z z 

Kabnak ... ... . .. 3 ... -

. Pringabad . .. ... ... I .. . 
Ka!at ... ... ... Ka!at ... . .. 1 .. . .. . 

Cbbappar ... ... ... . .. J . 
Jn Mas tung a headman of the Sheikh clan of the Dehwars 

is recognised, who is known as sarddr and assists in the 
~ollection of the revenue •• Their remuneration is dealt with 
in the section on Land Revenue. 

The principal figure in the tribal administration is the 
chief who occupies a position of great resrect, almost 
of reverence. If to ~prightness of character he adds 
that of open hospitality, his power is almost boundless. 
He uses his takkaris or heads of clans for executiv~t 
purposes, and, when necessary. for purposes of consul
ta~ion, but be is in no way bound to consul~ them in any 
matter. His near relations also assist him ill the, ma)Jage-
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ment of tribal affairs and are dep· uted to keep· the peace or ADMINIS~ 
TRATJON AJID 

to settle disputes on the spot as occasion ·may require. 
As a general rule minor disputes, such as those of petty 

assault, are referred by the tribesmen themselves to their 
takkaris for settlement. But it is open for them to go direct 
to the chief. If either party is dissatisfied with the decision 
of the takkaris, they go to the chief who hears the case, de novo. 
Important cases, such as those of adultery or cattle lifting, 
are always dealt with by the chief and also all civil cases in 
which Hindus are concerned. After all evidence has been 
taken, the chief passes orders which are verbal, except in the 
case of land disputes, in which a document is written, giving 
the nature of decision and sealed by the chief. Land disputes 
and cases of inheritance are frequently referred to qrizis, in 
which case the parties are given a letter of introduction by 
the chief, and the successful party pays fees, generally at 1 

per cent. on the total value of the claim as mohrrina for a 
written decision. 

The punishments inflicted by the chief generally take 
the shape of either compensation in qrms or money, 
or, in case of cattle thefts, of double, treble or even 
eleven times the number of the cattle !'tolen. Fines are 
also inflicted, and an offender is sometimes detained for· 
a short period in the chief's guest house. In cases of 
adultery, compensation generally takes the form of girls 
and cash, etc., to be given to the injured husband. In 
recent times it has become customary for chiefs to refer 
important cases of murder, adultery; etc., to the Political 
Agent for submission to the jirgas. They thus avoid the 
responsibility and odium of having to come to a decision 
themselves. 

Tribal custom and Muhammadan law form the basis 
on which the 'judicial work Of the country is carried 

·on, though different systems prevail in the areas ad~inis
tered direct by the Khan, viz., Kalat and J ohan where 
justice is administered on old and indigenous lines ; in 
the Mas.tung nidbat ; and in tribal areas. In Kalat all 
civil and criminal cases are dealt with by the Khan. 
Crime is investigated by the nriih who refers the cases 
to His Highness for order~. The 1lriib also decides petty 
cases, both civil and criminal, but always in commu-
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JUDICIAL• nication with the Khan, so long as the latter is at Kalat. 
All persons engaged in cultivating the Khan's lands or 
payirig revenue to him are considered to be subjects of 
the State, even though they may be Brahui tribesmen. In 
cases of a civil nature the Khan receives 25 per cent. ad 
'lJalorem on the amount decreed. To this is added 5 per 
cent. on account of charges known as chohddri and mohsili 
which were formerly appropriated by the Khan's shahghasi or 
the kkatifa of 'chohdars, but are now paid into the Khan's 
treasury, thus making an aggregate charge of 30 per cent. 
on the value of the decree. 

At J ohan, the Khan reserves the right of jurisdiction to 
him~elf, but in practice the civil and criminal administration 
of that place is left in the hands of the people themselves. 
The ijdraddr, to whom the revenue is leased, has little 
power beyond the control of the cattle pound. 

The administration of the Mastung niabat is carried on 
under an improved system through the Political Adviser. 
A dustt;r-ul-amal, defining the civil ·powers of the various 
officials, has been drawn up, and a set of rilles has been 
framed for their guidan~e in civil cases. Thej-i-nashin has 
powers to decide cases up to Rs. 500 in value, and the nalb 
"up to Rs. 1o,ooo. Cases of higher value are heard by the 
Political Adviser, who also hears appeals from the orders of 
the ja-nashfn and the "naib. 

·Appeals from the Political Adviser's orders lie to His 
Highness the Khan. The rate of court fees is to per 
cent. on the value of the claim. In cases for possession of 
persons a charge of Rs. 7 is made • 
. In criminal <;ases no special powers have been conferred 

0!1 the different officials, as the various cases are dealt with 
by jz'rga, shariat, or arbitration, and each case is referred to 
the Political Adviser for orders. 

The system of internal tribal control and the method of 
disposal of cases has been already referred to. To co
ordinate this. system with the general administration of the 
country, tribal thdnas, paid frum the Khan's funds, have been 
established at Mastung,· \Vali Khan, Mungachar and 
Kardagap.. The juri~diction of Mungachar tlu1.1Ja includes. 
a part of the )halawan country. , The thana at Dasht, though 
under ~he )3olan, also controJs one of the Sarawan tribes, 
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the Kurds. The officials in these thanas ~ork independentiy 
vf the officials in the Khan's niabats ;. they assist in the 
detection of crime and the investigation of offences. To 
govern the relations between the Khan's subject~, instruc: 
tions were issued in August 1905 to the PolitiCal Adviser 
and the Native Assistant, Sarawan, a copy of which is given 

'in Aprendix VI. l To supplement the thana s!stem, local Ji"rgas are bel~ :or 
the settlement of petty dtsputes under the supervtslon 
of the thanaddrs. For this purpose lists of chiefs and re!<pect
able men living in the locality are kept up, from whom six 
are specially selected to fCirm a permanent committee with the 
thanadar. The rest are temporary members, whose services 
are requisitioned as occasion arises. Should a peqnanent 
member be unavoidably absent, his place is. taken by two of 
the temporary members. Six members form a quorum and 
the procedure is g,werned by rules framed by the Political 
Agent. When the Khan's subjects are one of thE' parties 
concerned, the naib brings with him not less than three and 
not more than seven Dehwar members to the local;i"r,ga to 
take part in the deliberations.. All recommendations made 
by the local ;i"rgas are submitted to the Political Agent for 
confirmation. 

Disputes occurring between tribes are now settled by the 
shaJu)irgas which a ... sem bles at Quetta in summer and at Sibi 
in winter, and a tendency is observable for ch1efs of tribes to 
refer all important cases, such as murder, adultery, theft, etc., 
even among- their own tribesmen, to the jirgas. Chiefs who 
do not wish to refer intertribal cases to shahi 7i"rgas not infre
quently make settlements by mutual consent. 

The;i"rga awards are sent up to the Political Agent for 
confirmation and orders, and appeals from the ;i"rga deci
sions lie to the Agent to the Governor-General. 

No accurate st-ttistics of the pravailing forms o_f crime are 
available but, compared with pre-Bl-itish days, crime is said 
to be on the decrea~e. In former days, highway robbery and 
cattle-lifting were very common. Raids and counter-raids 
were also frequently made. Among the indi;::-enous tribes the 
L~hris generally, the Zahrozai Bangulzais,thc N.akamzai Sum
malaris and the Hapursizai J -tttaks were in former times the 
most notorious for their predatory habits. Now-a-days; land 
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jCJDJCJALio disputes, petty theft, hurt and cattle-lifting are the commoner 
forms of crime. Serious cases ~enerally take the form of 
adultery, adultery with murder and unnatural crime, the lat
ter being specially prevalent in Mastung and Kalat. 

Statio.;tics indicate that cases of adultery in recent years 
have largely increased, the average annual number of such 
cases referred to ;i"rgas from the whole of Kal:it having. 
risen from an aggregate of 2 in the five years ending with 
1897-8 to 22 in the similar period endin~ in 1902-3. 

\Vriting in lgo5, Major H. L. Showers said in respect of 
these 'cases : 

" The brutal practice recognised by Brahui tribal cus
tom of murdering the guilty parties in ca,es (•f adultery seems 
to be rather increasing than abating as the civil.zation of 
th~ country advances. It may be that adultery is more 
common, but I should rather put it down to the greater 
need lett by the people for money, and to the knowledge 
that under the Agency jurisdiction a ji"rga or other award 
for C•1mpensation is pretty safe to be carried out. This 
of course is only surmise, but none the less some very 
doubtful looking cases have come up for se1tlement, 
while the number of cases in which only the guilty woman 
and not the man is killed is particularly noticeable. It the 

· man is killed, there is nothing more to be said. But if he 
escapes and only the woman suffers the penalty, then he has 
to make good compensation, usually Rs. I,soo, as the price 
of the woman's life. By Muhammadan law the evidence of 
three eye-witnesses to· the adultery is necessary before the 
death penalty is considered lawful. But by Bnl.hui 'rawaJ' 
proof, 2.s we understand it, is not apparently essential. A 
statement, even a suspicion or rumour, of a woman'!dnfidelity 
is all that seems necessary .in soma cases to justify her murder. 
It can be understood thus how easy it is for a man\\ hofor some 
reason wishes to get rid of his wife, or who stands in need of 
money, or who has a grudge against an enemy to discharge, 
to trump up a charge of ad\)ltery, put the wretched woman 
to instant death and be held blameless and justified by th"e 
law of his tribe.· 

"The mention of one or two actual ca!'es to illustrate this 
brutally unjust and inhuman law may. not be out of plac~. In 
1902, when we ha~ cholera in Kahit, a levy sowar was placed 

•· 
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under my orders on the road above the Kolepur Station to stop JuoJCJAI.j,. 

traffic up the B<>lan Pass. A woman desired to get through, 
but was prevented by the sowar. Angry at her failure she 
returned to her people and d~clared that the sowar had 
attempted to commit adultery with her. In the result 
the woman's husband was. obliged by his 'izzat ' to d1scard 
his wife, and the sowar was held liable to comp~nsate h1m to 
the tune of Rs. I ,oco. 

"The sequel of this case is interesting as tending to bear 
out my vie,v of these charges of adultery, and the inade
quate n<tture of the evidence accepted by jirgas. The sowar 
was unable to pay .the compensation. He was therefore 
imprisoned in default. But this does the complainant no 
good and the man has taken his wife back and is living w1th 
her in Quetta. No one could be at greater pains than he is 
now in proclaiming his wife's innocence in the case. 

"I am strongly of opiqion that an attempt should be 
made to modify the tribal rules under which these deeds of 
blood and cruelty are enacted. lt _might be done in two 
ways, either by arranging for no compensation to be given 
in ca~es in which the proof falls short of that required by 
Muhammadan Jaw, or byimr.osing a Government fine on all 
persons who rightly or wrongly commit murder. That such 
a measure is pract1cable is proved by the fact that in Sind, 
wh1ther thousand~ of Brahuis migrate every year, none of 
these tribal brutalities are recognised, and all cases of 
bloodshed are treated as murder. Yet the Brahuis don't 
refra1n from going to Sind. I may also say tl at cases have 
been knvwn where adultery having been c_ommitted in Sind 
tenitory, the sub,equent murder has l::een deferred till the 
parties returned to Baluch1,tan. This shows that ·ror all 
their vaunted 'rau·aj' and • izzat ', the Brahuis are quite 
ready to forego the instant vmdication of their outraged 
honour (which alone would seem to justify the shtdding of 
blood), when the consequences involved under the Jaw of 
Bri11sh l11dia have. to be taken into consideration. It would 
seem' that it is only when he is quite ~a e. from untoward 
comequences that his 'iz~at' calls so imperatively for blood. 

"As showing that the chances of reform in this matter 
are not hoptless, I am glad to 1:-e able to cite a recent 
case in the Magasi tribe, in connection with which a 
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JuDICIAL. modification of the exi!'ting 'rawaj' has been brought &bout. 

lmnortant 
c:ase!l of 
crime. 

Whto a case of adultery occurred and the guilty man 
escaped, it , .. as the pr~tctice to visit his crime on his relative. 
In the case referred to, a man's rdative was actLallykilled in 
this way. The Shahi Jirga held the man justified, as it 
was ~ho" n that among the 1\fagasis the practice is re
cognised. (It is not so recog11tsed ~mong other Baluch 
tribes.) At the instanc;;e of the I olitical Agent, Kalat, a 
sut-sequent Shah! Jirga has declared this custom to he unlaw
ful and in this the Magasi Nawab and his tribe have 
concurred." 

For the detection of crime, especially of theft, ordeal 
by water is sti I resorted to, the usual places for the test 
being- the Gesho pool at Gazg and the Soghandarri pool 
near Khajuri. The following is a description of the process. 
A man stands on the bank of 1 he pool with a pole in his 
hand touching the bottom. The criminal, after making 
an appeal to Khwaja Kh.dr (a saint who is famous through
out the M-uhammadan world), d1ves into the water holding 
on to the po'e. As soon as the criminal's head is under 
water, a third· man, who is rosted on the ba1 k, runs to_ 
another, who is placed at a d1stance of ~obout 35 paces, and 
if the crimin .} can hold · his breath till the runner has 
completed this distance and can bring up some mud from 
the botlom of the pool he is held to be innocent. The deptb 
of the p.>ol is about 9 feet. 

The only important case of crime commit_ted in recent 
times was that of ]afar Khan, Sarparra. In June 1897, 
Jafar Khan posted himself vdth some followers on the 
Mastung-Quetta road near Alu and attacked three 'tongas, 
killing two of the tonga dri_vers and wounding the thud. He 
fled to the hills and shortly aflerwards appeared at the Ghaza
band pass in the Quetta-Pi,hin. District where he murde-red 
two Hindu lascars employed by. military • 

. The Brahui chiefs, who were called upon to arrest him, 
failed to do so; indeed some of them were proved to have 
as~isted h;m by f-elling him arms and ammunition a"nd in 
other ways. ]afar afterwa1 ds made'his escare to Kandahar 
through the Nushki District, notwithl>tanding an att~mpt 
made to capture him by a detachment of regular troops. The 
pursuit Involved them in a dispute with the Tarasizai 
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' ~engals who opposed the pursuing party and.sheltered Jafar JuDJCIA.L. 

Khan. The opposition was repulsed wtth some loss to the 
Tarasizais and the troops surpri-ed and carried the village. of 
Chandan Khan Band. After living in Kandahar for some time 

'J:Har Khan incurred the Amir's displeasure, was heavily 
fettered, and subsequently died. 

1 
In fermer times much use wa~ made. ~f qaszs, and Qdzis. 

'members of the fraternity who are paid by lhe State still 
Jive at Kalat; Mao;tung and Tiri. Their allowances take 
the form of payments bolh in ca~h and kind. The cash allow-
ance is paid annually, while tlie allowance in grain is paid at 
each harvest. Their offices are hered.tary. In Mas tung and 
Tlri the cases occurring among the Khan's Sllbject,., especially 
cases of land dispute and inheritance, are re~erred to these 
qaszs by the local officials. Thev also perform the functi~ms 
of registrars. The duties of the qa;t" at Ka!at are alrnost 
entirely confined to the wdting of bonds, wtth the pr17viC'us 
permi.sion of His Highness the Khan, for which he receives 
5 per cent. ad valorem .as uwhrana. There is also a qast" at 
Nlchara, to whom cases sometimes go from southern Sara wan. 
He is not paid by the Khan but only receives a .mokrana of 
R. 1 for each written decision •. 

The only parts of the country from which revenue is FINANCE. 

derived by the State are Ma~tung-, Kalat and Johan, and the Income. 

princiral source,. of revenue are land revenue, octroi receipts, 
the fees and fines levied in the decision of C'ises, and excise 
contracts. Certain other taxes also are levied on the local 
trade in the towns of Kalat and 1\Iastung, such &S duties on 
the sale of meat and other petty articles of daily consump-
tion. Fees paid by gamblers, ,and cattle-pound receipts also 
form part of th~ revenues and will be described in the 
section on Miscellaneous Revenues. The system of land 
revenue collection is dealt with at length an the succeedmg 
part of this chapter. 

It is only since the year 1902, when the Mastung nia!Jat 
came under the control of the Pol• tical Adviser, I hat rei able 
figures of the revenue from all source:~ are available. In the 
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FINANcE. year 1903-4 they amounted toRs. 92,8o5, the principal items 
being:~ 

Expenditure. 

Expendi
ture incurred 
by the British 
Government. 

Land revenue 
Octroi 
Muskarat (excise) 
Court fees and fines ••• 

... Rs. 
79,885 
6,692 
I,ooo 
1 0 jt6 

Other petty contracts and miscellaneous.. 3,46z 

Total ... 92,805 

In 1903-4 the revenue of the Katat niahat was estimated 
at ·Rs. 32,723 and of Johan with Gaz:;: in the Jhalawan 
country at Rs. r,200 which gives a total income der.ived by 
the State from the Sarawan country at Rs. 1,26,728 in that 
year. 

The principal items of expenditure borne by the State 
funds, so far as the Sarawan dtstrict is concerned, include 
the cost of the administrat.on of Mastung, the maintenance 
of the local levtes in charge of the tluinas, the cost of the 
maintenance C'lf the Mastung dispensary and "other buildings, 
and the maintenance of roads. 

In 1903-4. these amounted to Rs. 25,522-0·5 as follows:
Administration of Mastung Niabat in-

cluding Rs. 1,118-I-11 on account of Rs. a. p. 
cost on public work..... .•. 7,268 2 7 

Levies ;,614 15 6 
Mastung dispensary 2,c87 10 1 
Miscellaneous 8,551 4 3 

Besides the expenditure incurred by the KaJat State, the 
following items of expenditure are debited to the British 
Government exclusive of the co!>t of the Political Agent, 
Assistant Political Agent, and their establishments:-

Allowances to Chiefs 
Telegraph service between KaJat and Quetta 
Postal service do. do. 

Actuals, 
1903-4· 

Rs. a. p. 
22,8oo o o 
2,400 0 0 

6,040 0 0 

Native Assistant, Sarawan and his establishment 4,512 o o 
Kalat dispensary... · 3·731 2 9 

(Excluding a sum of Rs. 1 ,oJo spent on buildings and repairs 
daring 1903). 
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Besides the allowances to chiefs above· shown, other pay~. 
ments are made to chiers and individuals from the ·Bolan and 
Quetta-Pishfn tribal levy services. "1 hose in the Bolan 
includ.e payments to the Kruds and Raisanis, and to the 
Lan ~av chief; the.Rustamzai chiers brother holds a seryice 

in Quetta-Pishin. 

The only information about the systematic assessment cf 
revenue in early times is to be found in the Ain-i-Akhari 
which was written about 15901 when the district formed 
part of the empire of the Emperor Akbar. Mastung is 
mentioned as Mashtang, and Kalat with its neighbo'urhood is. 
described as Kalat-i-Nichara. The district formed part of 
the sarktir of Kandahar and ~as included in the suhak of 
Kabul. Kalat-i-Nichara formed the southernmost bound
ary of the Kandahar sarkar. The revenue was levied partly 
in cash and partly in kt'ld, and the country wa~ also required 
to furnh.h a spec,fied number of hor~emen and footmen. 
Mastung paid 10 tumans and 8,ooo dinars in money and 470 
kharwars of grain ; and furnished 100 hors~men and 500 
footmen. Kalat-i-Nichl.ra supplied 30 Balochi horses, 30 
camels, soo horse•t.en and soo fo0tmen. The Ain-i-Akbari 
does n0t explain the extent of the country from which the 
revenue raid by Mastung was derived, but it seems not 
improbable that Mastung represented what is now known as 
the Sarawan country, and Kalat-i-Nicha•a the Jhalawan 
country. It may also be assumed that, whilst the cultivators 
of the irri!-!ated lands in Mastung and Mungachar supplred the 
money and grain, the men·at-arms were found by the tribes· 
men of the hills. No evidence exists as to payments in 
money, kind, and animals being continued to Nadir Shah 
and the Afghan rulers, under whose practical suzerainty the 
country passed in later times, .but it is certain that the country 
continued to furnish a contingent of men-at-arms, and the 
bxploits of Na~ir Khan 1 with his Bni.hui contingent in 
Khurasart are still a subject of common talk among the people. 
The system was known as san, and und<:!r it each tribe supplied 
a given numher of men in proportion to its total strength, 
the distribution being made among the various clans, sec
tions and ~ub-st:ctions. The supply of s.an ·is alleged to 
have beendiscontinu~d in the time ofNaslr Khan I (I75c-sr 
to 1793-4), in whose time the Ahmadzai power reached its 

LAND RB· 
VENUB, 
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L.ulo REvE· ~enith. Henceforward th" Khans of KaJat gradually ac-
Ne& 

quired a large measure of independence of Kandahar and 
it~ rulers. ~s the organised society, known as the Brahui 
confederacy, assumed shape, two bodies of men were affected, 
ea~h in a different way. The Khan's rtlusa who held the fine 
irrigated lands of Mastung and Kalat, c.ontinued, as in 
Akbar's time, to find revenue in cash and kind, but did not 
ordinarily supply men-at-arms, whilst eac.;h of the Brahui 
tribes either undertook or was required to !>upply to the 
K11an a certain number of men-at-arms a .. its share of the 
burden ol the confederacy. This was known as gham, gham 
kaski or lashRarglri and was entirely distinct from the san 
supplied to the suzerain power, though both ~y!>tems \\'ere 
worked on much the same Jines. Tht> basis of the system of 
gham appears abo to ~ave resembled the gham-i-naukar 
sy.;tem found in the neighbouring district of Pishin, which 
was under the· direct rule of the Afghans, As l'oon as· the 
word went forth that a· certain number of men were required, 
the chiel and his headmen (takkarLs) were respon,ib:e for 
collecting and leading them. So strict was the :-ystem, that 
it is said that, when the call to arms was given, even the 
shepherds on the hill sides were bound to dro.p their crooks 
and join the ranks. For the time during wh1ch they were 
employ.,-d, ~hey and their men receavtd pa) ment in cash 
and kind from the Khan's treasury. !'1. staten1ent !>bowing, 
so f.,r as can be ascertained, the number ot men for which 
each tribe was responsible will be fllund in appendix VII. 
After be.:oming responsible for a given number of men-at
arms, a tribe proceeded to divide the total nurr.l:>e_r among 
its various cla_ns (takkar). Each share was made 
proportionate t<? the numerical strength and ir.fluence of 
the clan at the time of the originc.l distribution. At the 
same time, to supplement this system, a pcrtion of the 
tribal l~nd was set aside for those clam, sec• ioras and 
sub-sections on whom the respon:-ibility of finding the 
gkmn r~sted and thi3 land was divided among clans, 
sections and sub-!'ections down to tl:e i• drvicual. Every 
person who obtained a share in the 1,1/(.m land of the 
tribe wa.; ba•und to ~hare in the re.•ponsibilities a•taching 
thereto and vice versa, and the admission of an outsrder to 
the tribe \\as not complete until he had re~:etved a ~hare in 
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the gkam land. Until that time he was merely kamsayah, 
i.e., under prote~tion. . The chief participated like others, 
but was given a special share, generally one-seventh, as a 
'mark of his position. All the Brahui tribesmen-in Sara wan,. 
except the Langavs, possess gkam land, and the localities, 
.in which they hold, are detailed below:-

Locality £n whick /and is held. 

1. Raisani including the 
Rustamzai 

2. Shahwani 

Mungachar. 
Khad. 

3• Bangulzai lsplinji. 
4· Muhammad Shahi .•. Mungachar and Kuak. 
5· Kurd Marav, T:dkhkavi and 

part of Bhalla Dasht. 
6. Lahri Narmuk. 
z. Sarparra Gurgina and Kardgap. 

It may be mentioned that the Langavs were bound to 
supply men-at-arms, although they held no gkam lands. 

The system is still fully recognised amon~ the tribesmen, 
and it is on the basis of the gkam that all State demands, 
such as fines at the present day, or the. provision of supplies 
(surstU) in former days, are and were provided for. Lahd 
held as gkam ·is · common tribal land and cannot be. 
sold to aliens. The distribution as originally made holds 
g\.lod, and a unit, the numerical strength of which is less 
than the number of men allotted to it at the original distribu
tion, still continues in possession of its share of gkam lands. 
But, if a section dies out, its share of gkam land and the 
responsibilities attaching thereto, are allotted by the chief 
and headmen. in consultation to some other section or 
members of the tribe. When Kachhi was handed over to 
the Brahuis; in compensation .for the death of Mir .i\bdulla 
in the fight with the Kalhoras at Jandrihar, part of lands in 
Kachhi were made over to some of the Sarawan tribesmen 
either as compensation for blood or in return for the gkam 
which each tribe had found, and these lands appear to have 
been distributed on the same system as those in Sarawan. 

To further illustrate the gkam system, the following 
particular examples may be quoted. The Muhammad Shahi 
tribe was required to supply 369 men-at-arms to the Khan. 
After putting aside a special share for the chief, the tribal 
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land set apart for those partaking in the gham was divided 
into nine equal shares, according to the number of men 
required from each clan. The distribution was thus fixed 
as follows :-

I. The Samezai clan ... Ioo men-at-arms 
2. The Khedrani 
3· The Dodai 
4• The. Gwahrani 
5· The Surozai 

" 

" 
" 6. The Bambkazai " 

8o 
40 
40 
40 
6o 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

It will be seen that the Sam~zai clan had to find two and a 
half shares, the Khednini clan two, the Bambkazai one and 
a half, and the Dodai, the Gwahr:ini and the Surozai one 
each, and the amount of land received was in the !:'arne 
proportion. Further division ot each share was made by the 
headmen concen ed by dtviding the portion the c an had 
received by dahganas_, i.e., one-quarter of tne land for _every 
ten men, . 

Disputes in connection with-the distribution appear to have 
b~en referred to the Khan for settlement. as . will be seen 
from the tra.nslation of the following sanad, the original of 
which, bearing the seal of Nasir Khan I, is in the possession 
of Sardar Samandar Khan Muhammad Shahi (1905) :-

TRANSLATION. 
Whereas the . Muham~rad Shahi tribe have a dispute 

among themselves regarding the lands in Murgachar, it has 
been our plea~ure to order that the divi~ion take place 
according to the numt--er of men. Fateh Khan, Dehwar, 
the Mohsil of our Government, was deputed and he has 
divided 'the land into niPe shares as under :-

Haider Khan, Samezai 2-f shares 
Nod" Khedrani 2 , 

Halim Khan, Dodai 2* , 

Shahbaz Khan, Bambkani t= I! , 
Lashkar Khan, Surozai I share 

9 shares 

• This includes the one share now assigned to the Gwahranis. 
· t Now known as Bambkazai. 
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It .is commanded that each person do take possession of 
the share assigned to him and supply the gkamkaski 
according~y. No departure of any kind is to be made from 
the settlement hereby made. 

Dated 21st Muharram, 1178 H. 

21st July, 1764 A. D. 
Evidently the headmert of the various clans mentioned 

arranged for carrying out the minor divisions among them
selves. 

LAND 
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The case of the Kurd tribe is one which is still more The gham 
and its dis

interesting. The tribe was required to supply 300 men-at- tribution 

arms, for which purpose it was divided into 7 takkars. The, among the 

share of the two largest of those takl?ars, the Sh&dizai and Kurd tribe, ' 

Masudani, was fixed at 8o men each, whilst that of the 
rest was forty each, thus giving a total of 360 men as 
shown below:-

I. Tl•e Madezai clan (.me takkar) 
2. The Zardarzai clan (one takkar) 
3· The Shudanzai clan (ooe takkar) 
4· The Shadizai clan (two takkars) 
5· The Phullanzai clan (one takkar) 
6. The Masudaui clan (two takkars) 
1· ·The Gorgezai clan (one takkar) 

40 
40 
40 
8o 
40 
8o 

... 40 

Total 360 

Men-at-arms. 
, .. 
, 
•• , 
" 

For purposes ofgham, the Muhammadzai clan was included 
with the Shadizai and the Dagharzai clan with the Masu
dani, t.hus raising the strength of each to the equivalent 
of two takkars. The extra provis_ion of 6o men ahove the 
actual quota due from the tribe, was intended to meet the 
contint;ency of units dying out or being unable to supply 

·their quota from some cause or other. t 
· No material change has taken place in the revenue system 
which, indeed, is chiefly interesting for its antiquated 
character. No systematic record of rights has ever been 
made and mforiT'a•ion as to individual holding-s or irrigated 

tNote.-The l:>ahtakzais are considered to be equal to one fakkar 
and responsible for ~omen, but as their conne, tion with the Kurds .is 
somewhat indefinite and' they are now independent for ar, pt·actical 
purposes they have not been included in this statement. 

Modern re-
venue his-
tory. 
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·!lreas has always to be sought from the ti,mekeeper 
( rais), whose information on 1111 subjects connected with his 
area is complete, 

In the Mastung nia!Jat, as almost everywhere else in the 
Kal~t State, the _hand of Nasir Khan I is to be traced, for he 
introduced an improved system by causing the receipt books 
known as weki, to be given to the cultivators, in which all 
items of receipt of fixed revenue, whether in cash or kind, 
were recorded. The distribution of the~e books appears to 
be the only attempt ever made by the Khans at the in
troduction of a systematic method of revenue collection. 
Even now, the only part in which a commencement has been 
made, since 19021 in putting matters on a sound footing, is 

-Mastung. Here account books are regularly kept, and 
revenue questions are dealt with on the lines followed in the 
administered districts but adapted to the local conditions. 
The accounts are kept and controlled by officers lent to His 
Highness the Kha~ by the British Government. No attempt 
has been made to depart from,the principles of assessment 
originally followed, and existing circumstances have been 
taken as a basis for gradually introducing an improved 
system. 

Elsewhere than in Mastung the system of keeping the 
accounts is primitive and impossible to check, and constant 
opportunities for corruption are offered to ~he Khan's revenue 
o~cials. · When the harvest is ripe the officials sent out by 
the naib either assess the State share ofthe revenue or divide 
the produce, after which the State Treasurer enters the 
amount received in his books and, if possible, records the 
names of the' circles and the number of sha!Jdnas for which 
the revenue has been received from the cultivator. As no 
systematic check is kept on the naib's proceedings, but a 
general settlement of accounts is made at uncertain intervals, 
it has been hitherto no uncommon occurrEnce for large arrears 
to be found outstanding on these occasions resulting in the 
confiscation of the property of the official concerned. 

The only Survey and Record. of Rights which has been 
made in the district, was in the Kahnak and Dulai valleys, 
and was made in s8gg with a view to the satisfactory settle-· 
ment of land disputes which had long existed between the 
:::hief section of the Raisanis and the Rustamzai clan, and to 
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put a stop to the recurrence of disputes already decided. 
Lands belonging to the Khan of Kalat were excluded 
from the operations. The survey of irrigab-le lands was 
field to field, while in the case of dry crop lands, the survey 
was carried out kaumwar, i.e., according to tribal tenures. 

· The total area surveyed amounted to 28,519 acres, of which 
19,474 acres were under cultivation, including irrigated lands 
(dbi) 4,028 acres, gardens 61 acres, fallow 99 acres and dry 
crop 15,286 acre<>. The remaining 9,045 acres were waste 
arid included culturable 2,640 and unculturable 6,405 acres. 

To make the results permanent it was proposed that 
mutations should be regularly carried out in the records and 
that an establishment be engaged for their maintenance, 
mutations being checked from time to time by the tahsildar 
of Quetta. No action has, however, been taken in the 
direction indicated. 

LAND 
REVENUE. 

Before dealing with the system of assessment of the re- Land. ten-

venue in the areas held by the Khan, some explanation .J~;{~:.nd 
of the character of the tenures in different parts of the 
country is required. In the absence of any record of 
rights. and indeed of any reliable records at all, the 
subject is one which necessarily presents many difficulties ; 
so far as opportunity has arisen, however, careful enquiries 
have been made by the Gazetteer party working in the coun• 
try, and though it has been fo~nd impossible to verify every 
statement, the facts here embodied are believed to be 
correct in the main. 

On the whole, it may be asserted that the land tenures are 
interesting but complicated. For a full understanding of 
them, attention may once more be directed to the fact that 
three different areas exist in the district, side by side with 
one another. The first is the area in which the Khan col
lects revenue, and which is held by the cultivating classes 
attached to him and known as his ulus; this area also includes 
the crown lands. It includes all the best irrigated parts of 
the district. The second consi!;lts of tribal territory held by 
the Bnihui tribesmen and acquired generally by conquest, or 
in compensation for blood, out of which was set apart the 
portion held in glzam, for the supply of men-at-arms and 
other State demands. The third is known as jagfr, i.e., land 

r water lying within the localities originally subject to the 
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Khan's. revenue, but of which the revenue has, in after times, i 

been assigned by the Khan either to tribesmen or to in
dividuals. 

Throughout all these areas, there has come into existence 
a body of peasant proprietors holding an alienable right 
in the land. In tribal territory, the land, as already mentioned, 
Is not subject to pay revenue to the Khan, as the respon
sibility of the tribesmen towards the objects of the Brahui 
confederacy ended with the supply of gham in the shape of 
men-at-arms. In the area subject to the Khan's direct control 
on the other hand, i.e., in parts of .Mungilchar, Mastung, 
Kalat and Johan, revenue was, and is, collected from the pro
prietary body, but no men-at-arms had to be supplied. Now 
it so happened that the Ahmadzai Khans, in order to avoid 
the d1fficulty of collecting revenue in kind from a nurnber of 
scattered areas of sources of irrigation, sometimes arranged 
with the proprietors to take a specified share of the land and 
water under particular sources of irrigation in permanent 
commutation of all demands for revenue on the source of 
irrigation in question. In such cases the Ahmadzai ruler 
himself became the proprietor and gave the land so acquired 
to tenants-at-will. Thus it came about that, in the very areas 
in whtch the Khan is the chief revenue taker, i.e., the person 
who receives the sarkari, as it is called, he is also a proprietor 
in certain cases and receives tbe proprietor's share or bohtan·. 
It may be mentioned that it is these lands the rights in which 
have generally been assigned as jaglr, a subject which will 
be dealt with presently. Sarkari thus represents the share 
ofthe produce patd in the Khan's areas on account of revenue, 
whtlst hohtari is the share of the produce received by a pro
prietor from his tenant. But the term sarkari has come to be 
used in a wrong sense in those places where the Khan, as 
explained above, holds the proprietary right and where the 
payments made to him, though really bohtan·, are known. as 
sarkdn". Where a tribal proprietor does not himself cultivate, 
he levies bohtari from his tenants. 

As already mentioned, most of the jag-lrs in the district 
have· been given from those sources of irrigation in which 
the system of permanent commutation for the revenue, or 
ab-o-samfn, had been followed. In course of time the jag{r· 
dars managed to acquire the proprietary right in most of such 
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sources of irrig-ation, a process described in the following LAND 

quotation from the Kahnak Se:.tlement Report (18gg). REVENUE. 

" The samlnddrs of Kahnak pay no revenue .either to the 
British Government or to His Hi~hness the Khan of KaJat, 
but it appe trs that the whole tract originally fell under the 
revenue jurisdL:tioa of the latter. Under the revenue system 
generally obraining in the Kalat State, the Khans, in consi
deration of the revenue demand, took two shabtinas (of land 
and water) of every ktires in this locality* which represented 
nearly one-•ixth part of the whole ktires. These two shabtinas 
were regarded as State property, and the State made its own 
arrangements for. their cultivation. The remaining five;
sixths of the ktires were enjoyed by the Zamlndtirs (as if reve
nue-free) in proprietary rights. Subsequently the State 
share was granted injtiglrdtiri rights to some of the Sardars, 
who also acquired other shares in the• .Mn!s by purchase as 
opportunity arose. Thus, b¥e and b) e, all the ktireses be
came wholly revenue-free. The Raisani and Rustamiai 
tribes seem to have got their hold on Kahnak in thi;; manner. 
The Shergarh mahtil of the Kahnak circle still affords an 
illustration of the system of revenue described above." 

In other cases an assignment of the ~evenue due to the 
State on a specified portion of water has been made to 
individ~als. The jriglrs are scattered in the various parts of 
the district, and include both imgated and unirrigated 
grants. The principal areas in which they are situated are 
Shirinab, Kahnak and the whole of the Dulai valley in the 
Mastung nirihat, and in Malguzar and the Garrari valley 
in the Kalat mahat including parts of the Chhappar 
valley. Most of the holders in the Mastung nzahat are 
Brahui tribesmen, principally Raisanis with Rustamzais, 
Shahwanis, Muhammad Shahis, Shahizai Mengals, Bangul
zais, Rodenzais, Sarparras, and Saiads. In addition to this 
a host of minor individuals of different tribes also hold 
jtiglrs. In Kalat, the jaglrs are held by the Muhammad 
Shahis, Shahizai Mengals, Saiads, and to a small exleat by 
others. • A peculiar case is that of the personal grants to 
the Raisani and Kambarani chiefs from the crown lands 
irrigated by the Dl\dran spring and the Ziarat Karez. After 

•}tlote.-Tbe system is known il.s ti"-o-sam{ts or ao-•a,.l~~o-Ed. 
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the whole of the seed supplied by the Khan for his own 
larids has been sown, each of these chiefs is entitled to the 
use of the water for a day and night and to cultivate so 
much land as may be irrigated thereby. They are regarded 
as possessing the occupancy right in the land. 

The question of thejag{rs held by the Brahuis has always 
been a thorny one and came into special prominence iq the 
time of Khudadad Khan, during whose reign many were 
confiscated. The question was dealt with at the time ofthe 
Mas tung Settlement in 1876, and the Khan undertook to 
restore those grants to which the Brahuis could prove a just 
title. The Brahuis appear to have put forward a claim at 
this time, as they still do, that land acquired by them in 
areas subject to the payment of revenue to the Khan became, 
ipso facto, revenue-free. At the time of the settlement the 
Khan consented to certain rules for the guidance of the 
chiefs and of his ntiihs in the collection of the revenue and, • though the Government of India did not afterwards approve 
of these rules as involving too minute an interference by 
British officers in the affairs of the State, they are of interest 
as indicating the attitude of. the parties and the 11Wdus ' 
v£vend£ arrived at, and one of them may be quoted here : 
"Regarding the first (i.e., the collection of revenue) I direct 
my ndihs not to interfere in any way with revenue-free grants. 
These are to remain, as formerly, entirely in the hands of the 
Brahuis. But . should a Brahui pur~hase from a ryot 
land on which revenue, either in cash or in kind, has been 
fixed; the ntiih will collect from him the usual assessment. 
Should any Brahui. refuse to pay the assessment to the 
naih, the Ia tter will at once refer to the Sirdar of the tribe to 
which the Brahui belongs, who will realise the amount 
due. Should the Sirdar consider the Brahui had just 
grounds for refusing to pay the assessment, he will refer him 
to the ndih, and should the latter concur, the claim wilt' be 
dismissed., Should the nd£h not agree with the Sirdar the 
latter can refer the dispute to His Highness the Khan, whose 
decision in the matter will be final, and the Sirdar. will ·be 
responsible for putting it in force. After putting the Khan's 
order in force, should the Sirdar consider the Khan's order 
unjust, he can refer the matter, through the Political Agent 
at KaJat, to the British Government. The procedure recorde 
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here applies to all disputes regarding the collection of revenue, 
whether in cash or in kind."· 
! On the question of the resumption of revenue.free grants 
by the Khan, all that need be said is that Sir Robert 
Sandeman committed himself to no guarantee that the Khan 
~hould always maintain in perpetuity the revenue-free 
)loldings. The grants are consequently based on the usual 
:rrinciple of loyalty and good behayiour to the Khan, the con
dition on which the rights of the various chiefs were restored 
'to them by the settlement of Mastung. There seems to be 
no doubt that when the Ahmadzai power was at its zenith 
revenue-free lands ·were confiscated even on the smallest 
pretexts and without provoking retaliation on the part of the 
holders. A story is told of Nasir Khan .I confiscating a 
revenue-free grant held by the Muhammad Shahis in the Joak ' 
spring of the Shirinab. valley, because a man with ·a long 
beard, who was drinking at it, was abused by the holder. 

LAND I 

REVENUE, 

Turning now to the question of the origin of the pro
prietary right now held by the tribesmen in the land, it 
appears • that in most cases it has originated either from 
conquest, from cccupation of unowned land, or from 
payment of compensation for blood. As ari instance of 
the first, may be mentioned the expulsion of the Puzh and 
other Rinds from Narmuk by the Lahris, whilst the owner
ship by the Raisanis of a portion of the tract which they 
now possess in Mungachar and which is estimated at one
fifth of the whole and belonged to the Shahwanis, is an 
example of the third. In former times admission to a· tribe 
carried with it the right to a portion of the tribal lands. . 

The origin 
and charac
ter of pro
prietary 
right, 

It is only in recent times, however, that most of the 
tribesmen, who were previously almost entirely flockowners, 
have adopted a somewhat more settled life and have begun 
taking an interest in agriculture. The only tribe which 
has . always made agriculture its profession is the. Langav, 
and its members have here and there acquiced a groprietary 
right in tribal lands on the hadd-sharik system which will be 
presently described, as also by purchase. Thus the Langavs 
have acquired much land by purchase from the Muhammad . 
Shahis and Shahwanis in Mungachar, and the system is one 
which appears to be extending. Among the Sasolis of 

• Baluchistan Blue Book, No. 2, page 271. 
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Nimargh, land is occasionally tran&ferred in payment of 
bride-price. M'ith the Khan's utus, the proprietary right 
appears to have had its origin either in purchase or in the 

• J 

openmg out of new sources of irrigation at a time when 
kkuskdva land had little or no value, Land, whether irrigated 
or unirrigated, in which an alienable right has been once 
acquired, is called milk or mlrris. 

But, whilst the origin, in most case.i, of proprietary right 
may be attributed to one or •other of the causes defined 
above, certain other f?rms have grown up on a more compli
cated basis, due to the peculiar conditions of the country, 
and will n~w be described. They are hadd-sharik, daghdri, 
kalang, kalang-sharlk, sardari, and ralsi or mati'ki. 

Hadtl-sharfk.. The hadd-sharlk form of proprietorship is to be found in 
dry-crop tracts and is a development of the system known 
as lathoi, dashtoi or basti. The former is the more common 
name. A full description of the lathoi syst~m will be found 
in the succeeding sections on tenants. It will suffice to say 
here that under it, waste land is given on a written agree
ment to a tenant for embanking, on the understanding that 
he will acquire an occupancy right in the land so embanked. 
It is also a condition of the agreement, however, that if, 
at any time, the proprietor wishes to eject the tenant with
out just cause, a portion of the embanked land, amounting 
to one-half, one-third or one-fourth of the whole, will be 
made over to him in proprietary right. The more d1fficult 
the task c..f reclamation, the larger the share assigned to the 
reclaimer. The more common practice, however, is the 
assignment of one-half, especially in Gurgina and Kardgap 
and in the Kurd area. 

This hadd-shar(k system is in vogue in Gurgina, Kardgap, 
parts of Mungachar, Khad, Kuak, and the whole of the 
Kurd area including Marav, Gwanden and Balla Dasht and 
the neighbouring valleys, and has produced a somewhat 
peculiar body of proprietors, for they are frequently not 
members of the tribe in whose tribal lands they possess a 
proprietary right. The system appears to have originated at 

·.a time when the value of land had not been realised, and few 
proprietors now resort to it. The Kurds, however, do not 
admit that their tenants have alienable rights. 

A tenant, who thus acquires a proprietary right in respect 
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of a part of the land reclaimed by him, is known as hadtl
sharlk or sharlk-hazgar .. Hadd-sharlk means '.' a partner in 
the bones of the land," a very significant term. It is not usual 
for a lladd-sharlk tenant to be able to claim a distribution of 
the land he has reclaimed, as such a division is not generally 
pdvantageous either to the landlord or tenant ; indeed, the 
system appears to have been introduced largely as a deterrent 
to ejectment by the landlord without due cause. Division 
must necessarily be disadvantageous.to the proprietor in the 
reduction in the size of his holding, and to the hadd-sharlk 
in the reduction of the size of his tenancy .. Tenants -becom
ing hadd-sharlk proprietors in respect of one-third of the 
land, a system which is known in the neighbourhood of 
Kishan, Shekhri and Iskalku always make a small cash 
payment to the original proprietor_ When hadd-shar{k 
rights are a condition of the holding, they are always enter
ed in a written agreement. 

I A daghari proprietor is one who is given a share of water 
in a new kanfz which has been excavated in his lands or 
the water of which has been brought on to his land. The 
allotment represents the compensation payable to him as 
owner; The daghari proprietor, as a rule, bears no share of 
the cost of excavation. · 

If a karez becomes dry, or has been damaged, and the 
original proprietary body is unable to repair it, outsiders 
are sometimes invited to bear the exp~nditure required for 
its restoration, and ·on doing so become kalang shar{k in the 
land and water of the kanfz. They generally receive half 
the land and water, but instances are also known in which 
only one-third has been giv-en to them. Karezes so restorec1 
are known as kalangi or Uchakhi. When a dry karez has been 
thus restored, no change is usually necessary in the actual 
distribution of the original shares of water, but one-half or 
one-third of t~e water and land is made over to the restorers. 
It sometimes happens, however, that repairs are found 
necessary for a kdrez in which a group of kalang skar{k 
holders already exists, and in such cases it is generally 
necessary for the holdings of the entire proprietary body 
in the kare11 to be re-divided, and as a consequence the size 
of the various holdings is reduced. The system is known in 
all parts of the district, but the areas speciaiJy noted for it 

LAND 
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are Gurglna, Kardgap, Mungachar and Shirl nab. In Gurglna 
and Kardgap, the Sarparra tribesmen have lost some part of 
nearly every kares, notably to the Khurasanis. Outsiders 
have crept in even in cases where only small effort was 
required to restore the kareses and the cost was comparative
ly insignificant. The system is one which is not without its 
advantages in a district where no regular system of making 
takavi advances exists, and offers a sufficient inducement to 
the more industridus cultivators t~ come to the aid of their 
poorer or less energetic brethren. 

jdvi. holdings only exist in the Mastung niabat. The 
system i~ known as fau from the Arabic word (f.:-'~) 

meaning hunger.· In character it resembles the kalang 
sharik system but, as it is generally found in kan!ses paying 
a fixed revenue and as the whole of the revenue continues to 
be paid by the original proprietary body, its results are highly 
injurious to the latter. The revenue in kdre>$es subject to 
fixed assessment, either in cash Qr kind, as will be explained 
presently, is distributed on the shares of wate.r, i.e., per 
shabana. If, therefore, the source of supply happens to 
diminish and new capitalists are called in to assist in effect
ing the necessary repairs they receive a portion of the land 
and water as compensation for their expenditure. But, 
although the actual amount of water and the number of 
shabanas may be increased, the quantity of land held by the 
original proprietors has to be reduced to find sufficient to 
make over to the new comers, whilst, at the same time, the 
fixed revenue remains payable by the original proprietary 
b<;>dy. That is to say, the new comers hold their land re
venue-free. An examp1e will further illustrate the sy<>tem. 
The briginal supply of water in K;ir~z-i-Kark in Mastung 
was 14 shabdnas and is known as kalangi-daur, i.e., the 
channel on which the rev~nue demand is fixed. The present 
supply (1904) has been divided into 20 shabtinas, the. six 
additional shabanas being held under the jdvi form of pro
prietorship. An original proprietor, therefore, who used 
formerly to recei~e his turn of water after every x4 days, 
now receives his turn after every 20 ·days and the amount 
of land has also been reduced. But the fixed revenue 
demand· is paid only by the original proprietors • 
. Inst~nces ofjavi proprietors occur in almost all kareses 
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paying fixed revenue· in the Mastung niaoat, and it will RE~!=~E. 
generally be found that the original proprietary body find 
the payment of the revenue a matter of considerable difficulty, 
especially in cases in which the original demand was fixed 
at a high figure. The Rod-i-Pashkaram, Karez-Miana, 
Kungar, Kark and Karez Nau are instances in point. In 
cases in which the revenue is taken in produce, jdvi 
proprietors are exactly on the same footing as kalang shank 
and, so far as the revenue demand is concerned, the original 
proprietors suffer. no disadvantages. 

Sardar£ is an e·xtension to irrigated areas of the system sa,.ddri, · 

known as dastar, by which a certain part of the tribal lands 
is set apart for the chief's so~e use and benefit. Similarly, 
where tribesmen have co-operated in excavating a kares, it 
is not uncommon to find an assignment of a shaoana or so 
with the land which it irrigates., made gratis to the chief as 
a mark of respect and in return for his patronage, although 
he may no.t have. contributed to the capital required for 
carrying out the work. 

In Mungachar the raises, who are also called maliR.s, have Raisi o,. 
MaliRi. in some cases received proprietary rights in portions ofthe 

water and land in certain kareses in return for the super-
vision they exercised over the original work, for keeping the 
accounts and for their general responsibiiity for the subse-
quent maintenance of the !lares. 

The majority of the lands have been· permanently divided Custom· of · 
periodical 

down to the •individual and permanent division has taken distril}ution, 

place in all irrigated lands. Unirrigated lands in tribal 
I 

areas are in many cases still held by sections, especially in 
cases in which the lands are cultivated by persons other than 
the propietors, as in Khad-Mastung. The share of produce 
realised at each harvest is divided among individuals, under 
the supervisiop of the headmen, whose business is to collect 
.it, but, as a matter of fact, the latter generally misappopriate 
much of it, especially in the ca~e or' such sections as are 
flockowners. The headmen are entitled to no particular 
share in view of their office, But even where joint holdings 
still exist, division is c'?nstantly taking place, and the day of 
individual holdings in all cultivable lar;td appears to be not 
far distant. Waste land is still held jointly, and hen·ce it is 
sometimes found that payment for the right of extending a 
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!lares or cons,tructing a new one is made to a: clan or section •. 
In the crown lands belonging to the Khan in which the 
cultivators are tenants-at-will, the land is divided annually 
into suitable plots at the time of sowing, 

Tenants generally are known as basg-ar. In crown lands 
all tenants are tenants-at-will and as such are liable to 
_ejectment after harvesting the crop sown by them. The 
only exception to this rule is in the case of the Ziarat Karez 
near Kalat where, although the proprietary•right admittedly 
rests with the Khan, the tenants appear to have acquired a 
sort of occupancy right, o~ing to their letfgthy possession. 
A permanent d1vision of water has taken place and possession 
has to this extent become hereditary. The question of the 
right of alienation does not appear ever to have been raised. 
Much the same conditions govern part of the water utilized 
for irrigating the Garok village from the Dudran spring. 

All tenants in irrigated la~ds are tenants-at-will and, in 
addition to the cultivation of the soil, have to perform 
certain serv:ces for their landlords, such as the occasional 
supply of a load of firewood, the transport of the landlord's 
grain to and from the watermill, and thP. supply of earth 
and timber, if the proprietor wishes to build or repatr his 
house. Tenants cultivating crown lands are required to 
render certain additional services which will be detailed 
under 'assessments.' Th~ only service ordinanly expected 
from a tenant in a dry-crop area is . the transport of the 
proprietor's share of• produce to his hou~. The rent, 
which a tenant pays to the landlord, is known as samm 
boktari, bzlhanl{av or tula. The latter word is only used 
among the wilder tribesmen. 

In dry-crop areas, whether in the Khan's. or in tribal 
areas, tenants are of five kinds :-Lath basgar, hadd-sharik 
basgar, miadi hasgar, fasal batera and skat baz,gar. The first 
three are almost invariably held on written agreement~ 
( patta, rakam or Mgkaz). . 

The iatk basgar ·is a tenant who has reclaimed waste 
land and brought it under cultivation by clearing the bushes 
and plants and constructing embankments for irrigation. 
The system is known as lathoi, latkbandi, daskloi or bast£. 
So long as a lathband tenant continues to cultivate, he 
caQnot be ejected without reasonable cause, and the 

I 
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occupancy right which he acqitires is alienable. As the peo-. 
·pie characteristically say, a piece of land once embanked be
comes the" lawfully married wife " of the man embanking 

. it. A latkhand tenant also possesses the rigl)t of subletting, 
but there is a good dea~ of difference of opinion in different 
tribal areas as to whether he may do so without the 
landlord's permission. 

In the Khan's areas the lathbazgars have acquired a pro
prietary right. Their position as permanent occupants of 
the land in tribal areas is often called in question, but it is an 
undoubted fact that ejectment can only take place on reason
able cause being shown, such as neglect to cultivate the land 
and, even in !-uch ca,es, compensation must be paid for the 
labour expended on the 'embankments. If a lathband tenant 

. is ejected after he has cleared the land for the crop ·he is also 
entitled to compensation. In the Kurd area such compensa
tion is paid at the rate of R. I per plot, 8o paces square. As 
a matter of fact, ej~ctments seldom take place. 

Nearly all dry-crop lands are held under the lathband system, 
except in Narmuk, and it frequently happens that one tribe 
cultivate~ the lands of another, and one St:'ct•on that of 
another in the same tribe. The Langavs of Mungachar and 
the Bangulzais supply most of the lath bazgars. In Narmuk, 
no occupancy right is obtained, and ejectment takes place at 
the wiii of the landlord on payment of compensation which is 
fixed by asses~ors. 

Reference has already been made to the positioq of a lzadd- · 
skarlk bazgar. It is in practice the same as that of the lath
bazgar, but, with the special provi~ion that the hadd-sharik 
acquires a right of proprietorship in respect of part of the 
land on ejectme"t· 

A mfadi mudda bazgar is, as the name implies, a· tenant 
who constructs embankments or reclaim's land on the con
dition of retaining his tenancy for a limited period, generally 
not exceeding ten years. The system is not very common, 
but is to be met with in some parts of the' Shah111ani and 
Bangulzai countries round Kishan, Shekhri, Iskalku and 
lsplinji. During the term of his tenure such a tenant .has 
the right of subl<lttmg the land. The term mladi is not in 
local use with the cultivators, but only appears in documents. 
The general term in use among the Brahuis is Mudda basgar, 
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LAND In the Kurd area, lathband tenants are not known by. this 
REVENUE• 

. name but as chari"k-basgar, sel.ak-basgar or nlma-shashz"k-
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basgar. The first two, as their names imply, pay rent at one
fol!rth or one-third of the produce and have a hadd-shar{k 
right to one-half of the land on ejectment. The name n{ma

shashi"k, as has been described in the section on Rents, refers 
to the receipt of half one-sixth, i.e., one-twelfth, by the 
latllband tenant, when the proprietor finds a temporary tenant. 
The nlma-shashi'k tenant merely has an occupancy right in 
the land, and on ejectment only receives compensation for 
the labour he has expended. on his embankments. This 
amount .depends on their length and height, the ordinary 
rates being R. 1 for an embankment, 100 paces long, which 
has received one covering with the ken, Rs. 2 for the second 
covering, Rs. 3 for the third, and Rs. 4 for the fourth. 

Such payments are known as m£sh-na-boha. Compensation 
is paid even to a nlma-skashz"k tenant who is ejected for . 
negligence. 

FasallJatlra. ·Fasal batera is said to mean either "crop bird" or " crop 

The Shal
lJazgar. 

changer," and is· applied to a tenant whose lien on the land 
ceases after he has raised the crop sown by him. He gene
rally receives the land for cultivati9n when it has already been 
embanked. His position is that of a tenant-at-will as in 
permanently irrigated lands. 

Finally, mention may be made of the shat-basgar, i.e., the 
tenant who has nothing but a " stick." He is in reality only 
a labourer engaged to help in the cultivation ·and 
paid from a share in the pro"duce. He corresponds 
with the h.athaz"n tenant of Kachhi, but, unlike the latter, 
receives no advance on being employed, nor does ·he get 
food. He is paid on different systems and either receives one
sixth of the total ~produce or one-sixth of the grain heap 
left after deduction of the bi:Jh.tari or sarkarz: Sh.at-basgars 
·are found in all parts of the district, but are only employed 
by the well-to-do. 

Finally, the .btlswal may be mentioned, who assist the 
cultivators of irrigated lands in Mastung by bringing their 
food and water and scaring birds. He is appointed jointly 

. by several cultivators, and seed is sown for his use on the 
embankments and along water channels; Such cultivation 

. is known as n£1aal. 
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The various headmen, both in th-e tribal as well as the LAND REv

Khan's areas, have been named in a'previous section, and ENUE. 

! their duties have b'een explained both with regard to the ~ned~'!i: re
icoll~ction of men-at-arms anJ revenue. All chiefs possess muneration. 

a special share in the tribal land by virtue of their office, 
but this is not the case with headmen of clans and sections, 
except in a few cases in which a plot of land or a special 
share in water has been set apart for them as a mark of 
respect. Most of the chiefs also enjoy allowances from 

I Government. 
The headmen in the area ,under the Khan belmig to the 

leading families among the Khan's ulus. They are men of 
considerable influence and proprietors of large areas. All 
disputes arising among the cultivators and. relating to land 
or water are settled with their co-operation. They also act 
as spokesmen of cultivators. The foremost among these are 
the arbti.bs. The arbtib of Kalat is the premier arbt:ib. All 
headmen whether arbdb, mfllik, rais, mfrab and rf!£htar have 
hereditary positions, but are liable to ejectment for general 
unfitness. 

The system of remunerating the h~admen varies with the Remunera
character of assessment prevailing in each area, and no tion. 

Katat irri-
uniformity is observable. Thus in the Chashma at Kalat gated areas. 
which supplies service in men, horses and labour, the arbdh 
is entitled to the service of two sowars known as ckohdar 
and one hegari for his personal attendance or to a cash allow-
ance instead. Formerly the arbdh of Kalat and his assist-
an.ts appear to have enjoyed a large cash allowance and had 
certain rights in the transit dues or goods passing through 
Kalat. Th ~ subordinate officials, vii., the rais and mirah, hold 
grants of one-half and one-eighth of a slzahdna respectively, 
which are exempt from the liability to revenue and also from 
charges incurred in connection with the repair or cleaning 
of the water channels. 

In other kareses a share in the produce is generally· 
paid to the rais at harvest time, and he also holds a 
share of water free of all charges for repair. The grain 
measure generally given is 1 kasa on every heap of grain 
when threshed and winnowed. In the Crown lands in this 
niahal, the Khan has his own raises, who are paid fixed 
allowances in cash and kind. For example the raz's in 

IZ 
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charge of the Dudran spring receives pay at the rate of 
Rs. 5 per mensem and an allowance of Rs. 18 in a lump 
sum at the end _of the year. 
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All leading maliks and raises in Mastung, Tlri and 
Kahnak are J;(ranted annual allowances in cash varying 
from Rs. 2~8 to Rs. 30 and certain other allowances in . 
kind. 

The malz"k of Pringabad has been granted a share in 
some of the kan!ses in his charg-e revenue free; but receives 
no other remuneration. Practically all raises enjoy a small 
amount of land revenue-free in virtue of their services, for 
their responsibilities are large and multifarious, and a good 
deal of work falls on their shoulders, especially at the time 
when the kanJses and springs are cleaned. Indeed, the 
services of a rais in each kares are almost indispensable, 
and, in cases in wh1ch the Stale has not found its way 
to grant a revenue-free share, the cullivators have generally 
themselves combined to bear the burden of the revenue 
of his holding. Thus in the springs of Kahnak Khali, 
Shamezo~i and Babri, the revenue vf which is fixed, .the 
various proprietors have arranged to bear the revenue 
assessable on half a shahana held by the raisin the first two, 
and or. one-and-a-half shabti11as in the case of the last. 

In areas not under the Khan's direct juri::.diction, every 
rais or malik is granted a concession of some sort, such as 
the propriE:tary right in part of the land and water or 
exemption for charges for repairing or cleaning. The 
share granted in proprietary right varies from two pas to two 
shaltinas. When fl rais has no share in water, he is paid his 
remuneration in grain,. and he abo gets a plot of lucerne. 
In Mungachar the amount of grain so paid varies from one 
to seven kasas on every shatan'a of water in the ktires. In a 
few cases such allowances are raid in addition to any share 
in water and land whic11 may have been allotted. 

The system of remunerating the rais in dry-crop areas is 
uniform in the Khan's and in tribal areas, the payment 
consisting in one or two luisas on every kharwtir of Boktisas, 
i.e., one-eightieth or one-fortieth of the total produce. 
Where revt"nue is paid, the raisi allowance is calculated 
after the pay,nent of the State share. In some ca!'es, raises 
are also granted one or more embankments ~xempt from 
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revenue, or no revenue is taken from the produce raised by 
one j'ora. Sometimes a selected heap of grain belonging to 
the rais is not as,.essed to revenue. The raises of the Kurds 
in Kaho hold embankments free of revenue in addition to 
receiving grain allowances, 

When any person goes to collect revenue in the area in 
charge of a rais, he must ba feasted by the rais for . the 
first day. 

I 

LAND Ihv-
ENUE, 

Assessment to revenue is everywhere known as gkam, and Character 
lands which pay revenue are known asghamkask. The charac- of assess-

ment. 
ter of the assessment in dttferent parts of the district is 
too elaborate and complicated to be described in general 
terms. The system differs in every area, it may. almost be 
said in e\·ery kares; that in vogue in irrigated areas, again, 
differs from that m dry-crop tracts. E:~.ch area, therefore, 
will be treated separately and a beginning will.be made with 
irrigated areas. 

The sowari wa hr!gar system is only applicable to the large 
area irrigated by the magnificent spring at Kalat called the 
Chashma. · Out of the 4! streams of water into which the 
spring is d1vided, If streams are the property of- the Khan; 
the Dehwars holdmg the remaining three are not subject 
to the paym.mt of any revenue in cash or kind, but render 
certain personal services as· mac.!-bearers (chobdar), footmen 
(piada), labourers (hegar), and me~se11gers (kasid) According 
to local tradition, the system dates from the time when the 
Dehwars invited Mir Hasan, Mirwari, to deliver them from 
Mug hal tyranny and occupy the ma• 1ad. The numbers are 
so mace-bearers, 6 To ~tmen, 31 labourers and 27 me;;sangers. 
The duties of the ckobdars, under their Kkalifa, include 
attendance on the Khan, both at headquarters and on tour, 
and the execution of summonses and decrees in cases coming 
before the Khan. Whilst the Khan is at Katat, their services 
are not fully ut11ized, but the Ahalifa with some ckobdars 
attends the darbar and receives subsistence allowance 
(rosa). During tours all are given subsistence allowance. 

The footmen attended the ladies of the harem in former 
times on the Khan's annual migration to Kachhi, and, 
whilst on this duty were given cooked foodtand a small 
subsistence allowance. No service in footmen is levied at 
present, but the Khan's right to it is recognised. 

Irrigated • 
areas. 
The assess
ment io 
Kalat. 
Sowiri wa · 
begir. 
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'the labourers have to perform menial service in the Kh;in's 
palace at Kalcit, such as fetching water, repairing the 
walls and removing snow. They receive no wa·ges, except 

.that whilst employed on the last named duty they are each 
given a seer of dates daily. 

The 64rdz44 
system. 

'J'he assess
ment in Mas
tung. Abo
•~m~{nor 
Aosam{rt. 

Fixed assess
ments. 
Zari '11/tl 

Kalang. 

The lrdsids were employed in carrying the Khan's post from 
Kalat to Kachhi and were supplied with a pair of sandals 
and a piece of country cloth for each return journey. Irt 
cases of failure to find these attendants, the cultivators have 
to pay cash at the rate of Rs. so per annum for each 
clwhdar, Rs. 15 per annum for each footman and R. 1 for 
each labourer for every 5 days. 

The harasad system at Kalat, (locally also known as 
hdransat,) is similar to the dho-samin prevailing in Mastung 
which will be presently described. The term appears to 
mean "free from burden" and, under the condations of the 
system, the Khan took over tne proprietary r~ght in a 
portion of the land and water under a luirei and lifted the 
burden from the remainder by declaring it revenue free. 
The cultivators are expected to keep a btirristid lltires in 
order, "and no expenses in connection with the repairs or 
cleaning are borne by the Khan. The system is said to 
have been introduced by Nasir Klian I, up to whose time 
revenue had been paid by division of the produce at the rate 
of one~tenth. The share taken by the Khan appears to have 
varied from about one-fifth to one-ninth. All the kareses in 
Kalat, except the Ziarat, Ahmad Khan~ 1\falghuzar, Mobfm 
Khan, and Bazar are subject to this system. 

This system prevails in the l\lastung and Tfri circles of 
the Mastung nitihat, the latter including Kahnak. 'It is 
similar in nature and principle to the htirtistid system in 
Kalat, ~nd reference has already been made to the descrip
tion given of it in the Kahnak settlement survey of 1899. 
The propcrtion to the total amount of the holding of the 
share set apart for the Khan is approximately one-fourth 
in Mastung and one-sixth in Tlri and Kahnak, the systems 
being distinguished · in each locality as chan"!' tiho-samin 
and shashilc ti;o-samln. 

The two kands of assessment known as san" and l;alang 
are. probably of very ancient origin. Kalangis fixed revenue 
in kind taken from the two princip~l spring crops, vi's •• 
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wheat ancl barley. Zan~ pr c~sh assessJillent, ~yidently had ~0 
its origin in the difficulty of dividing th~ mis~~llan~ous crop~, ,REvE~tn~. 
SU!=h as lucerne, carrots, maize fl,nd mil}e~s, whi!=h are 
,abundantly cultivated for the autumn harvest. 

Kart!ses under fix~d assessment, whether in (:ash or in kind, 
.;~.re known as kalangi and the holdings subject to revenue , 
.are known as jafai as distii~guished from those wh.ch are 
revenue free. It may be observed that both kalang ~np 
sari are levied in· all kart!ses and springs under fixed flSsess~ 
p1~nt with a few ~xceptions in lhe J{ahnak vall~y, vis_., in 
Chashma Kahnak Khali, Chashma Shamezai and ~hashma 
Babri, where no grain revenue is paid; he~~· however, 
,:=ertain other payments in 'lucerne and fire-woo~ have b~~n 
subst~tuted. In some places SJJCh as the kalangi karifse~ in 
Pringabad and the Mobi in Tiri, bhusa is taken in addi~ioQ 

to the grain and cash, either in a lump amp!lnt fixed on a 
group of karese~ or on each measure of vvatf;!r in an import· 
~nt ·stream. The ·amounts of grjlin anq cas}l in 

1
kq-langi 

/uireses are absolutely fixed and must be pai4 even if the 
source of water supply runs dry. The grain payable mu&t 
J:>e of good quality and grown on irrigated land. 

Mahsut is the apP,lication of .the principle of appraisement MalutU and 
• • tak/z.ta-1Ja11di. to ODJOnS and potatoes, 10° kalqngi ,anQ abo-zqmin kqr{!,ef. 

In the latter case, revenue is taken on the crops mentipn~~ 
in lands which are otherwise revenue-free ·under the fiho-
samfn system. It doe~ not apply to k4r¢ses subject to hat~J: 
It has replace~ the system known as ptiwak, upder wh.ch 
one-eighth of th~ produce of fields cultivated with madder 
was ta.ken. Potatoes and onions are now grown instead of · 
madder, and mahsul is taken on to em, generally at the rate pf 
8 aimas per bag containing about 2t standard maunds. 

Local variations occur in the levy of mahszU and no definit!'l 
principle appears to be followed. Thus, in the three springs 
in Kahnak subject to fixed assessment, which have already 
been mentioned, revenue is taken by division of the producf'l , 
at the rate of one-tenth plus one seer in ~very mauncl. 
Potatoes and onions in these springs are exempt, an ~xem ption 
which is extended to all three crops in the other abo-sam/11 
luireses in J{ahnak •. Again, mos~ of the lands supject to fixed 
"-ssessment in Mastuog, Pringaba4 and Tiri pay mahs,U at 
the full rates, but certain kareses, on the other hand :;yep 

' ' 
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as Chakul Wali, Chakul Ganjabad, Chakul Hartin, Chakul 
Thul·i-Darya Khan and Khwa•am pay half rates, a con
cession known 'as adh-lulri, Again, a karez known as lrarez 
regi, which is an abo-sambz karez, pays no mahsul at all and 
this is also the case with other kareses in Tiri. 

Takhta-bandi also comes under the general heading of 
mahszU, and c,msists in an assessment at cash rates, on 
every taklzta or set of plots of lands cultivated with tobacco. 
The rate is generally Rs. 3 per takhta. The takhta is un
defined, but is rough~J about 40 paces long and, in the case 
of tobacco cultivation, about eight to ten paces wide. 

The system 'or i'jara or contract is resorted to either in 
those cases in which the area of the land is insignificant or 
when the area is situated at such a di,tance from headquar
ters as to render arrangements for the collection of revt:!nue 
difficult by the ordinary revenue staff. Revenue is also 
taken in this way in Crown lands comprised in small h01d
ings a~uired by confiscation. Payment by i'jtira takes the 
form of a fixed amount of wheat or barley. The reriod of 
the contract does not ordinarily exceed 10 years, but some 
of tho~e in Mastung have been continuously renewed for 
very long periods, The most important ijara is that of 
Johan, wh1ch is said to have bee.n leased for the last thirty 
years, the term of each lease ordinarily not exceeding two 
years. The ifaradar usually levies the revenue by divi
sion of the produce, except in tha case of those men 
who themselves cultivate the . holding given to them on 
contract. 

Dana-bandi consists in the assessment of the standing 
crop by one of the niabat officials assisted by assessors from 
among the respel·table and influential cultivators. In Mas
tung the amount of bhzlsa in the case of wheat is fixed at 
about the same rate as the grain. 

Bata£ is the general form of revenue in Crown lands, but 
is in vogue elsewhere also. Where revenue is to be taken 
by actual divisicn, the grain heap is sealed by a guard known 
as tappodar, and the arrival of the niabat official deruted for 
the purpose is awaited. The latter is acccmpanied by his 
following of sowars or footmen, the State weighman ( dhar
'll'tii), the treasurer ( tahwfldar) and also sometimes by 
a munshi. 
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. The weighman now proceeds to divide the main heap into LAND 
Smaller heaps of equal size (khorz) according to the rate of REVENUE. 
revenue. Thus, if one-sixth is to be taken s;x heaps are 
made. An extra heap of a smaller size, known as,., mian 
k!Ulrch or ni'tim .kharch, is at the same time set apart for the 
payment of cesses and the various village servants de!.cribed • 
elsewhere. Anything remaining on the thr~shing floor from 
this heap is known as ;ohan buni, lalla, or kun-i-kharman 
and is the right of the cultivator. 

It will be seen that the various systems of revenue taking The various 
:;how entire absence of uniformity and i't is difficult to d<!scribe systems re-. 
one as more prevalent than the other. In l'talat the most viewed~ 
common form of taking revenue is the barasad system, to 
which 14 out of the 19 kareses are subject. ln tha Mastung 
niabat, on the other hand, the most important area is under 
fixed assessment, no le,s than 43 of the most important 
sources of irrigation being subject to it. Baldi is. prevalent 
around Pringabad, and the abo-sam{n system in Kahnak 
and parts of Mastung. Of late the batai system has given 
way before that of appraisement, espec1a1ly in Mar.tuitg, the 
reason assigned being the removal of the necessity of 
appointing crop watchers. The services of such men are 
required fr0m June to August and as they cost Rs. 8 pe.r 
footman and Rs. 15 per horseman each month, they are 
expen!>ive. Under the Khan's regime, the duty was. and is 
ass•gned to sepoys, but this system usually ended in corrup-
tion of some kind, as might well he ex:pected. 

The rates of reven·ue levied m Crown lands will be dealt Rates of re
with later. In irrigated l0calities subject to ordinary assess- venue. 
ment, the rate of 1 he revenue, I.ke the character of the 
assessment, differs in almost every area. Thus, it is one-
tenth at Juhan, one-sixth at Karchhap in the Mungachar 
valley, and in the Mastung niabat it varies from one-lourth to 
one-fifth, two-ninths and one-sixth. The first and the last are 
the most common rates in the Mastung and Pringabad 
circles, and one-fifth in Shidnab in the Ma~tung circle. 

The rates mentioned are those gene• ally recognised in the 
case of the more important crops, but they arC: not absolute, 
and some of the crops raised in an area subject to a certain 
ra.te will not infrequently be found to be as~essed at ~ 
different rate. This is especially the case with autumn crops, 
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tobacco, for instance, being assessed by the takhta at cas 
r~tes, as already me!ltioned whatever the rate of hatai may 
be, whilst potatoe~ and onions pay by the bag. Melons and 
all other cucurbitaceous crops are appraised at cash rates. 
In Kalata special rate, one-fourth, is levied oq bhang, and 
the crc>p is subject to revenue even ·if grown in land which 
is revenue-free." 

Seed, except in the case of melons, and manure are usually 
supplied by the Khan in Crown land and the rate of rev~nue, 
which includes also the proprietary share, differs in various 
localities. The usual rate is two-thirds in the case of .the
principal khushbar crops, but a varying rate is levied in 
almc>st all sahshar crops. Appendix VIII indicates the 
condition of affairs. In the 1\fastung nitihat, the most pre
valent rate in the circle of the same name is three-fourths, 
but melons and lucerne pay two-fifths and four-fifths respec
tively. In Pringabad the sahshar crop pays the prevailing
rate of two-thirds, with the exception of lucerne, vegetables 
and bhang, which pay three-fourths. Similar)y, in Tiri and 
~hnak the prevailing rate is three-fourths, but melons pay 
two-fifths, and maize and juan' two-thirds. In Ziarat ancJ 
the Dudran lands in the Chhappar valley, including the 
Muchai kares, the prevailing rate is two-thirds as fn the case 
of Pringabad but here lucerne pays four-firths. 

The rates at which the straw is assessed generally differ· 
from those paid on the grain. In the Mastung circle, for 
instance, the prevailing rate for the straw of all crops is 
three-fourths, but revenue is levied on maize and jutiri 
stalks at four-fifths. Again, wheat pays two-tnirds, but 

.wheat hluJsa pays three-fourths, and the whole of the barley 
bh7isa is appropriated by the Khan. The rate of two-thirds 
applies to straw of all kinds in Pringabad,, but extends only 
to whe'at and barley in Kahnak and Tiri where maize, juan·,. 
gal and mung straw pay three-fourths. This rate of three
fourths is uniform for all cmps in Ziarat and Chhappar. 

In the Mastung niahat the fr\lit in orchards, which have 
been planted in land subject to assessment, is appraised and 
recovered in cash. In!.alangiand tiho-samfn ktireses, gtrdens
are not subject to as!>essment. In Crown lands, trees in. 
orchards planted by a tenant are alienable, and are generally 
as~essed at two-thirds of the produce, Th~ proceeds of the 
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sale of leaves is taken by the State ; the division of the 
proceeds of any wood sold follows that of the fruit. Three
fourths of the fruit is payable to the Khan in the case of 
orchards \\-hich have not been planted by the ten(!.nt in Crown 
lands. Orchards in Crown lands at Kalat are let on contract. 

The character of the assessment in dry-crop areas is 
simple, all lands, whether in jagirs or in the Khan's area, 
paying revenue either by division of produce or by appraise
rr:ent, the latter being the most common. In Mastung, 
where the appraisement has been fixed, it is known as i.Jdra. 

Klzuslzkdva areas pay a uniform rate of one-seventh in that 
part of the Kalat nitibat, which lies in the Sara wan country 
including parts of Mungachar and Chhappar. 'In the Mas tung 
nidbat, the rate is one-tenth with the exception of the 
three areas known as Khushkaba-i-Choto, Khushkaba-i-Mall 
and Khushkaba-i-Kharak, in which one-eighth is levied. 

The rate levieJ on straw in the Mastung nidbat is one
eighth on all lands, even those paying one-tenth in grain, 
in the Mastung circle, whilst the rates in Pringabad, Kahnak 1 

and Tiri coincide with those paid in grain. In the Kalat 
nidbat the rate for straw is coincident With the grain, but as 
the Khan is in the habit of taking a good deal of bhusa at 
the nominal price of Ans. 4 per camel load, the share is con
siderably increased and may· be estimated at pot less than 
one-fourth of the total produce. The system is known·as 
bai-nd-phori, a reference to which is made later under the 
subject of special payments made by the Langav tribe. 

Cesses are known as lou:dzima or kharcha, and they are 
everywhere paid fr.om the common heap set aside as nidm
kharch, already referred to. Their character is the same 
both in irrigated and unirrigated areas. T,o deal first with 
the Mast~ng tlidbat : both in irrigated and unirrigated areas 
paying revenue by batdi, the prevailing rates of cesses are· 6i 
kdsas on every kharwdr of the total produce in the Mastung 
circle, and six kdsas in the Tiri and Kahnak. The only ex
ception in Tiri is Khushkaba-i-Shora, which pa) s four kdsas 
on every klzharwdr. The Pringabad circle enjoy!' t,he privi
lege of exemption from the payment of cesses and is said to 
have done so ever since the time tha,1 it was a jdgfr of Bibi 
Allah Dinni, sister of the ex-Khan, .Mir Khudadad, who 
1evied no cesses of any kind. 
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LAND In addition to this fixed rate, certain other payments are 
RBVBNUB! made from the common produce ; they include (i) kkarman 

paimdtz', the remuneration of the grain measurer ; (ii) jholi 
girl or the remuneration of the men, who carry the bag 
containing the share set aside as revenue ; (iii) tappodari for 
the crop watcher ; (iv) toho for the guard placed over the 
threshed heap ; (v) dagg for the sepoy deputed to look after 
the division of the produce; (vi) lor£ or drakkdn for the 
village carpenter; and (vii) raszllwai or the share of the 
village priest; anything over is the cultivator's (kun-i
kharman). The first three alone are paiJ at fixed. rates, viz., 
half a Iuisa each in every kharwar. The others are given 
by guess work. On the whole, it may be assumed that 
about ten per cent. ~f the total produce is paid on account . 
of cesses in Ma!ttung. 

in Crown lands the cesses levied are similar to those taken 
in areas assessed to revenue, except that cesses are levied 

' in the case of grain bearing autumn crop, such as maize, 
mung and juari at the usual rates, but no miscellat;eous 
payments are made. 

~~~;~~:. The rain crop areas belonging to the Khan mostly lie 
in the Mungachar and Chhappar valle)S and numerous 
cesses are levied in them. Their names show that they 
we!e originally intende'd as payments to particular officials or 
individuals in the Khan's household, who were thus per
mitted to batten on the people. As the original recipients 
died, they were appropriated by the State, and now only 
the last item chank is paid direct to the persons concerned. 
The sixth item, saiad, is paid direct from the Khan's treasury 
at Kalat. A list of them is given below:-

(I} Ddroghczi-for the darogha or Khan's Deputy. 
(2) Tappodari-for the guard over the grain heap. 
(3) Raisz'-for the local rats. 
(4) Kardari-for the Hindu accountant. 
(5) Sarishtedan"-for the munshz'. 
(6) Saz"ad-for the Saiads of KaJar. 
(7} Kdsu-for one of the Khan's carpenters named 

Kasu.· 
(8) Uppi and Ramadan-for blacksmiths once in the 

service of the Khan. 
(9) Lwang-for a court musician now dead. 
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(10) Mlr-akkor-for the he:td groom. 
(u) Kah-kask-charge for the tram•port of the revenue 

share in straw to headquarters. 
\12) Kadim-for a sowar deputed to watch the crops. 
( 13)- Muru-for the State tru.mpeter. 
(I4) Darhdni-fo~ the door-keeper of the Khan's palace. 
(IS) Dharwai-for the grain measurer. . 
\I6) Chank-handfuls given to. the sepoys present at

the time of batai. 
Of these items those which are recovered at fixed rates 

are daroghai I kds~, razsi I kdsa, muru t kasa and dharwai i 
kdsa, making an aggregate of 6 per cent. of the total pro
duce. For the remaining items, except chank, a fixed 
quantity of 13 kasas is taken from each grain heap •Johan. 

The cesses levied in the irrigated· Crown lands in the 
Chhappar valley are much the same as those levied on land 
subject to the ordinary assessment, and include 5 per 
cent. of the total produce paid at fixed rates, and 
15 ll.dsas; instead of 13 kasas which are taken from 
each grain heap.. In the Kalat valley, the cesses levied at 
fixed rates amount to the comparatively higher rate of 10"3 

per cent. of the total produce, but other miscellaneous 
payments are smaller, viz., 3 kasas on every heap. Cesses 
are not paid on the sabsbar crop grown in Crown lands 
except in the case of those which bear grain. The Khan, 
however, takes the whole of any ll.atti br rea stalks which 
may he grown in lieu of the same amount of wheat bhusa 
which may be due to him. Juari, if cut green, and onions pay 
one-twentieth of the whole produce on account of daroghai. 
The Khan also possesses the privilege oftaking a certain 
number of melons or water-melons for _his personal use, a 
right kown as tuhfa or Ji"ra. The number is generally about 
two hundred. 

In land subject to fixed assessment, the amount of cesses 
was originally included in calculaung the fixed amount of 
produce assessmeqt (kalang), but not in the case of the fixed 
cash assessment. The kalang includes 16/l.asas per-ll.karwdr 
on account of what is known as sarf, or State contingen
cies, and 1 ll.asa on account of dharwai or measur•ng 

• The size of a johdn is indefinite. Ao average johdn i11 not less 
than ri khaNIJdTs or uo Rdsas. 
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cesses. 
Ordipa,rily no cesses are levied on orchards, but should 

the fruit be apportioned by attual divh.ion, as is sometimes 
~be ~ase with mulberries arid dried apricpts (c4amri), a cess 
is recovered at the grain rates prevailing iq the locality. In 
th~ use of dry fruit such as almon"s, ~tc., which can be 
weighed, the cess is recovered, -generally at three seers per 
local maund. 

As already explained, almost alljagird~rs have, in course 
of time, acquired the proprietary right in the irrigated land 
in their fdgirs. Where they do not cultivate themselves, 
therefor~, the share which they take from the tenant 
represents not only the revenue but the proprietor's share. 
It generally consists of two-thirds of the produce, but the 
seed is supplied by the proprietor. In unirrigated llreas, 
j4gi'r lands are mostly occupied by tenants who have acquired 
occupancy rights and most of whom pay one-fourth of the 
produce, though in some 'cases the rate is one-sixth. No 
cesses are levied by the jagirdars except fnr the (idroghq pr 
deputy who collects the revenue. The share of the latt11r 
varies from 2 to 4 per cent." of the total produce. Straw is 
generally taken at the same rate as the grain, but in 
remot~ parts the Jagirddr seldom· tr~ubles to lift it. 

In Tfri and Kahnak, however, instances occur in which the 
Khan has assigned either the right to the collection of so!De 
portidn of'the revenue or the right to have certain animals 
fed by the cultivators. Thus, in a !>mall part pf the Rod-i 
1\lobi in Mastung, certain Raisanis of Kahnak collect the 
6xed revenue in cash and kind direct, whilst in the three 
Kahnak springs subject to fixed assessment th11 cultivators 
have to maintain a horse during the summer belonging to the 
Jamalzai Raisanis of Babkciti with two other hors<!s }Jelong
ing to the Khan. The Jamalzais send their horses by turns 
every ten days. 

The absence of- uniformity of system throughout the area 
renders it difficult to determine the general effects of the 
assessment on th~ cultivators. On ~he whole, however, i~ 
may safely be said that the assessment, even aftercesses have 
'been included, is not heavy. Hardship occasionally occurs 
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where · a sourc.e of irrig"atioli subject to fixed assessment, 
decreases or dries up, but, on the other hand, this is com
pensated for by the fixity obtaining In the case of those 
sources of irrigation in which the supply has increased. The 
most popular system with the cQitivators is that of appraise
ment as the estimate of the revenue share generally results 
slightly i11 their favour.- No one, it ~ay be noted, is allowed . 
to excavate a kares in areas subject to the payment of 
revenue in Mastung, unless he first obtains permission, 
which is accorded on the payment of mohrat~a or rtzSum. 

Generally speaking, the responsibility for the transport of 
the revenue share in grain or straw rests with the cultivators 
in Mastung, but where the extent of a niabat is large and the 
lands are situated at a distance from the headquarters, as 
in the Kahit niabat, the State makes its own arrangements 
for the transport of its share both in grain and straw •. A 
cess known as kahkash, i.e., a charge for the transport of 
the State share of straw, is levied in the Kalat niabat. In 
the Crown lands in Chhappar; which lie ciose to Kal:l.t, 
the State only transports the straw; the transport of the 
grain has to be done by the cultivators. 

In tribal areas the transport of the proprietor's grain and 
straw is always done by the cultivators. 

Irrigated land, when cultivated from rain or flood water, 
is assessed at the rates fix.ed for khushkava. · At Kalat a 
slightly enhanced rate, proportioned to the amount of 
irrigation received, is sometimes charged on khuskkava lands 
receiving irrigation from a permanent" source belonging to 
the Khan. The 'sy-stem, which is stilt in vogue, seems to 
have originated in Mir Khudadad Khan's time, who was in 
the habit of turning spare water fro~ permanent sources of 
cultivation on to khuskkava lands, even though they did not 
require it, and against the will of the cultivators, with the 
object of obtaining an enhanced share of the produce. 

In Mastung, where the water of one source is frequentlv 
used on land other than that actually belonging to it, th~ 
usual conditions of assessment in vogue appear to be as 
follows. \Vhen the w.ater of one kalangi kares is turned on 

. to that of another, the revenue is not affected, nor is an 
enhanced rate taken if such water or water from a revenue
r ref kdn!s is turned on to a dr~ crop area. If, however, kalangi 
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water is used on the land of a dry kdrt!s, half the usual assess
ment on the latter is taken. Crops rais~d from revenue-free 
water used on llalangi land do not pay revenue except in the 
case of those subjt'ct to mahsUl, which pay at half rates. 

A sketch of the revenue. conditions prevailing in the 
COI.intry would not be complete without some reference to 
certain special prerogatives which the Khan has to particular 
exactions or services. 

The first of these is called kait, which is a right possessed 
by the Khan in the Rod-i-Mobi, Mastung niahat, to a 
particular plot of land, the cultivation of which is done by 
the cultivators without payment, on the Khan finding the 
seed, and the whole produce going to the Khan. The 
sy5tem is similar to that known as gavera in Kachhi. 
In return for the privilege, a deduction of Rs. 11-10 is made 
from the cash assessment fixed on the Mobi, but none is 
made from the fixed assessment in grain. 

Sursat consists in the provi5ion of surplies of fuel and 
fodd;;r gratis for the Khan on his paying a visit to any area. 
Small parties of persons representing the State have also 
to be entertained. When supplies have to be found, the 
cultivators of a tract divide the burden among themselves 
in proportion to the amount of cultivation in the various 
parts. For instance, the Mastung nitihat, for the purposes 
of the provision of supplies, is divideu into three parts, the 
Mastung circle providing two, and Tiri, including Kahnak, 
the remainder. The Pringab:hl circle d1d not sup.:>ly sursat 
in former ·times, as it paid revenue to the Khan's relatives, 
but since its re-transfer to the State, sursat has been re
covered from it. The malills or raises make the internal 
distribation on the cultivators in their 1 espectiv~ charges, 
and all ktireses subject to revenue, in whatever form, are 
liable to payment of their quota. It is usual for the Khan's 
party to halt at Karez Amanulla, on his way to Kalat, and if 
he did so, the cultivators between Karez Amanulla on the 
south and Chakul Do-Tuti on the north found the supplies, 
and were exempted on this acc~unt from finding further 
supplies with the rest of the Mastung circle •. 

The rule in the Mastung ni'tihat is that supplies and fodder 
have to be furnished for the first three days atter the Khan's 
arrival. 
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In the time of th; ex-Khan, Mir Khudadad Khan, the 
provision of sursat of fodder formed a bone of bitter con

tention betwee_n the tribesmen and the Khan, as all tribd 
and inam areas were i~discriminately required to supply 
'fodder for the troops which had been raised by him. The 
dispute was one of those \~hich were discussed by Sir Robert 
Sandeman at Mastung in 1876, and the tribal areas no longer 
find any fodder for the Khan now, but a trace of the custom 
still exists in the case of the Langav tribe which suppiies a 
quantity of hhusa annually to the Khan on a nominal 

payment*. 
Mehmani is found by the cultivators of Crown lands in the 

Mastung niabat with the exception of those in the Prmga "ad 
circle, each mehtar having to surply a sheep to the Khan 
every year, but the number is not definitely fixed. In the 

, parts of Mungachar and Chhappar, which are in the Kalat 
: niabat, the holders of proprietary right have occasionally to 
· find a sheep for the Khan. 

Another form of mehmanz"is the entertainment given to the 
: State officials by the cultivators when they come for bataz". 

., 
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Kai-choi is a corruption of tpe two Persian words llah, Kdi-clJoi. 

meaning grass, and chob, firewood, which are suppJiej to the 
local officials on differeot systems in the various localities • 

. Thus in Pringabad, llareses, subject to fixed revenue, have to 
supply the Khan's officials stationed there with as much 
bhusa, lucerne or ~ther fodder and firewood as may reason
ably be required for his daily personal use. In the Mastung 
circle; almost all karhes, etc., subject to the Khan's revenue, 
are bound to find once a year one trangart of khaslt and one 
bullock load of firewood. The fodder thus supplied is known 
as tarangar naibi, while the firewood is known as nngatz: -The 
same ktireses also have to supply 4}'owal t of any fodder that 
may be available daily throughout the year. This is done 

• Baluchistan Blt.e Book, No. 2, p. 265, case No. 311 of the Jist 
of complaints made by the Sarawan Divis,on againl>t the Kal&t 
Government. 

t A to,.anga,. contains about 4 or 5 inaunds of /lhosfl. 
t i.e., about two bullock-loads. 
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b}' turns. These payments were originally meant for the 

nazo, but are now amalga!llated with the Khan's dues. 

'the culti vatol"s in Ziclrat and Chhappar have to find fuel 

fot the Khan's party of sepoys throughout the year arid every 

;ora of bullocks has also to supplY. a bullo~k-load offuel once 
a year for the Khan's use at Kalat. 

Begar consists in the Khan's right to forced labour for 

keeping his stables, mangers, buildings and granaries in 

repair. In Chhappar and Zbirat the cultivators also have 
to take the Khan's horses to Kalat at the end of the 

summer. In Mastung, Chhappar and Ziarat the service is 
found by tenants-at-will in the Crown lands; the number of 

met1 supplied varies on each occasion, but it is generally 

one man on every fora • . In Pringabad, Tiri and Kahnak the 
system is slightly diff~rent. In the first-named place, the 

hegar consi8tS of a fixed nu:nber of 8 men, who are supplied 

by such llareses as are subject to fixe4 assessment. The 

distribution is made among the cultivators on each kares, 
but 8 men have to be in attendance daily and take their 

orders from the Khan's official statiored at Pringabad. In 

T!ri and Kahnak allllan!ses, under fixed assessment as well 

as the aho-samln llareses, find begar, when required, but the 

number of men is not fixed. 

Owing to the fact that they cultivat"ed large areas of the 
Khan's lands, and were largely under his influence, special 
exactions have been impos•ed on the Langavs of Mungachar, 
one of which is still enforced, whilst others have ceased. 
Tha~ now exacted is known as kishll. On his annual visits 
to Kachhi or elsewhere, the tribe has to fin~ 40 men for 
personal attendance on the Khan, und~r the commana of 
three officers known as sarkzshk. The kzshkis, as the men 
are called, received a subsistence allowance in grain in 
addition to a cash payment for each expedition which was 
generally of about six months' duration. The tribe pai~ 

each man Rs. 7, a sum which was subsequently raised to 
Rs. 40 each for men of the Ali clan and Rs. 30 each 
for those of the Shadizai clan. The last occasion on which 
llzshk was levied was when the present Khan went to the 
Delhi Durbar in 1903. 
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~he Langav chief and his section, the Alam Khanzai, have 
always been exempt from the services. Other services, 
which were discontinued after Sir R. Sandeman's intervention 
in Kala"t affairs, were known as. dudrdn ,· kkt"rdj or phori ,· 
IJai-na-phori ,· and hag-nd-khismat. 
: Dudrdn was the compulsory service imposed on the tribe 

for the cultivation of the land under the Dudran spring. For 
this purpose 48 men were supplied by the tribe, whose busi
ness it was not only to cultivate, but to look after the Khan's 
horses and to reap ~is lucerne crop, etc. They received as 
remuneration one-third of the total produce. They were 
known as hildar and a new batch was supplie,d each year. 
On their return to their homes their fellow-tribesmen paid 
each man Rs. so for the year of ·his compulsory deputation, 
a total sum of Rs. 2,400 •. 

Khiraj was a kind of camel tax lev.ied on all camels be

longing to the Langavs at the rate of Rs. 3-8 per camel per 
year. The collection was made by 'the Langav chief, who 
received 8 annas from the amount.· The hai-na-phori consist
ed of a large quantity of hhU.Sa which was supplied to the 
Khan on the nominal payment of 8 annas per camel-load, 
out of which 4 annas was appropriated by the chief. The 
system is still partly in force. The hag-n(i-khismat consisted 
in the feeding of about sixty camels belonging to the Khan on 
lucerne, each Mressupplying its quota. 

The distribution of the fixed assessment in Zari kalang 
luireus follows that of the shahdnas, nim-shahdnas or kilas, pas 
and nimpas into which the source of supply is divided, and in 
the Mobi the ;ecognised incidence is per klld or half shahdna. 
The share of water in possession of each holder together 
with the amount of revenue due is noted in the wehis already 
referred to. Owin~ to careless account-keeping, mistakes' 
have in course of time crept into the wehis, in some cases 
causing slight variations in the actual recoveries, but these 
differences are not material. Thus one holder may be shown 
as paying R. 1 per shahdna,· whilst another man in the same 
kares pays R. r-o-3. In Pringabad, the working of the system 
is a little more complicated, the measures recognised for the 

13 
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purposes of distributing the fixed assessment being known as 
dang and nakhun. When the original assessment was fixed, a 
skabdna in the more of the important kanfzes such as Karez-i
Karidaki and Karez-i-Kalan was considered to be equal to 
six dang, each dang betng in its turn equal to 12 naklm,n. In 
karezes on the other hand which possessed only a small supply 
of water, the whole flow was counted as being equal 
to so many dangs. Thus Karez Padora, which has 17 
shabdnas, is counted as 1 dang; Karez Buddazai with 20 

skabdnas as xo dang; Karez Rodris and Karez-i-Asha 
with 16 and 14 skabdnas, respectively, 16 and 42 

da11g. 
Lands belonging in proprietary right to the Khan are 

known as sarkari. The history o( the acquisition of some 
of these lands cannot be traced, but the methods by which 
others have been acquired are known as (i) eabt, (ii} padr or 
haitulmal, (iii} sultani or kafdakam, (iv) aho-samin and (v) 
htirasad. The last named two systems have been described 
in the section on the Character of Assessment above. They 
represent the lands and water ·set apart for the Khan in lieu 
of revP.nue. Zabt or Zaft lands are those acquired by con
fiscation either from defaulting cultivators or from defaulting 
naibs and other servants of the State. Padr or haz"tulmal 
lands consist of escheats to the State in default of heirs. 
Sultani or ha(dakam lands are to be found in the abo-samln 
kareses and consist-of the additional share of one-sevo.nteenth 
in Mastung and one-twentieth in Katat, set apart for the 
Khan's waeif of the M ullazai family who was given the 
title of Sultan by the Afghan rulers, whence the name 
sultani. Some of these holdings have since been resumed by 
the Khan. The rates of rent of revenue and the methods 
employed for· getting them cultivated have been detailed 

elsewhere. . 
The karezes or localities in which Crown lands are situ

ated include the Chashma and the Barazad kareses in Kalat; 
Ziarat, Dudraa and Muchai in the Chhappar valley; Zard, 
Mastung, Pringabad, Tfri, Kahnak, and Shirinab in 

Mas tung, 
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Watermills are to be found only in the nz"abat of Ka!a.t LAND 

T b and a·re deta1'Ied 1·n the REVENUB. and Mastung. hey r.um er 52 
following statement (1905) :-

I I Name of spring, Revenue Rev.enue Total. Name of Nidbat. kdrlz or stream on free. paying. I which working. 

Kalat ~iabat ••. Chashma ... . .. 7 I 8 
Ziarat ... ... I ...... I 
Dt\dran ... ... 2 6 8 

Mastung niabat ••. Rod-i-Mobi ... 6 ······ 6 

" 
Pasbkaram ... 8 ...... 8 

Bah"ram Shahi ... I 10 1 II 
Kan!z KHnJaki ... 4 ~·· ~· . 4 
Karez KalAn 1 ...... I 

Rod-i Sariab ••• I ...... 5 5 --------- ----
Total ... 39 13 52 

The one mill at Kalat (Chashma) subject to revenue 
belongs solely to the Khan who makes his own arrangements 
for working it through his servants. The six mills paying 
revenue in DU.dran are owned by individuals who pay the 
Khan for the water power. In 1903 they had been leased 
for Rs. 2,ooo for a term of three years, which is an average 
of Rs. III·I-9 per mill per year. In granting the right to 
the use of the water power, it is generally a condition that 
the Khan's corn should be ground by the lessee free of cost. 

Twenty-nine out ·or 35 mills in the Mastung nz'abat are· 
worked on water supplies which are subject to fixed assesment 
and therefore pay no revenue. Of the remaining six which 
pay revenue, five are on Rod-i-S·uiab and one on Karez
Bahram Shahi. In the former, one-fifth of the gross proceeds 
is set apart for the millt!r and the remaining four-fifths divided 
into three equal shares of which the State receives one share, • 
that is to say, four-fifteenth of the total receipts, on account 
of revenue. The mill on Kan!z-Bahram Shahi is assessed to 
revenue at one-third of the total receipts. In 1904, the total 
revenue from watermills in the Mastung niabat amounted 
to Rs. 180. 

Water mills. 

Cattle tax is not levied in the district. Reference has al- Cattle tax. 
ready been made to the khi'raj or phori which was formerly 
paid by the Langavs to the Khan, but which has now been 
discontinued. 
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LAND The tax known as khafi which is levied by some of the 
REVENUE. tribal chiefs will be·described later. 

Revenue free No exhaustive enquiries have ever been made into the 
grad~ts in- revenue-free grants of the district, a subject which naturally 
clu mg as- . . . 
sigoments of presents much dlf1iculty. The grants are e1ther tnbal or 
revt;nue and made to individuals or to religious institutions. Those which 
gram allow- "b I • . f . fl . I •. ances, &c. · are tn a are 1n possession o m uentla persons or fam1hes 

Grain allow-
ances, 

belonging to the different Brahui tribes and were given for 
services rendered to the Khan of Kalat in former times. All 
the Sara wan Brahuis, except the Langavs, hold revenue-free 
grants. The most important of all are those held. by the 
Raisanis, the Shahwanis, Bangulzais, Muhammad Shahis and 
Shahizai-Mengals. The Summalaris and the Gurgnaris also 
enjoy small grants in one or two places. Hitherto there 
appears to have been no restriction in the alienation of the 
grants, and in a ·good many cases the present holders are 
not of the same family as those ·to whom the grants were 
originally made. They include Dehwars, Hindus, and 
Khanazads. In Karez Guizar and Karez Ladha in Mastung, 
a Hindu, named Abu, is a co-sharer, whilst Khanazads hold a 
share in Karez-i-Julgau in Tlri. Mention may also be made, 
among this class, of the grants now held by the Kharan 
Chief as part of the estate of the late Mustaufi, Fakir 
Muhammad. 

Religious grants include those made to Saiads, Sahibz:l.das 
and qasis, as endowments of the shrines of plrs and of 
mosques. The Saiads uf Mastung, Kalat, Tlri, Kahnak and 
Kirani near Quetta hold revenue-free grants in various 
kareses and stre'lms and· endowments are attached to the 
shrines of Sheikh Taghe(Taqi), Shah-i-Mardan, Plr Dastglr, 
and Sheikh Lango. In Karez Mlana in Mastung a 
·sahibzada known as Sahibzada Sarhindi, from Sarhind in the 
Punjab, enjoys a free grant of a small amount of water. 

Grain allowances in addition to cash payments of Rs. 20 

attd Rs. 10 respectively are made in Mastung to qasis Abdul 
HaHm and Muhammad Jan for their services in connection 
with the disposal of cases. The former gets 3 kkarll.'ars 9 
kdsas of wheat and the latter 75 kasas each of the wheat 
and barley. Allowances are also made to the irregular levies 
(am/a) maintained by the Khan and will be described here
after. The State makes recoveries from the cultivators, both 
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in irrigated and unirrigated areas. in the form of a cess for 
payment to certain Saiads of Kalai and Mas tung. That in the 
Kalat 11idbat is known as saiad and amounts to 3 kdsas on every 
heap ()f grain (johdn,) whilst in the Mastung circle of the 
Mas tung nidbat the total amOI.tnt · of cesses, viz, 61 kdsas on 
every khal'wdr, includes i kdsa for payment to certain Saiads 
of Mastung and Kalat. After the collection of the cess 
the disbursement; are made at the Khan's discretion from 
his granaries. Allowances of 40 kdsas of wheat and 40 
kasas of barley each are paid to a Lori and carpenter at 
Mastung for miscellaneous services rendered by them. 

LAND. 
REVENUE 

Where tribesmen do not collect their share themselves, 
headmen of clans or sections are deputed to carry out the 
work and distribute the amount collected to families and 
individuals. The rates, which include the proprietor's share 
of the crop, v:uy from one-fourth to one-fifth, one-sixth and 
one-eighth, the first named being the commonest, both in 
dry crop and irrigated lands. A share in straw is seldQm 
taken in dry crop areas, but the right to the straw is every
where recognised. In irrigated lands one-sixth of the bhzes'a 
is commonly taken .and one-fifth of the straw of all sabsbar 
crops. 

Tribal 
system of 
collecting 
revenue. 

The Raisanis, excluding the Rustamzais who make their . 
own arrangements, alone make special arrangements for the 
collection of their revenue through the agency of a ndio 
in the Mungachar ·and Chhappar valleys. The local raises 
work under this officer, who takes revenue fixed by i}iira 
in irrigated land, either in cash or kind, and by appraisement 
in dry crop areas. He receives six khaY'llJdrs of wheat 
annually on account of ndib from certain kdreses in the 
Mandehaji and Brinchinnau circles of Mungachar as his own 
remuneration. Four kdsas per kharwdr are given to him 
in unirrigated tracts. Where kdreses have bee.n excavated 
in the jurisdiction of two tribes, as is the case with the 
~aisanis and the Muhammad Shahis in the Mungachar 
valley, both the tribes collect the revenue jointly and sub
seq~.~ently divide the produce. The system is sometimes 
modified by one of the tribes having sold its right to the 
revenue to the proprietary body. Thus, in the Sardarwal 
Karez in the Brinchinnau circle of Munga,char, the Ahmad 
Khcintai Muhammad Shahis have sold their moiety of 
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the tth levied to the various owners and revenue is now 
paid, at one-eighth, only lo the Sarajzai Raisanis. 

In concluding the account of the revenue of the distrtct, 
mention may be made of payments made by the tribes
men to their chiefs or headmen. The Sara wan country differs 
from the Jhalawan in the fact that the levy of malz"a, a~ it is 
called, is not universal. It is confineJ to the instances 
quoted below, the most important being that of the Langav 
chief, 

The origin of the mali or ma{ia collected by the Langav 
chief from certain specified sections appears to have orginat~ 
ed in the custom of presenting him with a milch sheep 
( deru) on the occasion of his visiting an encampment, the 
sheep being replaced every year. Gradually, as th<! chiefs 
power increased, he claimed the sheep every year as a 
matter of right from such of the sections as had been in the 
habit of supplying with a deru, and in course of time other 
payments were also forced upon them. The price of each 
sheep bas now been converted into a cash payment of Rs. 4· 
An estimate of the various kinds of annual payments received 
by the chief gives the following results: cash Rs. 140-6; 136 
sheep at Rs. 4 each= Rs. 544 ; 1 ,o22 kasas of wheat ; 280 
kasas of barley; 8 small plots (kurda) of lucerne ; 7 smaller 
plots ( ckuru) of carrots ; and 49 tarangar of hhzisa. No 
accounts are kept and the collections depend on the memory 
of an old darogka of the chief by name Fateh Muhammad, 
and as in recent times several disputes have occurred about 
these payments, the figures given should be received with 
caution. 

In addition to the payments made by his own tribesmen, 
the Langav chief receives a sum of Rs. 100 annually from the 
Kulloi Rinds living in Mungachar. These Kullois have 
long been in dispute with the Langav chief and have always 
claimed their tribal connection with the Rind tribe in 
Kacbhi. There are sanads dated the 2oth of Rajah 1248 H. 
(1832 A.D.) and the 4th of Rabi-ul-Awal 1293 H. (1876 A.D.) 
in the possession of the Kulloi headman Allah Bakhsh, 
declaring the Kullois independent of the Ungavs, but in 
v'iew of the fact that all services for the Khan, etc., are 
performed by the members of the Langav tribe proper, the 
Kullois, who are in possession of e.xtensive tracts in 
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Mungachar, have been made responsible for the annual 

payment of Rs. 100 to the Langav chief. 
The total receipts from the Langav mdlia are divided into 

five ·shares, two of which are .taken by the chief and the 
remaining three are distributed among his family. A sanad 

dated the 25th of Ramzan 1266 H. (1849 A.D.) granted by 

LAND 
REVENUE 

-Nasir Khan II, is in the possession of the Langav chief, · 

which refers to si shares, but a division into only 5 shares 

is now made. 
The headman of the Shadizai clan of the Langav tribe 

levies a small contribution from a few families of the Shah
allzai section in addition to what the cl~m already pays to 
the chief, the families ·concerned being exempted in return 
from all tribaL services. rendered to the Khan which are 
described elsewhere. These contributions consist of 50 
ktisas of barley paid by the Bar~nzai sub-section; poll-tax 
of Rs. 2 per adult male paid by Patt~hanzais of Zard; and 
similar tax paid by Dur Muhammad and his two cousins 
belonging to Rahmanzai Koharizai sub-section. 

Reference has already been made to the allotment of a 
special share in the tribal land to the chief in virtue of his 
office. A special case is that of the Muhammad SMhi chief 
who, though given a share in land . in areas held by 
his tribe in other parts of the district, receives none 
in the Shlrlnab valley and in parts of the Mungachar 
valley, but instead he receives one-twenty-eighth of the 
total produce from lands embanked in these places. 'The 
one-twenty-eighth is calculated at one-seventh of one
fourth, at which rate the Muhammad Shahis levy revenue in 
ShlriR:ib and Mungachar. I!! the Barfiwal and Mithawal 
kan!ses in Shirlnab, the payment is represented by a fixed 
amount of 35 kdsas paid to the chief, of which 5 kasas r~pre
sent the transport charges ofthe Sardar's share to his house. 

The headman of the Umarani clan living at Iskalku 
collects a sheep from each family of the sections of his clan 
living in Jhala~an, whilst in Sarawan he receives one-eighth 
of the total produce as dastar from those living in the Khad 
valley. 

.liUlia re
ceived by the 
headman of 
the Sh.idizai 
clan of the 
Ungavtribe._ 

Revenue of 
the Muham-· 
mad Shahi 
chief. 

Revenue 
levied by the 
Umarani 
headman in 
Khad. 
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LAND The Allzai headman, of the Shahwanis living at lskalku, 
REVENUE, . and the Bangulzai chief lev)[ what is known as khaf from 

Khaf levied certain sections attached to them. That taken by the former 
by the Ban- • t th f h . gulzai chief IS a e rate o one s eep on every marned man annually 
and Shah- whilst the kkaf received by the latter consists of one sheep 
wani head- on e~ery flock each year .• The Allzai headman takes toll from man. 

the Shahwani sections known as Dahijav and Siahijav tvho 
are flock-owners in the vicinity of Baghwana in the Jhala
wan country. Th~ Bangulzai chief receives ~haf from the 
Mazarani Marris and the Pahlwanzai Mengals who have long 
been living in the Bangulzai hills. In the case of the Mazarani 
Marris the payment is compulsory, v.hilst the Pahlwanzai 
Mengals always send a sheep though not bound to do so. 

MlSCEL- N ~ imports, other than those alreay detailed, exist in 
LANEocs tribal areas. The Khan of Kalat supplements his land 

REVENUES, . 

Octroi. · 

Intoxicating 
drugs. 

revenue by a variety of taxes, which include receipts from 
octroi; excise contracts,. stamps, salt and a number of 
miscellaneous taxes levied on the local trade at Kalat and 
Mastung, which may he calleq Town dues. 

Octroi, known as mahsul chungi or sung, is levied on all 
articles imported for sale into the towns of Mastung and 
Kalat and also on merchandise in transit through those 
places to areas not under the authority of the Khan, and on 
exports from the district. In the past the right 'or collection 
has generally been let on a contrac~, the average income at 
Kalat being about Rs. s,ooo per annum, whilst in Mastung 
it was Rs. 6,ooo in. 1900. In the latter place the collections 
were being made direct by the ni'abat officials in 1904. 

The intoxicants for the sale.of whtch licenses are granted, 
are country spirits, opium, poppy-heads, charas, ganj'a and 
bhang. The contract is known as gutta or i'Jara-i-muskrat. 
Separate co!ltracts are given for Kalat and Mastung, the 
contract for the latter place including the right to sell in 
Pringabad and Tlri. The articles included in the excise 

·contract are exempt. from octroi duty. The license merely 
provides for the monoply of the sale and does not contain 
con'ditions specifying the quality of the drug to be sold and 
other matters. The quantities to be kept by private persC'n.s 
are also not the subject of any regulation.. The average 
income from the Kalat contract is Rs. soo per annum. At 
Mastung there was formerly a combined contract for the sale 
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of liquor and drugs, the income from which;in 1900, was 
Rs. 1,200. In 1903, a separate contract was given for the 
sale of liquor at Rs. 1,025 and for that of drugs at Rs. 445 ; 
total Rs. 1,~70. 

The following were the rates of sale of intoxicants in 1904 
at Mastung and in 1903 at Kalat :.....-

Country liquor ••• 
Opium 
Bhang 
Cha,.s, Yd,.kandi 
Cha,.s, Local :-

. Mastung; Kalit. 
R11. a. p. 

Per bottle · o 12 o 
Per tola o 8 o 
Per seer o 8 o 
Per tola .o 3 o 

Rs. a. p. 
I 0 o 
0 5 ~ 

0 4 0 

Ist Qu;.Jity (rup) Per seer 12 o o· o 4 o per tela. 
2nd Do. (:ahgalfm) do. 8 o o o 3 o . do. 
3rd Do. (gdnja) do. 4 9 4 o 2 o do: 
4th Do, · (khdka) • o t o do. 

Liquor is imported from Kachhi, especi~lly from Bhag, 
Dadhar and Gandava. Opium is imported from Amritsar in 
the Punjab, whilst a small quantity is also grown in Mastung, 
Kalat and Mungachar for domestic use. Bhang and ckars, 
the latter incluaing gdnja, • are local products; the former 
being culth·ated and•the latter manufactured in fairly large 
QUantities in Kalat, Iskalku and Mastung. Iskalku ckars 
has a great local reputation. 

Chars from Afghanistan also finds its way into the district, 
and that known as Ydrkandt", from Yarkandin Central Asia, 
is imported via Kandahar. · 

Ckars and bhang are exported by •individuals in small 
quantities to the neighbouring districts of Quetta-Pishin, 
Jhalawan and Kachhi. . 

The consumption of liquor is entirely confined to the 
Hindu population. The Brahuis, unlike their Baloch br~threo 
of Kachhi, are not addicted to it. Opium is used only by 
the well-to-do, especially those of advanced years, but the 
consumption is not l!lrge. The principal consumers are ~ 
few Afghan merchan1s living at Kalat and some of the 
Hindus. Among the Brahuis it is. only used medicinally, 
especially in the preparation of an article known as harsh, 
which is used as a cure for_cold and cough. 

• In India the wordgd,.}a is used for tht> flowering tops of cultivated 
female hemp plant, but, as will be seen, in Kalat the word refers to 
an inft>rior preparation of liemp."'-ED, 

MlSCBL· 
LANEOUS 

RBVBNUBS, 

Consumers 
and con
sumption. 
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Chars, ganfa and bhang are used mostly by the lower 
classe~, the first named drug being in common use. In 
Mastung and Kalat, secluded places, called daira, are the 
meeting places of the chars-smoking fraternity, and here 

. Lorio;, fakirs, and some of the Dehwars assemble. 
The cultivation of the poppy is chiefly in the hands of the 

Sheikh section of Dehwars, who manufacture opium for fale 
to the licei)Sed contractor. The exudation from the heads is 
collected in the usual way by scratching the surfa<;e with a 
cut. The green heads are sometimes boiled two or three 
times, but the decoction, when congealed, is inferior. 

The drugs prepared from hemp are known as chars and 
gdnfa. The female bhang plants are reaped when they are 
abeut wai~t high and charged with the seed. The seeds and 
leaves are separated and half dried. They are then spread on a 
carpet made of goat hair, another carpet is spread over them, 
and the l,eaves, etc., which lie between, are gently rubbed. 
The dust containing the narcotic principle is shaken off and 
the liaves, .&c., which have been deprived of it, are removed 
to another 'carpet. The first dust is the best chars and is of 
the first quality~ known as rup. The dust obtained from the 
the second process is known as lahgalim and is of the 
second quality. A third shaking gives an inferior quality 
known as ganfa. The dust is neltt put into a copper vessel 
and melted, after which it is made into small balls called 
kahsa and put into a bag of sufficiently thick cloth to keep 
the balls moist. The first quality of chars can be dis
tinguished from the varieties by the ease with which it 
melts. 

At Iskalku, where the bhang plants make very strong 
growth, a fourth shaking also returns some dust, but it is 
very ·inferior and known as khaka. The leaves and seed 
which have been deprived of the dust, are used for drinking 
and are known as bhang. 

A preparation known as maj'Un is made ofhemp leaves, 
before they have been deprived of their narcotic properties; 
which are mixed and boiled with gki, pistachio, almonds, 
cocoanut, cardamoms, and other spices. Only very wealthy 
persons use the preparation, and though the sale is included 
in the excise contract at Mastung, there is no restriction 

• on the manufacture. 
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Stamps have been in use since 1902 and court fees are 
levied in cases decided by local and shakiji"rgas and by the 
officials of the Mastung niahat. Petition-writers and, in 
their absence, thana munskis sell the stamps, but receive no 
commission on the sate." Up to ·1894, no court fees were 
levied in cases decided by Ji"rga, but owing to the number 
of ftivolous claims preferred, a Ji"rga recommended, in x8g5, 
that fees should be levied in cases of money and land at 
half the rates levied in British territory. This rate was 
at Rs. 3-12 per cent, to be paid by the party who lost the 
suit, and the realization was, to be considered as fine and 
part of the fine to be paid in cash, and the proposal was 
accepted. The levy of full rates was sanctioned in 1902, and 
payments in stamps were substituted for cash payments.· The 
receipts in ji"rga cases are credited to a Jirga Fine Fund. 

Realizations in cases disposed of by the niabat officials are 
credited to the State. 

The total receipts from stamps inji"rga cases in 1904-5 
were Rs. 3,741 and the value of those levied by niahat officials 
was Rs. 4,365 in the same year. A set of rules for the 
levy of court fees has been drawn up for 'their guidance. 
They are levied at xo per cent. ad valorem on the value of 
the claim, and no application bearing court-fee stamps 
under Rs. 5, R. I and annas 8 respectively are heard. The 
minimum fee in the case of applications to the Khan is Rs. 5, 
to the Political Adviser R. x, and to the niabat officials 
annas 8. 

The salt most in use is imported from Kachhi; Nushki 
salt is also used in western parts of the district. A small 
quantity of Punjab rock salt is procurable in the bazars at 
Katat and Mastung, but its use is limited only to the Indian 
officials living in these places. Its price is too high for the 
local people. In Gurghia and Shlrinab, salt is obtained by 
gently shaking !he branches of the tamarisk bushes in 

. August and September and is used for domestic pur
poses. Kachhi and Nushki salt is imported by Brahuis and is 
bartered for wheat in the proportion of 2 measures of salt to 
1 of wheat and for barley in equal quantities. The only duties 
levied on salt are octroi at the rate of R. 1 per camel-load 
when imported into Kalat town and at the rate of R. 1 
per maund on importation into Mastung. 

MISCELLA· 
NEOUS 

REVENUES, 

, Stamps; 

Salt, 
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· The imposts which have been denominated "Town dues •• 

are for the most part levied by contract and consist of mono

polies ·for the sale of articles of common consumption. In 

Katat they are collected under the .supervision of the Mir 

Skab or officer responsible for the watch and ward of the 

town and at Mastung by the nt"ahat officials. They are :r 

Description of 
the tax. 

Locality where 
levied. 

Amount realized. 

Year. I Amount. 

1. Monopoly for 
the sale of meat 
and purchase of 
bides (Jjdra kasdbi 
'1114 post faroshi or 
mazbUhi.) 

Kalat, at o-3-o 'Per 1895-06 
animal slaughtered. 

Mastung, at o-7-o per Year ending 
animal slaughtered. 31·10·05• 

2, Gambling li
cense (lamdrbdzi or 
tiln). 

3· Sale of match 
boxes. 

Kalat, o-1-o per rupee 
won. 

Mastung, o-o-6 per 
rupee won. 

Mastung including 
Pringab.id and -pri. 

4· Monopoly for Mastung 
dyeing and sale of 
iron heels and nails 
for shoes, 

5· Zargari', or tax Mastung, one pie per 
on gold, silver and rupee on gold. One 
ornaments. pice per tola on sil-

ver. 
Kalal, one pie per 

rupee. 
6. Sale of. boiled Mastung 

"'""!{ pulse. 

1· Tax on hack
ney carriages. 

8. Jemaddri' shut· 
rdn, or tall' on 
camels plying for 
hire. 

Masturig O•I·'O per 
mensem and one 
anna per night for 
halts. · 

L" k Pas!f, between 
Quetta 3ni! Mastung, 
o-4-0 per loaded 
camel. 

9· Shop tax ... Mastung bazar o-8-o 
to Rs. 2 per month. 

10. Sale of cook
ed food, l 

Mastung bazar ... 

1900 

1893 

1904 

1900. 

. 
1900 

1900 

Rs. a. p. 

0 0 

0 0 

zso 0 0 

350 0 0 

173 0 0 

155 0 0 

185 13 6 

250 0 0 

30 e 0 

31 0 0 

321 0 0 

430 12 0 

240 0 0 
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Receipts on account of all fines imposed in petty cases, in

cluding cattle·p~und receipts, are known as badihawtU. 

Cattle-pounds exist in Mastung, Chhappar, and Johan. At 

the last named place • they are. included in the lease of 

· revenue. At Chhappar and Masttmg the cattle-pounds are 

under the control of niabat officials. Fines imposed for 

cattle trespass are Ans. 8 for a camel, Ans. 4 for a bullock, 

Ans. 4 to Ans. 8 for a horse, Ans. 2 for a donkey and An. I 

for a goat or sheep. The animals are made over to the 

owners on payment of the fine and the feeding expenses 

incurred during the period for which they were in the 

lock-up. 

MISCELLA· 
NEOUS 

REVENUES. 

Miscella
neoas 
receipts. 

The only fund partaking of the charac.ter of a Local Fund LocAL 
FUNDS, 

is the Jirga Fine Fund, which has· been in existence since 

I888. Much of its income is derived frc,:>m the Sarawan 

country and most of the expenditure is also incurred there, 

but its operations . are not entirely confined to the district. 

It is a State Fund and was.managed by the Political Adviser 

up to I902, when its administration was transferred to the . 

Political Agent. Since I goo, the budgets have been passed 
by the Agent. to the Governor-General: 

The principal items of r.eceipts are (I) fines in political 

cases, (2) c·ourt fees, (3) forfeitures and unclaimed property, 

(4-) rent of the Kalat house at Quetta, (5) interest and (6) 

cattle-pound receipts. The expenditure is chiefly devoted to 

(1) the maintenance ofthe political prisoners kept in Brahui 

thdnas, (ii) allowances paid to headmen or other influential 

persons assisting the Political Agent in political work and to 

qdszs for deciding cases, (iii) subsistence allowance paid to 

witnesses and (iv) miscellaneous expenditure connected with 

the ;irgas. The cost of Brahui thdnas, which formerly formed 

a large item of the expenditure, is now paid for by the State. 

Advances are also occasionally made from the f~nd. 
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In 1893, the balance of the fund, amounting to about 
Rs. 8,ooo, was devoted to the erection of the Kalat House 
at Quetta. The year I8gg-1goo opened with a balance of 
Rs. 41568-g-u; the. average annual receipts and expenditure 
for the five years ending 1903-4 have been Rs. 7,994 and 
Rs. 7,624, respectivel)l, and the closing balance ori March 
31, 1904, was Rs. 6,417. 

The public works in the district are divided into two 

classes, those belonging to and maintained by the British 

Government and those belonging to an_d maintained by the 

Kalat State. 

The following are the principal buildings maintained by 

the British Government :-

Name of place, 

Mastung ••• 

· IF rom what funds erect.! 
Name of building. ed and fr~m "[hat 

source mamtamed. 

Political Agent's Provincial Reve-
house. oues, 

Remarks, 

Political Agent's Built by British Part cost 
office and quar- Government. borne by 
ters for clerks. State. 

Political 
house, 

rest- Built from Jirga 
Fine Fund but 

, maintained by 
Local Govern· 
ment, 

Post and tele- Provincial Reve-
graph office. nues. 

Assistant Political Do. 
Agent's house. 

Native Assistant Do. 
Sara wan's 
house 
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Name of place. • I Name ot building. !
From what funds erect-~ 
· ed and from what 

source maintained. 
Remarksa 

Kalat 

Kahnak •. 

I ••• Residency. Provincial Reve- T he Resi-
nues. dency and 

its sur
roundings 
are built 
on · land 

·purchased 
by Govern
ment at a 
cost • of 
Rs. :~,gt6-8. 

Political Agent's Do. 
office. 

Post and t e I e - Do. 
graph office. 

Hospital ... Do. 

Rest-house Do: 

Military lines Do. 

Quarters• 
clerks. 

r 

Tilera levy post 
and rest-bouse. 

Do •. .......... 
Do. 

Kili Murad Khan Rest-house 
(Kardg~p). 

Built from 
funds spe
cially grant
ed ·by the 
Government 
of India for 
the improve-
ment of the 

Nushki-Seis
tan route; 
maintained 
by the Ka
Iit State 
since 1903. 

They are. in charge of the Military Works Service and form a 
part of the charge of the Assistant Commanding Royal 
Engineer, Quetta. The Garrison Engineer, Civil Works and · 
Mastung, who has his headquarters at Quetta, has direct 

PUBLIC 
WORKS. 
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control with a sub-overseer under him whose headquarters 
are at Mastung. 

No organised department exists in the State for carrying 
out large public works, but those which have been executed 
in the past, such as the Quetta-Katat Road and the Miri or 
Khan's palace at Mastung, have been supervised by officers 
or subordinates lent by the Military Works Department. 
Among the more important uildings maintained by the 
State are:-

Name of 
place. 

: 
Name of building. 

From what funds erected 
and from what source 

maintained • 

Quetta 

Mastung 

••• P~litical Agent's bouse ... Built from Jirga 
Fund. 

Political Adviser's bouse Kalat State Funds. 
Ka!at State Funds. ... Mlri or the Khan's palace ••• 

Thana (Mastung) with Jail 
;;.ttached ... ••• ... Kalat State Fonds. 

Thana (Wallkban) ... • •• Khan's Fnnd. 
Nidbat office and quarters for 

ntfib ... ... ... ... Kalat State Funds. 
Hospital... ... ... ... Khan's Fund. 

Fine 

School ••• •• ... ... Nitfbat revenues and pub 

Silk factory ••• ••• .. 
Levy line$ for Political Agent', 

levies ••• ••• ••• • •• 

lie subscription. 
Kai.at SLate Funds. 

Khan's Fund and Jirga 
Fine Fund. 

Guru -· 
Mungachar. 
Katat ... 

Rest-bouse ... ... ... Khan's Fund. 
Rest-house and tluina... ... Do. 
Political Adviser's house ... Do. 

Sibi 

Mach 

Harboi bungalow (Gishk) ... Do. 
... Political Agent's house ... Khan's and Katat State 

House for Political Adviser ••. 
••• Political Agent's bungalow. 

Funds. 
State runds. 
jirga Fine Fund. 

For the maintenance of these buildings and for the con
struction of roads and tracks in the various parts of the 
district a sub-overseer and a mz'stri are maintained, whose 
work is supervised by the Native Assistant, Sarawan, under 
the instructions of the Political Agent. Funds for the purpose 
are provided by the State and from the Jirga Fine Fund. 

The State possessed no standing army prior to the year 
1854; when Nasir Khan II, for the first time, enrolled a 
,regiment of infantry known as the Fateh Jang regiment, 
another of cavalry called the Fass Risala, and a battery of 
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guns. These were garrisoned at Kalat with detachments in 
Kachhi and the Jhalawan country. Nasir Khan's successor, 
Mir Khudadad Khan, the ex-Khan, increased the numbers of 
the infantry a"d 'cavalry aAd in his, time the army was chiefly 
utilized in attempting to coerce the recalcitrant Brahui chiefs. 

I The present Khan added a regiment of cavalry which is 
· stationed at Kalat and is known as the Shahi Risala. The 
• men are chiefly recruited from the Khan's household depend
! ants and the number of the regiment at the present time (igo6) 
is 396. The army was never properly erganised or disci
plined, and in 1905, in consequence of internal disturbances 
and mutinous conduct, the majority of the men were disbanded, 
and their place taken by a reorganised force of 6oo rank and 
file, who are to be permanently quartered at Kalat. ' 

The levies employed in the district are of two kinds, viz. 
services maintained by the British Government and those 
maintaineq by the Khan of Kalat. The latter include two 
distinct bodies, namely, the tribal levies in charge of different 
thanas, and the amla or the Khan's irregular levies. 

The service maintained by the British Government consists 
of the Postal and Telegraph Levies on the line between 
Quetta and Kalat. It was originall!Y included in the· Quetta
Pishin Levy service, and at the time of the revision and 
redistribution, which took place after the meeting of the 
Levy Committee in 1883,· its monthly cost was fixed at 
Rs. 553-5-4 which h·as not been altered. The line remained 
under the Political Agent, Quetta-Pishin till up to 18go, 
when it was transferred to the Political. Agent, Kalat. The 
service ( lgo6) consists of 24 men, of whom 2 are officers 
and 22 sowars. The expenditure is debited to the Provincial 
Revenues. 

Besides maintaining these L~vy services, the British 
Government has also granted personal allowances to certain 
of the Sara wan chiefs in recognition of the services rendered 
by them during the second Afghan war in guarding com
munications and i~ providing supplies, and to ensure their 
co-operation in the future. - Those originally sanctioned 
in June 1879, when the second Afghan war was still in 
progress, included Rs. 400 per mensem to Sardar Sir Assad 
Khan Raisani and Rs. 300 per mensem each to the Bangul
zai, Kurd, Muhammad Shahi, Lahri and Rustamzai chiefs, 

---
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and were intended to be only as temporary payments. 
At the end of the war, Sir Robert Sandeman advocated 
the continuance_ of these allowances, and they were 
sanctioned for the lifetime of the holders,' and since then 
have been continued from father to son to enable the chiefs 
to maintain their influence over their tribesmen. 

In J 881, the allowance paid to the Rustamzai chief was in
corporated in the Quetta-Pishin serv1ce, and in r887 on the 
death of Wad era Ahmad Khan, the all.Jwance of the Bangulzai 
chief ceased. In 1889 this allowance was restored and one 
of Rs. 300 per mensem wac; given to the Shahwani Sardar, 
whose case appeared to ~ave been overlooked owing to the 
chief being a minor at the time the allowances were originally 
sanctioned.' Since this time the total amount paid has been 
Rs. r,goo per mensem. They are treated as "Territorial and 
Political Pensions,'' and are held on conditons of loyalty, 
good service and good behaviour to the British Govern
ment. 

In addition to the payments to the heads of tribes, allow
ances for some of the headmen of the Sara wan country are 
provided from the Kaiat District and Bolan Pas!> Le\'y services. 
They include the payment of Rs. 300 per mensem from the 
former service to the R ustamzai chief, and the following 
aHowances paid from the Bolan, the names of th<! recipients 
being as they stood in rgo6 :- Rs. a. p. 

Sardar Sir Ghaus Bakhsh, K.C.I.E. • •• roo o o 
Mir Abdur Kahman, Raisani So o o 
K. B. Mir Yusuf Khan, Kurd 20 o o 
S. Yar Muhammad Khan , so o o 
Mir Amir Khan, Kurd 49 o o 
K.S. Mir Rahim Khan 70 o o 
Mir Afzal and Dost Muhammad at 

Rs. 20 each --• 
Mir Bahawal Khan Sahtakzai 
Mit Kam<U Khan, Jemadar 
S. Rasul Baksh Khan, Langav .•• 
Mir Shakar Khan Kuchk 
Mir lsa Khan, Kuchk 
Mengal h~:admen 

40 0 0 

40 0 0 

50 0 0 

IJO 0 0 

40 0 0 

30 0 0 

II4 0 0 

Carrkd over ... 813 o o 
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BADRAKA. 

Kurds (Mir Khudadad Khan Rs. 412-8-o, 
S. Yar Muhammad Rs. 87-8) ·•· 

Mir Bahawal Khan Sahtakzai ... 
SUNG. 

Sardar Sir Ghaus Bakhsh, K C.I. E. 
Bolan office establishment, etc. 
K.B. Mir Rasul Bakhsh (Mir Karam 

Khan) 

211 

813 0 0 

soo 0 0 

250 0 0 

183 5 4 
53 0 0 

100 ·o 0 

Two sowars · with do. ••• 40 0 0 

Total ••• 1,939 5 4 

The allowance of Rs. xoo per meosem paid to Sardar Sir 
Ghaus Bak.hsh, Raisani, is an additional sardari allowance 
which was granted w1th effect from the tst of 'April 1901; 
out of the pay of his grandfather, the late Haji Mulla 
Muhammad. The allowance to the Langav chiePdates from 
July x8g6, and includes a personal allowance of Rs. xoo and 
Rs. so for the maintenance of 2 so wars. · The allowance was 
reduced to Rs. 130 per mensem from the rst of July xgox. 

Other allowances are also personal and have been granted 
for the general good behaviour and influentiai position 
which the grantees occupy. Th.:y accompany ·the Political 
Agent, Kalat, and on tours are required to help him on all 
occasions. Some of them are almost continuously on 
duty with the Political Agent or his assistants. The 
rest render no active service except when specially called 
out. 

LBVIBS. 

Of the two bodies of levies maintained at the cost of th~ Levies main 
tained by the 

State, the tribal levies are s.tationed in the different tluznas 
and the grant of service to them is governed by the same 
principles as apply to the levies maintained by the British 
Government in administered areas. The1r duties are primarily 
in connection with the tribesmen and to prevent friction 
between them and the Khan·s subjects with whom no inter
ference is permitted. They perform the duties of police, 
arrest offenders and investigate crime, whilst petty cases 
are adjudicated by jirgas hdd locally under . the supervision 

Khan. · 
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L~.YW~·. o{ th~. lha11.fld4r. With. this obj~ct a man of Influence and 
position is usually S!!lected for the post. The system was 
introduced in 188g wh~n a tha••a was ~stablish~d 

at Mastllng. This was followed by the establishment of 
the tkana at Alu in 1897 after the outrages committed by 
Jafar Khan, Sarparra; that in Mungachar was established 
·in 19021 while a Sub-tkana was established at Kardgap in 
18g8. In addition to the tkanas, ther~ are Levy posts for 
the protection of travell.ers along the Quetta-Kalat road at 
Doctor Chah, Guru, Bidrang Kotal and Soru. Each Levy 
post bas a de.6.nite jurisdiction, .In cas~ of the Munga.char 
thana the jurisdiction includes part of the Jhalawan 
country •. The levies are under •he supervision of the Native 
Assistant, Sara~~.n, and the Political Agent, Kalat, exercises 
general control. The expenditure, which amounts; to 
Rs. 191 152 per year, is born~ by th~ State. 

The total strength of the tribal levies at present (1907) is 
as follows:-

c ... 
.; .; Ql 

II) Ql C4:5 .. .. .. e Post. Ql ! "' t;8 Remarks. <.I 0 IS ·;: 
== 0 0 o e 

0 ::: fJl :.. u 
I Rs. 

Mas tung ... ... . .. 4 2 7 IJ 591 One sweeper is at-
tached to the 
tluina and jai 
whose pay is i 
eluded in the 

n-

Wali-kh:l.n ... ... ... 2 I 
monthly cost. 

8 4 335 
Mungachar ... ... 2 I 5 4 275 
Kardgap ... ... . .. 1 I 3 3 Ib5 
Posts at Guru, Soru, 

Bidrang, Doctor Ch:l.h 
and Till~ra (2 footmen 
at each place) ... ... ... ... -· 10 106 The monthly cost 

includes wages for 
watersupply to 
Bidrang post. 

Kalat and its surround-
ings ... ... .. . ... 1 2 .. . 6z 

Dasht lhdna ... ... ... ... .. . 4 62 The monthly cost 
includes Rs. 7 and 
Rs. 10 on account 
of allowance to 
duffaddr and mu-. h.arrir • 

- - - - --
Total ... 9 6 25 JS. 1,59b . 



AMLA LEVIES. 

The amla appear to be a relic of the time prior to Nasir LEviEs. 
Khan II, when no standing army was maintained, but a The amla. 

body of men was kept which was recruited from the Brabui 
tribes and was officered by men of position and influence. 
In time of war the supreme co~mand was vested .in the 
Shahghasi, a trusted khanasad official of the Khan. The 
men were principally employed on guard duty with the Khan, 
both in camp and at headquarters and were supplied with 
mounts by the.State which were known as basg{r. In the 
time of Nasir Khan II, the amla con~isted of 200 men under a 
Pahlwanzai Mengal of Mungachar .. The ex-Kh:in, Mir 
Khudadad Khan, on succeeding to the masJZod enlisted four 
amlas, each consisting of 100 men, under a Jemadar. One 
of the most importantofthese was recruited from· the Langav 
tribe. These men took part in all the battles fought by Khuda~ 
dad Khan and were prominent in that of Khad-Mastung. 

With the recruitment of a regular army, they ceased to 
perform military duties, and have since been employed , 
principally to assist in the collection of the revenue, fot 
watching the crops in Crown lands, for carrying the post, · 
and for helping in the collection of the octrot They also 
perform the duties of police when required among the Khan's 
subjects and accompany the Khan on tour. As a rule, 
they provide themselves with weapons of their own, but 
a man who has not got any is provided with a sword or 
a carbine by the State. They have no uniform and ate 
entirely without discipline. 

The men are divided into two distinct classes: the amla 
proper, or tho~e who are supplied with horses by the Khan 
and the amla-i-khud-sowar or khud-aspa who provide mounts 
of their own. Their strength has bem gradually reduced by 
desertion and from other causes, and in 1904 tho!>e stationed 
in Kalat consisted of 3 Jemadars and 83 men, of whom 1 

Jemadar and 38 sepoys belonged to the amla proper and· 2 

Jemadars and 45 so wars to the amla-khud-aspa or khud-sowar. 
Of these, 14 men were employed outside Kalat, 7 being 
stationed at Chhappar, 3 at. Ziarat, and 2 men each at Garok. 
and To,:au. The seni >r sepoy in charge of each party except 
at Togau, is known <t.sja-nashln or duffaddr, his only privilegi 
being the right to get his horse fed from fodder grown on 
the Khan's lands. 
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Other detachments of amla are posted at Lahri and 
Gandava in Kachhi and at Khuzdar in Jhalawan. 

The allowances paid to the men consist, in the case of the 
llkud-sowar, of four items, viz. : ros or rations for men, 
lladlm or grain ration for a horse, mowa;i'b or wages paid 
annually, and lldhasp or fodder allowance paid in cash. 
The amla who receive mounts gratis are given only ros and 
mowaft'b. Their Jemadar receives an additional monthly 
allowance of Rs. 2-8 called jlra. · 

Although the allowances for ros and lladlm are fixed in 
grain, the total amount due is converted into cash according 
to current rates at the end of each month and the men are 
paid the amount • 

The mowdj'ib is paid at the end of every year, the length 
of a month being calculated as equal to 29 or 30 days 
alternately for purposes of economy. The system is 
known as shamsi-llamn·. A deduction of one pice in the 
rupee which was originally meant for the Khan's mustauji, but 
is now appropriated by the State, is made on all allowances, 
whether in cash or kind • 

A new body of men called amla which recently came into 
existence was engaged in 1905 in consequ~nce of the 
abolition of the old army of the Khan. The men who have 
been recruited from the local Brahui tribes as well as from 
Dehwars and Saiads, are trained in drill. The amla is 
maintained by the State and is under the control of the 
Political Adviser. It is employed for miscellaneous duties 
connected with the mllnagement of the Mastung niaoat, 
includmg investigation of local cases. The total strength 
as detailed below consists of 64 men, all of whom are 
stationed in Mastung :-

• 

Details. 
Monthly 

Expenditure. 

1 Sad Bas hi J emadar ••• 
1 Panjah, Bashi (Jemadar 

of Khasadars) ••• 
r Dah Ba~hi Duffadar of 

Sowars ••• .. 

Rs. 

45 

20 

27 
1 Dah Bas"i (Havildar, 1st 

class of Kbasadars) ••• I z 
3 Do. (do. 2nd 

class of Kbasadars) ••• 33 
6 Sowars ••• 112 

Details. Monthly 
Expenditure. 

Rs. 

48 Khasadars ••• 384 

1 Sergeant 15 

I Clerk IS 

1 Sweeper 7 

Miscellaneous; •• -----
To1al 64 671 
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The punishment of imprisonment was scarcely ever 
resorted to in former times. It was only in default of the 
payment of fines that imprisonment was inflicted by the 
Khan, and in such cases the term was indefinite, release 
being procured on payment of- the fine or on a surety 
furnishing personal security for the paymenti Occasionally, 
persons of influence, who had made themselves obnoxious 
to the Khan, were thrown into a prison, which was 
generally represented" by the quarterguard of one of the 
regiments at Kalat. Prisoners of all classes were either 
given a subsistence allowance in kind, in which case they 
had to cook their own food, or were supplied with cooked 
meals. In some cases, however, food was brought for the 
convicts by their relations. No work was required of them 
except to cut lucerne for the Khan's horses. This system 
still exists ~t Kalat and such other places as are directly 
administered by the Khan. 

Since.. the ifl'lproved system of administration has been 
introduced into the Mastung niabat, a jail has been erected 
at Mastung to accommodate about 8o prisoners. . Lock-ups 
have also been provided at Alu anp Mungach~r which 
can accommodate about 10 and 5 persons respectively. In 
addition to the jail at Mastung which is attached to the 
thana, there is also a lock-up in charge 'or the naib with 
accommodation for about five persons. The jail and the 
lock-ups are maintained by the State. The prisoners are 
employed on road-making, tree-planting, and other out-door 
labour. Certain industries, as blanket-making, are also 
being introduced. 

For serious offences when imprisonment in the State Jail 
is considered unsuitable, prisoners are sometimes sent to the 
Government jails at Quetta and Shikarpur, the cost being 
borne either by State Funds or the Jirga Fund. 

JAILS." 

Jail Admin• 
istration. 

Reference has been made to some of the cattle pounds in the Cattle 
section on Miscellaneous Revenues. There are six cattle pounds. 

pounds, two at Mastung and one each at Walikhan, Munga-
char, Chhappar and J~·han. One of those at Mastung and 
the pouods at Alu and Mungachar are attached to the 
thanas and are in charge of the thanadars. The second 

ound at Mastung is managed by the nzdbat officials. At 
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JAILS: Chhappar, the pound is managed by the nai·h of Kalat, 
while the ijarada,. of J ohan is in charge of the cattle pound 
at that place. The receipts from the cattle' pounds in charge 
of thanas are credited to the Jirga Fine Fund, and amounted 
to Rs. 28-9 during 1903-4· 

EDUCATION. · Education is practically non-existent, and no organised 
system of pu..,lic or private instruction exists. The people, 
with the exception of a few religious fleets, such as Saiads 
and mullas, are wholly illiterate and, unlike their Afghan 
neighbours, have hitherto exhibited no inclination to go 
to Kandahar for instruction in Muhammadan law and 
theol0gy. The Saiads and mullds possess only a smat
tering of Persian; members of the latter class who 
live with Brahui chiefs conduct. their correspondence. 
Female education is unknown. The priests in charge of the 
mosques at Kalat and Mastung teach a few boys from the 
.Korcin and occasionally receive smdll payments from the 
parent~. The daily attendance at each of these maktahs, as 
they are called, does not exceed 20, and it is very irregular 
in winter. A small primary school which has accommodation 
for about 100 boys was established, in 1905, at Mastung with 

one teacher; in,july 1905, there were three classes with a 
total attendance of 36 boys. It is maintained by the State. 

MEDICAL. 

The Kalit 
dispensary. 

There are only two medical institutions in the district, a 
first class civil dispensary 'at Kalcit and a third class dis
pensary maintained l:.y the Kalat State at Mastung. 

The Kalat dispensary is maintained wholly by the British 
Government. Its establishment was sanctioned in 1877,and 
the Residency Surgeon with an Assistant Surgeon under 
him was first placed in charge of it. In r88o, the headquar
ters of the Residency Surgeon were transferred to Quetta, 
and the charge of the Katat dispensary has, since that date, 
been held by the Assistant Surgeon who is under the control 
of the Agency S urgeoo. The dispensary buildings consisted, 
in 1903, of one ward of seven rooms for indoor patients; a 
dispensary and hospital containing 5 rooms including an 

· office store ; quarters for the Assistant Surgeon and office, 
etc. Out of 7 beds for indoor patients, 6 are for males and 
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one for a female. The dispensary is used by the people of MitbrcAr.; 
Kalat and the surrounding country, both in jhalawa1 and 
Sarawan, and the political effect of its establishment has 
been excellent. 

Tht: total number of patients treated at the dispensary in 
1903 was as under:-

Particulars. 

Outdoor 

Indoor 

* Operations 

Year 1903. Remarks. 

* Theile are only important opera
tions. Figures for minor 
operations are not available, 
as no record has been kept of 
them since 18!)1. 

The average daily attendance of indoor patients has 
varied from 2 to about 6; and that of outdoor patients during 
the years 1901 and 1902 was 45·98 and 29'71 respectivel,r. 

The dispensary at Mastung is a State institution, in 
charge of a Hospital Assistant, and is supervised by the 
Agency Surgeon, Quetta: It was established in 1896. 

The dispen~ary is highly appreciated by the local popula
tion, and a new building, opened in 1go5, provides 
accommodation for two indoor male patients. It has a large 
room for a dispensary, an operating room, and quarters for 
the Hospital Assistant, servants and stores. 

The total number of patients treated at the dispensary 
during 1903 wa'i 4,892 including 2 indoor patients, The· 
total expenditure, including the cost of European medicines, 
amounted toRs. 1,578-4·9· 

The general health of the district may be said to be good, 
and no part cah be pointed out in which dis~ase is specially 
prevalent. The figures for the Kalat dispensary which are 
given he! ow, may be taken as generally indicative of the most 
prevalent diseases. Malarial fever heads the list, and is 
followed by diseases of tne digestive organs, the latter 
being no doubt due to the coarse food· and dirty habits of 
the people. The water from wells in some of the dry-crop 
areas is extremely bad, and is also a contributory cause in 
cases of the latter kind. The natives constantly quot~ 
in,;tances of sudden death, which they attribute to the 

The Mas
tung dispen
sary. 

Prevalent 
diseases, 
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MsorcAL. drinking of such water for prolonged periods. , The principal 
diseases treated at Kalcit in 1901 were as follows:- · 

Epidemics. 

Name of disease. 

Malarial diseases ••• • •• 
Other digestive diseases 
Ulcers 
Eye diseases 
Skin diseases 
Respiratory diseases 
Dyspepsia ••• · ••• 
Local injuries 
Debility (Anemia) ••• 
Other diseases ••• 

Total. 

2,111 
1,031 

646 
611 
374 
373 
264 
242 
2[2 

1,447 

Total 7,310 

There has been a general rise in the number of patients 
for treatment, an increase which is apparently attributable 
not so much to the extension of the prevalence of certain 
classes of disease, but to the fact that every year the benefits 

-of the dispensaries are more widely appreciated. 
Out of the total number of 4,738 patients treated at 

Mastung in 1901, 3,26z were men, 760 women, and 716 
.children of both sexes. The most common diseases were:-

Malarial fever 8u 
Ulcers ••• 564 
Eye diseases ••• 262 
Dysentery 213 

As only the well-to-do in Kal:it and Mastung eat vege
tables, scurvy is not uncommon. 

Epidemics are usually small-pox (putav), measles (surkkko), 
cholera (waoa or daki) and a remittent fever (hhalla helk), 
which is possibly typhus (mubarkt).. Small-pox appears every 
two or three years, being generally imported by the Bnihuis 
from Sind or Kac'hhi. In recent times, the most important 
outbreak of the disease was that of 1901 which affected 
nearly the whole of the district and caused considerable 
mortality, especially in Mastung and Kalat. In Kalcit the 
disease was most viruleut among the nomad population. It 
disappeared when the Brahuis proceeded on their annual 
migration to Kachhi in the autumn. 

A serious outbreak of typhus also occurred in Kalat and 
Mastung in 1901 simultaneously with the small-poK •. The 
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mortality was large. Cholera is rare in the more remote 
'localities, and it has only . occurred in Mastung and 
· Mungachar within living memory. It appeared in Mun
gachar in 1883, but did not spread beyond K:frchhap in 
consequence of the voluntary segregation of the su!ferers. 
Mastung has had three known outbreaks, the first about 
18531 the second about 1878, and the last in 1903. The 
latter was a severe epidemic, which extended to .M ungachar 
and Kardgap also. The disease was imported from Quetta: 
and spread as far as Surab in the Jhalawan country. Kalat 
escaped owing to the segregation measures adopted not 
only by the Khan but by the people themselves. The 
number of cases both in Mastung and Munga~har valleys, 
as reported, were 1092, out of which 648 died. In the 
Mastung valley the villages which suffered most were tho51e 
round Tiri and Pringabad and Sheikh Wasil. Tribesmen, 
however wild they may be, are not unwilling to do as they 
are told to prev'ent an epidemic from spreading, and the 
natural barriers of the country also help towards this end. 

In svme localities the presence of shrines, such as those 
of Shah Abdulla and Pir Jongal in Narmuk, of Chillinga or 
the 40 saints of Johan, and of Mahmud Gohran in Mun
gachar, are believed by the people to make those places 
proof against cholera. 

The people care very little for vaccin.ation, its place being 
taken by inoculation which is known as tukka. Previous to 
1900, vaccination had not been introduced in any part of the 
district, but a few people were vaccinated in 1901 on the 
outbreak of small-pox. In 1903, 86 vaccination operations 
were performed iu Maslung, out of which 66 were successful. 
A sum of Rs. 99-2-8 was spent. 

lnocul!ltion is the only means of protection for the bulk 
of the population. Tha inoculators are Saiads or people 
reputtd f"r their religious sanctity, who are sent for when 
an outbreak of small-pox occurs, and who are paid a small 
fee which varies according to the donor's means. The rates 
generally are Ans. 8 for a man and Ans. 4 for a woman. Each 
tribe has its own inoculator. Thus the Lahri country round 
Narmuk is visited by the Saiads of Mastung as well as by 
some ot the Saiads of Kirani near Quetta. The same classes 
also· inoculate the inhabitants of the eastern and central parts 
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MEDICAL. of the district, including the Bangulzai and the Kurd 
countries, and the country round Mastung and Mungachar. 
The Shah.wanis of lskalku, Kishan, Shekhri and neighbour
hood are attended by the Saiads of Nichara. At Kalat the 
practice is monopolized by one family of Saiads, at present 
(19041 represented by a lady known as the Bibi Sahib. Her 
deputy ( khalifa) performs the actual operation, after which 
the lady touches the wound three times with her head dress, 
the process being khown as pallav. 

Indigenous 
remedies. 

Charms. 

The method of inoculation is as follows : A small incision 
is made with a razor on the right wrist, and powdered small
pox pustules, mixed with Sal Ammoniac, are inserted, after 
which the wound is bandaged. If the small-pox does not 
appear during the first year, the patient is again inoculated 
i.i the following year on the left wrist and lhe pustules 
appear without fail. An eruption and fever generally occur 
within three days of the oper11tion. Before the appearance 
of the pustules, the patient's diet usually consists of dates, 
as they are believed to hasten the eruption. Another diet 
is a decoction of juniper fruit, with dry bread, and sheep's 
lard. Salt is forbidden. After the appearance of the 
eruption, the patient is given mutton soup with dry bread 
and a little salt, and is kept closely segregate~. 

Indigenous Hindus, living in Kalat and Mastung and 
other places, like the Hindus of India, consider j;mall-pox 
the visitation of a goddess and do not resort to inoculation. 

The Brahui quite understands the value of segregation, 
and the better informed supply a patient suffering fro'm ·an 
infectious disease with separate utensils. 

The nomads and those living in remote places treat the 
sick by their own methods, which are not infrequently 

. efficacious. A Brahui's pharmacy is well supplied with local 
drugs, and the local amateur physician is called tahfb. His 

·methods are primitive, and his cures include not only 
medicines, but branding the patient's body, wrapping him 
in sheep or goat's skins, and the employment of charms. 
For these sarvices the operator receives no fee, except the 
food which is given to all guests. 

A sick man has a far geater. belief in charms than in 
medicines, which, considering the·quality of the latter, is 
not, perhaps, surprising. When all other measures fail, the 
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Saiad is called in, and a charm is played. m cases ·of 
spleen, a sword is struck lightly on the patient's stomach on 
a Sunday; in jaundice, diseases of the liver, a red onion 
with a blue thread in it will be hung on his neck; another 
remedy is for the Saiad to spit on the part affected. Branding 
is resorted to in cases of diseases of the liver, lungs, spleen 
and digestive system; in 1cases -of pneumonia and prolonged 
fever the pa. ient is wrapped in the skin of a freshly killed 
sheep or goat, and bleeding is not unc!ommon in cases of 
pneumonia, spleen and irregular menstruation. 

Experience and necessity, caused by the absence of Euro
pean drugs, has taught the people the full value of the 
aromatic and other herbs which grow so profusely in the 
highlands, and there is hardly a single herb or bush which 
is not put to some kind of medicinal use. Thus, for malarial 
fever, decoctions or extracts of the local plants known as { 1) 
bui-madran. (Achillea millefolium), {2) kalpora (Teucrium 
Stocksianum), (3) karkdwa (Fagonia Arabica, Linn.), (4) Gwari 
darnau (Perowskia atripli'cifolia, Berth.), (5) Panerband (With
ania coagulans) and (6) gut gidar, imported from Makran, 
where it is known as gurdir, are all commonly used. The 
marmutk (Boucerosia aucheriana) plant is also sometimes 
powdered and taken with cold water. 

For sore eyes (baibar), tobacco water is put in the eye, 
after which an ointment made from gum of the mashmunk · 
(Prunus eburn.1a) or of the khat. (Olea cuspiqata) is applied. 
Another ointment used for this disease is made of a small 
quantity of opium mixed with human milk: and old black 
molasses. 

In coughs, cold (khulla), and pneumonia, a decoction of 
simsok (Salvia Cabulica) is drunk or the patient is made to 
inhale the smoke of wet bhusa. ' . 

For dysentery (pech) and diarrhrea (dast) dry curd~ are 
dissolved in water and administered, or i'sabghol (Plantago 
ovata), is swallowed with bhang (Cannabis sativa). 

The pice packet system of selling quinine through the 
agency t)f the Post office was introduced in'18gs, and. in 
3 years ending uith March 31, 1904 1 2,574 packets were 
~old at the Kalat, and 644 packets at the Mastung, Post 
office. 
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Sanitary arrangements are primitive, and in most places 
non-existent. In Kalat town, heaps of refuse and dirt ·are 
piled in the diffuent quarters, whilst litter and filth remain 
in the houses and screets until they are removed t.o manure 
the fields. In Mastung, a few sweepers are employed to 
clean the hazar and in the vicinity. Some of the more well
to-do men employ sweepers in their houses. In th<l houses 
of chiefs and men , of position, whose womenfolk observe 
parda, well privies are used, a very insanitary system said 
to have be~n imported from Persia and Afghanistan. The 
sanitauoq of the villages outside the towns is fairly good, 
owing to the penodi~al migration of the Brahui population 
for the winter, and to their living for the most part of the 
year in tents (gidan.J As soon as excessive filth has accumu
lated at one place, the tents are moved elsewhere. The mud 
houses, too, are abandoned after a time, which accounts for 
the dc:serted villages that one finds so frequently. The supply 
of drinking water Js drawn from springs, streams or kareses, 
and from wells in the kkushkdva tracts of Mungachar and 
Chhappar; Narmuk; Talkhkavi near Isplinji; and 10 the two 
northern valleys of Bhalla Dasht and Gwanden. The water
supply from sources other than wells is on the whole good. 
The Ziarat Karez in Katat and Karez-i-Paddah in Mastung 
are noted for the excellence of their water. 

There is great scarcity of good drinking water in the 
Zarakhu valley, which is a part of Bhalla Dasht, in the 
country round Narmuk and the outlying tracts situated in 
the hills, especially of the Saran, Nagau, and Harboi. In 
the!?e parts, water has to be brought from a great distance, 
either fr.1m wells or springs. It is occasion:1lly taken from 
pools in which rain water has collected, but is dirty. 
Cattle and human beings drink and clothes are generally 
washed at the same place. 

The St.rvey Department of the Government of India has 
prepared and published maps of the whole district on the 
scales of I 11=2 miles, 111=4 miles, J11=l:S miles and 111=16 
miles. A map on the scale of 6 inches to a tnile has also 
been prepared by the Survey Department of the co~l bearing 
area in the Sor Range whi.:h includes the Digari coal mines. 

In 1899• when the settlement operations, to which re
ference has already been made in the section on Land 
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Revenue, were commenced, Kahnak and a part of . the SuRVEYs. 

'valley including the Dulai. valley were surveyed on the scale 
'of 16" to the mile, and a further survey of some more 
villages to the south and south-west of Kahnak, including 
a part of Tiri, was made in 1905 on the same scale. 

During the operations of 18gg, the survey of irrigable 
lands was made field to field, whilst in case of dry crop. 
areas it was done according to tribal tenures. The survey 
made in 1905 was of a more summary nature ·and excluded 
waste land. Irrigated land!', gardens and cultitated and 
culturable dry-crop areas were surveyed in bloc,ks. An 
enumeration and valuation of all houses and trees was 
included. 
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MINIATURE GAZETTEERS. 

B RINCHINNAU is one of. the largest villages in Mun-
gachar, and gives its name to one of the central 

divisions of that valley. It lies at an elevation of about 
5,990 feet above the sea. The village consists of four 
hamlets called Rahmalizai Shahr, Karamalizai Shahr, 
Shahalizai Shahr and Lundi Shahr, and is the headquarters 
of the Shadizai section of the Langav tribe. The place 
derives its importance from the fact that it lies on the 
caravan route, formerly much frequented, between Kal:H and 
Kandahar. 

T.he population consists of about 43 families of Shadizai 
and 6 families of the Allahyarzai sections of the Langav 
tribe. All are agriculturists and hold lands subject to 
the payment of revenue to the Raisanis and Muhammad 
Shahis. A naib, appointed by the Raisanis, resides in the 
village to collect revenue in Mungachar and Chhappar. 
The village possesses three shops of Hindus; there are 
four families of Loris. About 1! miles to the west of the 
village is Karbukha, known also as Kot or Sardarna-Shahr, 
where the Langav chief resides. 

About four miles east of Brinchinnau is Mandehaji, the 
name given to a collection of hamlets, each cfwhich has a 
separate local name. The most important are the 3 hamlets 
inhabited by the · Malangzai (so houses), Durrakzai (30 
houses), and· Bahramzai (:;o houses) sections of the Langav 
tribe. Others are Khurasanis (18 families), Muhammad 
Sh;l.his (30 families), and Pahlwanzai Mengals (1o families). 
Mandehaji is the best irrigated part of Mung.-.char and 
possesses 14 kan!ees. The trade is local and largely in grain. 
There are six shops of Hindus. The most notable person 
in· the neighbourhood is Saiad Salim Shah, who is held in 
great reverence by the people. The Mungac.har thana and 
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rest-house are situated at a distance of about 8 miles from 
Brinchinnau on the Kalat road. 

Iskalku is a village lying about 7 miles to the east of 
Katat in the southern end of the valley of the same name, 
at the foot of the Harboi hills. ·It is the largest Shahwani 
village in Sarawan and forms the headquarters of the 
Alizai section of that tribe. Iskalku is said to have t-een 
granted to Shabo, the ancestor of the Shahwani tribe, at 
the time when the Ahmadzais came to Kalat. The main 
features of the village are its shady, thick orchards contaiq· 
ingchie!ly mulberry and apricot trees, and' its terraced fiell!s. 
An abundant watersupply, used for irrigation, is derived 
from 7 springs and 1 luires, of which the ·most important is 
the Bhalla Chashma which contains 20 sko.luinas, divided into 
160 pas, and held by a number of holders. The soil is 
extremely fertile and yielcfs good crops, including tobacco 
and hemp (bhang). The chars, as prepared from hemp grown 
at lsk lku, is considered especially good. There is a good 
deal of dry crop cultivation in the neighbourhood. To the 
west of the village in a hill named Chota·na·lath is a cave 
called kllazanao from the treasure suppo!:>ed to be hidden in 
it. This cave is avoiJed by the people for superstitious 
reasons. 

Tha village has (1904) about 158 houses, comprising 120 of 
Shahwanis, 12 of Nicharis, 7 each of l.! maranis and Lahris, 
and a. few more .of Bangulzais, Baranzai Mengals and 
others ; there is also one shop kept by a Hindu. The present 
headman (19o6) is K. B. Mit Azim Khan• Shahwani. Other 
notable persons residing in the village are .Mir Kamal Khan, 
son of the late K. B. Mir Samundar Khan, Lahri, who 
purchased land at lskalku and settled there, and Mir Dad-i· 
Khuda, headman of the Sarawan Umaranis. 

Th., \iilage l•es on the road from Kalcit to the Bolan and 
tracks lead from it to, Ni.:hara and Gazg through the 
Harboi. The Harboi bungalow at Gishk is 10 miles east of 
the village. 

Isplinji, the headquarters of the Bangulzai tribe, is" a 
fine valley situated south of the Marav valley. The two 
are divided by the small hill of Khurban which also separates 
the Kurds from the Ban !ulz •is. hplinji, like Marav, is 

• Died in February 1907. 
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important from its position with regard to the B'oJa.n pass, the 
whole course of which from near Mach to Kirta is overlooked 
from the, summits of the hills east of the valley, paths enabling 
the Kurds and Bangulzais to descend quickly into the pass. 
The distance of Isplinji from Mas tung via the Surkh Bajo pass 
is about 28 miles, and from Kaiat via Johan about 59 milts. 
The total number of houses, including all the scattered huts 
and hamlets in the whole valley, may be estimated at about 

·2oo. The largest groups are those inhabited by, and called 
after the name of, the Saiadzais (about 30 houses) and Dinar
_zais (about 40 houses). Both hamlets contain small orchards 
of mulberry and apricot trees, together with some almonds and 
grapes. The chief and some of his relations reside in a 
small hamlet called Wadera-na-Shahr consisting of about 

. JS houses and situated east of the Saiadzai village, and 
·close to it is a large mound said to be the ruins of an old 
·Rind fort. The present B~ngulzai chief is Wadera Nur 
.Muhammad, Besides the chief, his relations, and other 
·Saiadzais, a number of Dfnarzais, · Gwand Badduzais and 
a few servile dependants also live in the valley. A Hindu 
./Jania from Kachhi keeps a shop in the Wadera's village 
.during the summer. The Koh Badduzais come in the 
summer with their flocks of sheep and camels and pitch 
·their tents at the skirts of the hills to the west of Isplinji, 
.their encampments extending to Kabo, Talkhkavi and 
Zarden Thai in the Kurd country. On the approach 
of winter, the whole population of the valley migrates and 
the villages are deserted by all except a few families of 
Langav basgars who stay to look after the cultivation. The 
valley is, on the whole, well cultivated and is divided among 
the tribesmen in what are known as 1£, or shares of each 
clan or takltar. For the most part the land is d"ry crop. 
'rhe two principal hill torrents which provide flood irrigation 
are Kangari from the south and ~he Tang from the north
west. The valley possesses two kareses !=alled M utkuna J o 
and Nok Jo. The principal owners are Saiadzais and 
Pinau:ais in Mutkuna Jo and Saiadzais, Dinarzais, Garranis, 
Shahozais and Gohramzais in N ok J o. There is also one we !I 
about 30 feet deep which is worked by a Persian wheel and 
belongs to a Dinarzai named Faiz Muhammad. Before the 
construction of these lrareses the Chashma, a large spring 
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situated under the spurs of the Koh Siah, .irrigated the lands 
in Isplinji, but it has been dry.'for many years. · The tomb of 
Blbi Lalen, wife of Sakhi Patehan, the ancesto~ of the 
Saiadzais and ,the patron saint of the Bangulzais, is situated 
at Isplinji and is held in great reverence by the tribesmen·; 
the Sakhi's own shrine lies at Kh aisar riear J ohan. 

There is no trade except that carried on by the Hindu 
traders, and the only industry is the manufacture by the 
Badduzai nomads of woollen carpets. The passage into the 
Bolan through the difficult hills on . the east lies over the 
Dilband hill by an extremelydifficult footpath which leads to· 
Barari and thence into the Bolan. A bridle path constructed 
in 1905 between Kalat and Kolepur via J ohan runs through 
Isplinji. Communication on the west with Mastung has 
become easy on account of the irftprovement of the difficult 
passes which lead over the Jatu pass west of Marav an4 
the Ab-i-Gul and the Surkh Bajo passes o~er the Zahrighat 
Range: 

Johan is a large village situated in the valley of 
that name on the northern bank of the Sarawan river at an 
elevation.of 51 150 feet above the sea. It is well known for 
the excellence of its tobacco and has always. been important 
from the fact that the three routes, Kalat-Bibinani .via 
Narmuk, Kalat-Kolepur, and Nushki-Bolan via Mungachar 
run through it. It is about 37 miles from Kalat, 43 miles 
from the railway station of Kolepur, 58 miles from Bibinani 
via Robdar, and 51 miles from Mastung via Isplinji, Umar 
Dhor and the Surkh Bajo pass: 

The valley in which it lies is a highly picturesque one 
with its terraced fields, abundant irrigation, groves of 
myrtle, and orchards of mulberry, pomegranate, grape and 
apricot. The total number of houses is about· 70. The 
majority of the inhabitants are called Johanis arid form a 
portion of the ulus of His Highness the Khan, They are 
divided into four sections, viz., AHzai, Gwassarzai, Puzh and 
Sheikh, and number about 40 houses. The headman, Mir 
Ghulam Murtza (rgo6), is an AHni and claims descent from 
one named Ali, a Durrani Afghan, who is ~aid to have married 
the sister of Jaro, a Puzh Rind of Mir Chakar's time. The 
remaining three sections are of Rind stock. Other inhabitants 
are Bangulzais (13 houses), Shahwanis (3 houzes), Lahris (xo 
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·houses); and a few Rai11anis, Kambniris and others. The 
population does not migrate during the winter. During the 
summer, the place is visited by 6 or 7 Hindus from . Kachhi 
who carry on a brisk trade mainly in tobaqco and wheat. 
The soil is extremely fertile and well suited for the culti
vation of tobacco, but the amount of land, in proportion to 
the watersupply, is limited. The sources of irrigation are 

·the Sara wan river and several springs. The Khan levies 
revenue! 'lt one-tenth of the total produce in addition to the 
cesses called sabiti and naibi on tobacco, and naibt on grain 
The cesses. on tobacco amount to about one seer from every 
cultivator ; while the naioi cess on grain is levied at 1 kasa 
on.every Jdzarura~. The revenue is, however, usually leased 
in conjunction with that of Gazg in Jhalawan for a term of 
years to a contractor ca,led ijaradar, whose authority is 
confined to the collection of the revenue and the control of 
the Khan's cattle-pou,d. He is, as a rule, represented 
locally by one of the cultivators. · The contractor pays 
annually to the Khan 6o gdnis• of rice and 6o gums of barley 
for the revenue contract of Johan and Gazg combined. 
The headman of the Johanisisexempt from revenue in respect 
of his holding. Land at Johan has been acquired by 
purcha!'e in recent years by the Lahri and Bangulzai chiefs. 
These chit!fs have hitherto ht:!d these lands free of revenue, 
but the question of their assessment was raised by the Khan's 
contractor in 1905. The Bangulzai chief irrigates his land 
from the water of the Khaisar spring about 2 miles west of 
Johan. 

The village possesses several shrines, the principal of 
...-hich are th.->se of Blbi Nazo, Shah Oaho, Bughdi Shahid and 
Bibi Nekzan, all of wh1ch have been mentioned in Chapter I. 
Of rlaces of archreological interest may be mentioned the 
Takht-i-Sulaiman, which comists of the ·ruins of an old 
fort on a hill about 3 miles east of the vtllage, and several 
long graves w,hich are found scattered in the valley, the 
most important g-roup being that of six situated in the stony 
plain east of Johan. 
' Kahnak. The locality bearing the name of Kahnak 

has a local importance from its connection with the Rai
sanis and Rustamzais. Jt is a prolong:1tion of the 

o A guni is equal to ,;o kdsas. 
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Mastung valley in its north-western end 'and lies below MINIATURE 

the south-western skirtsof the Chiltan hill. The villages· ~::::.·. 
comprised in it are I6 in number, each known by a separate 
name. Kahnak proper is locally called Kahnak' Khali, and 
stands on the north side of a conspicuous mound, on which· 
is an unfinished fort commenced by the Khan of Kalat in 
1874 to overawe the Raisanis, but which is now in ruins. 
Kahnak Khali has about 130 houses and two Hindus' shops. 
The indigenous inhabitants are known as Kahnakis and 
affiliate themselves nominally with the Sarparra tribe, but for 
all practical purposes are included in the ulus of His Highness 
the Khan, and their headman is designated as malilc. Other 
cesidents in Kahnak Khali include Rodenzai Sarparras; 
Rustumzais; Lallazai Sheikh Husainis; and.Dodai Muhammad 
Shahis. The spring has a copious su'pply of water divided into 
13 shabdnas and irrigates (rgos) 926 acres of land, including 
2 acres· under gardens. The total area irrigated in the 
Kahnak valley from 1!5 kaYlfses and 4 springs was found · 
{Igos) to be g,s6o acres, including 6g acres under gardens. 
The largest sources of irrigation include Chashma Kahnak 
(926 acres); Karez Guldahan (635 acres); and Karez Darwazi 
Kalan (570 acres). The most important of the remaining 
villages are situated to the east of Kahnak Khali, the two 
largest being Babkari, which contains about ISO houses, 
an~ Shahr Sardar Ghaus Bakhsh (about roo houses). Per-
haps in no other part of the district is the population so 
divers as in Kahnak. In Babkari live the Babkaris who 
claim to be Men gals; also Garr Sasolis; Summahiris; 
Badduzais; .Raisanis (Jamalzais); Zagar Mengals, and a few 
Shahizai Mengals and others. Shahr Sardar Ghaus Bakh'sh 
is the principal Raisani . village and its inQ.abitants are 
Rustamzais, Sarajzais, Pandranis, Bullozais, Shoranzais, 
Somalzais, Rahusainzais, and Zangizais besides some 
Sheikh Husainis, Lahris and others. All are engaged 
in agriculture. The hamlet of Sardar Bakhtiar Khan, 
the Rustamzai chief, is situated about 2 miles north-
east of Kahoak proper and possesses about r 5 houses. 
As related in the section on Population, much friction has 
existed in the past between the Raisani chief and the 
Rustamzais. Owing to their constant disputes, the Raisani 
.chief, who resides at Mithri in Kachhi, was in r8g6 forbidden 
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by the Agent to the Governor-General with the concurrence 
of the Kh~n to interfere in Kahnak and the Rustamzais 
to visit Mithri. This order is still (1907) in force. In 18gg, 
a Survey and Record of Rights was made of their respective 
lands in Kahnak. In 1904 between the months of April and 
August the telegraph line between Dhingar and Soru was 
maliciously cut five times, but notwithstanding the endeavours 
made, the perpetrators of the offence were not traced. 

The Kahnak Rest-house at Tilera on the Quetta-Nushki
road is about 2 miles west of Sardar Bakhtiar Khan's village 
at the foot of the Masbelakh hills. It is 32 miles from 
Quetta and .about 16 miles from Mastung town. The 
Kahnak railway station about 4 miles from Kahnak 
Khali. 

Kalat; the capital town of the Kalat State, is situated 
in 29° 21N and 66° 35' E, at a distance of 88! miles south 
of Quetta and is 6,783 feet above the sea. It is known 

-to the natives as Kalat-i-Baloch and Kalat-i-Sewa ; the 
former to distinguish it from Katat-i-Ghilzai in Afghanistan~ 
and the latter from its legendary founder. Its population 
was a~out 2,000 persons in 1901. The inhabitants are 
chiefly the Khan of Kalat's troops and his retainers ; the 
remainder include Hindu traders, of whom there are 50 
or 6o families, some 12 families of shoemakers, and 8 
of blacksmiths. The town occupies a spur of the Shah-i
Mardan hill on the west of the Kalat valley and is in a 
state of dilapidation. A wall surrounds it, with ·teo 
bastions at intervals, each having a separate name after 
the section of the Dehwars which is required to keep 
it in repair. Its three approaches on the north, south and 
east are known respectively as the Mastungi, Gilkand and 
Dildar gates. Outside- the wall are the three suburbs 
known as Pasi-i-Shahr, Ru-i-Shahr and Kbel or Babi Khel. 
Commanding the town is the mi,i, or citadel, an imposing 
structure in which the Khan of Kalat resides. It has five 
-storeys and has a fine view of the valley and the junipet 
ranges of the Harboi hills beyond. 

Below the citadel lies a Hindu temple of Kali, probably 
of pre-Muhammadan date. The marble image of the god
dess, holding the emblem of plenty, stands in front of two 
lights which are perpetually burning and for which oil is 
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&upplied by the State. A large stone forming the plinth 
of the guard room of the Dildar gate bears an image of 
Shiva. 

Beyond the fact that he was a. Hindu and that he has left 
traces in the Bilav-i-Sewa or Sewa's peak in the Chagai 
District and that' a section of the · Dehwars of Kalat is still 
known as Sewazais, nothing is known of the founder of the. 
town. Kalat fell into the hands of the Mlrwaris about ·the 
15th century, since which time it has remained the capital 
of the Ahmadzai Khans. The tomb of Mandav., the Mug
hal governor from whom the throne was wrested by the 
Mirwaris with the help of the Dehwars of Kalat, is situated 
near the Mastungi gate. Some describe Mandav as a 
Baloch. In the Ain-i-Akbari, Kalat an~ Nlchara ~re mep-. 
tioned as one district under the title of Kalat-i-Nlchara. · In· 
1758, Kalat withstood three assaults by Ahmad Shah, 
and in 1839 during the first Afghan war was taken by 
the British under General Willshire when Mehrab Khan,' 
the ruler, was slain. The Mastungi gate still bears the 
m:1rks of the British cannon. A year later, Mehrab· Khan's 
successor Shah N awaz Khan was ousted and Kalat sur· 
rendered to the Sacawan insurgents. 

There are no important industries, but silk embroidery ot 
a superior kind is done for home use. The trade of the town 
is chiefly retail business. .In pre-British days Kalat was an 
important centre of trade and caravanspassed through it from 
Afghani!.tan to India. A large population of Babi, Babur 
and Nurzai Afghans lived at Kalat, but have ·deserted the 
place in recent years owing to the decline of trade. Some 
Jews also lived there as jewellers and traders in silk cloth up 
to the time of Nasir Khan II. Taxes on trade are levied by 
the State by a system of contracts which is described in 
Chapter III. No sanitary arrangements exist, and the town 
is in a dirty condition. The watersupply of the inhabitants 
is from wells. 

I 

About two miles north of the to'Yn is the Residency and. 
other buildings known to the natives as chhavni. The 
principal buildings include the Residency, the Political 
Agent's Office, Post and Telegraph Office, Rest-house~ 
military lines, and the Political Adviser's house. Except the 
ast named, which is a State building, the rest have been 
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constructed by the British Government. A dispensary 
maintained by Government is located outside the town. 

Marav or Marao is a fine valley situated north of the 
Isplinji ~alley and south-east of the Bhalla Da-ht. It is 
about 8 miles long and 6 miles broad and lies at an elevation 
of 5,596 feet above the sea. The valley is inhabited by the 
Madezai, Phulhinzai, Hajizai, Karmuzai, Zardarzai, Masu~ 
dani, and Gorgezai sections of the Kurd tribe. As already 
said in the description of Isplinji, the valley is important 
owing to its position with regard to the Bolan pass. The 
valley is entirely surrounded by hills and is a bas10 with 
no drainage exit. · On the north of the valley ·is a depression 
where water collects after heavy rains forming a small lake 
which abounds with w.aterfowls of various description. Border~ 
ing·on this lake is a long narrow strip of land called Chaman, 
about 4 miies long .and roo yards wide, lying in the form 
,of a crescent. A grass locally called bhunnu grows on it in 
great profusion and its roots are dug by the people in the 
autumn for use as fodder. 

There are four villages in Marav, viz., Shahr Sardar Yar 
· Muhammad, containing about 40 houses in three hamlets; 

Shahr Mir Yusuf Khan, containing about 30 houses 
in two hamlets ; Shahr Khair Bakhsh possessing about 
28 houses; and Shahr Vatar Khan with abo1.1t 23 
houses in two hamlets. The first. three are situated close 
to each other within a radius of about a mile, while the 
fourth is about a mile to the north, The name Marav is, 
strictly speaking, the designation of.the whole valley, but is 
more appropriately applied to Shahr Yusuf Khan. A bunga
low of modern style has been built by Sardar Yar Muham
mad in his village, but the chief generally resides in Gwanden. 
In Yusuf Khan's village there are 4 shops belonging to 
Hindus engaged in the local trade and 1 of a Hindu gold~ 

smith. About r6 families of Purtoszai, Mazarzai, Jongalzai 
and Patehanzai Langavs reside in Khair Bakhsh VIllage and 
are engaged in the cultivation of lands as tenants. Many • 
Pirkani and Sahtakzai nomads pitch their tents in the 
valley during the summer. The inhabitants of the Marav 
valley live by agriculture and flock-owning and by selling 
firewood in 1\'iastung. Cultivation in the valley has increas
ed a good deal of late years. The land is for the most part 
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•ldzushkdva. The only source of permanent irrigation is 
:one krinJs excavated at great cost by Sardar Allah Dinn~, · 
·grandfather of the present chief. Out of a total of 21 

shabrinas into which the water is divided, 17 are held by the 
Kurd Sardrirkhels. There is also one well worked by a 
Persian wheel, which was started in 1904, and three springs, 
viz., Chakkul, Phoghi and Bhalla. Jo. The watersupply 
of these is, however, uncertain and they are often dry. The 
crops include wheat, j'uriri, lucerne and some potatoes._ 
Supplies in small quantities are procurable. without much 
difficulty. Drinking watE:r is obtained from the kaTes. 
There is also one well in Yar Muhammad village and 6 in the 
lands called Mall, about 2 miles to the south. The former is 
abol!t 22 feet deep and .the latter about 6o feet. Two ancient 
mounds are situated to the south of Yar Muhammad village 
and on one of them the Kurds have now a graveyard. Seven 
long graves, said to be those of companions of the Prophet 
who were killed in fights with the infidels, are situated in the 
Lop lands in the north-eastern proiongation of the valley. 
Communication with Mastung and Kol"epur has been facilit
ated by the construction of bridle paths and by the im)'rove
ment of all difficult passes, including the Marav Khand on 
the way to Kolepur, and the Jatu (7,265 feet), Surkh Bajo, 
and Ab-i-Gul leading to Mastung. Kolepur1 the nearest 
railway station, is about 16 miles- to the north. Two 
difficult footpaths cross the hills on the east to Khajuri. 
through the Machhi pass. There is very little local trad7, 
except that passing in transit from J ohan to Kolepur, and 
there are no local industries. 

Mastung, the second town in the district and the 
headquarter station of the Kaiat Political Agen_cy, of the 
Political Adviser to His Highness the Khan and of the local 
nirihat, lies in 27° 48' N. Lat. and 66° 47' E. Long. The 
town is situated about I4 miles from the northern end of 
the fertile valley of the same name at ail elevation of ,590 
feet above the sea-level. Mastung possesses a most salu
brious climate and is noted for the excellence of its fruits and 
of the wheat grown in the valley. It is connected with 
Quetta and Kalcit by a metalled road, and is distant from 
those places 33 and SSt miles respectively. Six miles to 
the north of Mastung is the Mastung Road (locally known-as 
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The town proper possesses about 300 houses and is 
enclosed by a wall. It is entirely surrounded by gardens, 
and orchards protected by mud ~·alls about 6 feet high. It 
has a moderately well-supplied hazar of about 30 shops 
kept by Hindus. The~ are also the officials of the niahat 
establishment, 5 or 6 families of Dehwar goldsmiths, 
and 2 shops of a baker and a butcher. The indigenous 
inhabitants of Mastung are Khwaja KhtH and Zar Khel 
Dehwars, Saiads and Mulhl.zais. The Arhah or the princi
pal headman of the Dehwars resides in the town. The 
chief State buildings are the recently constructed miri or 
palace of the Khan; the niahat office-; the thana with a· jail 
attached to it; the dispensary; the levy lines and a primary 
school (established in 1905). The principal mosque lies in 
the west of the town. · The idgak is outside to the north of 
the town and is a low-walled enclosure. Except the rest
house which lies to the east of the town, all the Govermment 
buildings are located)~ the we!!t and include the Political 
Agent's house, completed in 1903-4• the Political Agent's 
office and quarters for his clerks, Post and Telegraph Office, 
the Assistant Politcal Agent's house and the house for the 
Native Assistant, Sara~an. 

The present town, according to Masson, who visited 
the place in 183t and again in 184o, is affirmed to re
p~esent the ancient city of Arangabad, whose site was 
pointed out to him a little to the east or north-east of 
the present town, but no trace of this is visible now (1906). 
Another name of Mastung which is traceable in some of the 
sanads issued by the Ahmadzai Khans is Khudabad. It is 
said to have been g1ven by the early Ahmadzai Khans, but is 
never used now. The most ancient of the present inhabi
tants of Mastung are the Chamkazais and the site of their 
village is south-west of the present town. Two ancient 
mounds are the Sam pur, about 4 miles west of Mas tung, and 
Sufed Bulandi, about 5 miles north-west. To the south-west 
of the present mlri is the site of the old citadel which 
was destroyed by Ahmad Shah. Masson in 18.40 describes 
the town as containing about 400 houses surrounded 
with a crenated wall and governed by Muhammad Khan 
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Shahwani on behalf of Shah-Shuja-ul-mulk, who had given 
him the title of ndib with a salary of Rs. 200 per annum. 
It was to 1fastung that Lieutenant Loveday and Mr. Masson 
were taken after the revolt of the Sarawan chiefs which 
placed Nasir Khan II on the masnad. In 1876, Sir Robert 
Sandeman negotiated here the· settlement between Mir 
Khudadad Khan and the Brahui chiefs. 

Beyond the silk industry, which has already been referred 
to under Arts and Manufactures in Chapter II, and silk 
embroidery which is executed for' home use, there are no 
other industries. ·The trade is in the hands of ~he Hin:iu 
shopkeepers under the supervision of a panchdyat. The 
imports consist mostly of piece-goods for use in the 
town and neighbourhood. The principal exports are 
wheat, melons and almonds. Taxes are levied on the trade 
by the State. Five sweepers, under the supervision of a 
Hospital Assistant, are employed on sanitation, and the 
watersupply is obtained from kdrezes. The two largest 
kdrezes are Bahram Shahi and Tindlan, which flow past the 
town from east to west. A number of villages and hamlets 
are situated round the town on the various sources of 
irrigation. To the east of the town are Pir Kanu (IS 
houses); Tindlan (25 houses); Bahram Shahi (2o houses); 
and Saulai (20 houses). On the north are· Sheikha 
( 100 houses in five hamlets) ; Sheikh Tagbe 
(2o houses); Kan!z Miana (3o houses);. and Dand (20 
houses). The m·ajority of the inhabitants are Dehwars 
of the Abizai, Trakhar, Dadrizai, Saulai and Sheikh 
sections. The remainder are Lahris, Kurds, Garranis, 
Shahwanis and servile dependants. The Shahwani chief 
lives at Mari, a small village of some 20 houses of 
Hajizai and Ramandanzai Shawanis lying about 2 miles 
north of M.astung. The Muhammad Shahi chief resides 
in a small village east of the town called Muhammad 
Shahi. It contains about 30 houses of Ahmad Khanzai 
and Bambkazai Muhammad Shahis. About 6 miles north 
of Mastung are. situated the two large villages of Tiri 
and Pringabad. Each is the headquarters of a patwari's 
circle of the Mastung nidbat. Tiri contains about ISO 
houses and Pringabad about 200. The inhabitants are 
Dehwars of several sections and are known as Tirchis 
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and Pringabadis respectively. Special mention may be 
made of the Saiads of Tlri, the most influential of whom is 
Saiad Muhammad Zaman, son of Saiad Muhammad Sharif, 
mentioned in Chapter I. In general appearance the two 
villages have little to distinguish them from Mastung. Both 
are walled and surrounded by gardens and each possesses a 
small hazar consisting of a few shops of Hindus. Madder 
was, formerly much grown at Tlri, but the cultivation has 
lately been replaced by that of potatoes and onions. The 
Mobi supplies the largest amount of irrigation to Tlri, and 
Pringabad has several luireses, the largest ones being the 
KanSz Kaodki and Karez-i-Kalan. It was at Pringabad that 
Nasir Khan I totally routed the Afghan army sent by Ahmad 
Shah to chastise him for declarmg independence in 1758. An 
encounter also took place near here in 1840 between a body of 
Brahui insurgents and a British force, resulting in the defeat 
of the former and the submission of Ma!.tung. Two hamlets 
reckoned with Tlri are Rek (IS houses) and Sarband (3S 
houses). In the latter lives the principal Tlrchi headman, 
Malik Badal ( 1go6). Kar:dava is another large village, about a 
mile west of Tlri. It contains about ISO h<>uses, mostly of 
Tlrchi Dehwars and the shrine of Sheikh Lango, a local saint 
of cbnsiderable repute. The Quetta-Nushki Railway· runs 
close past these vil12ges, 

Narmuk is a large valley in eastern Sarawan, inhabited 
by the Lahri tribe. The main valley lies immediately east 
of the Sarun hill and west of the Nagau range which separ
ates it from the plains of Kachhi. A branch valley, the 
Drang, which farther north is called the Lop,- runs northward 
parallel to the N agau Ran~e. In its general aspect . the 
whole tract is most uninviting, marked by an entire absence 
of trees and with few villages. Of the latter the most 
important are Hasanjoi, Takht and Rekgwash. Hasanjoi 
is about 13 miles from Johan and is situated in the Narmuk 
valley. The village was established by the late Sardar Dost 
Muhammad Khan, father of the present Sardar Mfr Bahram 
Khan (1go6). It consists of some 10 huts and the Sardar's 
residence or kot, which is surrounded by a high mud wall. 
Takht,also called Takht-i-Muhammad Khan,a very old vlilage, 
was founded many ·generations ago by Sardar Muhammad 
Khan, the ancestor. of the Lahri Sardarkhels. It contains about 
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30 house~ and is situated at the foot of the Sarun, about 3 
miles south of Ha~anjoi, and was formerly the headquarters 
of the chief. Rekgwct:sh is situated in the Orang valley at' 
a distance of about 7 miles from Takht, at the foot of 
the Nagau Range, and consists of some 4o houses. The 
inhabitants of Hasanjoi at•d Rekgwa:-h are Zoberani 
Lahris and those of Takht are Brahfmzais. During the 
summer, three shops are opened at Hasanjoi by the Hindu 
traders of Sanni. The Lop valley is inhabited by the Jatoi 
and Koh-Kullols. The majority_ of the remainmg inhabit
ants of the tract are Lahri nomads. The whole tract is 
very deficient in ·water. At Hasanjoi drinking water is 
obtained from a few springs about 2 miles to the west ; at 
Takht from three wells from 18 to 24 feet deep, and at 
Rekgwash from Robdar about 4 miles off.; To the west of 
Rekgwash there is a large pool called Nasli, where water 
collects after heavy rains and i-. used by the population. 
The r.•ad from Kalat to Bibinani passes through Narmuk 
and Getani, the halting stage is about 4 miles 
north-east of Hasanjoi. There are a few small spririgs at 
Getani. Two attempts have been made to dig kareses from 
the skirts of the Saruo hill, but without success. The ktires 
last excavated, about 18gg, at a cost of about u,ooo r.upees .. 
by the late Sardar I >ost Muhammad Khan to irrigate lands 
at Hao;anjoi, worked for three years and then dried ; most of 
the wells have since fallen in. 

The tribal graveyard of the Lahris 'is abo!Jt 1i miles· east 
of Hasanjoi ; it contains the graves of the Lahri chiefs and 
among others of ,Mir Fazal Khan, who w"s kiLed at Kal:it 
with M!r Mehr;ab Khan II in 1839 and i:s regarded as a 
saint. His grave is visited by people suffering from inter
mittent fever (sehtakltt"). Other important slinnes are 
those of Shah Abdulla in the D· ang vai'ey and of Pfr 
Jongal on the road to Gazg. The Nichari-Lahri grave\ard 
north of Hasanjoi marks the site where tne~e two tribes 
fought with each other in old tim.,g with great bloodshed.· 
Other places of archreological intere,.t are the ruin,. of a fort 
.at Pudgili and s .. veral gabr!Jands scattered th• oughout the 
valley. Of the latter the:: most important is call.,d Dehwar 
Kushta and lies on the road midway b<'twet:n Johan and 
Hasanjoi. The Sarun plateau on the west is ascended by 
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footpaths from Hasanjoi, Takht, Doseh, Ha6ari and 
Gurgina. -d'n the east, the Nagau Range is crossed into 
Kachhi by five difficult tracks, one leading from Lop to 
Dadhar over the Bhaur and the remaining four to Sanni 
over the Nagau hills. 

Shirinab is the name applied to the northern portion , 
of the valley which extends from Kaneti northwardsj to 
the point where it opens into the Mastung plain. The 
southern portion of the valley is called Zard. Shirimib 
forms part of Mastung, and Zard of Mungachar. The total 
length of the valley, including Zard, is about 24 miles with a 
breadth of from 1j to 2! miles measuring from base to base 
of the mountain ridges which enclose it on the east and 
west. The possession of Shidnab is divided between the 
Muhammad Shahis 'on the south and the Khan of Kalat on 
the nortl~. Owing to the stony skirts of the hills cultivation 
is confined to the banks of the river. The valley is well 
irrigated. The sources of irrigation include 8 karezes and 
1 spring held by t_he Brahui tribesmen and 4 kartff:es, 2 

springs and 1 stream subject to the payment of revenue to 
the Khan. In the tribal portion, the principal proprietors 
are the Muhammad Shahis, but Mengal, Raisani, Kambrari, 
Shahwani, Kulloi, 'and Bangulzai tribesmen have also 
acquired small .shares by purchase or by investment of 
capital in karezes. The tract contains 8 villages, the 
largest being Kaneti (50 houses) situated about 1 mile 
east of the Shirinab river. It is inhabited chiefly by Mu
hammad Shahis (20 families) and Men gals (24 families) with 
a few Shahwanis, Raisanis and others. All depend on agri
culture combined with flock-owning.' The present headman 
(1904) is Shadi Khan SU.rozai Muhammad Shahi. Kaneti 
is one of the few Brahui villages which will be found inhabit
ed during the winter. A Hindu trader has a shop there and 
collects gkf, wool, and carbonate of soda {khar) for export. 
There is a good deal of cultivation. Irrigation is from 3 
karezesand the principal crop is tobacco which flourishes well 
in the whole valley. Kkushkava cultivation in small tracts 
along the skirts of the hills is practicable after good rains. 
Three footpaths lead to Kardgap over the Rodangi, Garrae 
and J oak hills respectively on the west ; the range on the east 
js crossed into Khad by a 'track through the Chhuttok pass. 
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Of the remaining villages Shirinab, a smallvilla~e at the 
northern entrance of the valley, derives its irri"gation water 
from the Shirinab rive.r and is owned entirely by the Khan. 
It contains about 10 houses of Surozai Muhammad Shahis 

, and Sheikh Dehwars who cultivate the. Kh:in's lands: ... 
Zard is the name com.monly applied to the southern 

or that part of the Shirinab valley which is populated by the 
Langavs. It is reckoned with Mungachar and extends from 
the two Kulloi villages. of Musazais and Karimzai in the 
south, to the khushkava tracts of Chhori and Rodang~ in the 
north. The Mastung-Panjgur road runs through the tract. 
The locality derives its name from a kares of the same name 
and has an extensive irrigated area, watered by 25 kareses. 
The total number of villages is 21, the principal ones being 
Shahr Ghulam Jan (55 houses), Musazai and Kadmzai ( 30 
and 25 houses respectiveiy), Burjalizai (30 houses), and 
Lori-ta. .. Shahr { 20 houses of Loris), all situated at the. 
foot of the hills on the east pf the valley. On the west 
side of the vatley are Salarzai (30 houses) and Khuni 
(26 houses). The inhabitants are mostly Langavs of various 
sections. The largest and chief village is ·shahr. Ghulam 
Jan, which has four shops kept by Hindus. T~o dyers 

·also carry on business here. Excellent crops are raised in 
Zard, especially tobacco, lucerne and melons. Tobacco is 
exported to Makran in exchange for dates. The trade is 
mostly in grain and is in the hands of the Hindu traders• 
Caravans passing through the valley usually halt either near 

. Burjalizai, Patl~hanzai or Shahr Ghulam Jan. The Shahwanis 
ppssess revenue rights in respect of~ par·t of the land irri· 
gated by the Zard an'd the Nok Jo kareses and the Mengals 
in those of Sohro and Phidri, The Khan holds proprietary 
shares in the lrareses of Dbaiwal, Phidri, Maiwal, Sohro, 
Sabzab, and Zahrowal, and the Kharan Chief, Sir Nauroz 

·Khan, bas inherited shares from the late · Mustaufi, Fakir 
Muhammad, in those of Zard,· Phidri, Kbuni, Sabzab and 
Sodaw;il, 
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Alphabetical list of A![ricultural, Flockowners' and Revemte 
Terms in Kachhi, Sarawan and Jhalawan • 

Terms u •ed •.n ac ' and J hala wan . K hh' I Terms used in Sara wan l 
Uatk•). (Br.l.hui). 

' Explanation. 

Abad sal ... Abad sal A year in which there has been 
a favourable rainfall and the 

. crops are good. 

Abadkar or Rahak .•• Bazgar or Bazghar. A tenant who brings lam~ under 
cultivation. 

Abu Abos ••• 

Achha Karna, dhalli, Taho-tinning 
or Karai Karan. 

Adh, rej or rb: •.. Namb 

Adhambiri or nisf 
· ambar. 

Ahat ... . .. Ahat .•• 

Aitha or thala 

• o\jjar, d h a 11 r or, Kur or Khur 
megar or rama· 
(B.dochi). 

Ears of wheat, juar and maize 
when half ripe, also pGt.rched 
grain and half ripe 111elons. 

Winnowing. 

(i} Irrigation at sowing time. 
(ii) A field is ddh when the 

water has been fully 
absorbed and the land 
is fit for ploughing. 

Land, half the revenue of which. 
has been granted to a jr)girdar 
by the State. 

The system under which village 
servants, such as carpenters, 
etc., are employed and· paid in' 
kind at each harvest. 

(i} Irrigated land which has 
remained fallow for a 
certain number of years, 
generally two. 

(ii} In some places the term is 
used for irrigated lands 
generally • 

••• ,A flook of goat• ~ •heop . 

----------- -··-------.:...' ----·--------
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Terms used in Kachh>·l Terms used in Sarawan I 
Qatkt) and Jhalawan 

' (Brahui), 
Explanation. 

Am bar 

Angari 

Arbab ... 

Arbabi ••• 

Arhari or chetri 

Am bar 

Arbab 

A heap of grain, a granary. 

A disease affecting wheat. 

A village or circle official who 
is charged with superintend· 
ing the cultivation, the con
struction of dams and the 
division of water. 

Payment made by cultivators to 
the arb66. · 

Crops sown in spring and 
reaped by June. 

Asiab or jandrah . . Asiab ••• A watermill. ' 
Atbog, samm, millli

yat. kaqulard, sam
mulard, kaq-i-topa. 
Zamindari and 
topa. 

Badshahi trappar or 
gham. 

Bagg 

Bagh 
r 

Bahiti ••• 

Bair, Seri 

. 
Bohtari, Bobar or The share of produce paid by a 

tula (Jhalawan). tenant to the proprietor of the 
soH. The amount varies, but 
is generally !th, whence the 
name. 

Avidun 

Bagh ••• 

Baghcha 

Bahu, puli 

The well of a Karis. 

Lit : The King's rug or carpet. 
Distribution of yokes and Ia- · 
bour, &c., which are required 
for the construction of dams 
in river beds, &c. 

A judr disease causrd by a 
southerly wind in October. 

A garden. 

A small garden. 

A cotton plant which has lost 
its petals. 

A sheaf of wheat or barley. 

In flood crop areas, a very 
large tract of embanked and 
cultivated lan.d having no sub
sidiary dams. Larger than 
the gtikn and banna (q. v.) 
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Terms u•ed in Kachhi 
(jatki). 

Terms used in Sara wan I 
and jhalawan • 

(Br:l.hui) 
Explanation. 

Balkh 

Band or hanna, ban- Band or lath 
no. 

Bar, rah or khori ... (i) Khori 

A disease from which melons 
suffer. 

An embanked ·field. Larger 
than gtikn (q. v.) 

(i) Small heaps of winnowed 
and cleaned grain made 
at the time of batdi. 

(ii) johan or zagh .•• (ii) The whole heap of winnow
ed grain. 

Bara .••.•• 

Basta (Dadhar) 

Batai, Sarkari 

···I Kurda 

... 

Bat:li 

Ali irrigable plot. . 

Fodder revenue permanently 
fixed on shares of water in irri
gated lands, generally by the 
bullock load. 

Division of produce, also re
venue demand. 

Bazgar Bazgar or bazghar ••• A tenant. 

Belum 

Bent or Kachh 

..• 
Bhakhul or bhakur, Puli or pili ••• 

sathli or sathri and 
kahin. 

Bhandur or gassar .•. 

Bhanga 

Bhani 

Bhanriar, Kana or Karab 
Karab. 

Bhanr 

••• A small pen in which kids are 
kept. 

A flat or tract of land in the 
bed of a stream. 

Silt in river bed • 

A small sheaf of juar or wheat 
when cut and lying in the 
field. 

Soil which lias sa~d and clay 
mixed. 

Small heaps of winnowed and 
cleansed grain made at the 
time of hatai. 

Cotton picking. 

Stalks of judr. 

Cattle manure. 
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Terms used ill Kachhi 
(Jatki). 

BMnn1n 

Bharti or dag-karan. 

Bhathi or Khand •.. 

Terms used in Sarawan 
and Jhalawan 

(Brahui). 

Bhoh, bob or bhun... Pug or Phug 

Bhunjo or puan and Khakawa 
pau11 pati vatra. 

Bijj 

Bit 

• •• · Tughm or tumgh 

Bohtar Bohtar 

Bosi or thadda and 
datlia (BMg Nari). 

Brusht (Mastung) ... 

Buhari or adki and Buhari 
sannakri. 

Bukhra 

Buzgal (Baluchi} 

Chashma 

Chat (Shoran) 

Chel or dhak 

Buzgal 

Chashma 

Chakul· 

.... 

Explanation. 

A cattle pen. 

Measuring the grain heap for 
batai. 

(i) A large breach in an embank 
ment. 

(ii) Sheet used in indigo manu
facture at Dadhar. 

Wheat chaff. 

Second watering. 

Seed. 

Ears of judr in which a few 
grains still remain after 
threshing. 

Landlord. 

Sproutings ot fuar stubble 
which have not received 
irrigation as distinguished 
from arka ri which has re-

. ceived irrigation. 
A system oy which inferior soil 

is artificially improved by 
deposits of silt. 

.-\ water divide for irrigation 
purposes. 

A disease of young juar plants 
caused by heat in August. 

A flock of goats. · 

A spring. 

A small spring. 

The watering of the wheat crop 
shortly before harvest to keep 
the stalks erect. 

The juar crop when a little 
over waist high. 
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Terms used·~ Kachh1 and Jhalawan . . I Terms used in Sarawan l 
(Jatki). (Br:l.hui). 

Chhat or ck11at klzir Chhat 

Chher .•. 

Chong or ckonk gal
phdr, nisri, nisarna 
or nisara. 

Dachi .•. 

Dag (qandava) 

Dahni (Khari) 

Daho yahri ••• 

Daman or pat or 
potho, 

ChUchik 

Dachi 

Dagi •.. 

Danabandi or Kantra Danabandi 

Dand or Karigar Kharas 
(Baluchi). 

Das or mid (B~luchi). Drassam 

Dasht-i-amwat, pat 
patchir or potho. 

Dedha or dldh ... Did ... 

• 

Explanation. 

Broad-cast sowing. 

Assembly of cultivators for the 
protection of a dam on the -
approach of floods. 

The judr crop when the ears 
first begin to sprout. 

Flowers of the tobacco plant. 

A female camel. 

Road cess. 

A kind of inf~rior soil. 

The water and irrigated lands 
paying revenue to the Khan; 

Lit. one-eleventh. A conces- -
sioA made by the State or 
jdg{rddr from the revenue 
share of .the grain heap to a 
proprietor for the reclamation 
of waste land. 

Hard clay waste land beyond 
the reach of floods, 

Appraisement of crops for pur-
poses of revenue. -

Bullock. 

Goat hair. 

Documentary term used for 
hard clay soil lying beyond 
the reach of flood water. 

The stage which judr and 
wheat reach when the ears 
first begin to form, but have 
not burst . 

Dera, rah, hdror neh. Johan or khacman ... The threshing floor, also heaps 
of cut crop. 
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Terms used in Kacbbi I Terms used in Saraw:l.n 
tki) and jhalaw:l.n 

Ua · • (Br:l.bui). 

Dhaggi or gaun 

Dhanrwat 

Daggi ' 

Shoan or Shwan 

Dhara, dharo or puri. Johan 

Dhera 

Dheri 

Dhor 

Dhung 

Dohanri-pi wanri 

Dohar 

Dukal 

Dumbi or rif!d 

Gaba or gab 

Khori 

J 

Dhor ••• 

Dhuttur 

Deru ... 

Dor or dhor .. 

Dukkal. 

Milk .•• 

Dun . 

Explanation. 

Cow. 

A shepherd or goatherd. 

(i) An unwinnowed heap of 
corn. 

(ii) The heap of bkusa plas
tered with mud. 

A bundle of wool spun into 
thread. . · · 

Heap of grain made for pur
poses of l;atdi. 

Cattle. 

A flood water channel in plain. 

A pair of judr ears. The 
wages of cr.:Jp CU[ters are 
generally calculated by dhung, 
generally 12 per diem. 

A variety of juari in Baghwana. 

Milch sheep or goat given on 
loan. 

A stream. 

Second ploughing. 

Drought ; a year of scarcity. 

Sheep. 

A well. 

Judr or wheat before the ears 
open • 

• Gah or glui Ram a, Go-at, G o b a t , or Threshing. 
galzn and gopat. . Gowat. 

Gahn or panni .. ~ .. 

Galla ••• 

A small embanked field for irri
gation by flood water. 

A herd of male camels. 
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Terms used in Kachhi 
(jatki). I 

Terms used in Sarawan I 
and jhalawan . 

(Brahui). 
Explanation. 

Galicha - ... A kind of mfllet. 

Ganar or trikha1 

-?49 

i bMga. 
Juar stalks when three· leaved, 

and about 4 to 6 inches high •. 

Gandha Gandho A large dam across a river. A 
smaller dam is called wakra. 

Ganwal 

Gar pi 

. ... ... 

Gas h-gad-phitti-ka
ran, or J b a n g
maran. 

Gham .•• 

Gidra 

Godi or Kamba 

Gogra 

Gun a 

Gundi 

Garar ... 

A cow-herd who tends cattle be• 
longing to several owners (as 
disti.1guished from dhanrwdl. 

System of sowing seed by drill 
in· dry crop land during late 
winter rains. 

Sowing cotton seed in lines by 
pinches. 

Garmstm kholum ••• A variety of wheat originally 
obtained from Garmsel in 
Afghanistan. 

Garr ... 

Gham 

Galau 

Go mana 

Kuhli 

Clearing land. 

• •• A camel disease, itch. 

The system under which lands 
are held by tribesmen in return 
for supplving men-at-arms to 
the Khan of Kalat . 

Sweet melons. 

Weeding. 

Cotton boll. 

The trial well of a lareB. 

Oil-seed chaff and stalks. 

Earthen receptacle for grain. 
Smaller ones are known as 
gundara. 
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Terms used in Kachhi 
Uatki). I Terms u•ed in Sara wan I 

and jhalawao 
(Br.l.hui). 

Explanation. 

Gwaz ... 
Hab&b, Aalnlbdt, lo- Lowazima ••• 

wdsima or rasum. 

Habaira or soi 

Haldari 

Hal wahana or Aa Langar 
"ZVa.Li"ZVall and har 
wdhllt:l. 

... ... 
Hindwana ••• 

ljira 

In4m or jagfr 

J alar or arhat 

Jandrabi 

Jo 

Jora -

Hank~o 

Kutikh 

H~t .• 

Hfzak 

•.. Ijara 

Jalir 

Asia win 

Jaulushtak ••• 

••• Jo 

Jopak 

A branch channel for the distri
bution of flood water. 

Subsidiary recoveries or cesses 
· levied in addition to the fixed 

share of reveuue • 

... 
1 Land which lies fallow for one 
: year. 

Mustard crop when fully ripe 
and still green. 

Ploughing. 

A pen for flocks • 

Water melons. 

A goat. 

A leather skin for keeping milk 
(mashak). 

(i) Lump assessment. 
(ii) Lease or contract. 
(iii) Payment made by contract 

for any agricultural un
dertaking. 

(iv) Appraisemept of crop; sys
. · tern of land mortgages. 

Grant of revenue-free lands. 
I 

Well worked by Persian wheel. 

Miller. 

A variety of barley. 

A water channel from a 
stream. 

(i) 
(ii) 

A pair of bullocks. 
The land cultivated by a 

pair of bullocks for one 
harvest. 

Spring harvest. 



Terms u•ed in Kacbbi 
(Jatki). 

.. 
f{akra 
I 
{'.ala pani or Siahab 

or sidhaj. 

Kallar 

Kanbel 

Kangar 

APPENDIX I. 

I 
Terms use in Sara•!n 

and Jbalawan 
(Brabui). 

Kahchar 

Siahaf 

Explanation. 

Pasture ground. 

Cotton seed .. 

Permanent sour~e of irrigation. 

Kallar, Kallarbast Saline soil. 
or Shorabast. 

Depressions below the embank
ments in which til is 
generally sown. 

( i) Wheat stubble. 
(ii) GreE'n barley stalks from 

which grain has been· 
extracted and used as 
fodder. t 

Karawa (Bala NariJ. Toho .• A crop watcher. 

Under-ground water channel. 

Professional ~res diggers. 

Karez .• 

Karez Kash ..• 

Katar 

Katti .•• 

Katra ••• 

Khalisa 

Khambhani 

Khauri 

Kher .•• 

Kar~z 

Karez Kash .•• 

Kas (Bal. pashm) .•. Wool. 

Katal .•• 

Katti ... 

Ears in which grain is left 
after threshing. 

Shearing. 

Mung, moth or sireh straw. 

A shearer. 

Documentary term for lands 
subject to full revenue d~ 
man d. 

A sling for scaring birds. 

Soil with a light clay surface 
which cracks but possesses a 
sandy sub-soil. 

A flock of cattle, goats or sheep 
l_t'e~~:g:~: t~ seve~al owners. 



Terms uoed in Kachbi I 
(Jatl<i). 

KMri ••• 

Kheti ••• 

Khira ••• 

Khuid ••• 

• 

SARA WAN. 

Terms utaed ic Saraw!n 
and jhalaw!n 

(Br.ibui). 

Shorn .•• 

KisMr 

Khit ••• 

Khurrum 

Khushkava •• 

Explanation. 

(i) Ploughing. 

(ii) Land which has been 
ploughed and finished for 
the day. 

(iii) The first ploughing of a 
field. 

Cultivation. 

Juti' or wheat ears containing 
milky juice. 

Young wheat or barley for 
grazing. 

A pit for storing grain. 

Dry-crop area. 

Kin Karan or lath- Kenr ••• 
bandi. 

To enibank land with the plank 
harrow. 

Kubljh 

Kukk ••• 

Kuli (Naslrabad) or 
matt. 

Lab or Iabaro 

Laigar 

Lapa Ohal) 

Lassi ••• 

Lath •••. 

Lai 

Indigo seeds which do not ger-- . 
minate. 

Earless judr stalks used as 
sugarcane. 

Alluvial soil containing yellow
ish silt. 

Cro{M:utting by hired labour. 

Lai or Lai-kashi ••• 1 Pcocess of cleaning the wells 
and tunnels • 

DrauorLdb 

L:-.igar 

Lath, band -· 

•.• Time of reaping. 

Crop cuttel'!>. ' 
Wages paid to the cultivator 
who cuts crop in irrigated land. 

Slight showers of rain occurring 
at the beginning of winter. 

A field embankment. 
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(Jatlu). (l:lr:i.hui}. 

Explanation. 

Lathband bazgar Lathband bazgar ••• A tenant who has embanked 
· land for cultivation. 

LCro 

Lok 

Lunrna 

Lur 

Machhi-chlr ••• 

Mang .•. .•. .Hashar 

Mardan sari (Sibri 
near D a d h a r
Baluchi). 

Matt 

Milis 

Mat ••• 

Matt .•• 

Milis .•• 

I 

A male camel. 

A full grown camel. 

Reaping indigo or til. 

(i) A flood as distinguished 
from rau. 

(ii) A technical term for lands 
· irrigated by floods. 

Kdrlzes with open channels. 

Labour borrowed for agricul
tural purposes. 

Periodical division of lands 
among males. 

A he-goat. 

A rich soil containing red loam 
deposited by floods. · 

Camel hair. 

Milk, mulk or m{ds .. Milk, mulk or m{ras. Ancestral land or property in 
land. 

Mithi (samm) 

Mokhi (Bhag Nari), 
or moki. 

Mora ••• 
• 

Mundhi 

1\:;ihwar 

!\I ora ... 

A dark loam specially suitable. 
for indigo. 

Appraisement of revenue in 
cash or kind on standing 
crops of mun,t;, motk or 
judri. 

Wisps of lucerne and motk. 

(i) Second year's cotton or in
digo crop. 

(ii) Indigo stalks left in the 
ground. 

Permanently irrigated land 
which' bas remained fallow 
for more than two years. 
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Terms used in Kacbbi \ Terms used in Sara wan I 
(J tk") and jhalawan 

a 1 
• {Brahui). 

Nali wahawan or Sund ••• 
Nali. 

NambhZam(n 

Nambur 

Nar or Sundha 

Explanation. 

Drilling. 

A field, the surface of which has 
dried after irrigation but the 
sub-soil is still wet. 

Tunnels of a kdres. 

(i) Root stalks of judr allowed 
to ·remain in the ground. 

(ii 1 Root stalks of sirek and til 
are also called ndr • 

Palal ••• .•• (iii) Wheat stubble. 

N~ri or rop •.• 

Niori ••• 

Nokh ••• 

Olar ······. 

Panara 

Pan~ri Janag (Balu- Paneri balling 
chi). 

Parta.J .•• 

P~ha ••• . .. \ 

Paneri tulifing 
1 Paneri), Shand an 
(Mastung). 

First year's cotton crop. 

Dry crop land irrigated by 
spare water from permanent 
sources of irrigation . . 

Rain or flood crop land after it 
has remained fallow for one 
year. 

Refuse of fodder left by cattle. 

Cucurbitaceous crnps. 

Payments to camel gr~zers for 
grazing camels belonging to 
others. · 

Transplantation of seed:ings. 

(i) Revenue levied on produce 
payments made by the 
cultivators to village ser
vants. 

(ii) Mahesar in Bolan lands. 
The levy of revenue from 
the remnan"t ol the com
mon heap. 

A platform for scaring birds. 
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Term used in Kachhi and jhalawan I Terms used in Sara wan 

(Jatki). (Br.lhui) 

Ph or ···I 

Explanation,· ., 

Half ripe barley gra.~t:li .ea~~n 
after parching. 

Prlsh (Bl : Arzun)... A kind of millet. 

Phundani Puto ... 

Pir khori or Vich-ki~ •••• !. 
Khori. 

Pokhi •.• 

Rahaki 

... 1 Dasing 

Put 

Rais. or mlrab .,. Rais or mlrab 

Rajana ( Bolan 
Lands). 

Rasulwai or koran Rasulwai 
kdsa. 

Ratti .. Ratti, surkhi 

Roina 

Rayati 

Romba Paneri or tughmi 

Sailaba or lur .• Nokaf 

Sang or sitta Khosha 

The term is used in Mirwari 
country for the judti crops . 
only. 

An extra heap made at oatdi 
from which cesses, &c., are 
paid. 

Sowing • 

Picking the tobacco crop. 

Share of produce allowed to a 
tenant-at-will. 

A village officer who supervises 
the division of water or the 
cultivation of land. 

Payment in kind ma(Je from 
the common produce to the 
cultivator in cert .• in villages 
for transp••rt of the jdgtrddr's 
share to his house. 

Share of grain generally the 
first measure set apart in 
the name of the Prt•phet and 
given to the village mulld. 

Rust. 

Open, channel of. a kdres . . 

Irri~ated lands paying revenue 
to tht> Khan or jrig{rddr in 
which proprietary rights are 
vested in the tenant. 

Seedlings. 

Flood irrigation. 

The ear generally of wheat or 
judr. 
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Terms used in Kacbhi 
Uatki). I 

Terms used in Sara wan I 
and jhalawan 

(Brabui) • 
Explanation. 

Sanwanr .•. Bashsham ••• · Summer rains occurring in 
July and August. 

Sarbel (Kunara near 
Gandava) (Baluchi) 

Shagirdana ... 

Sukahri (Baluchi) 
sukiari. 

Sungari 

Sursat 

Tejar 

• 

Proportion of water and land to 
which a male child becomes 
entitled in irrigated lands 
suhject to periodical distri
bution . 

Sabzbar or Saozbar Autumn harvest. 
or hamen. 

Shagirdana ••• The perquisites of a miller. 

Shorawaki or daik ... A variety of wheat sown late 

Sh!ra 

Sobel 

originally imported from 
Shorawak. 

... ·Ears of a crop when the grain 
begins to form, also juice of 
dates. 

Autu!lin. 

Shorn parosh, Shorn First watering. 
Shikast. 

Siahzam!n 

Sundia Kholum 

Sur sat 

Tag bar 

"Land ploughed whilst dry. 

Dark loam soil. 

A variety of wheat. 

Empty cotton bolls. 

.. Supplies furnished by culti
vators to the Khan, jdgirddr 
or officials. 

A water-divide. 

Trimahi Kholum .• A variety of wheat. 

Talaf or bauz A small tank for storing water 
from a kdrez. 

A crop whtch has been reaped 
twice or thrice, generally judr. 



Terms used in. Kachhi 
Uatki). 

Thiran 

Toha or toho 

Trehin 

Trui (Dadhar) 

Un 

Uth 

Val 

Wah ... 

Wahndi 

Wahi ••. 

Wajib 

warithi 

Wiri 

Wari 

Waro ••• 

······ 

.... 
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Terms used in Sara wan 
and jhalawan, 

(Brahui). 

Toho 

Kis ••• 

Huch .•• 

Wahndi 

Wali ..• 

Rek pr Reki 

Yali 

Explanation. 

Reclamation of waste land. 

A crop or water watcher. 

A three-year old camel calf. 

Revenue levied on the wheat 
crop from the ear!1ings of 
.labourers engaged in harvest-
ing. · 

Wool. 

Camel. 

(i) The collection of wheat or 
judr in the threshing 
floor. 

(ii) A heap of ears on the 
threshing floor. 

A canal. 

Taking flocks to graze at a 
distance for a lengthened 
period. 

A V~<ater channel. 

Payments made to village offi~ 
cials who help in collection of 
revenue and superintend . 
cultivation of lands. 

The plants of cucurbitaceous 
crops •. 

Dry stalks of cotton plants. 

Sandy soil. 

A thorn enclosure for keeping 
goats or sheep. 

Picking cotton. 

Stony soil. 

Wiham ••. Zank ••• .. L.ambing season • 

17 
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Uatki). 

Zahghal 

SARA WAN. 

I 
Terms uesd in Sarawan I 

and jhalawan 
(Brahui), 

Zag hal 

Zardoi 

Zarkharld 

Explanation, 

A small flock of kids and Jambs 
when grazing. 

A melon disease. 

Land acquired by purchase. 

Zhalli .. Soil containing gravel . 
• 

Zobhai (Baluchi) .. KhUrda or Zoba 

Zik ••• 

Wages paid to a shepherd by a 
share in the flock which he 
tends. 

Skin for keeping gAi. 
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Statem~n.t sk~wing kan!ses, springs, etc., in Sarawan i'n I903. 

I'> 
Karezes. 

Locality. Springs. Streams. REMARKS. 

Running. lOry; . 

Narmuk .•• ... ... . .. 2 ... ... 
Iskalku •.• ... ... 3 I 7 ... 
Kakku (Harboi hills) •• ... ... I ... 
Shekhri ••• ... ... I . .. I ... 
Kisban ... ... . .. . .. ... 2 . .. 

,. 

Muhammad .shah ... ... . .. I 
(Harboi hills). 

Garrap ... ... ... I ... . .. . .. 
Gedi ... . .. ... ... . .. I ··-
lzbotki ... ... . .. . .. . .. I ... , 

Isplinji ... ... ... 2 . .. ... ... 
Khaisar and J ohan ' I I ... ... ... 
Barari ... ... ... ... . .. I ... } This is the same 

stream whic;h irri-
Jam .... ... ... ... .. . . .. .. . g'ates johan. · . 
Hampadagh in the I 

. ... ... ... 
Nag"au hills. 

Robdar ... ... ... . .. . .. .. . I 

Marav ... ... ... I ... . .. .. . 
Mastung nidbat-

(i) .Mastung ... 68 30 4 3 
(ii) Pringabid • ... 29 '4 . .. ... 
(iii) Tlri ... ... 20 12 'I I .. , 
(iv) Kahnak ... ... 21 12 4 ... 
(v) Dulai ... ... 3 6 ~ .. . Four of these were 

running in 1905. 

Carried over ... ~--;;~1 7 

-
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Locality. 

Brought forward ... 
bad (tribal area) ... 
blrlnab (tribal area) ••• 

K 

s 
G 

N 

urg{na and.Kardgap .•• 

lmargh ., .. 
Mungachar ... 
Zard ... ... 
Brinchinnau ... 
M and6baji ... 
Karch hap ... 

hhappar valley c 
Ka 

G 

u 
c 
A 

lit ... ... 
arriri ••• ... 
s ... ... 

hauki ... ... 
stangi ••• ... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 
.. 
. .. 
... 
... 
... 
. .. 

Sariath and neighbour-
hood. 

Khajuri ••• ... . .. 

Total ... 

SARA WAN. 

Kirezes. I 

Running, I Dry. 

Springs. Stream& I 
149 77 27 I 7 --. .. 2 ... . .. 

8 ... I ... 
J8 19 II ... 
I 3 35 . .. 

... . .. . .. . .. 
25 4 . .. . .. 
J( 18 ... . .. 
14 7 . .. ... 

I ... . .. . .. 
z . .. 2 ... 

19 . .. 3 . .. 
2 I ... . .. 

. .. ... . .. I 

. .. . .. 2 } I ... . .. . .. . ... ... 5 3 

... ... I* . .. 

-----· 
' I 

250 IJI 8- I 12 I I 
I I 

Rl!liiARK8. 

*Besides the larg e 
e 
r 
r 

spring there ar 
several smalle 
ones, the numbe 

• of which •is un 
known. 
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Extracts from a letter No. 1763, dated the nth July tgo6, 
from Major H. L. Showers, I.A., C. I. E., Political .Agent, 
Kalat, . to the First Assistant to the Hon'ble the Agent to · 
the Governor-General in Baluchistan. 

With reference to' correspondence ending with your First 
Assistant's endorsement No. 86o-Z, dated the ISt August 
1905, on the subject of the Mastung s~riculture experiment, 
I have the honour to submit the following report of the 
operations carried out in the present year. 

2. 'l'he success of the experiment last year was so en-
. couraging that it was determined to considerably extend the 
scope of this season's operations. Accordingly an order 
for 240 oz. of Bombyx Mori silkworm eggs was placed 
with M. L. de I. Arbousset of Alais in July last. These 
reached Mas tung in good order on the· gth of October. 
During the winter they were kept in the Agency house, 
being protected from the cold by placing a quilted cover 
over the "Almirah" they were in, while occasionally on 
very cold days a fire was necessary. 

3· In additi"on to the French eggs a sample of 6 oz. of 
Italian eggs was received from _Messrs. Ditta Tommasa 
Ferri & Co. o.f Ascoli Picono in Italy, while Mr. Frank 
Durant (Durant, Bevan & Co. of London) was good enough 
to send me a further supply of 5 oz. of Caucasus eggs. 
· 4· During the autumn and winter, a silk factory was 

constructed ·on a site near the Khan's Mlri. Four large 
buildings with an aggregate Boor area of 6,goo square feet 
were constructed at a cost of about Rs. J,goo. In these 
wooden · trestles were erected so as to provide seven tiers 
of trays or matting for the accommodation of the 
silkworms. 

The tray area thus provided amounted to 19,7oo square 
feet. Even this space was not nearly sufficient for the 
worms as they increased in size and had to be spread oui:; 
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and various other buildings in the Miri, the niahat, 1the 
Levy thana, etc., were brou~ht into requisition. The tray 
area in these amounted to some 24,900 square feet, giving a 
total area t>f 44,6oo square feet occupied by the worms 
when the expansion was at its highest. 
· 5• · In addition to the Mastung factory, smaller factories 

were established in the large villages of Tlri, and Pringabad 
and at Mach in the Bolan Pass. The full tray area: in these 
places amC'unted to Io,ooo square feet. It was intended to 
experiment at Kalat also, but owing to the altitude (nearly 
7,ooo feet) mulberry leaf is not ready fo11 cropping until late 
in May while the eggs do not seem to remain in good order 
later than the end of April. 

6. The first hatchi"ng began on the 1st of May and the 
operations continued till the 8th of May. The first cocoon 
was spun on the 25th of May and the last on the 3oth of June. 
~·. . • • * • 
8. The total quantity of leaf supplied at Mastung from 

the 1st of May to the 25th of June was 5,443 maunds, the 
largest quantity in any one day being 250 mauntls. At Tiri, 
Pringabad and Mach the quantity was about g6o maunds 
more or a grand total of 6,403 maunds . 
. 9· To collect and supply the leaf at the factories, a large 

number of men were employed, the highest number in any 
one day being 116. 

10. The work inside the factories was also very consider
able. It comprised the picking of leaf from twigs and 
branches, the c~opping it up when the worms• are young, t~e 
feeding of the worms, the changing of the leaf and the 
cleaning of trays, the maintenance night and day of a fire 
in each compartment, etc. Wheri the operations were at 

. their height the number of men and boys employed was 103 
in all the factories. These were given wages at Rs. 8 per 
mensem for a man and Rs. 4 per mensem for a boy. In' ad
dition there was a jemadar or supervisor over each block or 
group of buildings while Pundit Tara Chand and his assistant, 
two sericulture experts whose services have been obtained 
from the Kashmir Durbar, also assisted in the work of 
supervision.· 

11. The total quantity of cocoons picked amounted to 
6,253lb. These after being dried in the sun weighe.d 2,o8o lb. 
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This should produce some 1;.o4o lb. of raw silk, which 
at 13 shill~ngs and 4 pence a pound should yield a return 
of Rs. 10,4oo. Against this the cost of the eggs and the 
working expenses amount to Rs. 4,ooo. The · cost of 
building· of trestles and other materials .and of reeling 
machinery has not been taken into account~ but these remain 
as a permanem asset and, with profits such as now obtained, 
the initial expenditure will soon be recouped. 

12. Thus this season's operations have also been 

successful, and ·it may" be said,- I think, that this important 
industry is now permanently established in the Mastung 
valley.· • ..,. • "' "' "' * 

13. The immediate success achieved, however, is only a 
part of the tale. More important and significant is the 
widespread interest taken in the operations by the people 
of the country. The factories have· often been thronged 
with vil>itors, while ~any applications were received from 
samlndars to be supplied with young silkworms to rear in 
their own homes. These were supplied to 6 different m'en 
and in all cases the worms were succe~sfully reared. Then 
there was the army of some 250 persons . employed in the 
operations. They are all Dehwar or Brahui samfndars and 
the knowledge they have gained of the industry will be 
diffused throughout the whole Mastung valley. The success 
~f the operations indeed was largely due to the zeal display
ed by the~e workmen. A very wholesome ~nd sometimes 
even troublesome rivalry prevailed be1ween the people 
employed in the various blocks of buildings. They parti· 
cularly felt the parting with worm!! they had reared when, 
as the latter required more space, they had to be moved 
to other buildings. On one or two occasions the rivalry 
between blocks led to open quarrels and some fighting. All 
this' emulation among people wno d~ not ordmarily take 
much interest in anything beyond their own ammediate 
concerns is an excellent sign, and I think it may be asserted 
that interest in the industry has been aroused among 
all classes of the local people from the highest to the lowest. 
This interest extended even to Kharan, and at Sir Nauroz 
Khan's particular request I sent him i an oz. of eggs to 
experiment 'YiLh: The result is not yet known. 
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14, For· the disposal of the season's cocoons it: is 
proposed . to reel off as many as possible in Maswng. The· 
rest can either be sent to Kashmir to be reeled or despatched 
for sale to Marseilles where a market for them will be 
readily obtainable. The reeled silk will be sent for disposal 
to Messrs. Durant, Bevan & Co., the London Brokers who 
dispose of the Kashmir produce. 

15. ·A reel in~ machine of the latest type has just been 
imported from Me!osrs. J. Berthaud Fils of Lyon Charpennes 
in France. The silk reeled on this by Pundit Tara Chand 
should be of excellent quality, As the industry expands, 
additional machines will be required. 

16. It ha~ now to be considered what arrangements 
should be made for the future carrying on and development 
of the industry. • • • • 

The main object should be to get the people of the country 
to take up the industry, but to ensure this it is necessary that 
the State .should continue for some years to come to show 
the way. To this end an important beginning has been 
made by the putting down last winter of a large number of 
mulberry cuttings and mulberry seed. A well equipped 
factory has been provided which only requires the addition 
of a few extra bulldings to make it complete and it has been 
conclusively·demonstrated that silkworm-rearing on a large 
scale can be carried through to a successful issue. It is 
proposed, too, to introduce silk weaving, which will greatly 
add to the interest and usefulness of the industry. As 
:~.!ready stated, the people take keen interest in the industry 
and the private planting of mulberry expressly for sericultural 
purposes has already begun. Thus I confidently expect that 
in a very few years we shall see both the cultivation of 
mulberry and the rearing of the silkworm in active progress 
in every village in the Mastung valley, thus carrying with it 
the three-fold benefit of extended arboriculture, increases to 
the Stat~ revenue, and the providing of remunerative elllploy
ment for large numbers of these thriftless and poverty-stricken 
tribesmen. 

17. His H•ghnes!i the Khan, I may say, has evinced 
considerable interest in the operations and· he remarked to 
me lately in conversation that such an industry ought to· be 
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successful in Mas tung, for as Panjgtir is the home of the date 
so is Mastung the home of the mulberry. 

J8. • • # • 

19. I must not omit to mention the very satisfactory results 
obtained froll\ the experiment with Caucasus eggs. The 

· worms .were strong and healthy, and cocoons of good size 
were produced .. The silk, moreover, is far whiter ·than that 
obtained from French cocoons and this is a quality much 
appreciated by the brokers. I think,· therefore, that while we 
should not abandon tha French seed, which does so well both 
here and in Kashmir, a proportion at all events of next .year's 
supply should be ,obtained from Persia. It is to be presumed, 
too, the climate of Mastung approximates more nearly to that 
of northern Persian than to the French climate and prima 
facie, therefore, the Persian seed should do better here 
.than French seed. 

20. For a year or two until the trees lately put down 
by the State bear leaf, I would recommend the factory 
operations being conducted on a somewhat small~r ·scale· 
than in the present year. At the same time, however, 
endeavours should be made to get the samindars to conduct 
operations of their own, and the order for seed now to be 
sent Home ~>hould be based on the number of men who· are 

·willing to come forward in the matter. In this connection, I 
think, the monopoly of the Kalat State with regard to the 
industry within the State limits should be recognised. That 
is to say, all producers must dispose ~f their produce to the 
State. I gave some seed this year to the Church Mission 
Society at Wali Khan and this condition was imposed on 
them. 
· 21. I would . also recommend that we should continue 

to deal with M. de I. Arbousset for the purchase of French 
seed and with Messrs. Durant, Bevan & Ctl., for the disposal 
of the produce. Both have taken a sympathetic intere~t 
in our newly started enterprise. 

Sir Thomas Wardle of Leek" too will, I am sure, be always 
glad to hear how we are progressing and to give us the 
benefit of his valuable experience in all that pertains to. 
sericulture. 
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RouTE LisTs. 
The route lists are intended primarily for District offi~ials. 

The. li~ts have no pretension to be exhaustive. Distances, 
except when drawn from published route lists, are approxi
mate only. 

Nomenclature.
Metalled- l 
Unmetalled- r Road, fit for carts. 

Bridle-path-A made path fit for camel and other 
·transport. . 

7rack-Unmade, but usually fit for camel transport. 
Foot path or path-Suitable· for foot passengers, though 

in some cases fit for horses. and laden camels. 

Stages. 

Quetta to Sariab 8 
(Levy Post). 

Miao Ghundi 
(Levy Post). 

Mas tung 

· . 1-QUETTA-KALA:r ROAD. 

Accommodation 
for travellers. Remarks. 

8 Rest-house ••• The Kalat road which is metalled 
and partially bridged branches 
off from the Quetta Bolan road 
at 8 mtles. 

to! Q u a r t e r s for A much frequented path follows 
officers in the the skirts of the Chiltan hill 
Levy Post. to Kimni and Samungli. 

33 Political Rest- There is a gradual ascent from 
house. the Mian Ghundi post to the 

top of Lhe Lak pass (6f miles); 
and at tile foot of the pass on 
the Mastung side, an unmetal 
Jed road constructed by the 
Railway Department t'ikes off 
to Shaikh Wasil 'Ilia Tlri. Alu 
Levy post lies on the main 
road between mile'! 25 and 26. 
From Mastung a ·bridle-path 
J!Oes to Kolepur T•ia thP. Surkh 
Bajo pass and· Dasht and 
another to Marav via the Ab-i 
Gul and Jatu passes, 



Stages. 

Guru 17 

APPEND/XIV. 

Accommodation 
for travellers. 

. ·a&, 

Remarks. 

sol Political Rest- The road lies through the Khad 
house. valley. 

M uog acha r 
(Levy Post). 

tsf 661 Political Rest- A 1o-foot bridle-path goes to 
house. Jobin 'Ui11 Sheikh Haji, from 

wbi .h a track branches off to 
Kishin and Shekhri 7Jill the 
Sinjdi and Morgand valleys, 
and thence a footpath runs to 
Gazg in the Jhalawan country 
'Viii the Pusalak vallev and the 
Chbab river. This is the short
est route between Mungachar 
and Gazg, but the portion bet
ween Cnhab and Gazg is diffi
cult and unfit for camels and 
more especially in the gorges 
of the Chbab river. Another 
track leads from ·Mungachar 

Kalat 

to Zard 'Uia Mandehaji. · 

221 88i Political Rest- The road passes through the 
house. Marjan pass. The old road 

ran through the Ugbani pass, 
but was abandoned when the 
p~esent road was constructed. 

General.--The road lies in the Quetta-Pishin District up 
to the Lak p~ss, beyond which it is in Kalat territory; It· 
was constructed in 1897 at the cost of the Kalat State and 
at the present time ( 1905) is in good repair and fit ·for · · 
wheeled traffic, the only difficult portion being between 
the villages of Wali Khan and Mastung where it runs through 
a tract of drifting sand. · 

Water is obtained from wells ai: Sariab, Mian Ghundi, 
Doctor Chah (below the .Lak pass) and Guru. The water
supply 'it Mastung and Mun~char is from !tareses. 

Supplies can ·be J?htained at Mas tung. and Kalat, but as 
regards other stages. prev1ous notice should be given for 

. Sariab and Mian Ghund1 to the Political Agent, Quetta-Pishin, 
and for the remaining places to the Political Agent, Kalat. 
A" small surply of fodder is usually obtainable from the 
Chaukidar at Mungachar. 
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Stag ... 

Mastung to 
sblnnab. ... 

Kanlti. (Shlrlnab 
valley). 1, ' ' 

shahr:· Gbulim 
J!n 
valley). 

(Zard 
I 

Purdu -· ... 
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11-MASTUNG-PANJGUR ROUTE. 

!.!1 3 
:38 S: Gi• ·-h,.!! :;re 
G· ... ·- s.s _iouE 

0 
1-o 

JO 10 

12 22 

14 36 

20 s6 

Aa:ommodation 
for travellera. Remark•. 

I A track runs to Sheikh Wasil 
through the Turai valley, and 
thence to Panjpai in tlle Shor · 
arud ,alley through the Sheikh 
Wasil gorge. The Shirinab 
river is liable to floods in rainy 
weather. Three tracks run to 
the Kardgap valley through 
(t) the Ktaurd Bol.rak pass, (z) 
the Hllhi pass and (3) the 
AHdir pass wia the Turai river 
and the Aai Dasht valley; the 
last named being the easiest 
and more geoeraUy used for 
laden camels. 

Two footpaths, known as joak 
and Garai,lead to Kadrgap wia 
the Ali Dasht valley. A third 
one, passable by camels, is 
known as Rodangi and goes 
to Kardgap along the bed of 
the Rodangi hill torrent and 
thence to Ali Dasht, where it 
joins the Joak and the Garai 
paths. A track leads to the 
Khad valley and thence to 
Mastung through the Chhuttok 
pass. • 

Track to Gurgina via Khuni, 
the Pirani sham and thence 
through the Sarband river. 

Water obtainable from a_ well. 

The road runs through the 
M ungachar valley w•a Brin
chinnau village, from which 
tracks lead to Johan wia 
Mandehaji, Pinzai and Sheikh 
Haji, and to Kalit 'flia the 
Ughol.ni pass. A footpath 
takes off from near Karchi)!p 
to Nfmargh through the ·Umra
rahi pass and is passable, but 
difficult and only fit for lightly 
laden camels. 
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\" 
8 

. ! CLI " . 
11:!· ~] Accommodation Remarks. 

Stages. 5~~ :a·e for travellers. 

]~E S.s • 0 ' !-< 

c hMti ••• ... \ 14 70 ······ The road lies through the 
Chhappar valley 'Ilia Togau. 
A to-foot bridle-path between 
Kalit and Nlmargh over the 
Plhi pass crosses the road 

-. near the Togau village. Two . 
I 

footpaths lead to Kalit from 
Togau through the Kandori 
and the Janekani passes in the 
Siah Koh, the latter being the 
more difficult. 

Ziarati or Hayat 12 Sz ....... (1) A footpath from Chbiti to 
Khan (Dasbt- Kalat. 
i-Goran). (2) Good camel track to Ziarati 

and thence to Kalat. 
{3) Ziarati to Kharan. 

Siah Damb(Bita- 14 g6 ...... I Good camel road to Stl.rab 
Bitagu. gu). 

Marap-Karez ... 11 107 ...... 
Chil Baghu ... 5 112 ...... A path to Stl.rab, one march •. . 
Toba (Gidar) -· 22 134 ······ From Gidar to Panjgur. 

Jhalawan route III. 

General.-The route lies in the Sarawan co~ntry as far 
as Chhati and is generally used by caravans proceeding 
to Panjgur in preference to the metalled road between 
Quetta and Kalat, along which grazing for camels is scarce. 

The track from Mastung as far as Chhati is good for 
all beasts of burden and could be used for light wheeled 
vehicles. 

At Chhati, good water is obtainable from a lares, but 
caravans generally stay at Patki to the west of Chhati, 
which is a more convenient halting place. 

If supplies are required, notice should be given to the 
Political Agent, Kal<it. F.:or further details of the alternate 
routes via Rakhshan and Raghai, see Makran Gasetteer 
Routes Nos. 2 and 3· Water is available at all these 
stages. 

via 

Se e 
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III.-KALAT-DADHAR via NARMUK AND BfBINA:"Ill. 
------;;---:-!!;,-:------------_:-___ ·--

• Cl c. 

'Stages. 

Katat to I skal
ku. 

Kishan ••• 

:i·; at 

i58: ~~ 
lH -s: 
~ ~-.. 

7 7 

,15 2.1 

Joban ••• I5 37 

Getani(Narmuk). 

Accommadatioa 
for travellers, Remarks. 

The road, after leaving the Kalat 
valley, runs through hills and 
enters the lskalku nul#zh,whtch 
is about two mites in length. 
A track from )skalku goes to 
Nlchara, via Ali Dasht and 
Laur and is lit for laden camels. 
A shorter bridle-path to Nl
cMra runs through Glshk .in 
the 1-iarboi hills. 

The road continues through low 
hills for about 8 mile,., after 
which It enters the Bolkhe
Morgand valley. From Kishan 
a track !e-.ds to Mungach"r via 
the Sinjdi valley and tHe Shetk 
Haji shrine, and anc:.tber 
through the Maki !>ham pass. 
The latter is difficult for camels. 
A footpath from K•shan runs to 
Gazg in the jhalawan country 
through the Pusalak valley 
and the Cbhab river. It is 
unlit for camels, especially in 
the gorges of the Chhab river. 

The road proceeds in a northerly 
direction along the plain for 46 
miles, then turning north-east, 
enters the hills by the ,\Ji Isu6 
Khand through the bed of the 
Sarawan river. After this the 
track leads up a steep ascent, 
and passes through a mass of 
low hills under the Koh-i-Siah 
Range to the shrine of SMb-1-
Mardan Plr (6 miles). At 61 
miles it re-enters Sarawan 
river and follows its bed, 
which is broad an I tolerably 
easy, though enclosed l>y bills. 
From Johan there is a track to 
lsplinji (about 22 miles). 

Hasanjoi. the headquarters of 
the Lahri chief, is about4 miles 
from Ge•ani. The track, after 
leaving Joban, lies through the 
Sara wan ravtr, after which it 
passes thr.,ugh low hills via 
the Rlbi Kapot shrine and 
Dehwar Kushta. • 



Stages. 

Robdar (S a r i 
Deb village). 

APPENDIX IV. 

Accommodation 
for travellers. Remarks. 

The road lies through the 
Narmuk valley in a south
eastern direction opposite ·the 
\'illages of Hasanjoi and Takht; 
it then curves round the 
Tal:l.ng mountain and takes a 
northedy direction 7Jia Mala
gao and enters the valley of 
Robdar through the pass 
known as Ro bdar-na-Khand. 
From Narmuk a track leads to 
Gazg in the jhalawan country 
7Jia Pudgili, the Plr jongal 
shrine and the Gurglna pass, 
which is difficult for laden 
camels. Three footpaths go 
to Sanni in Kachbi through 
the Nagau bills,· and are 
known as· (1) the Hurro or 
Rodh-na-Kasar 7Jia the stages 
of Gokhani, Tbal, Bar Bojb, 
Mlro Plr, Rodb stream, Hurro 
stream, Bing Bent and Sanni; 
(z) The Nal:l.ni-na-Kasar 7Jia 
Sanni, Panch Bent, Daranjan 
and Rodb, where it joins the 
H urro track, the distance from 
Sanni to Hasanjoi in each case 
is about 68 miles; and (3) Zagh
na-Kasar, distance from Sanni 
to Ha:.anjoi about 56 miles. 
All are unsuitable for laden 
camels. The first is the easi
est, but owing to the scarcity 
of water i; not frequently used. 
A fourth track, which tS much 
frequented, goes to Dadhar 
7Jia the Bhaur bills passing 
through the Lop valley. It is 
known as Bhaur-na-Kasar and 
the distance between Dadhar 
and Hasanjoi in Narmuk is 
about 70 miles ; the stages 
are Dadhar, Sibri, Hampa
dagh, Tang-ka-pusht, Taran
gar, Thathaghar, Kurragha 
Sing, Derav (Lop) and Ha
sanjoi. The track is. suitable 
for lightly laden camels: 

--------~~--------~-------------



Stages. 

Jam 

Blbimlni (Levy 
Post) 

Kirta (Levy 
Post). 

Kundlani (Levy 
Post). 

Rindli Levy Post 
(Railway sta
tion closed). 

Didhar 

SARA WAN. 

s 95 

Accommodation 
for travellen. 

Remarks. 

The road from Sari Deb to Jam 
lies in the bed of the Robdar 
stream and before emerging 
from the bills passes through 
the difficult pass known as 
Jalla-Kband. It then enters 
the Sarawan river again and 
follows its bed. From Jam a 
difficult footpath leads to 
lsplinji over the Dilband 
mountain. 

The road lies in the bed of the 
Sarawan river which is liable 
to floods. At Blbinani the 
track joins the Bolan metalled 
road and Old Mach is 14! 
miles. A track leads from 
Blbinani to KhajWi (about 6 
miles), and thence to the Ghaib 
Plr springs (about 2 miles). 

121 1n7l Rest-house ••• Dranjan Levy Post is about half 
way between Blbinani and 
Kirta. 

8 115~ Rest-bouse ••• Drajbent Levy Post is about 
half way between IGrta and 
Kundlini. A track from Ki\-ta 
(which is locally known as 
Gogird or Chl:oota IGrta) 
leads to the IGrta village 
(about 4 miles), and thence to 
the Plsbi station on theMusbkaf
BoJan Railway (9 miles). 

10 1251 Rest-bouse ••• 

The track between Rindli and 
Dad bar is fit for laden aPimals • 

. General.-This route known to the people of southern 
and central Sarawan as the Bolan-na-Kasar is the line 
generally taken by the tribesmen during their ·periodical 
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migrations to Kachhi. A Io-foot bridle path has been con
structed as far as Bibi Nani where it joins the Bolcin road. 
The most Jifficult pbrtions are those round Robdar. 

Water is abundant throughout except at Getani in 
Narmuk where it is obtained from small springs. Fuel is. 
obtainable without notice at all stages of the route which 
lie in the Sara wan country. Supplies in small quantities· 
are procurable without notice at Jskalku, Johan, Robdar 
and IJadhar. For supplies at other stages and for suprlies 
in larger quantities n.1tice should be given to the Political 
Agent, Kalat. Between lskalku and Johan the country 
belongs to the Shahwani tribe. Johan is the Khan's terri
tory. The Lahri chief exercises authority.at Narmuk and 
the Bangulzai chief at Robdar and Jam. 

IV.-KALAT -KOLEPUR. 

1l 
~ c c .s·z ... 

~ .. 
"'" ;g~ Accommodation Stages. "'c . Remarks. E ·• II -E for travellers. 
!~i .Sc: 

0·• 
..!; !-< 

' Katat to J oh:l.n ••• 
i :iee route III. 37 37 ...... 

Isplinji ••• ... 22 59 ······ !splinji is the head-quarter of the 
Bangulzai chief. The track 
crosses the Khaisar stream 
near Khaisar village about 21 
miles from Johan and passing 
through the Khaisar valley lies 
in the bed of the Shfshcl.r 
stream. It then crosses the 
Pashak stream and passing 

' over the Shfshcl.r watershed 
runs through the Shfshcl.r valley 

I 
for about 5 miles. A loot path 
leads to Mungachar 'Via the 
Tang stream and thence 'Via 

' I Kabo and Kdak. A 1o-foot 
bridle path branches off to 
Ma~tung 'Via Kabo and Ab-i-
Gal pass. A foot-paoh practj. . cable only for foot passengers 

18 



Stages. 

Marav ••• 

Kolepur (Rail
way Station). 

7 66 

14 So 

\ 

SARAWAN. 

Accommodation 
for travellers. Remarks. 

goes to Jam and Barari over 
the Dilband mountain. An
other still more difficult track is 
through the Pandar Ghat pass 
and the Parri river, which is 
liable to floods. 

The road lies through the Khur
ban hill. A ro-foot bridle path 
leads from Marav to Mastung 
through the Jato pa~s, Omar 
Dhor and the Surkh Bajo pass. 
From Marav three paths used 
by local men enter the Bolan 
through the Machhi pass. 
They are known as Waro, 
Kunj-na-Kasar, and Rushi-na
Kasar. The Waro which is 
the easiest lies through the 
Machhi pass and the stream 
of the same name, and passing 
over the Waro mountain, 
follows the bed of the Tunnitok 
hill torrent. It then joins the 
Bolan road. Both the other 
paths lead to Khajuri, hut are 
very difficult. 

The route lies through the 
Marav-na-Khand and thence 
through the Gwanden valley. 

General.-A 1o-foot bridle path has been constructed 

along the whole route. This route opens up the central 

Sarawan country and brings it in touch with the railway. 

Supplies can be obtained by giving previous notice to the 

?olitical Agent, Kallit. The route lies in the Shahwani 

tribal area as far as Johan; Johan belongs to His Highness 

the Khan. lsplinji is in Bangulzai country, and Marav 

in the Kurd area. The track joins the Bolan road at 

Kolepur. 



Stages. 

~~lit to Ziarat. 

~•urdu ••• 

~urasani,. also 
called Ungai 
(Mungachar 
valley). 

APPENDIX IV. 

V.-KALAT-NUSHKI via GURGfNA. 

8 8 

to tS 

I 
Accomm.:>dation 1 

lor travellers. I Remarks. 

A foot-path leads from ziirat 
to Chhati (about 10 miles). 
A to-foot bridle path also lead!\ 
to Nlmargh over the Plhi 
Khand through the Chhappar 
valley (about 18 miles from 
Ziarat) and crosses the Mas· 
tung-Panjgur route. From 
Nlmargh a track goes ... to 
Nushki. 'Uia Zeni and 1\funjro 
and is fit for camels. 

A foot-path leads to Mandehaji 
in Mungachar through ·the 
Mangura hill. Another enters 
Gurglna 'llia the Umra-rahi 
Khand 9.rhence i.t goes to 
Kishingi 'Uia the . Rodangi 
stream, ' This foot path is 
known as Rodangi-na·Kasar 
and is used by the local people. 
A third foot path from Mun 
gachar, which is i:ompara 
tively ··asier than the Rodangi 
na-Kasar, is known as Bundi 
na-Kasar, and takes off from 
Gadap (Karchhap) pa~sing 
through the Patki na-Khand 
(where it is known as La 
gbamglr). This portion is 
difficult and as the name 
signifies the rider must lead 
his horse. It then enters the 
Gurglna valley near the village 
of Murad Khan Murrai and 
thence goes to Kishingi 'Uia 
the Bundi stream, JOining the 
Rodangi track at a point 
-called Huch-na-likh, 

The Mastung-Panjgur road is 
crossed near Purdu, after 
which the track lies through 
the Mungachar valley to the 
west of the 1\1 u ngachar (Shirl 
m!.b) river, A track leads to 
Brinchinnau in Mungachar 
and thence to Johan, and there· 
is a foot path to Nimargh 
through the UmrA-rAhi 
Khand. 



Stages. 

Musa Khan also 
ca1lt.'"d Kaftari 
(Gurglna). 

Galangur (Rail
way station). 

Kishingi ( Levy 
Post) Railway 
Station. 

Nusbki -· ... 

:zo s:a 

tO 62 

9 71 

IZ 83 
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Accommodation 
for travellers. Remarks. 

The course lies along the bed of 
the Sarband river along a 10 
foot bridle path. A track goes 
southwards to Nlmargh over 
the Kamund watershed, where 
it is joined by a path leading 
to Kardgap and Panjpai. F•om 
Kaftari a track leads to the 
Kardgap railway statlon,.(about 
14 miles). 

Between Musa Khan and Galan
gur the track is known as the 
Mudenack, pas>ing o'lier a 
plain of that name. At Galan~ 
gUr the track join!' the Quetta-

11 l\iushki route. 

Quarters for The road lies along the bed o( 
officers in Le.- l the Galangur nr.llah and is 
vy P o s t • 1 easy• and in good order. 
A Serai. . I · 

Two S e r a i s • \A foot-path known as Taus Kban
p o I i t i c a 1 : na-Kasar ieaves the main road 
officers' 1 rest- 1 about 6 miles from Kishingi, 
house. and crossing the Kotal of that 

name joins the road again 
about two miles from N 11shki 
at Sultan Ziarat The Khaisar 
river is crossed half a mile 
lower down. 

General.-This was the main route followed in former 

times by ca.ravans trading between Kalat and Nushki; but 

it lost its importance when trade was diverted from Kalat to 

· Quetta. 

From Kalat to Musa Khan, the route lies· in the Kalcit 

territory ~nd Galangttr, Kishingi and Nushki belong to the 

Nushki tahsil of the Ch:igai District. 

Water ilnd fuel can be obtained at all the stages. 
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Travellers' bungalows, &c., z'n the Sarawan country, .I90S· 

Locality. I Nature cof _Accom-1 
modabon . 

Establishment 
Maintained. 

.Mast'VIg Poli- i4 rooms with I Chaukftldl' 
tical rest· 4 bathrooms. I sweeper. 
.house~ 

Guru Political 2 rooms with 2 Chauklddl's 
rest-house. I bathroom. 

·I Remarks including details of 
Water supply. 

and Kdl'ez water obtainable. Sup
plies can be had for so men 
w1thout notice, but for a 
larger number one day's 
notice is required • 

... Water from well. Supplies 
obtainable at three days' 
notice for any number of 
men. 

Mungacha'r 
Political 
rest-house. 

4 rooms with 1 SiVeeper-c h a u -
2 bathrooms. klddl'. 

Ditto. 

Kalat Political 
rest-house. 

s rooms with 1 Chauklddl' 
2 bathrooms. 

Kahnak Politi- 2 rooms with 2 Chauklddl's 
c a 1 res l- 1 bathrooiJJ, a sweeper. 
house. 

Murad Khan 
Officers' 
Quarters 
(Kardagap). 

G!shk Political 
Bungalow, 

2 rooms with 1 Chauklddl' 
2 bathrooms. 

.. Nil. 

... Kd,.es water obtainable close 
by. ·Supplies can be had 
for Io men without notice, 
but for larger number of men 
one day's notice is required •. 

and Spring water obtainable. Sup
plies for IS men can be had 
without notice through the 
chauhlddl's, bdt fdr larger 
number of men three days' 
notice is required. 

... Kd .. es water ob1ainable. Sup
plies obtainable for any 
numher of men at three 
days' notice. 

W <ter is obtainable at the 
distance of about I mile. 
No supplies available on 
spot. 

NoTs.-The bungalows at Mastung, Kalat and Kahnak are in charge·of the 
Garrison Engineer, Civil and Mastung, and those at other places 
under the Political Agent, Kalat. The charge per diem is 8 annas 
except at Murad Kha11 where no fees are levied. 
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DETAILED INSTRUCTIONS SANCTIONED BY THE AGENT TO THE 

GOVERNOR-GENERAL IN BALUCHISTAN- DEALING WITH TH:& 

DUTIES OF THE NATIVE ASSISTANT IN SARA WAN AND 

REGULATING HIS RELATIONS WITH THE 

POLITICAL ADVISER IN KALAT. 

Instructions issued, in Igos, hy the Political Agent, Kalat, to· 
Khan Bakadur Kasi]alaluddin, C.I.[£., Political Adviser 

· to His Highness the Khan of Kaldt. 

I have the honour to forward, herewith, for your informa
tion and favour of necessary action, a copy of the instructions 
being issu .. d, with the approval of the Governor-Genen.al's. 
Agent in Baluchistan, to the Native Assis·ant, Sarawan. for· 
the future administration of the Sarawan and K~.tchi tribes .. 

2. You will observe that, though you are to be relievt:d 
of all ordinary routine work in connection wit!l these tribes, 
your general authority over them will remain unimpaired. 
You will still be cons•dered with regard to them an Assistant 
to the Political Agent, Kalat, as described in the Hon'ble Mr. 
Barnes' letter o'IIO, 6rg2, of 4th July I goo, to the address or· 
the Government of India, a copy of which was sent you with 
Captain Knox's endorsement No. zgzo of sth October I goo. 
and the terms of. whiLh, in this respect, have, as you are: 
aw;;~re, been actfd upon since the date of your appointment 
to K~.~lat. 

3· You will observe too that the Native Assistant, Sara-
wan, tho'ugh directly responsihle to the Political Agent, is 
also to be considered an Assistant to the Poli•ical Adviser, 
and he will act in due subordination to you in all tribal 
matters in which your intervention is necessary. 

4· Further you will continue, as at rresent, to deal 
directly with cases of dispute arising between Baluch !.tnd 
Brahni tribesmen or the tribal Thana establishments on the· 
one part and the Khan's Niabats or the Khan's immediate: 
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subjects on the other, acting, of course, in consultation 
with the Native Assistant, Sarawan, and under the guidance 
of the Political Agent. Such cases are to be reported to 
the Political Agent. 

S· The primclry object of thus relieving you of the routine 
portion of your duties with the tribes is to enable you to 
give your time more fully to attendance on His Highness 
the Khan and , ._, the control of his Niabats. This is 
demanded equally in iew of recent e• ents in Kalcit and of the 
growing success of your adminis-tration of the large Niabats. 
These objects constitute indeed the raison· d'etre of your 
appointment as Political Adviser. It will be necessary 
therefore that you should spend in future the greater part of 
the ye~r either in Kalat or in attendance on "His Highness, 
should he leave Kalat on tour, etc. This w1ll allow of your 
spending a month with the Polit1cal Agent during the _Quetta 
and Sibi Shahi J•rgas respectively, and four months in tour
ing among, or in residing at, the Niabats in your charge. 

' 

Instructions issued by the Political Agent i'n Kalat to the 
Natzve Assistant, Sa,awan. 

In hi~-. letter No. 438~ of the 19th October 1904, the 
Hon'ble the Agent to the Governor-General sanctioned your 

· being placed in charge of the Baluch and Brahui tribes of 
Sarawan and Kachi. This arrangement is now to be given 
effect to and the following detailed instructions with regard 
to your new duties are accordingly issued to you. 

Having made over charge of your present duties to the 
Assistant Political Agent, Kalal, you will take over from 
the Political Adviser to the Khan that portion of his duties 
which is connected with the control of the Baluch and 
Brahui tribes of Sarawan and Kachi and which he has 
exercised under"the guidance of' the Political Agent. 

These duties comprise. z'nter alia, 
(1) The receiving of petitions in all classes of political, 

civil and criminal cases. 
(2) The reference of petty cases to Jirga, to arbitration 

or to Sh:~riat, etc. 
Note.-The settlements arrived at in all such cases must 

be submitted to the Political Ag~nt for confirmation 
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or ~ther orders before being given effect to. In 
important cases you will take such preliminary 
proceedings as may be necessary, e.g., the arrest 
of offenders, the taking of security, etc., ant: 
then submit the file to the PoliticalAgentlororders, 
together with any proposals you may have to 
make as to the mode of settlement to be followed, 

(3) The charge of the various Sarawan and Kachi 
Thanas and posts, 'l!is., the Mastung, Aloo, 
Mungachar, Dandhor, and Gandava thanas and 
the ·Doctor Chah, Bidrang, Guru, Soro, and 
Kardgap posts. You will control and be 
responsible for the ordinary working of these 
thanas ancl posts, and the pay of th,e levy 
establishments employed in them will be disbursed 
through your office. All questions connected 
with the appointment, dismissal, and promotion 
of these levies will be referred by you to the 
Political Agent. As a rule too. all questions of 
leave and punishment will be similarly referred. 
The extent to which you may exercise authority 
in the inflicting of petty punishments and the 
granting of short periods of leave will be com
municated to you hereafter. 

As is done by the Political Adviser, you will levy a Court-· 
fee of eight annas on all criminal petitions, while civil suits 
will. be taxed at Rs. 7-8-o per cent. on the value of the suits. 

Your weekly diaries and your reports will be submitted 
direct to the Political Agent as the Political Adviser's have 
been, but as directed by the Hon'ble the Agent to the 
Governor-General you are also an Assistant to His Highness 
the Khan's Political Adviser, and, as such, you "ill be care
ful to a~t in subordination to that officer in all matters with 
which it may be necessary for him to deal, ei•her "f his own 
initiative or at the instance of the Political Agent, 

The Political Adviser will continue to deal directly with 
cases of dispute arising between Baluch and Brahui tribes
men or the tribal thana establishments on the one part and 
the Khan's Niabats or the Khan's immediate subjects on the 
other, acting in consultation with yourself. Such cases are 
to be reported to the Political Agent. 
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ou are en)oined in conclusion to use every possible 
endeavour to carry the tribal Chiefs with you in your conduct 
of tribal affairs. The: levy establishments placed at your 
disposal are by no means inten'ded for the supersession of 
the Chiefs' authority but rather for the support and ampJifi. 
cation of it. You should be very careful also· to maintain 
amicable relations between the establishments in your charge 
and the Niabat officials of His Highne,ss the Khan. The 
success of your work will be largely judged in this regard. 

Translation of an order, dated Mastung, the 16th November 
I gos, issued hy the Political Agent, Katat. 

The Native Assistant Sara wan has raised a .question as to 
which officer or court should a case or complaint be referred 
when the plaintiff or complainant is a Brahui and the defendant 
or accused the subject (riaya) t1f the Khan or vice versa. It 
has also been stated that under an order of Captain Knox all 
such cases were to be referred to the tkanas but the said 
order is not forthcoming. 

After proper enquiry and discussion the following instruc
tions are issued with a view to facilitate the carrying on of 
Government work. The relations between the Government 
and niahat officials should be such as to secure a smooth 
despatch of Government work :-

(a) Many Brahuis hold lands within the jurisdiction of 
the Mastung niahat in the same way as the 
Dehwars i.e., the subjects (riaya) of the Khan, and 
pay revenue to the Khan. Accordingly, disputes 
relating to land and water which pay revenYe .to 
the Kha.n, irrespective of the fact whether' the 
plaintiffs or defendants be Dehwar samindars 
t,r Brahuis, shall be referred to the niahat for 
enquiry, investigation, and settlement under the 
supervision of the Political Adviser. 

(h) Crimin:1l cases in which the complainant is a Brahui, 
and the defendant or accused, a subject of the 
Khan or vice versq should be filed in the Court of 
the Political Adviser, Kalat, who, after full con
sideration of the circumstances of the case, shall 
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refer it to the niabat officials or to the tluinadars. 
In the latter case it shall be understood that he 
shall send such cases to the Native/ Assistant, 
Sarawan, for enquiry by the thaniJ. In cases in 
which he thinks necessary or proper the Polatical 
Adviser shall consult with the Native Assistant, 
Sara wan. 

(c) On a case being filed should the Political Adviser 
be unable to decide whether such a case should 
be enquired into by the niahat or the thana, he 
shall obtain orders from the Political Agent 
Ka!at. 

(d) Para~ (4) of the instructions issued in English by this 
office and approved by the Hon'ble the Agent to 
the Governor-General conveys that the Political 
Adv~ser shall continue to act, as heretofore, in 
cases between the Brahuis and the subjects 
(riaya) of the Khan. Accordingly, the responsi
bility in such cases is imposed on the Political 
Adviser whose duty ii: shall be to secure, in this 
manner, the proper working of these cases. 

(,r) When the Political Adviser is absent from Mastung 
he shall, in consultation with the Native Assist
ant, Sarawan, issue instructions to, the nzahat 
officials and the thanas to take action in cases 
which may occur during his absence so that 
there should be no delay, and he shall send a 
copy of the said instructions for information to 
this office. 

(/) All orders and instructions previously issued from 
time to time by this office shall be borne i~ mind, 
for instance, when parties are in a case both 
Brahuis and Dehwars, the motabars and sardars 
of both the parties should be assoc1ated in the 
jirga. 
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APPENDIX VII. 

Slat•ment showing the 'men-ai-al'ms supplied ~)I the Brdhui 
tribes in the Sal'awdn district. 

Name of tribe. Name ot clan. I No. ofmen-at-1 Total. 
arms. 

Shahwani ••• ••• Ramadanzai ••• • •• 
Alizai, including Kal-

lozai ••• ••• • •• 
Hasil Khanzai and Sha-

hozai ••• ••• • •• 
Kishani ••• ••• • .. 
Siahizai ••• .. • .. 
Ghul ••• ..• • •. 
Hasni ... ' ••. • •. 
Surizai ••• ... . .. 
Umarani ••• . •. 

Bangulzai ~ 

(a) 100 

so 
so 
so 
so 
40 
so 
so 

(b) 6o 

••• Saidzai = 1 sbare .• ,

1

') 
G'?_hram.zai = 1 , ••. 

1
. . 

B·,uarzd! = • , ... 
Dmarzat. = 1 , ••• L?l shares. 
Sho•anzat = 1 , .•. r 
Shahozai · = ! , ... I 
Badduzai = 1 , ••• 1 
Gar rani = 1 , ••. J 

Muhammad Shahi ••• !'amezai ••• 
Khedrani 
Dodai 
Gwahrani 
Suroza•-· 
Bambkazai 

Kurd.:. 

• 

• •• Madezai 
Zardarz"i 
Shudanzai 
Shadizai 
Phull.inzai 
Masudani 
Gorgezai 

= 1 taklla,. 
= I " = I " = 2/akkai'S 
= 1 takkal' 
= 2/akkars 
= 1 takkar 

(c) roo 
So 
40 
40 
40 
6o 

40 
40 
40 
So 
40 
8o 
40 

1 
I 
~ 

I 
I 
I 
J 

300 

soo 

Remarks. 

(a) Mlrm•ai 33, Chanrozi 33, Khwajazai 33 and 1 man by any of these three 
sections=loo. 

(b) The Umaranis disputed (tgos) the right of the Sh,.hwani chief to levy 
men-at-arms and claimed their connection with the Mengal tribe of the 
Jhalawan country. · 

(c) Includin2' Ahn1ad Khanzai, Hajizai and Rahatzai sections. 
(d) The Kurd tribe was responsible to the Khan on'y for 300 men. The 

extra prov•sion of 6o men was intended to meet the contingency of units dying 
out or being un.&ble to supply their quota from some cause or other. 
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il Nameof~be. Name of clan. I No. of men-at-I T tal I . arms. 0 • 

6 Sahtakzai 

7 Lahri Brahimzai 
Haidarzai 
Zoberani 
Khalechini 
Shadiani 
Shangrani 

8 Ungav ••• Ali 
Sbadizai ••• 

9 Sarparra with Ro· 
denis and Zag•r 
·Mengals of 
Nushki. 

' 
I ... I I 
I .... 

••• t 

' I 
••. j 1: 

1: 

··~ t 

(e) 40 

share. 1 " .. } 700 

" I 
" J .. 
350 } 350 700 
500 soc 

Remarks • 

(e) The Sahtakzais are considered to be equal to one taUar of the K-&rd 
tribe and are resp ·nsible for 40 men, but as their connection with tbe Kurds is 
somewhat indefinite tbey hoive not been included under the Kurds. 

N.B.-The Rinds of Kachbi also supplied r,ooo men-at-arms with the 
Sarawans. 



Name of Crop. 

heat 

arley 

'lu'rr ••• 

ala,. 

obacco 

w 
B 

s 
M. 

T 

... 

... 

... 

... 
... 

M elons (Pdll6dl) 

p otatoes ... 
ucerne ... 
aize ... 

L 

M 

GtU 

0 

or Prlsh 

nions ... 

... . .. 

... ... 

... ... 

... ... 

... .. . 

... ... 

... . .. 

... .. 
... . .. 
... ... 
... ... 

APPENDIX VIII. 

Statement showing Rates of Revenue paid in 'IJan'ous Crown lands. 

Ma•tung ~illbat. I ' Kalllt Nillbat. 

"" ~ 
.. bll Remaru. 

" 1 lil! i 1, .. 1 .. 
" :E i Jil" ~ 

. .. ·;: ~.!liE. 
.. 

:s p. ~ 1:11: Cl 

... ) .'1 ~· ... I.: 2 • • • i1~ \. f ·.f • • 11' ll 11' 11' 

···I~~ I 
...J ~ J . 

"'1 
t . Not cultivated. t ·Not cultivated, " Cln2chile"-or flowers exempt 

from revenue. 

• • • t • .. ... Appraisement in cash • . .. ... 'II' ll' .. 
. I€ formerly. formerly 

it W!'oS j. it was j. 
I Ill 

.••• ~~ ,j t • • I Not cultivated, if 
, ... c. .. "' done IJatdi at 2/3· 

"'f ,gu 
4 ! • t • I " • ... ~ -11 "' 11 11' ... 

•' 

~ ' ... t • • • ....... If 'II . 11' 

I 
....... ~ .. 

.. . f f. • f. t .. 
I 

I 
3 ... 

••• J t • t t•' . . • ... 
I • .. 11' 

\ 
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Statement s~wing Rates of Revenue p-aid in various Crown lands-(contd.) 

Maotung Niibat, Kaiat Niabat. 

N arne of Crop. liD :g 
-= 

'"Ill: Remarks. 
" =:.· l·=·;·,. ..s 1 ~ " J"g~-G 01 

.5 :E .... 
~ 01 :2 ..Qu::s~ :.0 ~ e. y.5~ N C) -

I I 
Mung ... .. . ... ) t • I tl Not cultivated • ... 11" 

...I€ I 
Carrots ... ... t • l t\ • • Appraisement in cash • ... 11" 3 11" . .. 

···I~ 
I 

Judri ... ... ... t • • • • • ... • 11" lJ lJ If . .. ...., . 
"' Coriander (dhania) ... ... ~~g. t • I t • • lf 11 1J . .. 

r~ ~ 
~ 

Vegetables ... ... . .. }J t t t t ... .. ...... ... 
Bhang ... ... ... 

FODDERS, 

Bht~sa of wheat ••• ... ... ... } t ' • • • t t t ,, 
3 1!" 

Katti of shi"" and matar ... .•. 
Bhusa of barley ... Whole • • • t t t ... ... ... 11 1J 1!" 



I Fine chaft' of wheat thrown 
along the borders of the 
threshing ftoorby winnewing. 

II.' a tal l l B"wa having 
winnowing • 

grain left after 

Maize Uurfri or Zunaf) ... I f • t 4 

Prls, ... t . t t I I 

Mung t t Not cultivated, 


